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Abstract

Fundam ental properties of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars in Local Group galaxies have been 

obtained using high quality UV, optical and IR spectroscopy coupled with a sophisticated 

model atm osphere code including line-blanketing and clumping.

Q uantitative analyses of W R stars in the cores of two giant HII regions, HD97950 in 

NGC3603 and R136a in 30 Doradus -  is presented, based on archive HST spectroscopy. 

We find very large luminosities ( 1O6L0 ) for these H -  rich objects (H /H e ~  3-6). In the 

two core regions, WNL stars provide about 20% of the to tal ionizing flux and about 60% of 

the to tal kinetic energy injected into the ISM, despite representing <10% of the massive 

sta r population. HD97950 and R136a overall show similar global properties, although 

Rl36a. is embedded in a denser (and older) region than  its Galactic counterpart.

I studied the recently discovered He I emission line stars in the Galactic Centre region 

using K and L band observations obtained at UKIRT, making use of Hell 3.09/um to derive 

reliable surface tem peratures. T h a t line was observed in three objects, for which stellar 

param eters were determined, revealing properties typical of LMC or Galactic WN8-9 stars.

I present an analysis of Galactic W C5—8 stars, including ISO—SWS datasets. For all 

stars studied (WR146, WR90, WR135, and W R 11), the derived neon abundance shows 

a strong enrichment, though up to  50% lower than evolutionary expectations. Earlier 

discrepancies arose from unrealistic distances and /o r mass loss rates.

Analyses of seven LMC WC4 and one WO stars were carried out. LMC W C4 stars 

reveal an overlap in surface composition and tem perature with Galactic WC4-8 stars, dif

fering from these principaly by their lower surface mass flux and /o r higher wind expansion 

velocity. While no trend in C /H e is found between Galactic W CE and LMC W C4 stars, 

the WO sta r studied, Br93, possesses the greatest C /H e and O /H e values in the present 

W R sample.

Finally, multifibre observations of 47 W R stars in M33 are presented, with new classi

fications and line information obtained. I confirm the absence of WO stars, and provide a 

precise determ ination of most W C subtypes.
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6.19 Grid of models with varying term inal velocity (3000 km s ' 1 (solid line),

2000  km s -1  (dashed line) and 1000 km s-1  (dotted line)), keeping all other 
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C /H e =  0.10, O /H e =  0.015, T* =  77300 K)). The region 5750-6000A  

has been scaled by a factor 0.1 for plotting convenience. See how greatly 

affected transitions between levels of the low ionization species are affected, 
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6.20 I show the line form ation regions for two Cm  lines: 2296A is unaffected but 

5696A strongly shifts to outer regions (where the optical thickness is less) 

when the wind term inal velocity is decreased (3000 km s-1  (solid line), 2000 

km s- 1 (dashed line) and 1000 km s -1  (dotted line)). The model param eters

are identical to  those displayed in the caption of Figure 6 .1 9 .............................288
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The only exception to the clear trend is IC10, a galaxy undergoing a starburst293

7.2 P lot of the two best quality spectra out of our sample of M33 W R stars, 
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sponds to the AUTOFIB2 observations of MC20, and the dotted line to
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7.4 Comparison between the 5400A regions for the best observations of M33 

W C stars, revealing the insufficient signal quality for proper quantitative 
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7.5 Plot of the correlation between the FW HM  (A) of the 4650 blend with its 

equivalent width for the M33 WC stars (upper panel) and WN stars (lower 

panel). A distinction is made between the inner and outer regions, choosing 

the divide at a galactocentric distance p of 0.6 (normalized to a Holmberg 
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outer WCs (dotted l i n e ) .................................................................................................307
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is devoted to the study of the so-called W olf-Rayet (WR) phenomenon: I will 

present the research I have been doing towards a better understanding of the fundam ental 

properties of W R stars (close binary systems are not treated  in this work), as well as 

their ionizing properties on the host medium. W R stars are generally considered to  be the 

evolved descendents of massive O -type stars and represent the final stage in the evolution 

prior to a supernova explosion. Their evolution overlaps with the post-m ain sequence phase 

of the most massive stars (M initial > ~20M@). Stellar wind mass loss during the evolution 

is expected to  lead to  a ‘peeling down’ of the outer atm osphere and exposure of different 

chemical products produced by successive phases of interior nuclear processing. W N stars 

show chemical abundances reflecting the exposure of interior CNO-cycle nuclear burning 

(eg. Willis 1991, Crowther, Smith & Hiller 1995), whilst WC stars show a wind chemistry 

reflecting the products of interior He-burning (eg. Smith & Hummer 1988, Koesterke & 

Hamann 1995). The (relatively rare) WO class (Barlow & Hummer 1982) show abundances 

reflecting Q'-capture products in more advanced He-burning (Kingsburgh, Barlow & Storey 

1995). In general, the observationally derived abundances of H /H e /C /N /O  in the different 

W R classes are found to be in agreement with predictions from stellar evolution models 

for massive stars, which incorporate the effects of mass loss stripping (eg. M aeder 1983, 

1991).
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There are mainly two techniques th a t allow researchers to define a global picture of 

the W R  status, considering these objects from “outside” or “inside” . By this, I mean th a t 

one can try  to model s tars by assuming th a t they consist of a hot interior where nuclear 

fusion reactions occur: em itted photons in the core percolate through and out of the 

atm osphere to  give rise to  an emergent spectrum  th a t can be considered as their identity 

card. This allows a study from outside, th a t is, a quantitative study of this spectroscopic 

signature can unveil a very precise set of stellar param eters for the object considered. From 

inside, one can study the evolution of the hot plasma, from a composition dominated by 

hydrogen and to a lesser extent helium, to heavier elements produced by nucleosynthesis. 

Thus core chemical evolution induces concomitant physical changes of the stellar interior 

(tem perature, radius, average molecular weight, density...) and exterior (expansion or 

contraction, oscillations, variable surface tem perature or mass loss rate, ...). Thus, trying 

to  reconcile the understanding of massive stars from the outside and inside approaches 

could be a synopsis for this thesis.

This schematic view is limited to stars th a t entered the main sequence with an initial 

mass above ~20M q. The Initial Mass Function (IMF), a physical concept th a t describes 

the mass distribution for a large number of objects forming from the same molecular cloud, 

favors the  making of low mass stars. For a million solar type stars formed, only one lOOM® 

star will be formed. If these massive stars are so heavily outnumbered, then why do we 

bother studying them? Well, for example, many massive stars have a stellar luminosity of 

106L®, s o  th a t being fewer in numbers is counteracted by some extraordinary properties.

Massive stars as a whole are very luminous (spanning the range 105-106L®) and rela

tively hot (~  30000-150000K). Due to their higher initial mass, they are able to produce 

during the gravitational collapse phase a high enough core tem perature to initiate the 

CNO cycle nuclear reaction phases (which requires a higher tem perature than the p -p  

chain to  become active). The rate of energy production from these reactions is fierce, 

allowing to  move through to heavier elements quickly. This allows the sta r to change 

its core composition swiftly (hydrogen core and shell burning proceed to produce helium,
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until the tem perature in the core is high enough to ignite helium in the core, creating 

quiescent core carbon and helium shell burning....) While all these steps in the core occur 

a t a rapid pace, the energy they release, in the form of high energy photons, cause the 

surface of the star to  expand and produce a stellar wind (Section 1.3). Compared to  the 

sun which undergoes a very feeble mass loss rate for most of its lifetime (~ 10 - 14M® yr-1 ), 

a massive s ta r sheds its outer layers a t such a high rate (~10- 5M® yr-1 ) th a t it defines its 

evolution: for example, a star starting  with an initial mass of 60M® on the main sequence 

will after three Myrs only be 20M®. This stripping of the outer stellar layers is a very 

effective mechanism to rid the unprocessed m aterial from the star, enabling it to  reveal 

after ~2M yrs the CNO products of core nucleosynthesis. This goes on as long as the 

s ta r  can process more stable elements in the core, releasing energy th a t counterbalances 

the gravitational pressure. At one stage, the tem perature in the core becomes insufficient 

to allow further nuclear fusion, letting the gravitational pressure supersede the gas and 

radiation pressures: the star falls on itself and becomes a super-novae. The whole story 

would in most cases take only a few Myrs, a relatively short time for the release of ~90%  

of the initial m aterial th a t constituted the sta r into the Interstellar Medium (ISM). Hence, 

these stars may be few, but are extremely generous in their contribution to the chemical 

enrichment of galaxies.

Also, during their short life, these objects are prone to influence the energy balance 

of their surroundings. Their mighty winds carry a lot of kinetic energy th a t shape the 

nearby m atter, producing highly torm ented gas distributions as seen in Hll regions, in 

associated nebulae or in dense clusters (consider the ’’Pistol” star, Figer et al. 1995) The 

very hot flux distribution th a t emerges from their atm ospheres is also a dom inant source 

of ionization, not only from the Lyman continuum but also the Hel and Hell continua 

(nebular emission in Hen 4686A is observed from the medium surrounding the hottest 

massive stars, see the WO sta r D R 1 in IC1613 for example, D ’Odorico & Rosa (1982)). 

W hen a large number of such massive stars are born at the same tim e (starburst), the 

host galaxy shows a sudden change of properties attribu tab le  only to  these objects and
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their unevolved ascendents.

Moreover, massive stars are great laboratories where research on plasma physics, radia

tive transfer, hydrodynamics ... can be carried out. Unlike solar type stars, convection is 

restricted merely to the very inner parts of the core of a massive star: instead, the release 

of energy is mainly done radiatively (a more efficient process than convection when such 

a  high energy has to be expelled from the core of the star). The transfer of momentum 

between highly energetic photons and m atter causes it to be lifted (some photospheric 

instability may contribute also to it) and give birth to a considerable stellar wind. In this 

expanding atmosphere, though the global motion is outwards, shocks occur th a t allow a 

scatter in the expansion velocity a t a given point and a departure from the homogeneous 

density configuration. Hence, a great deal of variable patterns can be witnessed th a t shed 

interesting information on radiation hydrodynamics in stellar winds.

In the next sections, I will introduce the mechanisms that lead to the creation of 

massive stars, and also try  to  present in depth these two aspects that I have introduced 

as the above and below points of view. I will give a heuristic account on the physics that 

governs the W R  winds, as some of the mechanisms tha t recurrently will appear in the 

following chapters arise from the grander theory of radiatively driven wind theory.

1.1 Star formation in galaxies

Star form ation is conditioned by the amount of neutral hydrogen available in the host 

galaxy, which decreases as one moves from Spirals to Giant and normal Irregulars. Indeed, 

a  study by Kennicutt (1989), revealed tha t from an observed sample of nearby Spiral 

galaxies, active star form ation was occurring in their disks when the column density of 

neutral gas exceeded 2 x l0 24 m - 2 . Consequently, on average, the densest and most massive 

Spiral galaxies are predicted to have much higher star formation rates (the geometrical 

configuration of the spiral arm s also plays a role). A prevalent star formation trigger is 

shock waves produced by super-novae events, as well as the short but steady contribution 

from stellar winds of massive stars. Such shocks can also be produced by tidal waves
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inherent to the dynamical properties of Spiral galaxies, hence lacking in Irregulars, or 

merging galaxies, which appear rather common features in the early universe. One also 

wants to address how the actual stellar content and sta r form ation rate  varies in different 

types of galaxies, the metal rich Spirals to the metal poor Irregulars. The history of 

galactic fecundity seems to be reflected by the enrichment in m etals of the ISM, where it is 

believed th a t W R stars are responsible for local dumping of Helium and Nitrogen (Esteban 

&; Peimbert 1995), as released by their mighty stellar winds (Supernovae explosions are 

also determ inant contributors). The universal low metal content of Irregulars (Skillman 

et al. 1989) implies in this picture th a t the time averaged star form ation rate  of these 

galaxies is much lower than their Spiral counterparts.

A priori , the dynamics of the host region for massive stars could also be the prevalent 

param eter, hence leading to completely different populations in Irregular galaxies, for 

they tend to show no collective and organized motions on the large scale, bu t rather 

chaotic velocity distributions, varying considerably over small distances. This possibly 

reflects the actual galactic form ation history, in which the gathering of only few large 

clouds leads to the creation of a fast rotating Spiral galaxy, and th a t  of numerous smaller 

clouds to Irregulars. The constructive conservation of angular velocity leading to  the 

differential ro tation velocity , together with the star formation process, explains the  spiral 

appearance of the former. A beautiful theoretical dem onstration of this was done by Seiden 

& Schulman (1990), who showed th a t the structure of spiral galaxies could be understood 

by the combined differential rotation and the so-called Stochastic Self P ropagating S tar 

formation process. However, the  destructive combination of angular m om enta in the  la tte r 

explains their inexistent overall ro tation but instead the presence of a  chaotic distribution 

of velocities. Although not found to  be so dom inant in NGC6822 and IC1613, IC10 on 

the other hand follows very much this idea, as brought upon by the study after Hodge & 

Lee (1990).
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1.2 W R  stars

1.2.1 T h e evolu tionary view

Most of the considerations on massive star evolution during this thesis will be compared 

with the evolutionary models of the Geneva group (Maeder 1991, Maeder & M eynet 1994, 

Schaller et al. 1992, Schaerer & Maeder 1992, Meynet & Maeder 1997), which has allowed 

numerous and detailed physical mechanisms to be Introduced in stellar structure models. 

The aim of such models is to predict the evolution of a massive and hot plasma, (tha t 

makes up the star) as it evolves through nuclear fusion from a cosmic to an enriched 

composition. The models combine nuclear reaction rates with physical mechanisms such 

as opacity, diffusion, convection, semi-convection, core overshooting, mass loss, rotation, 

dynamical instabilities. For each evolutionary step, comparisons with the stellar census 

observed and stellar properties as determined from spectroscopic quantitative analysis 

provide the constraints for further refinements, and also help to identify the ” modelled” 

with the ”observed” star.

The mass loss properties of massive stars are a determ inant component in their evo

lution, combined to the primary mass param eter. Stellar evolutionary models will hence 

be very sensitive to  th a t rate of mass loss. Although the evolutionary models have been 

capable of providing an agreement between the observed and predicted stellar census of 

massive objects (W R /O , RSG/BSG, W C/W N  for example), this was only a t the expense 

of relying on un-physically high mass loss rates (evolutionary tracks assuming a ” norm al” 

mass loss rate  do not show any sensible W R evolution, recovered by assuming an ”en

hanced” mass loss ra te  during the entire post-main sequence phase, Schaller et al. 1992 

and M eynet et al. (1994)). Some intrinsic properties of individual objects show also a t 

times very uncorrelated param eters with expectations. For example, W R stars are consid

ered by evolutionary models to be H-deficient, though a great many W R stars have been 

analysed spectroscopically to reveal a very unevolved surface chemistry (Chapter 3-4), 

yet stellar param eters typical of bona-fide WRs. Helium is supposed to be burning in the
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core of any W R star, yet, for these H-rich stars, it is difficult to assess tha t this is indeed 

the case. WC stars are considered to be the next stage in massive star evolution after the 

WN phase: the spectral classification (see Section 1.2 .2 ) of WC stars is expected to be 

correlated with the stellar surface enrichment: late type WCs have lower enrichment in 

carbon and oxygen than  earlier ones. This provides a smooth continuation from WCs to 

WOs, which have been analysed and do show some high enrichment in carbon and oxygen. 

As we will see in Chapter 5- 6 , a considerable scatter is observable in any subtype, and 

certainly this evolutionary connection is considerably misleading (the trend is acceptable 

for Galactic W C stars, but is rejected by the analysis of LMC WC4 stars, as will be shown 

in C hapter 6).

Table 1 .1 : Relationship between WC and WO subtype and C and 0  enhancements com

pared to  He (from Smith k  Maeder 1991)

W R subtype (C + 0 )/H e

WC9 0.03- 0.06

WCS ~ 0.1

WC7 ~ 0.2

W C6 ~0.3

WC5 ~0.55

WC4 0.7- 1.0

WO > 1.0

To clarify these m atters, 1 show in Figure 1.1 the evolution of the stellar surface 

chem istry with time (it takes only few hours for the surface material to sweep through the 

stellar wind). Over the course of only few million years, it is expected tha t a complete 

change occurs: first H rich, this element disappears (by mass loss stripping) and is replaced 

by helium and nitrogen (the WN phase). In high metallicity environments, the conversion 

of nitrogen (into fluorine, oxygen, neon and magnesium, see Chapter 5) operates along



with helium burning, so th a t the former element disappears suddenly, and the s ta r enters 

the W C phase. Note th a t this gap between the WN and W C phases, although very short 

compared to the stellar lifetime, coincides with the W N /C  stellar s ta tu s (these objects 

have been identified in the Galaxy, the LMC and in M33, see C hapter 7). W C stars have 

been analysed in a variety of means to constrain their stellar param eters: recombination 

theory was used by Smith &; Hummer (1988) and Eenens & Williams (1992) to determine 

C /H e values for WC stars and Kingsburgh et al. (1995) C /H e and O /H e for WO stars. 

These seemed to  indicate th a t a trend is present between C /H e and W C subtype, which 

led Smith & M aeder (1991) to propose a well defined correlation. This is displayed in 

Table 1.1, where WC9 are seen to be the least enriched with (C + 0 )/H e  in the range 0.03-

0.06 and WC4 and WO stars the most enriched with (C + 0 )/H e >  0.7. A m ajor part of 

this thesis was devoted to the quantitative analysis of WC stars, so th a t a reliable method 

could be used to provide an alternative derivation for this correlation. In C hapter 5 and 6 ,

I show th a t other param eters influence the W C spectral typing and th a t CO enrichment 

is not the prim ary determining criterion.

1.2.2 T he sp ectroscop ic  v iew

Spectroscopically, W R stars show an intrinsic ’’hot” flux distribution peaking in the far 

UV, and dom inated by broad emission lines of hydrogen and helium (Of, W NLh), helium 

and nitrogen (WN stars), helium, carbon and oxygen (WC and WO stars). These lines 

arise from the fast expanding wind, their widths being determined by the wind velocity 

of the extended region where they form. A variety of line profiles is observed (Castor 

1970): round profiles for optically thick lines, flat topped for optically thin lines forming 

in a wind region where the term inal velocity is reached, (Cm  5696A, forbidden lines of 

sulphur, neon (Chapter 5)) and P-Cygni profiles, either of the above two combined to  a blue 

absorption component due to photons being scattering along the line of sight. In a similar 

way as botany and zoology were im portant to establish the theory of evolution, stellar 

classification is param ount if one is to ever make sense out of the wide variety of stellar
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spectra  ga tnerea , xne m ain source 01 m iorm ation trom  astropnysicai oojecxs. m e n , witn 

th is classification established (Section 1 .2 .2 .1), one aims a t  determ ining som e evolutionary 

and physical links using some modelling tools for these stellar ob jects (Section 6.3). Both 

aspects are now going to  be introduced, while the  la tte r  will be trea ted  in full details for 

the  present work in C hap ter 2.

1.2.2.1 Classification Schem es

A succession of more and m ore refined classification schemes were settled , based on the 

apparen t ionization of the  W E  sp ec tra  (the philosophy is the  sam e as for main sequence 

s ta rs). Typically, one sees for any species a t least two different ionization s ta tes, which 

do not coexist in the  stellar wind, bu t ra ther follow a  radial stra tification  configuration. 

A choice of H el-Il lines, or N m - iv -v  or a  com bination of both  was used to  classify WN 

s ta rs  (Sm ith e t al. 1996); for W Cs, because carbon and oxygen lines are so widely present, 

classification schemes rely on both  C l l -m - iv  and O v -v i lines (C row ther e t al. 1998). I 

present in Table 1.2 and Table 1.3 the  classification criteria  for the  diagnostic lines in WN 

and W C  s ta rs  respectively. I also display for clarity a  selection of spectra  of W N and W C 

s ta rs  spanning a  range of spectral ionization in Figure 1.2.

1.2.2.2 M odelling tools

T he understanding  of W R  properties can be draw n by modelling the radiative flux dis

tribu tion  em erging from their dense and fast expanding atm ospheres. Their wind is so 

opaque th a t  the  photosphere cannot be observed (both  lines and continuum  form in the 

wind), hence shedding a  veil on the  stellar surface. However, model atm ospheres have 

been constructed  th a t  derive these stellar properties, in a  backward fashion: the  em ergent 

spectrum  is used together with assum ed physical wind processes to  derive the  ” trigger

ing” ste llar characteristics a t  the  surface and in fact a t any point w ithin th e  wind. W R  

q u an tita tiv e  analysis represents a  considerable challenge, since sim plifying assum ptions 

become invalid: Local-T herm odynam ic-E quilibrium  (LTE) no longer holds since m atte r
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Table 1.3: Quantification of W C11-4 and W 04-1  subclasses based on emission line equiv

alent widths (Wa in A ) from Crowther et al. (1998), connecting smoothly with Smith et 

a l.’s (1990)

Subtype f w h m (A) Prim ary Secondary

C iii A5696 Civ A5808/C iii A5696 Civ A5808/CH A4267

log W A log W A

W C 11 ~3

T—
1 

1VI < -1 .5

W C 10 3-6 1 I—
1 to 0 1 o Tl — 1.5 to  —0.2

WC9 30T15 —0.7 to —0.3 -0 .2  to T1.0

W C8 40T10 —0.3 to  —j—0.1 > 1.0

Civ A5808 Civ A5808/C iii A5696 Civ A5696/O iii- v A5590

log W A log W A

WC7 45T20 T0.1 to  TO.6 >T0.1

W C 6 50T20 TO.6 to  T l . l 0.0 to TO.7

WC5 50T20 T l-1  to T l-5 -0 .4  to  TO.5

WC4 70T20 >T 1.5

o1VI

C iv A5808 Ovi A3818/Ov A5590 O vi A3818/Civ A5808

log W A log W A

W 04 60T30 —0.3 to TO.25 — 1.5 to  —1

W 03 90T30 TO.25 to TO.6 — 1 to TO.2

W 02 160T20 TO.6 to  T l . l >T 0.2

W O l 40T10 >T1.1 >T 0.2
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and radiation are strongly decoupled. The huge extent of W R atmospheres make a simple 

trea tm en t in plane parallel geometry incompatible. So, W R model atmospheres require a 

non-LTE treatm ent of radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium, in an extended and 

fast expanding atm osphere using multi-level atoms. Because W R stellar surfaces are very 

hot, and their stratified winds very enriched in G'NO products, one has to include detailed 

model atom s with a great number of levels. Four types of such models exist, developed 

independently by (i) Hillier (1987a, 1987b, 1988, 1989, 1990a, 1990b) and Hillier & Miller

(1998), (ii) Hamann & Wessolowski (1990), Hamann et al. 1992, Schmutz et al. 1989, 

(iii) Schmutz (1997), (iv) and de Koter et al. (1993, 1997), which allow in some cases for 

line-blanketing (Schmutz 1997, Hillier h  Miller 1998) and clumping (Hillier 1991, Hamann 

h  Koesterke 1998). The wind driving force is however never derived self-consistently, so 

th a t the  outflow is assumed to  be present, rather than being driven physically through 

m om entum  transfer.

The techniques are very similar for all groups. Observational constraints are used such 

as wind term inal velocity (measured from UV lines usually) and absolute magnitudes (from 

narrow filter photom etry to avoid contamination from lines is used to scale the model 

flux to  the correct level, Smith 1968). The bolometric correction of hot stars is highly 

degenerate, preventing a detailed determination of stellar param eters from the observed 

flux continuum  or photom etry alone. Hence, recourse to spectroscopic da ta  and a selection 

of diagnostic lines are necessary to derive the numerous stellar param eters th a t describe 

a given object: surface tem perature, mass loss rate, surface composition... These models 

have m anaged to  provide a set of stellar parameters for objects with expanding winds: WN 

stars have been analysed by Hamann et al. (1995a), Crowther et al. (1995a, 1995b), while 

W C sta rs  have been treated  only recently (Hillier 1989, Ham an et al 1995, Grafener et al. 

1998, Hillier & Miller 1999): this task requires very reliable atomic da ta  with a very large 

num ber of levels for each species (also, for a time, W R model atmospheres assumed the 

wind to  be mainly made of helium, treating metals as impurities, an assumption th a t fails 

for W C stars where carbon or oxygen can represent sim40% of the total mass fraction).
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It is crucial th a t W R stars be studied using different tools, to ensure th a t the derived 

stellar param eters are not model dependent. W ith the advent of better computing facil

ities, the inclusion of more sophisticated physics is perm itted so th a t model atm ospheres 

become highly reliable tools for tests of stellar evolution, energy balance of the  ISM and 

sta r form ation.

1.3 The physics of W R winds

The stellar wind of hot stars is the continuous, supersonic flow of m atter lifted up from 

their surface by the pressure caused by the s ta r ’s em itted radiation. Unlike the solar wind, 

which is tenuous and transparent, W R s ta r winds are considerably opaque to  radiation, 

leaving some definite signatures of their presence on the emergent spectrum  (the P-Cygni 

profiles give a very good account of wind properties). It is the high surface brightness of hot 

stars th a t allow them  to produce enough high energy photons (hence with high m omentum  

values) to ’’communicate” a substantial outward push on m atte r to  lift a wind.

This transfer of momentum operates by means of photon scattering by free as well as 

bound electrons (hot star winds are completely ionized, making electron scattering the 

main source of opacity). Here, a param ount factor for the existence of a stellar wind is the  

fact th a t the expansion of the wind redshift the radiation with respect to any comoving 

frame element in the wind. (In contrast, in the hydrostatic case, line scattering would 

deplete quickly photons falling in a range AA about the line centre (set by the intrinsic 

line-broadening mechanism)). Hence, as m atter moves outward, it line-scatters photons 

from adjacent blue wavelength regions: this is not necessarily substantial (the sweep in 

wavelength covers from the line center to — Voo /c ), but the large optical depths of so many 

transitions makes the momentum transferred significant.

We can look more quantitatively a t the radiative force im parted to the medium through 

electron scattering. The case of free electrons is simple, since it is a ’’grey” process,

i.e independent of wavelength, leaving the stellar luminosity unaffected. Therefore, the  

radiative flux a t any radius r in the atm osphere is given by L /47rr2, which corresponds
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to a momentum flux L /47rr2c, where c is the speed of light. The material interception of 

this flux (its opacity) through electron scattering (the medium is ionized) is given by the 

constant Ke =  ae//j,e) where ae is the classical Thompson cross-section, and fie the mean 

atomic mass per free electron. The product of the opacity v/ith the radiative momentum 

flux (a force per unit mass) yields the radiative acceleration for free-electron scattering,

. . hip L
9e( r )  = 47rr2c

We can compare it to  the gravitational acceleration G M /r2, where G is the gravitation 

constant and M the mass of the star. The r -2  dependence of these two accelerations leads 

to their spatially constant ratio, called the Eddington param eter Te, fixed by the ratio of 

luminosity to  mass,

r. = KrL
AttG M c

This factor is very small for the sun ( ~ 2 x l0 -5 ), but much closer to unity for hot, massive 

stars. For values greater than unity, the s ta r would become gravitationally unbound: it 

is surprising th a t  for massive stars, r e could be so close to this instability edge. However, 

this ratio is not constant throughout the wind: Ke decreases further out from the star since 

the m atter there is less ionized than near the stellar surface. Therefore, this instability 

can really occur only a t the photospheric level by overcoming the gravity there.

Scattering by bound electrons is also a source of opacity in the wind, which shows 

a m odulated effect. F irst, the binding of a photon within two discrete energy levels of 

an atom represents some sort of resonance cavity th a t greatly amplifies the interaction 

cross section with photons whose energy coincides with the levels energy gap. Although 

the number of bound electrons in a hot s ta r is small (1 electron in 10000 is bound), this 

amplification yields a line force about a thousand times larger than th a t produced by free 

electrons. As it happens, stars tha t are already within a fraction of the Eddington limit 

can strongly overcome the gravity inward pull and move material outwards. Secondly, 

the Doppler effect in the wind allows adjacent wavelength regions to be line-scattered at 

different point in the expanding wind. Hence, the radiation does not become depleted
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at any wavelength like in the static  case, but instead, as long as the velocity gradient is 

non-zero, some ’’fresh” photons can be found to  im part some more m omentum to  m atter.

This resonance cavity for line scattering extends over a finite region whose linear size 

corresponds to  the Sobolev length, after the Russian astrophysicist, 1 s o b  =  vt/i/(d v /d r) , 

where v th the therm al velocity of the  medium (the line broadening in the comoving frame 

results from it). Because the hot s ta r winds are highly supersonic (500-4000 km s-1 ), 

Iso s  is then much smaller than the typical flow variation scale ( like the density scale H 

=  \ \p/(dp/dv)\\).  Therefore, a t any radius, the line-scattering can be seen as a localised 

process, and the optical depth, instead of requiring an integral over many atm ospheric 

points along a ray, can be calculated knowing the physical conditions only a t the  point 

considered,

_ KQVth 
dv /dr

The acceleration factors for both optically thin and optically thick lines were derived by 

Sobolev and give

1 -  e~T
iJline — Q thin

where

k vth 
Q th in  OC g e

K e C

and

L dv
Q thick  . V ~T~

Me2 dr

If we consider a single optically thick line and discarding any gravity, the steady s ta te  

flow acceleration is given by,

dv L dv
v ~ r =  Qline  OC -r—- V  —  

dr Me2 dr

which gives M oc L /c2. If many non-overlapping optically thick lines contribute, as in 

practice, then the cumulative effect is simply the combination from all contributions,

M  OC N t h i c k
cl
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Remembering th a t lines sweep a fraction /c  of the spectrum, there can be a maximum 

of c/ uqo contributing. This gives the single scattering limit,

MUoo < —c

, which relates to a useful quantity, i.e the wind performance number 77 defined by,

MVoo
v - ~ l ] 7

Though Castor, A bbott &. Klein (1975) provided a more physical treatm ent of the opacity 

sampling of lines, the general understanding developed here is a good heuristic dem onstra

tion. Now, OB stars are generally within this limit (77 is only a fraction of unity), while 

the single scattering limit is greatly exceeded in W R stars (eta 1). (Few years ago, 

the exclusion of clumping and line-blanketing for W R model atmosphere modelling gave 

77 in the range 50 to 100, though now it is merely a factor ten). It is possible to exceed 

this limit by considering overlapping multi-line scattering. This occurs because W R winds 

are extremely optically thick and stratified, allowing for more radiative global trapping 

of radiation. Owocki (1999) renamed the momentum problem in W R stars the ”opac- 

ity” problem, since w hat needs to be understood is not how to drive the W R wind but 

rather how to enhance the wind opacity so th a t the radiation flux is adequately blocked 

throughout the wind.

1.3.1 B izarre patterns?: wind variability  and asym m etries  

•  W ind variability

There is overwhelming evidence th a t hot star winds are not smooth and steady 

outflows, but rather have extensive structure and variability 011 a variety of scales. 

P-Cygni profiles, because they represent lines forming over the entire stellar wind, 

are excellent probes for variability patterns. Due to the huge volume contributing to 

the emission part, any variability gets diluted or averaged. However, the absorption 

trough coincides with the limited volume of the wind resting on the cross sectioned
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s ta r as seen from the observer, so th a t in general, a great many variable behaviours 

can be witnessed there.

These tend to take the form of D iscrete-A bsorption-Com ponents (DACs), i.e broad 

and enhanced absorption components in the blue trough of an unsaturated  P-Cygni 

profile, narrowing over the course of a  few days as they move towards the blue edge 

(tow ards faster moving parts of the wind). However, their outward motion is slower 

than  the steady sta te  wind outflow, for unknown reasons, being possibly initiated 

by stellar pulsations (Prinja & Howarth 1986).

Also, a m odulation of emission line profiles has been identified using high resolution 

and high S /N  spectroscopic observations of a selection of W R stars. These obser

vations are consistent with w hat is seen in DACs, and due to  the poor monitoring 

of UV observations, of greater use for wind structure  studies (Lepine et al. 1999, 

Lepine & Moffat 1999 ).

There are also Periodic-A bsorption-M odulations (PAMs), corresponding to  a  regu

lar increase or decrease in the absorption strength . This could be correlated with the 

stellar ro tation  period, however such a quantity cannot be inferred in the  presence 

of a  dense wind (the photosphere is hidden) or a fast wind (the lines are too Doppler 

broadened).

Overall, such inhomogeneities are expected by some alternative studies as some of 

these ” variable” stars are also strong X -ray em itters, a signature for shock occur

rences (Feldmeier 1997).

•  Asym metries

Polarim etric observations of W R stars have been done in the past and have revealed 

only very low degrees of asymmetries (Harries et al. 1998). The technique uses the 

fact th a t  the continuum and the lines form a t different heights in the  wind (the con

tinuum  forms closer to the stellar surface than  any line in the same spectral range); 

therefore, if an asymmetric or inhomogeneous wind is observed, the polarization in
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the continuum and in lines should be different. Harries et al. (1998) found th a t 

20% of a  sample of 29 W R stars showed polarization larger than 0.3%, and th a t 

the successful candidates corresponded to stars with high mass loss rates and stellar 

luminosities. Yet, due to the mostly radial outward push from radiation to the wind 

medium, it is very difficult physically for a star to be capable of twisting the out

flow so th a t  it becomes asymmetric. The obvious trigger would be stellar rotation, 

allowing a non-velocity gradient tha t would also contribute to  the line force.

I m ust stress th a t the work presented here is the result of a personal endeavour, th a t 

always benefited from the advice of my supervisors, but left me the main actor. This does 

not apply to  C hapter 3 only, in which Dr. Crowther was the main instigator, allowing me 

to make my first footsteps into Astrophysics research. This thesis will be structured as 

follows. In C hapter 2 , I will introduce the model atmosphere th a t constitutes the main 

tool for the quantitative analysis carried out in the subsequent chapters. In C hapter 3, 

I will present a study of massive stars in two Giant Hll regions, a work carried out in 

close collaboration with Dr. Crowther. Chapter 4 reports on the quantitative analysis of 

Hel emission line stars recently discovered in the Galactic Centre. Then, I move onto the 

study of W C stars, first in Chapter 5 with the primary aim of determining the wind neon 

abundance of a sample of Galactic W CE stars. Secondly, in Chapter 6 , a thorough study 

of LMC W C4 stars is shown, with also a first attem pt at deriving stellar param eters for 

Br93, a  W 03  star. Thirdly, I present in Chapter 7 an original work th a t ideally aimed at 

determining stellar param eters of M33 WR stars, though, as the reader shall see, I was to 

be disappointed. Finally, I provide a conclusion to the present work and outline my future 

aims in Astrophysics research in the last part of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Tools for quantitative 

spectroscopic analysis

In this chapter, I present the main tools used for the determ ination of stellar param eters. 

F irst, I will introduce the model atm osphere code of Hillier & Miller (1998), named CMF-  

GEN , which prevails over the earlier version of the code th a t did not trea t line-blanketing 

and overlap, nor clumping (references to th a t earlier code are given in C hapter 1 ; this ear

lier version is used exclusively in C hapter 3 and partially in C hapter 4). Secondly, I will 

introduce the various extinction laws available to allow a comparison between the dered

dened observed flux distributions and the theoretical flux ou tput. Minor codes developed 

during the course of the thesis will be mentioned in the relevant chapters as necessary.

2.1 M odel atmospheres: a too l for the determ ination of stel

lar parameters

The work presented in this thesis has used extensively the non-LTE code of Hillier & 

Miller (1998) which iteratively solves the transfer equation in the co-moving fram e subject 

to statistical and radiative equilibria in an expanding, spherically sym m etric and steady- 

s ta te  atmosphere. We have the alternative of using the Sobolev approxim ation, of seeking
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the full solution of the comoving frame radiative transfer equation. To facilitate the

simultaneous solution of the transfer equations and the statistical equilibrium equations, 

a partial linearisation m ethod is used. Relative to earlier versions of this code (Hillier 1987, 

1990), two m ajor enhancem ents have been incorporated, namely (i) line blanketing, (ii) 

clumping. Line-blanketing requires a large number of levels to be included, only possible

to be trea ted  explicitly.

Specific details of the techniques used are provided by Hillier & Miller (1998, 1999), 

for which I give a brief overview here.

2.1.1 P resen ta tion  o f th e m od el atm osphere

2.1.2 P resen ta tion  o f the physics of the m odel

I emphasise in hte next paragraphs the main elements th a t consitute the code and bear 

a significant im portance on the model technique applied during this thesis work. All 

notations used have been defined in Mihalas (1978), and kept identical here.

2.1 .2 .1  R ad ia t ive  transfer in an expand ing  wind

The transfer equation in the comoving frame (CMF; all model runs in this thesis were 

carried out using the CM F treatm ent, except for initial iterations of models making a big 

jum p in the param eter space) is,

appropriate for solving the transfer equation and statistical equilibrium equations in stellar 

winds where v /c  is less than  0.01 (Mihalas, Kunasz & Hummer 1976a). Taking the zero 

and first order momentum  equations of the Equation 2.11,

with the use of ”super-levels” . Also, the radiative transfer in the lines is done ” exactly”

(no opacity redistribution or sampling techniques are used), allowing for all line overlaps

(1 -  n 2) d l ( r , n , v )  
f1 „ n . .dr r dfi

7j(r,i/) -  K( r ,v )I (r , i i ,v )

(2 . 1 )
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and

d K  (3/1 — J) f l /v \  
dr r \ r c  J

\ d ( H - N )  f  d l n v \  ON+dv  ' \ d l n r )  dv
=  - X H  (2.2)

where

[ J , H , K , N ] =  \  j   ̂ / ( ^ , r ) [ l , ^ , / / 2,/z3]d^ (2.3)

where the spatial and frequency dependences have been dropped. We have two equations 

but only four unknowns, so these cannot be solved directly. An iterative solution can

be found by writing the two moments K and N in term s of J and H. Following Auer &

M ihalas (1970) and Mihalas, Kunasz h  Hummer (1976b), we can introduce the  Eddington

factors,

/ ( r , , )  =  f 4  (2.4)
J ( r ,  v)

and

t \ N ( r , v )  f ^g ( r , v ) =  —  T (2.5)
/7 (r, v)

which are assumed to be known during the solution of the moment equations. W ith the 

introduction of the sphericity factor (Auer 1971), defined by,

ira(rV)= r ('3~1̂ - '>-dr + lnRl, (2.6)
J R *  r

defining

d X  =  —xqdr  (2.7)

and

dlnv ,
a  =  —--------1 (2.8)

dlnr

We then obtain from Equation 2.1 and 2.2,

q& + ( ^ ( i  + af y j \ r2 /  _^A 
d X  \ X rc  dv  J \  X /

and

d { f ^ J 1 + / ^ d(l + agy H \ r, H
d X  \ X rc dv J

So, we now have two equations and two unknowns, providing a unique solution. Using 

Equations 2.9-2.10, new eddington factors can be computed by performing a formal solu

tion of the transfer equation in the usual (p, z) coordinate system (Mihalas 1978). The new
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radiation field found is no longer consistent with the previous set of Eddington factors, 

so an iterative procedure is employed. We need also to introduce boundary conditions, in 

both space and frequency. For the frequency boundary, we specify the boundary value at 

the highest frequency. For spatial boundaries, the inner and outer intensities are specified.

2.1 .2 .2  Statistica l equilibrium  equations

W ith the knowledge of the radiation field at each depth point within the atmosphere, one 

can com pute all level populations for all species, as well as the electron density. All these 

relevant quantities can be grouped together in the following equation (Mihalas 1978),

— 'Sy ^  Ti{n (Ri"i +  CV't) +  Tli ini" / uiY {Ru"+ cv'i) + y^(R«'+ Ci
i"<i i'yi

-  n i i ( n i /n i > ) * ( R i ' i  +  Cu>) =  0; 
i'yi

nt-Rij represents all upward radiative rates ( i  —>• j ) ,  for j  bound or free with,

R i j  = 47 T f  J u d y
(hu)

7i j ( r i i /nj )*Rj i  represents all downward radiative rates (j —>■ i) with,

R j i  =  47T J  [(2h u 3 / c 2) +  e~kT~

where * subscript refer to  LTE values (in LTE, one recovers R ij* = R^)-  Upward colli- 

sional rates are defined by,

r o c i

Cij =  nine / <Tij(v)f(v)vdv
Jv 0

where (?ij{y) denotes the cross-section for producing the transition (i —>■ j )  (j bound or 

free) by collisions with electrons of velocity v. The Maxwellian velocity distribution f(v) 

hold for electrons (i.e equilibrium is respected), implying that the detailed balancing is 

valid,

n*C\j = n*Cji 
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To make the number of equations equal th a t of variables, we need one more equation. 

Charge conservation is a possibility, i.e whatever the ionized sta te  of m atter, globally, it 

m ust remain neutral,

^   ̂ Njk  T  Tip — n e 
k j

where Njk = n ijk So we have here included all possible processes th a t can influence 

the level populations.

All equations are then discretised both in frequency and space. A linearisation tech

nique is then used to determine the set of solutions.

2.1 .2 .3  T reatm ent o f  full and super levels

As discussed by Hillier & Miller (1998, 1999), extremely complex atomic models are nec

essary for the quantitative analysis of W R stars, which are com putationally demanding. 

Consequently, the technique of ‘super-levels’ is used, in which several atomic levels of 

similar energies and properties are combined into a single one, a  super level, w ith the 

populations of the super level calculated in the rate equations. Populations of individual 

atomic levels are then calculated by assuming th a t it has the same departure coefficient as 

the corresponding super level to which it belongs (Anderson 1989). In this way, extremely 

complex atom s of helium, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen and iron can be considered. The use 

of super-levels is particularly warranted for the latter since it possesses very numerous 

transitions (see Table 2.2 and Table 2.3), however limited by constraining g f  <  10- 4 .

2 .1 .3  P h y s i c a l  in p u t s

2.1.3.1 W ind  den s ity  structure: sm o o th  or c lum ped?

Up until few years ago, all model atm ospheres would assume a smooth density distribution 

throughout the wind, though observational evidence suggested th a t W R winds showed a 

significant degree of clumping. Especially, the time variability of line profiles (Robert 1994, 

Lepine et al. 1997), time dependent theoretical calculations of line-driven winds (Owocki 

et al. 1988), X-ray emissions (Feldmeier 1998) called for the presence of inhomogeneities
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in W R winds. They would result from the propagation of forward and backward shock 

waves (initiated a t the base of the wind and percolating outwards), enhancing the density 

at the site of the shock and depleting it next to it. Such a pattern was also observed 

in P-Cygni profiles: presence of Discrete Absorption Components (DACs) in the trough 

(testifying for a variable opacity of the medium in the line of sight) and an extended trough 

beyond w hat is called the black edge (zero intensity and maximum velocity) to the real 

edge (merging of the trough with the continuum, corresponding to the highest velocity 

m aterial in the wind and therefore not the terminal velocity which is associated with the 

bulk of the material) (Prinja et al. 1988). A final observational evidence for the clumpy 

nature of W R winds was the identification of overestimated electron scattering wings by 

smooth density model atmospheres, i.e recombination lines can be reproduced well by a 

smooth model, however always overestimating strongly their red wings. Hillier (1991a) 

suggested th a t this discrepancy arose from the p2 dependence of recombination processes 

while electron scattering emission only scaled linearly with p: hence, a clumped wind is 

a lot more ’’efficient” a t producing recombination lines, requiring a lower mass loss rate 

to reproduce them well, and a t the same time solving the electron scattering emission 

problem.

However, very little is known about the nature of these in homogeneities: their size, 

lifetime, the range of possible densities is still to be discovered. T hat most W R  winds 

are clumped seems clear, but how does its wind clumping vary with distance from the 

stellar surface. For example, the analytical formulation of the mass loss rate (W right & 

Barlow 1975) can be adjusted to include a filling factor parameter, but how is one going 

to decide on its value: can one assume the filling factor as constrained with optical lines, 

which probe a completely different part of the wind from the radio emission? This is a 

point th a t  cannot be addressed properly at present.

So, on the model side, a very schematic wind density structure is considered. It m ust 

be stressed th a t the purpose is not to derive the wind density structure, but rather try  to 

get nearer the physically required inhomogeneous lay-out of the density and better fit line-
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profiles. Practically, the wind density p a t any location is replaced in our new form ulation 

by the quantity  p f , where f represents the filling factor a t th a t location (0 < f< l)  and is 

given by M /47rr2v(r). The filling factor f is allowed to vary, through the two param eters 

a and b as follows:

/  =  a +  (1 -  a) * exp(—v/b)

At velocities much smaller than  a chosen value b (a value of 200 km s-1 is used throughout), 

the filling factor goes to unity, since radiative instabilities th a t give rise to  clumps do not 

take place below the sonic point. At very high velocities, one recovers the other chosen 

value a. As the reader can see, there is no explicit dependence of f on the radius, mostly 

because we do not know how to base this variation. On the radiative transfer side, the 

emissivities and opacities are all mutiplied by the factor f and the system  of solution 

equations is solved as in the unclumped model. Since spherical sym m etry is assumed 

in the model (this is warranted by the dom inant radial force acted on the wind by the 

radiation field, and by the low observed polarization of W R winds (Harries et al. 1998), 

this clumped wind takes the form of concentric shells of m atter and void centered on the 

star.

On the modelling side, the main effect introduced by assuming a clumped wind struc

ture is the reduction of the mass loss rate required to reproduce lines properly. In addition, 

line profiles are fitted well over their entire widths and the former discrepancy associated 

with electron scattering wings vanishes. In most analyses, apart from the Galactic Centre 

(GC) W R stars, I found evidence th a t the filling factor was less than unity, th a t is, th a t 

line profiles could only be fitted accurately if I assigned a clumpy structure  to  the W R 

wind. However, I could not precisely set a given value for f: often a value of f=0.1 was 

satisfactory, but without discarding values bracketed between 0.05 and 0.25. There are 

several reasons for that: first, WC stars (the central feature of the reasearch presented 

here) show spectroscopic features in most cases blended, making the inspection of line 

wings very difficult. Secondly, lines are present everywhere, even weak, hence con tribu t

ing unconspicuously to what could be believed to be the continuum: they do not seem
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to  be line blends but act as such. Thirdly, the filling factor param eter only affects the 

line profiles, so th a t no other observational feature can constrain it. In fact, in the model 

analyses, f and M are correlated. The model fitting technique sets the value for M /\ /7 , 

while models with identical M / y / J  differ in their predicted line profiles only.

In part of this work, an absolute value for the mass loss rate was essential, so I had to 

be adventurous on assuming th a t I had the appropriate value for the clump to void density 

ratio. W ith our model technique, the abundances derived from m id-IR  fine structure  lines 

depend on the factor y/J,  which therefore could lead to non negligible errors.

2.1 .3 .2  W in d  ve loc ity  structure

The model I used does not derive the velocity law: one needs a self-consistent derivation 

th a t accounts for momentum transfer between photons and wind m atter. So, instead, 

I use the well known /3 law, as derived consistently by time-dependent and line-transfer 

calculations (first introduced by Castor, A bbott and Klein 1975). This is an extrapolation 

from results for 0  stars to  W R stars, but the agreement previous studies suggests it is not 

too far away from the real time-average motion of the wind material. In fact, improvements 

to  a single exponent (3 law were made, accounting for an accelerating wind a t large radii: 

Hillier & Miller (1998) found it led to a better fit to the line profiles, though the filling 

factor also plays a role. Similarly, Schmutz (1997, see also Springmann 1994) derived 

with a M onte Carlo code a velocity law th a t ressembles this pattern: assuming a single 

exponent (3 law just above the stellar surface in order to lift the wind, he found th a t the 

acceleration became overall more m oderate and extended further out. So, in this work, 

allowance for a flexible velocity law will be made, according to the following law,

_  u0 +  ( v oo -  v ext  -  V o ) {I -  R* / r )pl +  v ext { l  -  R J r ) 02 (2 11)
1 +  (vo/vcore)(exp((Ri' -  r ) / h e ff ))

v ext is an interm ediate term inal velocity, vco,.e the velocity at R* (1.0km s_1 typically), vq

the photospheric velocity (typically 100.0km s_1), v^  the true terminal velocity and he/ /

the scale in height (usually 0.01 in units of R*). By setting (31 =  /?2, one goes back to a

single exponent (3 law. I show an example of the single and the two component (3 laws
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Figure 2.1: P lot of the single (1) and two (2) exponent /3 laws for Vqq =  1400km s_1, from 

the stellar surface to  200R*. The characteristics of the present two exponent be ta  law are 

vcore = 1 .0 km s- 1 , Vo =  100 .0km s- 1 , v ext =  1100km s_1, he/ /  =  0.01R*, j3\ = 1.0 and 

=  50.0

in Figure 2.1, revealing the difference in velocity gradients close and far from the stellar 

surface.

In the models presented here, the two component j3 law is used, setting wext to  0.75uoo . 

Terminal velocities were in general determined observationally using the black edge of 

UV P-Cygni profiles, or the fine structure lines seen with ISO-SWS. W hen these were 

unavailable, I had recourse to the model to constrain it, as for the GC Hel emission line 

stars. For stars th a t showed very high wind term inal velocities, if was often necessary to 

relax it and go back to  a fast accelerating wind. vcore and vvh0t had also sometim es to  

be increased, for the high surface tem perature models (T* > 90000K), in order to  set the 

physical stellar surface a t a Rosseland mean opacity of ten.

To conclude on th a t m atter, I repeat th a t the velocity law is not derived in the present 

work, but rather adjusted to give best quality fits to  the line profiles.
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2.1 .3 .3  Stellar lum inosity, radius and tem peratu re

The stellar radius (R *) is defined as the inner boundary of the model atmosphere and is 

located a t Rosseland optical depth of 10 with the stellar tem perature (X1*) defined by the 

usual Stefan-Boltzmann relation,

L =  4tt(jRIT*

where a is the Boltzmann constant. Similarly, T2/ 3 relates to the radius (R2 /3 ) at which the 

Rosseland optical depth equals 2 /3 . W R models tend to show significantly larger values 

for R2/3 than  R*, i.e they correspond to ’’extended” atmospheres where the continuous 

spectrum  arises from expanding layers (at Rossland optical depth of 2/3 corresponds a 

location of the W R wind where typically 50% of has been reached!).

Models would usually be run a t a given luminosity until all param eters led to a good 

agreement between model and dereddened observed fluxes. Subsequently, a final model 

would be run so th a t the narrow band b or v (Smith 1968) absolute magnitude would 

corroborate th a t determined using photometric measurements, distance and reddening. 

The scaling of the luminosity, since it is done at constant bolometric correction, does not 

affect the  tem perature but rather the radius and the surface mass flux. Since the latter 

quantity  should not change (it has been constrained by the model fitting technique), the 

mass loss rate  needs also to be scaled. This is done using the transformed radius relation, 

R t (Schmutz et al. 1989), given by,

D  _  D  /  Vco___________________M_________  2 / 3

1 * 2500£;77?, s -1  10_4M® y r_1

The idea is th a t model with identical param eters, except the set R*-M-Uoo hut with the 

same R* will have a similar emergent spectrum.

2.1 .3 .4  C hem ica l enr ichm ents

All abundances are entered in the model input file. Abundances changes from models to 

models m ust be rather low, i.e 20% typically, as the opacity change induced can be very 

large. The environmental iron abundance corresponding to the Solar Neighbourhood, the
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LMC or the GC are rescaled every tim e other abundances in the model are changed so th a t 

their mass fraction remains compatible with their corresponding cosmic value (Esteban & 

Peim bert 1995).

For the model analysis, a set of diagnostics lines from the dom inant species is chosen, 

so th a t abundances can be determined. For WNL stars, I used in the optical Hell A4686, 

nitrogen lines (N I I I  AA4634-41, Niv A4058 and Nv A4603-20) and H7  (plus H/? if available; 

Chapter 3), and in the near-infrared Hel Al.70, B r7  and Hell A3.09 (Chapter 4). For WC 

and WO stars, the task is very simple as Hell A5411 and Civ A5471 show a relative 

behaviour only dependent on C /H e (i.e the ratio of their strength is a monotonic function 

of C /H e). The determ ination of O /H e in these stars is however not as trivial: depending 

on the dom inant ionization stages of oxygen, and the available spectral regions, I use 0  I I I  

A3127, A3041, A5590 O iv  A1400, AA2916-26, AA3063-72, and A3560-63,Ov A3144 and 

A5595, Ovi 5290A.

2 .1 .4  A to m ic  p r o c e s s e s  a n d  d a t a  s o u rc e s

•  Electron scattering:

The electron emissivity, rjes{u), a t a given frequency is given by: N ea  / 0°° R(v,  v ) J { y ) d v  

where R(tqz/) is the angle averaged therm al redistribution function. Hence, the 

rfes{ v ) a t any point is directly couple to the radiation field, over a bandw idth of ±  

3000km s_1in W R stars. Non-coherent redistribution functions as given by Hum

mer & Mihalas (1967) lead to  a greater computing difficulty (for the reason given 

above), so in the models run in this thesis, coherent scattering was assumed for all 

frequencies. Though this coherence applies in the CMF, there will be redistribution 

in the observer’s frame, taking the form of red electron scattering wings on strong 

lines.

• Photoionization cross sections:

Because of the large number of resonances in the photoionization cross sections, the
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com puting feasibility requires th a t the photoionisation cross sections (as obtained 

by the OPACITY project, Seaton et al. 1987) be smoothed. This was in general 

done with a gaussian profile, whose a is 3000km s-1 . Care must be taken th a t 

this smoothing does not alter the physical content of the original curve, i.e th a t 

the  Rosseland mean opacity be conserved as well as the recombination rate to a 

given level. In the future, such smoothing could be done with a lower cr, to improve 

confidence and reliability on results.

•  Dielectronic transitions:

This process corresponds to the collision between a species (atom or ion) and an 

electron, leading to  th a t species having two excited electrons (call sta te  a). This is 

then followed by a decay of the less excited photon into the ground state, leaving 

one electron in a high excited sta te  (call it state b). The process a to b acts as a 

recombination and can be described by a corresponding coefficient. It bears a signif

icant im portance in hot stars since the electron density is so high, and so is treated 

in the present model analysis. In the model, it is treated as a pseudo’ionization 

process, and treated  similarly to its photoionization equivalent. All sources for these 

dielectronic recombination coefficients come from Nussbaumer & Storey (1983, 1984) 

atom ic data .

•  Oscillator strengths:

Sources are essentially from Nussbaumer & Storey (1983) for CNO elements, and 

from Becker h  Butler (1992, 1995a, 1995b) for the iron elements. Einstein A coef

ficients (for completeness) and statistical weights are also included in the same file. 

This is advantageous as these files are very easily updated as newly available atomic 

d a ta  appears.

I present in Table 2.1 a summ ary of all sources for atomic da ta  used as input in the
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model. These may be useful to the reader, as model predictions depend so heavily on the 

atomic d a ta  used.

2 .1 .5  A t o m i c  d a ta  in p u ts

I used for the present work two sets of models best adjusted to the objects they aimed a t 

constraining. WNL stars studied here showed in their spectra mostly lines of Hi, Hel, Hell 

and to a lesser degree carbon and nitrogen lines. For WC stars, Hel-Il, C m -iv , O lll-v  

are most im portant. For each case, care was taken so th a t these species were properly 

described by detailed atomic data , i.e enough levels would need be included in order to  

rely on the line profile fittings. It tu rns out th a t for WC stars especially, recourse to  

simple atom ic structure can lead to huge underestim ates. Also, having for example few 

atomic levels for Oiv can affect the predicted strength of lines from other species, as I 

have witnessed in the case of C m . An overall lack of highly excited level can usually 

be only retreived by enhancing abundances, which can only prejudice a study  th a t aims 

at constraining the evolutionary sta tus of stellar objects. Hence, in all cases, I will test 

during the quantitative analysis a model with a prohibitively large number of levels, in 

order to assess the influence of model atom s on param eter determinations.

For the line blanketing model, it is also im portant th a t the iron elements be trea ted  in 

detail. W ith the super level treatm ent, it is luckily possible to include a very large num ber 

of level w ithout affecting too much the size of the model (and matrices within it). Indeed, 

one can include 280 full levels of Feiv while treating  them in the core of the  model as 21 

super levels. For most of iron ionised states, such a reduction by a factor ten applies.

In the next few subsections, I describe the model atom s used in the different p arts  of 

this thesis.

2.1.5.1 M od e l  atom s

• WC and WO model atoms:

In Table 2.2, I present the set of models I used in the analysis done in C hapter 5 and
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Table 2.1: Summary of atom ic da ta  sources used by the model atmosphere. ”o.s.” refers to 

the oscillator strength, na ” to the photoionization cross section and ” C” to the collision al 

cross section_________________________________  ________________________

Element ”o.s.” ” a ” ” C” Element ”o.s.” ” a ” ” C”

H a X p,q Om j ac,ab w

Hel b,c,d y,z r Oiv k ab w

Hen a X p,q Ov f ac w

Cn g d t Ovi d ac w

C m h aa u Fen i d d d

Civ d d V Feiv n n n

N iii e d e Fev 1 1 1

Niv f d e Fevi m m m

Nv d d s Fevn o o o

On i ab w

Notes: a: Wiese et al. (1966), b: Green et al. (1957), c: Green et al. (1957), d: Opacity 

Project, e: Nussbaumer & Storey (1979a), f: Nussbaumer & Storey (1979b)NSb79), g: 

Nussbaumer & Storey (1981a), h: Nussbaumer & Storey (1978)NS78), i: Zeippen (1982), 

j: Nussbaumer & Storey (1981b)NSb81), k: Hayes (1982), 1: Becker & Butler (1992), m: 

Becker & Butler (1995a), n: Becker & Butler (1995b), o: Butler (priv. comm.), p: 

Giovanardi & Palla (1989), q: David Hummer (priv. comm.), r: Auer & Mihalas (1973), 

s: Osterbrock & Wallace (1977), t: Jackson, A.R.G. (1973), u: Berrington et al (1985), 

v: Cochrane & Me W hirter (1983), w: Mendoza (1983), x: Mihalas (1978), y: Ivurucz 

(1970) , z: Ilmas & Nugis (1982), aa: Sakhibullin, Auer & van der Hucht (1982), ab: 

Henry (1970), ac: Hidalgo (1968)
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6 , devoted to the neon abundance in W C stars and the W C4 and the W O stars in the 

LMC respectively. For all models, there is a common set of model atom s, required 

to  acheive a good analysis all throughout the W CE to WO param eter space. This 

concerns especially the iron atoms, whose ionisation does not vary significantly from 

W CE to WO stars. Civ and Hen atom ic models were chosen large th roughout since 

most stellar models require a constraint from their observed line strengths. For each 

stellar type, the normal model was used as a workhouse, whereas the huge one would 

be run when I would get near the solution, in order to assess the reliability of my 

param eters. I must stress th a t for the W C stars in the Galaxy analysed for the 

neon abundance determ ination, the final model atom  did not include a  lot of oxygen 

levels, but rather of carbon, since the stellar param eter determ ination relied mostly 

on carbon lines. For the WC4 and WO stars, both the param eter space and spectral 

classification require an understanding of the oxygen line form ation, so a huge model 

for all ionised species of oxygen was included.

Table 2.2: Details of W C model atom s, the normal one with 

an optimised nember of levels to  allow a proper study and a 

larger one to confirm the quality of the former choice. Njr 

denotes the number of full levels, and N5 the corresponding 

number of super levels as included in the statistical equilib

rium equations. The last column corresponds to the atomic 

upper level included for each species

Species Np N5 N Trans n(max)

Common model atom s to  all W C and WO studies

Hen 30 13 435 n <30

Hem 1 1

Civ 64 49 1146 n<  30

continued on next page
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Species N/? N 5 NTrans  n(max)

Cv 1 1

On 3 3 3 nl < 2p3 2P°

Om 25 25 60 nl < 2p3d 1P°

O vu 1 1

Feiv 280 21 5055 nl < 3d4(1G) 4p2P°

Fev 182 19 2517 nl < 3d3(2D) 4P1? 0

Fevi 80 10 722 nl < 3d2(1S) 4p2P°

Fevn 153 14 1213 nl < 3p5(2P) 3d3 2D 1P°

Fevm 1 1

Normal model atoms specifically for W CE studies

Hei 39 27 315 n < 14

C ii 22 22 85 nl < 2p3p 2D

Cm 144 73 1329 nl < 2 s lls  3Se

Oiv 49 30 380 nl < 2p3p2Se

Ov 60 34 336 nl < 2s4f1F°

Ovi 31 25 203 nl < 8

Huge model atom s specifically for W CE studies

Hei 39 27 315 n <14

Cii 22 22 85 nl < 2p3p 2D

Cm 243 99 5513 nl < 2p4d 1D°

Oiv 72 53 835 nl < 2p3p 2P°

Ov 91 48 748 nl < 2p4p 3P

Ovi 31 25 203 n < 8

Siiv 38 27 250 n < 8

Siv 1 1

c o n t i n u e d  o n  n e x t  p a g e
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Species N j ?  N 5 N jyans n(max)

Normal model atom s specifically for WO studies

Hei 39 27 315 n < 14

C ii 22 22 85 nl < 2p3p 2D

C iii 144 73 1329 nl <  2 s lls  3Se

Oiv 49 30 380 nl < 2p3p 2P°

Ov 60 34 336 nl < 2s4f1F°

Ovi 31 25 203 n < 8

Huge model atom s specifically for WO studies

Hei 3 3 0 n < 1

C ii 3 3 2 n < 1

C m 144 73 1329 nl < 2 s lls  3Se

Oiv 49 30 380 nl < 2p3p 2P°

Ov 78 41 523 nl < 2s5f 1F°

Ovi 55 49 880 n < 20

•  WNL atom

For WNL stars studied in this thesis, I had recourse to  two vesions of the model. 

Because it was a t an early stage in my Ph.D , stars in HD97950 and R163a, as well 

as in the Galactic Centre, were first analysed with the smooth and un-blanketed 

model. Models were run on the CRAY, and their quick convergence was a very 

useful factor, since I was capable of reaching a satisfactory solution, though not 

very detailed, relatively easily. This followed the non-inclusion of iron elements, 

trea tm en t of line-overlaps, and more simple atom ic models. So, in this section, I 

will show the atomic models I used, mentioning the un-blanketed and line-blanketed 

cases. A sum m ary of this is presented in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Same as in previous table, this time for the atomic 

models used for the quantitative analysis of WNL stars. Are 

mentioned the atomic models used both for the un-blanketed 

and line-blanketed versions of the model

Species NF n 5 N T r a n s n(max)

Model atom s for the un-blanketed study of WNL stars

Hi 10 45 n < 10

Hei 59 590 n < 15

Hell 16 120 n < 16

Hem 1

Cm 2 1 n<  2s2p 3P°

Civ 5 9 n<  3d 2D

Cv 1

Nil 3 3 n<  2p2 xSe

Nm 6 5 n< 2p 4S°

Niv 6 9 n<  2p 1Se

Nv 5 6 n<  3d 2D

Model atom s for the line-blanketed study of WNL stars

Hi 30 10 435 n < 30

Hei 39 27 315 n < 14

Hen 30 13 435 n < 30

C i i 14 14 36 n < 2s4f 2F 0

Cm 38 21 147 n < 2s4f 1F°

Civ 8 5 22 n < 3d 2De

Nil 41 23 144 n < 2p3d 1P°

Nm 48 33 407 n < 2s4f 2F°

c o n t i n u e d  o n  n e x t  p a g e
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Species Nf n 5 NxVans n(max)

Niv 20 12 49 n < 2p4p 2D e

Aim 45 17 362 n < 18

Sim 45 25 170 n < 3s5f 1F°

Siiv 28 17 129 n < 6

Fern 242 52 1840 n < 5s 5F e

Feiv 280 21 3538 n < 4p 2P°

Fev 182 19 1803 n < 4p 1P°

2 .1 .6  P r a c t ic a l i t i e s  a b o u t  t h e  m o d e l

Running CMFGEN  is a trivial task. Stellar characteristics are input in a vadat file, th a t 

contains also the way the line transfer will be treated  for the various species included. 

A job file (UNIX script) is updated to use the population of all levels of all species from 

a previous model ou tput (i.e very near in the param eter space), also making all links 

with the atomic da ta  files. A number of iterations is specified to  allow convergence to 

be reached. For W C stars, 30 iterations are sufficient, while for WO and WNL stars, 80 

were more normal. The model stops either when the number of iterations required have 

been done or when the maximum change in a level population is below a specified value. 

Additional DISPGEN  and P L T - S P E C  can provide graphical information on the model 

outputs: emergent spectrum , absolute m agnitudes, ionizing fluxes, wind characteristics 

such as ionization balance, line form ation regions, tem perature, etc.

2.2 Extinction laws

In the present thesis, I will make use of three different types of extinction laws. F irst, when 

the work done is based primarily on UV and optical spectroscopic data , the extinction 

law as given by Seaton (1979) and Howarth (1983) will be used, as they are reliable in 

these spectra] ranges and of easy use on the DIPSO (STARLINK) package. In some
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instances, recourse to  the Cardelli et al. (1988) law will be made, especially when the 

R (= A (V )/E j5_y) value stands outside the range 3.1-3.5 (in this case, Cardelli et al. 1988 

find th a t the  mean law derived by Seaton differs significantly from theirs and becomes 

less reliable). For one star, WR146, I found th a t the best result was obtained with the 

Steenman & The (1989, 1991) law, which provides a theoretical law for the optical and 

longward. I display the Cardelli law a t various R values, as well as the three extinction 

laws mentioned above for R=3.1 in Figure 2.2.

The approach when determ ining the reddening towards a W R star would be to  use 

first the Seaton law (except for infrared analyses where I would s ta rt straight away with 

the Cardelli law), and then if a discrepancy arose, I would try  alternatives (Cardelli and 

Steenm an). The two variables, R and E b - v , would be tried through all physically war

ranted perm utations. For example, for the GC W R stars, about ten possible combinations 

would provide a fine determ ination, but only one or two are justified on physical grounds 

(alternative studies of dust grain properties in the given medium).

The m ethod used throughout requires ideally a long baseline for the observations (UV 

through infrared is best) and a theoretical continuum for the modelled star. The theoretical 

flux F t h eo r y  is then compared to the observed flux F 0&s corrected for extinction (given as 

A \ / A v )  to  give the dereddened flux F dered-

log(Fdered) =  log(F0bs) +  0.4 x R  x A \ / A v  x E b ~v

Practically, the alternative use of these extinction laws led to a good determ ination of 

reddenings in all cases, i.e it was always possible to get a good fit between the dereddened 

observed flux and the model flux predicted. However, such a param eter as mass loss 

rate influences the shape of the continuum, so th a t one must adm it th a t solutions are 

not always unique: a lower mass loss rate decreases the free-free emission and hence the 

flux a t long wavelength, which is equivalent to  an increase in the reddening. In this 

case, reliance on the lines to determ ine th a t param eter is best, desentangling the stellar 

param eter determ ination.
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Figure 2.2: Different extinction laws are shown: Cardelli et al. (1988), Seaton (1979)- 

Howarth (1983) and Steenman & The (1989, 1991) (all normalised to unity in the V 

band). The left panel shows the great dependency of the UV extinction on the parameter 

R. The right panel compares the three laws for a given R (=3.1) value. The Steenman-The 

law covers only the optical and longward, but difers significantly from other laws around 

3000A. The Seaton and Cardelli laws agree rather well, apart from the short wavelength 

region around 1500^4
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This part of a stellar study plays a  crucial role in the determination of “absolute” 

param eters. The extinction, through its effect on the observed magnitude, constrains the 

absolute nagnitude of a given star, hence constraining its luminosity. The la tte r quantity  is 

crucial for stellar evolutionary comparisons, and also in such studies as the neon abundance 

in WC winds, where the mass loss rate (related to the luminosity through the stellar radius 

via the transform ed radius) plays a crucial role.
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Chapter 3

Q uantitative spectroscopy of 

W olf-Rayet stars in HD 97950 and 

R136a — the cores of giant H u  

regions

Giant H n  regions (GHRs) -  nebulae photo-ionized by tremendous am ounts of Lyman (Ly) 

continuum radiation -  are the signature of recent bursts of s ta r formation in galaxies, rich 

in young, massive O-type stars. Studies of nearby, resolved GHRs may provide valuable 

information on their more distant counterparts, namely starburst galaxies. In particular, 

Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars in GHRs are im portant age indicators, since they occur a t the 

end of the short lifetime of very massive stars, with a duration thought to  be strongly 

metallicity dependent. The mechanical power of W R winds greatly exceeds th a t of O star 

winds, so th a t they may dominate the energetics of a starburst region for a few million 

years -  indeed a substantial fraction of starbu rst galaxies are now known to  show the 

presence of a large number of W R stars (Vacca & Conti 1992).

W ithin our own Galaxy, NGC3603 (G 296.1-0.5) is the most massive GH R visually
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known (M onat 1983; see Figure 3.1) , containing the richest and densest known concen

tra tion  of early-type massive stars, with an ionized hydrogen mass of 104M© (Goss & 

Radhakrishnan 1969). To date, our understanding of GHRs has largely been based on 

studies of these objects in other galaxies, such as NGC2070, the T arantu la Nebula (here

after 30 Doradus) in the LMC which is the most massive GHR in the Local Group of 

galaxies. Therefore, due to  its proximity, NGC3603 represents an ideal subject for studies 

of very compact star clusters in d istant starburst regions.

Up until recently the compactness of the central ionizing cluster, HD 97950, and large 

interstellar extinction towards NGC3603 prevented detailed studies of its stellar con

ten t. Hofmann, Seggewiss & Weigelt (1995) found th a t HD 97950 has a mass density 

of ~ 1 0 5M©pc- 3 , a factor of 3.5 more compact than R136 (HD 38268, Feast, Thackeray & 

Wesselink 1960), located at the core of 30 Doradus. It is well established th a t HD 97950 

and R136 contain at least one ‘superluminous’ nitrogen sequence (W N-type) Wolf-Rayet 

s ta r (W alborn 1973; Moffat, Seggewiss & Shara 1985) -  indeed they both have W R cata

logue numbers -  WR43 (van der Hucht et al. 1981) and Brey 82 (Breysacher 1981). Both 

cores have subsequently been spatially resolved into numerous components. HD 97950 

contains three late WN (WNL) stars (HD97950-A1, B and C) and several early O stars 

(Drissen et al. 1995, hereafter DMWS), with a similar stellar content for R136a, the 

brightest component of R136 (Moffat et al. 1985; Campbell et al. 1992). Heap et al. 

(1994) and de Koter, Heap & Hubeny (1997) have presented spectroscopy of individual 

m embers of R136a. A m ajor difference between the distribution of W R stars in these 

regions is th a t every W R star in NGC3603 is located within its core, while many in 30 

D oradus are exterior to  R136.

Of the four phases of massive young regions identified by W alborn (1991), both NGC 3603 

and R136 match the ‘C arina Nebula’ (NGC 3372) phase, with ages of around 2-3 Myr, em

bedded in somewhat older 7 -9 Myr star forming complexes (Melnick, Tapia. & Terlevich

! W 49A is more massive than NGC 3603 but is heavily obscured by dust at visual wavelengths (Kennicutt 

1984)
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1989; W alborn & Blades 1997). After the completion of the present work, Massey & Hunter 

(1998) presented H ST F O S  spectroscopy of a large sample of luminous stars within R136, 

revealing an unprecedented number of 0 3  stars, confirming the young age of the highest 

mass s tars within this cluster.

To date, no spectroscopic analysis of the NGC 3603 WN stars has been carried out, 

while de K oter et al. (1997) have conducted detailed analyses of three WN-like stars in 

R136 (a l, a3 and a5 -  following the nomenclature of Weigelt & Bauer 1985) -  revealing 

extremely high stellar luminosities and cosmic hydrogen contents, unprecedented for Wolf- 

Rayet stars. The only known Galactic W R stars with properties approaching those in 

R136a are HD 93131 and HD 93162 in the Carina Nebula, recently analysed by Crowther, 

Hillier h  Sm ith (1995a). Crowther et al. and Langer et al. (1994) suggest th a t these stars 

are a t an early post-m ain sequence phase in their evolution, having directly descended 

from extrem ely massive O stars. This view has been supported by the extrem e proximity 

of the WN and 0 3  stars within HD 97950, suggesting coeval form ation (DM W S).

In this chapter we undertake spectroscopic analyses of the three W olf-Rayet stars in 

NGC3603, and make quantitative comparisons with the R136a and C arina Wolf-Rayet 

stars. In Section 3.1, we discuss the archive H S T  observations utilised here, and compare 

the spectral appearance of the NGC 3603 WN stars with their counterparts in 30 Do

radus and C arina. In Section 3.2, we re-evaluate the distance to  NGC 3603 based on 

recent spectroscopy and photometry, plus an updated M y-O -type calibration. Various 

observed properties of individual WN stars are discussed in Section 3.3, while we present 

our spectroscopic analysis of NGC 3603 and R136a Wolf-Rayet s ta rs  in Section 3.4, in

cluding comparisons with previous results. We then go on to discuss the  evolutionary 

sta tu s of hydrogen-rich WN stars in Section 3.5 and finally compare the stellar popula

tions, ages and Lyman ionizing properties of the two GHRs in Section 3.6, emphasising 

the contributions of the W R stars.
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Figure 3.1: WFPC2 image of NGC3603 (60" X 60"), on board HST (courtesy of Brandner, 

VV., Grebel, E. and Cliu , Y.) revealing the high concentration of massive stars present in 

this Galactic GIIR
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Figure 3.2: (a) A spectral comparison of W N6h stars in Car OBI (HD 93131 and HD 93162)

with their counterparts in H D 97950 (A l, B and C), including the W N6h s ta r R144

(Brey 89); (b) A spectral comparison of WN5h stars in R136a (al, a2 and a3) with

the G alactic s ta r  HD 65865 (WR10) plus R136a5 with the prototype 0 3 IP /W N  sta r

Sk—67° 22, showing their extremely similar spectral morphologies. All da ta  are rectified,

re-binned to  1.5A per pix and smoothed using a gaussian filter (FWHM 0.5A) where

necessary.
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3.1 Observations

In this section we describe the observations utilised in this study, for which the STScI H S T  

public archive provided our prim ary source for optical (Faint O bject Spectrograph, FOS) 

and ultraviolet (Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph, GHRS) data . We discuss the 

spectral appearance and classification of individual stars in HD 97950 and R136a from a 

comparison with known Galactic and LMC H-rich WN stars, confirming W N6h+ abs clas

sifications for the HD 97950 stars, with W N5 h obtained for R136al, R136a2 and R136a3 

in conflict with some recent work.

3.1.1 Stellar spectroscopy

To date, the only observations of individual WN members in HD 97950 have been FOS 

spectroscopy obtained in 1994 Septem ber (P.I. Drissen) with the G400H grating (AA3250- 

4700) and a 0.3" aperture presented by DMWS, obtained from STScI using the standard  

pipeline calibrations.

Ultraviolet spectroscopy of individual R136a stars were taken with the GHRS in low 

resolution mode using the G140L grating (AA1150-1750) between 1994 April (a2 and a5, 

P.I. Heap) and 1994 July (a l and a3, P.I. Ebbets) using 0.22" square apertures. These d a ta  

have been presented and discussed by Heap et al. (1994). Because of the com pactness of 

R136a, Heap et al. considered th a t  spectroscopy of R136a5 suffered slight contam ination 

by the light of R136a2, while R136a2 itself was heavily contam inated by R136al -  de Koter 

et al. (1997) estim ated one third of the light was from R136al -  since the separations 

between these components is only ~0.08".

Optical spectroscopy of several R136a stars were subsequently obtained with the FOS 

in 1996 January  (P.I. Heap) with a 0.26" aperture. Both the G400H and G570H gratings 

were used for each star, providing complete spectral coverage between AA3250-6700. As 

with the UV spectroscopy, R136a2 and R l3 6 a l suffered significant contam ination from 

each other. As for HD 97950, standard  pipeline calibrations were utilised for R136a com

ponents.
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Out archive spectroscopy of individual members of HD 97950 and R136a were sup

plemented by ground and space based flux calibrated spectroscopy of the entire clusters. 

In the ultraviolet, short- (SW P) and long- wavelength (LWR) large aperture exposures 

of H D 97950 were obtained with IUE between 1981 May-1984 March. /LSTGHRS spec

troscopy of R136a (2//x 2 // aperture) was carried out in 1991 April by Heap, Ebbets & 

M alum uth (1992), while IUE SW P and LWP small aperture exposures were obtained 

between 1981 M ay-1982 M arch. Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1988) have provided spec

trophotom etry for both HD 97950 and R136 in the optical, covering AA3400-4800 and 

AA4400-6800, respectively.

For the purpose of comparison, we also utilise ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy of 

the C arina WNL stars presented by Crowther et al. (1995b), and several extreme LMC 

stars taken from Crowther & Smith (1997) , including the prototype 03If* /W N  s ta r2 

Sk—67° 22 and the highly luminous W N 6h star R144 (Brey 89), located ~80 pc from 

R136al. UV and optical spectroscopy of H D 65865 (WR10, WN5h) also provides useful 

da ta  for comparison with the R136a stars, taken from the IUE archive and Hamann, 

Wessolowski & Koesterke (1995b).

3 .1 .2  O p tic a l s p e c tr a l  c la s s if ic a t io n

Selected optical emission line strengths of WN stars in HD 97950 and R136a are listed in 

Table 3.1, including H ell A4686 line luminosities, together with spectral classifications.

3.1 .2 .1  P rev io u s classifications

Moffat e t al. (1985) have discussed the spectral appearance of HD 97950 (obtained with

a 4"x4" aperture), revealing a W N 6+ 05 classification following the refinement to the

standard  Smith (1968) scheme by Conti, Leep & Perry’s (1983a.). From H ST P C  imaging

and subsequent H STFO S  spectroscopy, Moffat, Drissen & Shara (1994, hereafter MDS)

2In this work we use the nomenclature 0 3  I f /W N  instead of 0 3  If*/W N6 since the Wolf-Rayet spectral 

type is often difficult to assign
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and DMWS confirmed A l, B and C as late W N-type stars. DMWS followed the recent 

Smith, Shara & Moffat (1996) scheme, assigning W N6h+ abs classifications for each star, 

on the basis of their optical N m -v  line ratios, strong Balmer-Pickering decrement and 

presence of absorption lines in the upper Balmer series of uncertain origin, either intrinsic 

to  the WN s ta r or from a companion 0  star.

For R136a, W alborn (1977) gave a detailed spectral classification of W N 5-A (B )+O B (n), 

while Ebbets & Conti (1982) and Moffat et al. (1985) proposed W N4.5+abs and W N 6+ 05, 

respectively. Campbell et al. (1992) and Parker, Heap &; M alum uth (1995) identified com

ponents a l ,  a2 , and a3 as WN stars from H S T P C  images, imposing WA(Heil A4686)>llA  

and proposed a WN identification for R136c, while Parker et al. suggested th a t R136a5 

and R136b were transition Of/W N  stars.

Spectral classifications of individual members of R136a have been assigned from ul

traviolet (Heap et al. 1994) and optical (de Koter et al. 1997; Massey & H unter 1998) 

spectroscopy. Heap et al. suggested a WN4-w (‘w’ for weak emission lines) spectral 

classification for R136a2, and 0 3 IP /W N  for R136a5 based on its similarity with Melnick 

(Mk) 42 (Walborn et al. 1992 ), following Campbell et al. (1992) and Parker et al. (1995). 

However from optical spectroscopy, de Koter et al. (1997) subsequently revised the clas

sification of a5 to 0 3  If, and assigned interm ediate 03 If* /W N  classifications for both a l  

and a3 based on H ST F O S  spectroscopy. Despite the spectral appearance of these stars 

being ‘W R-like’, de Koter et al. (1997) argued against pure WN classifications because (i) 

a detailed theoretical study of R136a3 led to  a near solar H-content; (ii) P Cygni profiles 

were observed in the upper Balmer series which they suggested was not typical of ‘real’ 

W R stars. Massey &; Hunter (1998) argued th a t such classifications were inappropriate, 

since no absorption lines are present in their optical spectra.

3 .1 .2 .2  N e w  classifications

Spectral classifications of individual stars are now updated, following the quantita tive  WN 

scheme of Sm ith et al. (1996), except where th a t scheme poorly distinguishes between
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individual subtypes.

DMWS commented on the close spectral similarities of the HD 97950 stars to HD 93131 

and HD 93162 in Car O BI (Crowther et al. 1995b). The latter illustrate the problematic 

spectral typing of weak-lined WNL stars. Over the past three decades, numerous spectral 

classifications have been assigned for these stars -  WN7, W N6-A, W N7+abs, W N6 +abs 

(Smith 1968; Walborn 1974; Conti et al. 1983a; Crowther et al. 1995b). Most recently, 

Smith et al. (1996) proposed W N6ha. However, Smith et al. adm itted th a t, uniquely, 

these stars defied straightforw ard classification. A WN5 spectral type would be assigned if 

the N iv /N  I I I - V  peak intensity value was adopted as the primary criterion (Figure 9 from 

Smith et al.). Hence, a consistent scheme is needed to properly classify these WNL stars.

We commence with a brief re-evaluation of the spectral classification for the Car OBI 

WN stars. Smith et al. (1996) provide two peak intensity ratios of nitrogen lines, listed in 

Table 3.1 which distinguish between WN subtypes (their Table 4a). For HD 93131 these 

indicate either WN5 or W N 6 spectral types, with WN5 for HD 93162. From compari

son with o ther Wolf-Rayet stars, their spectral morphology indicate W N 6 classifications.

We have therefore identified an alternative criterion to distinguish between weak lined 

W N5-7 stars, based on the observed N iv /N  I I I  equivalent width ratio, namely H7a(Niv 

A4058)/Wa (N HIA4634-41)< 0 .4 for WN7 stars, with W a ( N i v  A4058)/Wa(N ii iA4634-41)>1.0 

for WN5 stars, and W N 6 otherwise. From the line strengths of the Carina stars (Table 3.1), 

we support W N 6ha spectral types, as suggested by Smith et al. (1996). Similarly, am 

biguous WN5 or W N6 classifications result for the HD 97950 stars, following Smith et al.

(1996). Based on our equivalent width ratio criterion, we obtain W N6 for each star. Since 

the observed absorption lines are of uncertain origin, we therefore support the W N 6h+ abs 

classifications A l, B and C proposed by DMWS. In Figure 3.2(a), we present a spectral 

comparison of the Car OBI and H D 97950 WN stars, ordered by increasing H en A4686 

strength, together with the LMC W N6 h star R144 (Brey 89), dem onstrating their similar 

spectral appearances.

Turning to  the R136a stars, WN5 spectral classifications are implied for a l-3  following
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Smith et al. (1996), based on their peak intensity ratios. This is supported by our 

alternative equivalent width ratio criterion (see above). These are refined to  WN5h due 

to their Balmer-Pickering decrements. Note th a t each star would be identified as WN4.5 

were we to  have based our classification on the original Smith (1968) scheme, in support of 

Ebbets &; Conti (1982) and Massey & Hunter (1998). We present a spectral comparison of 

these stars in Figure 3.2(b), where we include the Galactic star HD 65865 (W R10), which 

has an identical spectral classification (Smith et al. 1996). Therefore, H-rich ‘late-type’ 

WN stars extend to higher excitation (WN5) than is currently accepted (W N6 ).

Finally, w hat about the argum ents by de Koter et al. (1997) against WN spectral 

classifications for the R136 stars? Recalling Russell’s early view: “classification should 

be based exclusively on a study of the spectra ... without reference to colour, intrinsic 

brightness, and the like, much less to theoretical considerations” (extracted from W alborn 

1979). Theoretical evidence should not prejudice a spectral classification. In addition, 

intrinsic absorption lines, although not typical for WR stars, are well established for the 

Carina W N6 stars. We therefore suggest bona-fide WN spectral classifications for R136al, 

a2 and a3. Similar conclusions were reached by Massey & Hunter (1998).

The spectral classification for R136a5 is more problematic since its emission line spec

trum  is very weak. From Figure 3.2(b), its overall appearance closely resembles the pro

totype 03 If* /W N  s ta r Sk—67° 22 (Walborn 1986), except for marginally stronger Hell 

A4686 and less pronounced Pickering absorption. We therefore support the previously 

obtained spectral classification of 0 3 IP /W N  for R136a5 suggested by Heap et al. (1994) 

and supported by Massey & Hunter (1998).

From our spectroscopy we propose th a t VF^Hen A4686) =  T2A represents a suitable 

boundary between 03 If* /W N  and bona-fide W N5-6 stars, in good accord with Parker 

et al. (1995). A lternative criteria are required to distinguish between late Of stars and 

W N9-11 stars in the visual (see Bohannan & Crowther 1998), for which R136b provides an 

interesting example. Recent 775TFOS spectroscopy of this s ta r (P.I. Heap) reveals an ap

pearance very reminiscent of HD 152386 -  recently revised by Bohannan h  Crowther from
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06 : Iafpe to  W N9ha -  except th a t the signature of He I is weaker, with N I V  A4058 emission 

weakly present. Their stellar wind velocities are also comparable -  1550km s_1 for R136b 

and 1650km s_1 for HD 152386. We tentatively assign a W N9ha spectral classification 

for this s ta r  (the first such example in the LM C), although higher quality observations 

of H ell A4542 may still favour an alternative 0 6  Iaf classification; or possibly 0 4 Ia f+ , as 

suggested by Massey & Hunter (1998).

3.1.3 U ltrav io le t  spectroscopy

The ultraviolet part of the spectrum  is dom inated by P  Cygni lines of N iv -v ,  C iv  and 

H en  for early O supergiants and WNL stars. Can these UV lines be exclusively used to 

distinguish between WN5 and W N6 stars? In Figure 3.3 we compare the UV spectral 

appearance of R136al-3 (WN5h) with H D 93131 (W N6 ha) and R144 (W N6 h). Clearly, 

significant spectroscopic differences between weak-lined WN5 and W N 6 s ta rs are apparent 

in the ultraviolet (see also Walborn et al. 1992). W N6 stars show pronounced Si I V  

AA1394-1402 profiles, with N iv] A1486 present in emission, and F ev  features between 

A1300-1500 very prominent (these were erroneously a ttribu ted  to F e lll-iv  by de Koter 

1998). Negligible N iv] A1486 emission is observed in the R136a WN stars, common also 

to weak-lined, early WN stars (e.g. HD 187282, W N4(h), Crowther, Sm ith & Hillier 

1995c).

In our UV comparison we also include the 0 3 IP /W N  stars R136a5 and Mk 42. It 

is apparent th a t the emission strength of H ell A1640 allows us to distinguish between 

early O-type supergiants and W N5-6h stars in the ultraviolet, with WA(Hell A1640)«5A 

providing an approxim ate division.

3.2 D istance and interstellar reddening towards NG C3603

We have re-evaluated the distance towards NGC 3603. A great deal of photom etry and 

spectroscopy has become available since the frequently cited work of Moffat (1983), com

mencing first with an updated absolute m agnitude compilation for early O stars.
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Table 3.2: Revised M y-compilation for early O stars, based on results from the recent 

literature for Galactic and LMC stars. The sources for distance moduli were as follows: 

Garm any h  Stencel 1992 for all Galactic OB associations except Massey h  Thompson 

(1991) for Cyg OB2 and Hillenbrand et al. (1993) for NGC6611, and Panagia et al. 

(1991) for the LMC

Spectral 0 3 04 0 5  Source

Type My (<7, N) My (<7, N) My (<7, N)

— dwarf (V) —

Galaxy 1 Cn O (•55,4) -5 .1 0 (.90,3) h-k

LMC -5 .0 0 (.40,19) -5 .5 8  (.62,7) -5 .0 4 (.78,4) a-g,l

Gal+LM C -5 .1 0 (.45,23) -5 .5 8  (.62,7) -5 .0 6 (.76,7)

giant (III) —

Galaxy -5 .6 8  (1.5,2) —6.66 (.00 ,1) li-j

LMC -5 .6 0 (.40,16) Crllg)

Gal+LM C -5 .6 0 (.40,16) -5 .68  (1.5,2) - 6.66 (.00 ,1)

— supergiant (I) —

Galaxy -5 .9 6 (.0 0 ,1) -6 .1 9  (.00,1) -6 .0 7 (.50,3) ik

LMC -5 .8 5 (-50,2) - 6.68  (.38,8) -5 .6 3 (•00 ,1) ad eg]

G al+LM C -5 .8 8 (.35,3) -6 .6 3  (.40,9) -5 .9 6 (.46,4)

References: a) Parker 1993; b) Garm any et al. 1994 ; c) Massey et al. 1989; d) Conti et 

al. 1986; e) Massey et al. 1995; f) Parker et al. 1992; g) Walborn et al 1995; h) Massey 

& Johnson 1993; i) G arm any h  Stencel 1992; j) Hillenbrand et al 1993; k) Massey & 

Thompson 1991; 1) Massey & Hunter 1998; m) Fitzpatrick 1988, 1991
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3 .2 .1  U p d a te d  M y -c o m p ila t io n  fo r  e a r ly  O s ta r s

Although M y-calibrations for 0  stars are widely available (e.g. Conti et al. 1983b; Vacca, 

G arm any & Shull 1996), we have constitued an updated compilation th a t includes early O 

stars identified in the recent literature (e.g. Massey & Hunter 1998). 0 3 -5  stars dom inate 

the massive s ta r population of NGC 3603 (DMW S), and therefore the corresponding M y -  

calibration could have a strong influence on our distance determ ination.

We present a sum m ary of our compilation for 0 3 -5  stars in Table 3.2. This compilation 

includes LMC OB associations and field stars, plus Galactic OB associations with reliable 

distances. Throughout we have assumed R=3.1 except where evidence exists for abnorm al 

extinction, namely Car OBI (Tapia et al. 1988) and NGC 6611 (Hillenbrand et al. 1993). 

We find reasonable agreement with the recent compilation by Vacca et al. (1996) for 

luminosity class V, although substantia] differences (up to 0.8 mag) are obtained for giants 

and supergiants. Lamers et al. (1997) have recently claimed th a t the large scatter in M y  

for OB stars a t a particular spectral type may be related to rotational velocities. In spite of 

this, the present m ethod remains the best technique available for distance determ inations 

to Galactic clusters.

3 .2 .2  D is ta n c e  m o d u lu s  a n d  in te r s te l la r  r e d d e n in g  to  N G C  3 6 0 3

Sher (1965) provided the first modern determ ination of a distance to NGC 3603 based 

on its colour-magnitude diagram, obtaining a distance modulus of 12.6 mag (assuming 

R=3.1), with a mean interstellar reddening of £ ,e -v = :1.42±0.03m ag from 27 member 

stars. Goss & Radhakrishnan (1969) subsequently derived a more reliable dynamical 

distance modulus of 14.6 mag based on 6-cm observations. From studies of individual 

OB members, Moffat (1983) derived a distance modulus of 14.24 (<r=0.45) and interstellar 

reddening of £̂ b - v =i:1-44±0.09. Melnick et al. (1989) and Hofmann et al. (1995) confirmed 

his results from colour-magnitude diagram fits using recent isochrones, deriving distance 

moduli of 14.3 and 14.18±0.25 respectively.

Ground and space-based photom etry (Melnick et al. 1989; MDS) together with spectral
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Table 3.3: D eterm ination of distance modulus (DM) and interstellar extinction towards 

NGC 3603 from our updated M y-compilation, plus recent photom etry (V: Melnick et al. 

1989; B: MDS) and spectroscopy (Moffat 1983; DMWS). We include distance moduli 

obtained from: (1) individual reddenings from observed visual colours; and (2 ) a uniform 

reddening of J5'b - v =1-23 mag obtained from spectroscopy (see Section 3.2)

MDS B B -V Sp.Type CO i < o E b - v My DM 1 DM 2

mag mag mag mag mag mag mag

1 13.69 1.03 09.5  lab -0 .2 7 1.30 -6 .6 3 a 15.33 15.55

2 14.43 1.18 0 5  V(f) -0 .3 2 1.50 -5 .0 6 13.93 14.77

5 13.50 1.30 B1.5 lab -0 .1 8 1.48 -6 .9 0 a 14.76 15.54

16 14.62 0 3  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .10 14.17 15.00

22 14.17 0.94 05111(f) -0 .32 1.26 - 6.66 16.01 16.11

24 13.78 1.09 0 4  V -0 .32 1.41 -5 .5 8 14.08 14.64

26 13.59 0 3  III(P ) -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .6 0 13.94 14.47

31 13.10 0 3  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .1 0 12.95 13.48

36 15.48 0 6  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -4 .9 0 “ 15.13 15.66

38 14.12 0 3  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .10 13.97 14.50

40 14.28 0 3  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .10 14.13 14.66

41 14.94 0 4  V -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .5 8 15.27 15.80

42 13.89 0 3  III(f*) -0 .3 2 (1.40) -5 .6 0 14.24 14.77

48 13.63 1.01 0 6  If -0 .3 2 1.33 -7 .0 2 “ 15.62 15.93

51 14.35 1.04 0 4  V(f) -0 .3 2 1.36 -5 .58 14.80 15.21

61 13.98 1.27 0 5  V -0 .3 2 1.59 -5 .06 13.20 14.32

Mean 1.40 14.48 15.03

0.11 0.80 0.70

(a) Using the same notation and references as in Table 3.2: My (06 V )= —4.90 (0.7, 15),

source: bcefhikl; M y(06 I ) = —7.02 (1.0, 2), source: ai; My (09.5-9.7 I a b )= -6 .63 (0.74,9),

source: ami; M y (B1.5Iab) =  —6.9, source: m
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types (Moffat 1983; DMWS) of OB members in NGC 3603 allow us to follow the standard  

m ethod of distance determ ination based on our revised M y-calibration. Intrinsic OB 

colours are taken from Conti, Garm any & Massey (1986), except for Sher 25 for which 

we follow Fitzpatrick (1991). We obtain a mean reddening of E b - v = 1.40  (<7= 0 .11) from 

those NGC 3603 members with both B and V photom etry and known spectral types, in 

agreement with previous determ inations. Using individual reddenings, or F'b - v =1*40 if 

observed colours are unavailable, the resulting distance modulus towards NGC 3603 is 

14.48 mag (cr=0.80) or 7.9 kpc.

However, there are two significant problems relating to  distance determ inations ob

tained exclusively from optical photometry. F irst, there are substantial differences between 

existing photom etry -  B(Melnick et al. 1989)—B (M D S)=+0.02±0.16m ag for 18 stars in 

common. Second, and more im portant is th a t reddening determ inations based exclusively 

on visual photom etry of OB stars in young, dense clusters may overestim ate the true ex

tinction. For instance, UBV photom etry of 30 D oradus members imply jE,B _v~0.44m ag 

(Parker & Garmany 1993), yet lower extinctions of E b - v = 0 .  1-0.34mag are derived from 

combined UV and optical observations (Fitzpatrick & Savage 1984). Pre-em pting the ob

served reddening for HD 97950 (Section 3.3), we shall use £ ’b - v =1-23 mag (±0.03) for the 

entire central cluster. Although member stars will show a variety in extinction, we suggest 

th a t this provides a more representative value than is currently adopted (£?B-V'',Jl-4m ag).

In Table 3.3, we list the 16 stars used for our distance determ ination towards NGC 3603, 

including photom etry and spectral types. We have om itted several stars because of ei

ther uncertain spectral class (MDS-45), or multiplicity (Sher 63, 6 6 , 67, MDS-33, -37). 

Although this Table includes reddenings derived from intrinsic visual colours, throughout 

we shall use E b -.\j =1.23 mag as the representative reddening, which implies a distance 

modulus of 15.03 mag (<j=0.70). We consider this distance of 10.1 kpc is superior to  previ

ous determ inations, since it is based on a larger sample of stars with known spectroscopy, 

a. superior M y-calibration, improved photom etry and particularly an observed interstel

lar reddening. The dynamical distance estim ate of Goss & Radhakrishnan (1969) lies
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between de-reddened energy distributions for HD 97950 and R136a 

(solid lines) with theoretical energy distributions appropriate for a composite of early 

O and WNL stars (dashed line). We include individual WN stars HD97950-A1 and 

R136a3 for comparison. Ultraviolet (small aperture, IUE LORES) and optical (Torres- 

Dodgen & Massey 1988) observations of R136a were scaled to  the flux levels obtained 

with H S T /G HRS through a 2//x 2// aperture (Heap et al. 1992). Observations were 

re-dereddened according to  Galactic and LMC extinction laws from Seaton (1979) and 

Howarth (1983)

equidistant from Moffat (1983) and the present results. Use of alternative M y-calibrations 

barely affects the derived distance; 9.9 kpc is obtained following Conti et al. (1983b), while 

10.6 kpc results from the calibration of Vacca et al. (1996).

Definitive reddenings towards individual stars in NGC3603 would require UV spec

troscopy with H S T  Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS). If the distance to 

NGC3603 is confirmed a t 7.9 kpc, our derived stellar luminosities and mass-loss rates for 

the HD 97950 Wolf-Rayet stars would represent overestimates by ^ 0.2 dex, with tem per

atures and abundances unaffected.
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3.3 Observed properties of individual W N  stars

We now derive absolute visual magnitudes for individual stars in our sample, based on 

spectrophotom etry and reddening determ inations. W ind velocities of individual W N stars 

in R136a are measured from H ST G U R S  spectroscopy, while those in HD 97950 are esti

m ated from a correlation found between full-width a t half maximum (FW HM ) of H ell 

A4686 and for counterparts in R136a and Car O B I.

3 .3 .1  A b s o lu t e  v isu a l m a g n itu d e s

Previous estim ates of continuum fluxes for WN components in HD 97950 have been re

stricted to  broad-band H S T  photom etry carried out by MDS. To obtain line-free contin

uum fluxes we have convolved the H ST F O S  spectrophotom etry with suitable synthetic 

narrow-band ubvr Smith (1968) Alters. These are listed in Table 3.4, together with in

terstellar reddenings (see below) and corresponding absolute visual magnitudes. We shall 

use the 6-band (4270A) as our reference continuum band since spectra do not extend to  

the u-band (5160A).

For our reddening determ ination, we have combined observed large aperture UV (IUE) 

and optical (Torres-Dodgen b  Massey 1988) spectrophotom etry of HD 97950 with theo

retical continuum  flux distributions. Since HD 97950 contains both weak lined W NL stars 

and early O dwarfs (DMWS), we have constructed theoretical flux distributions based 

on our non-LTE WNL model atmospheres (Section 3.4) plus LTE Kurucz (1991) m od

els, adopting representative param eters of an 0 4  dwarf (Crowther 1997b), w ith a V-band 

light ratio of W R :0~ 1 :2  (Section 3.6). In Figure 3.4 we show the good agreem ent be

tween synthetic model distributions and observations, de-reddened by E 'b-V =1-23 m ag 

{Eb_v= 1.02 mag, Turner 1982). Our result is in close agreement with the determ ination 

of E6_v=0.99 by Schmutz b  Vacca (1991) who assumed a pure W R flux distribution. 

Morris et al. (1993) derived an even lower reddening determ ination towards HD 97950 of 

E b -v ^ I-1 3  mag, based on the nulling of the interstellar A2200 feature. In Figure 3.4 we 

also include de-reddened H STFO S  spectroscopy of HD97950-A1 together with a  W NL
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energy distribution for comparison.

The situation for R136 is more complicated because of the greater spatial crowding. 

Campbell et al. (1992) and M alumuth b  Heap (1994) provided estim ates of broad-band 

photom etry for individual components based on pre-COSTAR images, which have been 

superceded by post-COSTAR W F P C 2 images of Hunter et al. (1995). We have applied 

a system atic —0.13 mag correction to convert from F555W photom etry to the Johnson 

system, as derived for bright (V <15m ag) stars by Hunter et al. (1995). We have also 

carried out a  convolution of individual H STFO S  spectrophotom etry with narrow-band 

ubvr filters for R136a Wolf-Rayet stars. Differences of up to  0.5  mag (for R136al) were 

obtained between spectrophotom etry and V-band photometry, which we interpret as con

tam ination of the FOS spectroscopy (de Koter et al. 1997). However, we consider th a t 

observed colours obtained in this way are valid, allowing us to transform  from Johnson 

V-band to  Smith (1968) narrow b- and u-band photometry. The resulting photom etry is 

summarised in Table 3.4.

F itzpatrick  b  Savage (1984) have carried out a detailed study of the interstellar ex

tinction towards 30 Doradus, including R136a. They obtained E b - v =0.34 mag, including 

G alactic and LMC foreground extinctions (0.06 and 0.11 mag respectively) plus the 30 

Doradus nebular extinction (0.17m ag). Figure 3.4 provides a comparison between our 

theoretical W N +O  energy distribution and spectrophotom etry of the central cluster taken 

from low resolution (LORES) IUE and Torres-Dodgen b  Massey (1988), de-reddened by 

i?B -v=0.34 mag, showing excellent agreement.

However, when we apply this reddening to H S T  spectroscopy of individual R136a 

stars, we find discrepant UV and optical flux levels, with the exception of R136a3, also 

shown in Figure 3.4. R136a2 and R136a5 have anomalously high UV flux levels suggesting 

ultraviolet contam ination by other cluster members, with the reverse true for R136a,l 

(probably as a result of different sized apertures for GHRS and FOS spectroscopy). Further 

evidence of contam ination was obtained by relating the emission strength of ultraviolet 

and optical H ell lines. From 10 Galactic and LMC W N5-7h stars we find a uniform
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Figure 3.5: A comparison between synthetic spectra for program  WN stars (dotted-lines)

and HST-FO S  observations (solid). Note the presence of the A4430 Diffuse Interstellar

Band (DIB) for the HD 97950 stars

equivalent width ratio Wa(A1640)/W a(A4686)=0.32 (ct= 0.04). Highly discrepant ratios 

are found for a l  (0.17) and a5 (0.40).

From Table 3.4, HD97950-A1 and -B show large absolute visual magnitudes, although 

R144 (W N6 h) in 30 Doradus has an even greater visual magnitude. Since our model anal

ysis will rely heavily on absolute magnitudes, w hat effect would multiplicity have on our 

results? For instance, DMWS proposed th a t HD 97950-B may be the W R  binary (3.77 

day period) detected by Moffat & Niemela (1984), and confirmed by Moffat et al. (1985). 

Although this has yet to be verified, we can estim ate the contam ination from the  OB 

companion to  the absolute magnitude. Under the (reasonable) assum ption th a t a com

panion would be of spectral type 0 3 -5  V with M b ~ —4.9 mag, the companion would only 

contribute ~ 0 .1 mag to the combined absolute m agnitude, implying M j,(W N )= -7.3 mag,
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Table 3.4: Observed properties of WN stars in HD 97950 and 30 Doradus (R136a and 

R144). D istance moduli of 15.03 (this work) and 18.55 (Panagia et al. 1991) were as

sumed for NGC3603 and the LMC, respectively, while the narrow-band photometry and 

reddening of R144 is from Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1988) and Crowther & Smith (1997). 

Our m ethod for estim ating wind velocities for HD 97950 members is discussed in the text.

S tar Voo b ( b - v ) Eb—v M b

km s -1 mag mag mag mag

HD97950-A1 (2700) 12.64 1.02 -7 .49

HD97950-B (2700) 12.71 1.02 -7 .42

HD97950-C (2500) 13.11 1.02 -7 .02

R136al 2650 12.96 +0.18 0.28 -6 .92

R136a2 2600 13.11 + 0.21 0.28 -6 .80

R136a3 2700 13.15 + 0.20 0.28 -6 .75

R136a5 3100 14.08 + 0.21 0.28 -5 .83

R144 1350 11.01 -0 .19 0.08 -7 .95

affecting the derived luminosity by ~0.05dex.

3 .3 .2  T e r m in a l w in d  v e lo c it ie s

Terminal wind velocities for R136a stars (listed in Table 3.4) were measured from the 

blueward edge of the ‘black’ absorption trough in the ultraviolet P Cygni resonance profile 

of C iv  AA1548-51, following Prinja, Barlow & Howarth (1990). These are in reasonable 

agreement with recently published term inal wind velocities by de Koter et al. (1997) for 

R136al (2850km s-1 ), a3 (2600k m s-1 ) and a5 (3300km s_1) based on theoretical fits to 

UV P Cygni profiles.

Ultraviolet spectroscopy of individual stars in HD 97950 has not yet been carried out. A 

representative wind velocity of 3100+400 km s-1  is obtained from integrated IUE/LORES
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spectroscopy using the Prin ja (1994) formula, which is typical of 0 3 -5  dwarfs (Prinja 

et al. 1990). Estim ates of individual WN sta r wind velocities were obtained from their 

observed FW H M (H eli A4686). This was achieved from a linear fit to observed wind veloc

ities versus FW H M (H eii A4686) for WN counterparts in R136 and Car O B I. Velocities 

determined in this way are expected to be reliable to  within ± 2 0 0  km s -1  for A l and 

B, with th a t for HD 97950-C, showing a less developed emission spectrum , accurate to 

± 5 0 0 k m s_1. Since accurate term inal wind velocities are necessary for mass determ ina

tions (Section 3.5.2), H S T S T IS  spectroscopy of individual stars is necessary, to  verify the 

present crude estimates.
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3.4 Spectroscopic analysis o f W N stars in HD 97950 and 

R136a

In this section we describe the technique used to derive stellar param eters for our sample 

of WN stars (03 If* /W N  stars are not investigated further). Our analysis is based on 

optical nitrogen diagnostics due to  the limited spectral coverage for HD 97950 stars. Since 

most previous investigations follow helium diagnostics, param eters obtained using both 

techniques are compared for R144. Our results are contrasted with de Koter et al. (1997) 

who recently analysed R136a WN stars using an alternative method.

3 .4 .1  A n a ly s is  te c h n iq u e

Our calculations are based on the iterative technique of Hillier (1987, 1990 ) which solves 

the transfer equation in the co-moving frame subject to statistical and radiative equilib

rium in an expanding, spherically-symmetric, homogeneous, steady-state atmosphere. Full 

details of the model atm ospheres and the m ethod applied to obtain line profile matches 

are given in Crowther et al. (1995ab ).

Investigations of the stellar properties of W R stars have in general utilised H el-ll 

diagnostics to  obtain stellar tem peratures (e.g. Hamann Koesterke & Wessolowski 1995a). 

However, Crowther et al. (1995ac) dem onstrated th a t system atically higher tem peratures, 

and consequently luminosities, are obtained for WN stars when alternative metal (e.g. 

nitrogen) diagnostics are employed. Although the consideration of atomic processes for 

helium is more straightforw ard, metal lines tend to form closer to  the stellar core, and 

so are more appropriate indicators of the true stellar tem perature. We have consequently 

carried out analyses using optical nitrogen lines as our tem perature diagnostics -  N I I I  

AA4634-41, N I V  A4058 and N v  AA4603-20. Hell A4686 provides a mass-loss indicator 

and H7  (plus H/3 if available) allows estim ates of the atmospheric H /He content. Our 

adopted model atom includes hydrogen (H i), helium (H el-ll), carbon (C iv) and nitrogen 

(N Ill-V) trea ted  in detail, considering 175 levels in total (similar to Crowther et al. 1995a).
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between stellar luminosities and surface hydrogen mass fractions, 

X h (in %) for late WN stars in our Galaxy (open symbols) and the LMC (filled-in sym

bols), obtained using nitrogen line analyses, i.e. Crowther et al. (1995a), Crowther & 

Smith (1997) and this work. We include theoretical tracks from Meynet et al. (1994) for 

M init=40-120M @  (dotted lines, Z = 0 .02 ) and the initial H-content (dashed line).

For HD 97950 members we initially assume CNO abundances identical to Carina WNL 

stars (Crowther et al. 1995a) while for R136, we scaled values from the Carina WNL stars 

to  the lower metallicity of 12+ log(0 /H )= 8 .35  (i.e. Z = 0.3Z q ) derived by Rosa & M athis 

(1987). Note th a t Melnick et al. (1989) found a somewhat lower oxygen content for 

NGC3603 (12+log(O /H )=8.39±0.41) than th a t anticipated (8.65) a t a Galactocentric 

distance of 10.7kpc (Shaver et al. 1983), assuming a Solar Galactocentric distance of 

8.5  kpc. This does not necessary imply th a t the stars are deficient in heavy elements, from 

comparison between the Orion nebula and its embedded stars (see e.g. Peim bert 1987).

The stellar radius (17*) -  defined as the inner boundary of the model atm osphere -  is 

located a t a Rosseland optical depth of 20. The stellar tem perature (T*) is related to (17*) 

by the Stefan-Boltzmann relation. Similarly, the effective tem perature (Teff) is determined 

a t the radius ( R 2 / 3 )  a t which the Rosseland optical depth equals 2/3. Crowther et al. 

(1995a) have discussed errors and uncertainties associated with derived param eters. Since
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the exact velocity law for WNL stars has yet to be determined empirically, we tested laws 

with P = l,  1.5 and 2 in order to determine the most appropriate velocity distribution. In 

most cases the  slower /?=1.5-2 laws provided the best match to  observations, particularly 

in reproducing the shapes of He I I  A4686 and Ho.

3 .4 .2  M o d e l  r e su lt s

We compare blue H ST F O S  observations of WN stars in HD 97950 and R136a W N with 

synthetic spectra  in Figure 3.5. We include a re-analysis of R144 (Brey 89) based on 

nitrogen diagnostics since Crowther & Smith (1997) carried out a helium spectral analysis.

From the Figure, agreement between observation and theory is excellent, except th a t  

the He I I  A4686 electron scattering wings are too strong in some stars. This is indicative of 

clumping (Hillier 1991; Schmutz 1997), so th a t our derived mass-loss rates may represent 

overestimates. We were able to  reproduce the observed dom inant ionization stages of 

nitrogen, i.e. N iv -v  in WN5 and N m -iv  in W N6 stars, the relative strengths of which 

are very sensitive around stellar tem peratures of 40kK. Features lying outside the spectral 

range presented here are generally reproduced to better than  30 per cent, including N I V  

A3480 and H a. However, trace emission features, such as N I I I  A4640 in WN5 sta rs  and 

N v AA4603-20 in W N6 stars, together with He I A4471, were underestim ated in our final 

fits. We therefore adm it uncertainties of ± 2-3kK  in our derived tem peratures for all stars.

Although UV lines are not explicitly used for our analysis, we compare synthetic spec

tra  resulting from our optical analysis with observations of R144 (W N6 h) and R136a3 

(WN5h) in Figure 3.6. Overall agreement is very good, except for the predicted H ell 

A1640 electron scattering wings (see above) and N iv] A1486 absorption. Improved fits 

could be obtained by slightly adjusting our derived param eters, although this is not un

dertaken since UV observations of HD 97950 stars are unavailable. In addition, R136al 

appears to  be contam inated by light from nearby stars due to  crowding (Section 3.3.1). 

Although the optical spectrum  provides cleaner tem perature indicators than  the ultravio

let, N iv] A1486 provides an excellent secondary check, since its strength  is very sensitive
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for 40kk<Teff<45kK.

Table 3.5 provides a summary of derived stellar param eters including results for the 

Carina W N 6 ha stars following Crowther et al. (1995a), also updated here to account 

for identical spectral diagnostics. Clearly, these stars share many physical as well as 

morphological characteristics, namely extremely high luminosities, tem peratures, surface 

H-abundances and wind velocities for WNL stars, together with weak stellar winds relative 

to  normal W R  stars.

Since observations of HD 97950 WN stars covered only a small spectral range, their 

derived param eters are of lower accuracy than  other stars under investigation. This is 

because: (i) wind velocities are estim ates (UV observations are lacking, Section 3.3.2); (ii) 

our assumed velocity law may not be appropriate since useful diagnostics (e.g. H a) are 

unavailable; It is critical to obtain complementary optical (for H a-fi)  and ultraviolet (for  

wind velocities) observations using H S T S T IS ,  for an unambiguous conclusion relating to 

their evolutionary status.

Table 3.6 compares estimates of surface elemental abundances with predictions from 

evolutionary models of Meynet et al. (1994). Hydrogen contents are well constrained, 

with the exception of HD 97950 stars (H a and H/3 observations are unavailable) for which 

H /H e« 6  (by number) is preferred, though we can not formally exclude H /H e~10 (solar) 

or a much higher enrichment of H /H e~3. Nitrogen abundances are probably accurate to 

50%, since several abundance diagnostics are available. In constrast, carbon abundances 

remain m ore uncertain (factor of 2-3), since C i v  AA1548-51 is insensitive to abundance 

while C i v  AA5801-12 is dependent on the precise ionization balance. Overall, observed 

abundances including enhancement of nitrogen and helium are in reasonable agreement 

with predictions from evolutionary models for very massive post-main sequence stars at 

~2M yr (see Section 3.6.2).
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Table 3.6: Estim ates of surface chemical compositions (by number) and current masses 

for programme WN stars (see Section 3.5.2). In all cases C /H e ~ lx lO - 4 . We include 

comparisons with predictions from evolutionary theory (Meynet et al. 1994) for an age of 

2 Myr a t Z=0.02 (HD 97950) and Z=0.008 (R136a). Mass estim ates for HD 97950 stars rely 

heavily on our assumed wind velocities. A wind velocity of 3000 km s-1  for HD97950-C 

would imply 76±14M ® (we assume 2500 km s-1 ).

Star T2/ 3 log L  H /H e N /H e M log g

kK l q 1 0 "3 M q

HD 97950-A1 36 6.19 6 5 90±14 3.4±0.1

HD 97950-B 32 6.16 6 6 89±12 3.4T0.1

HD 97950-C 39 6.06 6 2 62±08 3.5±0.1

60 M© at 2 Myr 41 5.83 9 1 55 3.7

85 M© 38 6.06 8 9 68 3.5

120 M© 22 6.22 2 7 72 2.4

R144 31 6.34 1.5 3 58±04 3.1±0.05

R136a,l 43 6.18 3.5 2 68±09 3.7±0.1

R136a2 44 6.16 2.7 2 62±08 3.7±0.1

R136a3 40 6.07 3.2 2.5 50±15 3.6±0.1

60 M© at 2 Myr 44 5.81 11 0.5 58 3.9

85 M© 43 6.08 11 0.5 79 3.7

120 M© 45 6.30 6 4 95 3.7
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3 .4 .3  C o m p a r iso n  o f  r e su lt s  w ith  p r e v io u s  in v e s t ig a t io n s

Table 3.7 compares the results of our R144 nitrogen analysis with those from Crowther 

& Smith (1997) based exclusively on its hydrogen and helium spectrum . System atic 

differences in tem perature and luminosity are obtained between the two approaches. These 

are comparable with those obtained by Crowther et al. (1995a) for the C arina W N 6ha 

stars, HD 93131 and HD 93162. A detailed consideration of clumping and line blanketing 

may reconcile results from the two techniques (Schmutz 1997; Hillier &; Miller 1998).

Table 3.7 also compares stellar properties derived here with results of de Koter et al.

(1997), who carried out UV spectral analyses of several R136a stars using the ‘Improved 

Sobolev A pproxim ation’ code (ISA) (de Koter, Schmutz & Lamers 1993). Our technique 

has two advantages over ISA: (a) the line transfer problem is solved using the co-moving 

frame (CM F) m ethod (com putationally more costly but more precise); (b) we have de

rived the  wind tem perature consistently under the constraint of radiative equilibrium. 

Nevertheless, derived stellar tem peratures, wind velocities and mass-loss rates show good 

agreem ent between the two methods. Since de Koter et al. (1997) based their analysis 

on fits to  alternative ultraviolet O I V - V  profiles, it appears th a t the two approaches yield 

com parable results.

However, a substantially lower stellar luminosity and surface hydrogen content results 

here for R136a3. W hat is the source of this disagreement? Both analyses use identical 

observations, interstellar reddenings and distance to the LMC. Absolute visual m agnitudes 

are also identical, in spite of de Koter et al. using photom etry from pre-COSTAR H S T  

images (M alum uth Sz Heap 1994), while we adopt more reliable post-COSTAR photom etry 

(Hunter et al. 1995). Therefore, the lower luminosities obtained here can be understood 

in term s of system atic lower bolometric corrections (0.4 mag), which may be explained by 

different definitions of stellar tem perature (see Hamann 1994). The disagreement am ongst 

hydrogen contents is less straightforw ard. Differences may be related to the alternative 

solutions to  the line transfer problem (ISA versus CM F). W hatever the cause, we currently 

favour our present results, since our CM F solution is more precise and because H /H e
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Table 3.7: Comparison of stellar param eters derived here from optical nitrogen diagnostics 

(labelled N), with previous spectral analyses based on optical helium (Crowther & Smith 

1997, labelled He) or ultraviolet oxygen (de Koter et al. 1997, labelled 0 )  diagnostics.

S tar P T* T2/ 3 log L log M H/He Vqo M y

kK kK L q M oyr- 1 km s -1  mag

Brey 89 N 1 37 31 6.34 -3 .8 1.5 1350 -7 .7 5

He 1 32 27 6.20 -3 .6 1.0 1500 -7 .7 5

R136al N 1.5 45 43 6.18 -4 .4 3.5 2650 -6 .8 4

O 1.2 45 44 6.33 -4 .3 - 2850 -6 .8 9

R136a3 N 1.5 44 40 6.07 -4 .3 3.2 2700 -6 .7 2

0 2 45 42 6.25 -4 .1 > 8.0 2600 -6 .7 3

contents for WNL stars derived by Crowther et al. (1995a) agree very closely with results 

from the independent CM F technique of Hamann et al. (1995a).

Our revised hydrogen content for WNL stars in R136a (H /H e~3) resolves a  conflict 

between hydrogen and oxygen abundances obtained by de Koter et al. (1997). de Koter 

et al. derived severely depleted oxygen abundances for R136al and R136a3 -  namely 1/30 

and 1/100 of the initial oxygen content for an LMC metallicity of Z=0.008 -  indicating 

extremely CNO-processed atmospheres. However, evolutionary models (e.g. M eynet et 

al. 1994) predict H-deficient atm ospheres (H /H e<5) prior to the observation of CNO- 

processed m aterial a t Z=0.008. Further, if oxygen were reduced by a factor of 30, nitrogen 

would be correspondingly enhanced (>15) while de Koter et al. assumed a normal nitrogen 

LMC abundance.

Finally, we note th a t use of 0  s ta r bolometric correction-tem perature calibrations 

for Wolf-Rayet stars may lead to large system atic errors. For example, Massey & Hunter

(1998) apply the tem perature and bolometric correction of an 0 3  sta r to  R136a3 (W N5h).
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This results in a bolometric correction th a t is 1.3 mag larger than  we obtain here, and 

consequently they obtain a stellar luminosity which is a factor of three greater, with 

dram atic effects on mass estim ates.

3.5 Evolutionary status of H-rich W N stars in giant H u  

regions

We have presented analyses of WN stars in the cores of two young, dense clusters -  

HD 97950 and R136a and now examine whether our results provide additional constraints 

on massive stellar evolution, including estim ates of current masses.

3 .5 .1  M a s s iv e  s te lla r  e v o lu t io n

Our results support the (core H-burning?) early post-main sequence evolutionary status 

for H-rich Wolf-Rayet stars, advocated by the recent evolutionary scenarios of Crowther 

et al. (1995b) and Langer et al. (1994) for very massive stars. However, these authors 

differ in the subsequent evolution of H-rich WNL stars. Crowther et al. proposed a direct 

evolution to the H-poor Wolf-Rayet sequence for sufficiently massive main sequence stars, 

while Langer et al. favoured an interm ediate Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) stage. In 

order to  distinguish between these alternatives, we compare in Figure 3.7 derived stellar lu

minosities with surface hydrogen mass-fractions for WNL stars with known distances. We 

include theoretical evolutionary tracks from Meynet et al. (1994) for Z=0.02 in Figure 3.7 

(dotted lines).

WNL stars span an enormous range in luminosity from log (L /L 0 ) = 5.2 to 6.3. W N8-9 

stars are H-poor (Xn<40%  by mass), and dom inate a t low luminosities. From the Figure 

these stars are consistent with stars of initial mass < 6 OM0  during a post-red supergiant 

(RSG) or LBV phase (LBVs span a similar luminosity range, Crowther 1997a). In con

tras t, H-rich (Xh>40%  by mass) W N5-6 stars are observed at very high luminosities, 

consistent with progenitor stars of initial mass > 6OM0  a t a very early post-main sequence
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phase in their evolution. Recall th a t Langer et al. (1994) concluded th a t H-rich W N stars 

represented the progenitors of LBVs and H-poor WNL stars showing identical stellar lumi

nosities (compare Figure 3.7 with their Figure 9). Therefore, our present results support 

the dichotomy between the evolution of WNL spectral types suggested by Crowther et 

al. (1995b). This is supported by the consideration of the stellar content in comparable 

clusters a t a slightly later stage in their life, such as Sco O B I. If all massive, H-rich W R 

stars pass through an LBV excursion before becoming H-poor W R stars we would expect 

evidence of prior LBV eruptions in the circumstellar environment of such stars. W ithin 

Sco O B I, there is no such evidence for the known W R population. LBVs positively shy 

away from associations and clusters (with the unique exception of rj Car a t the heart of 

the Carina Nebula).

3 .5 .2  S te lla r  m a s s e s  o f  W N L  sta r s

Stellar mass determ inations of W R stars generally rely on comparisons with tracks from 

evolutionary models. However, the incorporation of rotational mixing into such models 

dem onstrate th a t luminosities do not allow a single valued mass to be obtained w ithout 

knowledge of ro tational velocities (Meynet 1998). Since W R rotational velocities are 

unknown, we have followed an alternative technique.

We follow Kudritzki et al. (1992) who provided an analytical relationship between 

stellar tem perature, luminosity, wind velocity and mass for radiation driven winds. Mass 

determ inations require appropriate force multipliers to  be considered, particularly a  (re

lating to Voo) and k (relating to mass-loss). It is well established th a t  the standard  for

mulation for radiation driven winds poorly accounts for the high mass-loss rates observed 

in WN stars. Therefore, we let k be relatively unconstrained (<0.5), and set a?=0.62, as 

derived by Taresch et al. (1997) from an analysis of HD93129A ( 0 3 IP ). We consider 

masses in the range 1-15OM0 th a t reproduce the observed wind velocity (within 0 .05dex) 

and mass-loss rate  (within 0.15dex) of individual WN stars.

Given these assum ptions, current masses are presented in Table 3.6, and span 50-
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Figure 3.8: (left): HST PC F439W (~B filter) image of the central 1x1 pc (20//x20//) of 

NGC3603 (as defined by MDS), obtained in 1991 August (pre-COSTAR). A narrow strip 

of this image which fell close to the inter-chip region of the Planetary Camera has been 

replaced by an intensity scaled strip from an F555YV image. YVe include identifications 

of WN stars and the region bounded by 0.25pc from the core (dashed circle). One pixel 

corresponds to 0C0439, north is up and east is to the left; (righ t) As above, except the 

central lx l pc [A"xA") of R136 obtained in 1996 January (post-COSTAR).
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95M®, with predicted surface gravities of log #=3.55±0.15 (except for R144). The re

liability of these masses can be independently assessed for the Carina WNL stars -  we 

obtain 42±5, 42±6, 80±10 M 0  for HD 92740, HD 93131 and HD 93162, respectively, based 

on results from our nitrogen analyses (implying surface gravities of log #=3.354:0.1). Of 

these, HD 92740 is an eclipsing binary (W N 7ha+ 0), for which Rauw et al. (1996) obtained 

>72 M q . Therefore, our mass estim ates may represent system atic underestim ates of true 

masses by up to 40 per cent. This provides further evidence for the  ‘mass-discrepancy’ 

between spectroscopic and evolutionary models (Herrero et al. 1992) for stars with ra- 

diatively driven winds. Due to  the uncertainty in present mass estim ates, detailed orbital 

studies of potential WN binaries (e.g. HD 97950-B) with H S T S T IS  are urgently required 

for direct mass determ inations.

C urrent masses of ~ 1OOM0  for WN stars in HD 97950 and R136a appear to  be appro

priate since they are located in environments which also contain numerous early O-type 

dwarfs with ZAMS masses in the range 5O-1OOM0  (Section 3.6) of which the most mas

sive stars would have advanced to the Wolf-Rayet phase, assuming coeval s ta r form ation. 

Initial masses are more difficult to estim ate, because of lim itations with current evolution

ary models. Nevertheless, assuming ages of ~2M yr for each core (Sect 3.6.2), we suggest 

initial masses of >120M 0  for the WN stars in each core given likely system atic errors. 

Such masses are broadly consistent with these stars representing the most massive of the  

original O s ta r population in each core, with the exception of HD97950-A2 (03  V) which 

has a current mass of 1O9±13M 0 following the above technique (should it be single).
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Table 3.8: Properties of the brightest members

( M y < —4.5 mag) of NGC 3603, ordered in increasing 

projected distance (r in parsec) from its centre. Nomencla

ture is taken from van den Bos (1928), Sher (1965), Melnick 

et al. (1989, M TT) and MDS, while photometry is from the 

la tte r two. Spectral classifications are taken from Moffat

(1983) and DMWS. Stellar tem peratures (Tefr) of OB stars 

are taken from Crowther (1997b), with determinations of 

luminosities (L), ionizing fluxes (Qo) and mass-loss rates 

(M) described in Section 3.6

Sher/ M TT MDS r Spectral Teff B M y log L logQo log M

Bos pc Type kK mag mag L q p h s - 1 M q y r" 1

A l 30 0.02 W N6h+abs 36 12.2 -7 .1 6.19 49.9 -4 .2

A2 31 0.03 0 3  V 50 13.1 - 6.6 6.35 50.1 -4 .9

A3 26 0.04 0 3  III 51 13.6 - 6.2 6.18 50.0 -5 .1

29 0.04 (04  V) (44) 14.8 -5 .0 5.53 49.3 - 6.1

27 0.05 (04  V) (44) 14.2 -5 .6 5.78 49.6 -5 .7

B 23 0.06 W N6h+abs 32 12.1 -7 .0 6.16 49.9 -4 .0

25 0.06 (04  V) (44) 14.1 -5 .6 5.80 49.6 -5 .7

40 0.06 0 3  V 50 14.3 -5 .5 5.88 49.7 -5 .6

33 0.07 0 5 V + O B 43 14.2 -5 .6 5.75 49.5 -5 .8

41 0.08 0 4  V (44) 14.9 -4 .8 5.46 49.3 - 6.2

42 0.09 0 3  III 51 13.9 -5 .9 6.06 49.9 -5 .3

37 0.10 06.5 V+? 41 15.0 -4 .8 5.36 49.1 -6 .3

45 0.11 0 8  V-III 35 15.0 -4 .7 5.16 48.4 -6 .5

C 18 0.12 W N6h+abs 39 12.7 - 6.6 6.06 49.8 -4 .7

continued on next page
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15

15

10

22

23

21

26

17

29

12

13

MDS r Spectral ^eff B My log L logQo log M

pc Type kK mag mag L © ph s_1 M QyT~l

49 0.13 (04  V) (44) 13.7 - 6.0 5.95 49.7 -5 .4

50 0.13 0 5  V 43 13.8 -5 .9 5.88 49.6 -5 .6

52 0.14 (04  V) (44) 14.8 -5 .0 5.53 49.3 - 6.1

38 0.15 0 3  V 50 14.1 -5 .6 5.94 49.8 -5 .5

17 0.16 (04  V) (44) 15.1 -4 .6 5.39 49.2 -6 .3

19 0.17 0 5 V 43 13.9 -5 .8 5.85 49.6 -5 .6

39 0.19 05.5111(f) 42 13.9 -5 .9 5.83 49.6 -5 .6

16 0.20 0 3  V 50 14.6 -5 .1 5.74 49.6 -5 .8

43 0.21 (04  V) (44) 15.0 -4 .8 5.46 49.3 - 6.2

20 0.22 (04  V) (44) 15.1 -4 .7 5.41 49.2 -6 .3

57 0.22 (04  V) (44) 15.1 -4 .7 5.41 49.2 -6 .3

14 0.23 (04  V) (44) 15.0 -4 .8 5.45 49.3 - 6.2

59 0.26 (04  V) (44) 14.7 -5 .0 5.54 49.3 - 6.1

60 0.27 (04  V) (44) 14.7 -5 .1 5.56 49.4 - 6.1

58 0.35 05 .5V 43 14.9 -4 .8 5.44 49.2 - 6.2

62 0.35 (04  V) (44) 14.4 -5 .4 5.70 49.5 -5 .9

61 0.37 0 5  V 43 14.0 -5 .8 5.82 49.6 -5 .7

10 0.41 (04  V) (44) 14.6 -4 .6 5.39 49.2 -6 .3

51 0.41 0 4  V(f) 44 14.3 -5 .4 5.70 49.5 -5 .9

9 0.45 (04  V) (44) 14.8 -5 .0 5.52 49.3 - 6.1

7 0.54 (04  V) (44) 14.6 -5 .1 5.58 49.4 - 6.0

22 0.55 05111(f) 43 14.2 -5 .6 5.75 49.5 -5 .8

6 0.89 (04  V) (44) 15.1 -4 .5 5.35 49.2 -6 .4

1 0.99 09.5  lab 31.5 13.7 - 6.1 5.55 48.8 - 6.0

5 1.01 B1.5 lab 20.5 13.5 - 6.2 5.10 47.9 -6 .5

continued on next page
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Sher/ M TT MDS r Spectral ■fefT B M y log L logQo log M

Bos pc Type kK mag mag L q ph s-1 M q y r_1

18 14 48 1.18 0 6  If 40 13.6 - 6.1 5.88 49.6 -5 .5

47 11 24 1.38 0 4  V 44 13.8 - 6.0 5.94 49.7 -5 .5

22 18 2 1.67 0 5  V(f) 43 14.4 -5 .3 5.64 49.4 - 6.0

19 25 1.68 (04  V) (44) 14.6 -5 .1 5.59 49.4 - 6.0

31 2.80 (04  V) (44) 15.2 -4 .5 5.33 49.1 -6 .4

3.6 Properties of massive stars in NGC 3603 and 30 D o

radus

In the light of our new results we now discuss the general properties -  massive stellar 

populations, ages, Lyman ionizing properties and energetics -  of NGC 3603 and the R136 

cluster. We compare these quantities for the two regions, including a consideration of the 

role played by WN stars.

Figure 3.8 shows archive H S T  PC ~B-band images of the central l x l  parsec of both 

NGC 3603 and R136, obtained prior and subsequent to the installation of COSTAR, re

spectively. We have indicated the regions considered here as the ‘core’ of each H I I  region 

(dashed circles), setting a radius of 0 .25pc from each centre. We follow the definition 

of the centre of NGC 3603 as obtained by MDS, and set R136al as the centre of the 

R136a cluster. Although the WNL stars within each core appear in close proximity, their 

separations correspond to ~ 0 .1 pc (=  lO5#*).

3 .6 .1  S t e l la r  p o p u la t io n s

Estim ates of stellar properties are often poorly derived for OB stars, since they are based 

on photom etry  alone, or standard calibrations for representative spectral types. Here we 

determ ine more reliable properties, making use of observed magnitudes of individual stars 

and spectral types.
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In Table 3.8 we list the 44 stars brighter than  M y = —4.5 mag located within NGC 3603, 

ordered by their distance from its centre. There are 22 OB stars spectroscopically known 

(Moffat 1983; DMWS) in addition to the three WNL stars under investigation here. Since 

O -star spectral types are insensitive to  photometry, we shall assume a representative 0 4  

dwarf spectral type for those stars of unknown spectral type (based on the known stellar 

content of NGC 3603). As discussed previously, a uniform extinction of i? B -v = 1.23 mag 

is applied for each star.

Spectral types allow determ inations of stellar tem peratures to  be made following the 

recent calibration of Crowther (1997b), which, together with absolute visual magnitudes 

provide stellar luminosities using:

log(L /L 0 ) =  0.4(6.84 log(Teff) - M y -  22.91) (3.1)

obtained from the bolometric correction calibration for O stars by Vacca et al. (1996). 

From their derived luminosities, ZAMS masses for the known or suspected O dwarfs within 

0.5 pc from the centre of NGC 3603 span 39-82 M q with the exception of HD 97950-A2 

which has an approxim ate ZAMS mass of 140Mq, unless it is multiple.

The exact population of the central cluster of R136 is more difficult to  obtain because of 

the severe crowding amongst massive stars a t the distance of the LMC. Nevertheless, in the 

Table 3.9) we have compiled a catalogue of the 117 hot, luminous (My  < —4.5 mag) OB stars 

located within 10 pc (40") of R136al. This sample has been drawn from the catalogues of 

Parker (1993), M alum uth & Heap (1994) and Hunter et al. (1995). Additional spectral 

classifications have been provided by Melnick (1985), Walborn & Blades (1997) and Massey 

& Hunter (1998). We include our own spectral classifications of several 0  stars in the 

vicinity of R136a, th a t were observed with HST F O S  during 1996 (P.I. Heap). In order to  

exclude cool stars, we om itted stars with a Q-index (Johnson reddening free index) greater 

than —0.5 mag from the compilation of Parker (1993).

We follow a simple approach for interstellar reddening corrections because of the variety 

of photom etric observations within our sample (ground-based Johnson versus space-based 

H S T  filters). In reality, there is undoubtedly a differential extinction towards the R136
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cluster (e.g. Hunter et al. 1995). Following Section 3.3.1, we adopt E b - v =0.34 mag 

for all stars within R136a (0.5 pc from R136al). Beyond this core, we assume a uniform 

extinction of ^B-V^OAOmag which is the mean reddening derived by Massey & Hunter 

(1998) for their sample of O stars. Given their derived scatter of ±0.08 mag, we can 

estim ate the uncertainties resulting from our approach, namely ±0.25 mag in absolute 

visual m agnitude and consequently ± 0.1 dex in luminosity.

Table 3.9: Properties of the brightest members

( M y < —4.5 mag) of the central region of 30 Doradus, 

ordered in increasing projected distance (r in parsec) from 

R136ai, up to  10 pc. Nomenclature and photom etry is 

taken from Feast et al. (1960, R), Melnick (1985, Mk),

Weigelt Bauer (1985, R136a), Hunter et al. (1995, DAH) 

or M alum uth & Heap (1994, MH)). Stellar tem peratures 

(Teff) of OB stars are taken from Crowther (1997b), with 

determ inations of luminosities (T), ionizing fluxes (Q q) and 

mass-loss rates (M) described in Section 3.6.

S tar MH DAH 7’ Spectral Teff v  M y logL logQo logM

pc Type kK mag mag L q ph s 1M q y r~ l

R 136al 498 3 0.00 WN5h 43 12.8 -6 .9 6.18 50.1 —4.4 e

17 0.02 (03  V) (50)13.8 -5 .9 6.06 49.9 -5 .3

R136a2 511 5 0.03 WN5h 44 13.0 - 6 . 8 6.16 49.9 -4 .6  e

R l36a5 519 20 0.07 0 3  If*/W N 45 13.9 -5 .8 5.88 49.7 —4.7 e

R l36a7 509 24 0.09 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.1 -5 .6 5.97 49.8 -5 .4  d

R136a8 480 27 0.10 (03  V) (50)14.2 -5 .5 5.88 49.7 -5 .6

R136a4 474 2 1 0.11 (03  V) (50)14.0 -5 .7 5.99 49.8 -5 .4

518 6 6 0.11 0 3  V 50 15.2 -4 .5 5.50 49.4 - 6 . 1

c o n t i n u e d  o n  n e x t  p a g e
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Star MH DAH r Spectral r eff V MV logL logQo logM

pc Type kK mag mag l q :phs 1M s y r " 1

R136a3 467 6 0.12 WN5h 40 13.0 -6 .7 6.07 50.0 -4 .3 e

542 58 0.15 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.9 -4 .8 5.64 49.6 - 5 .9 d

489 62 0.16 (03  V) (50)15.0 -4 .7 5.56 49.5 - 6.0

468 30 0.16 0 7  V 40 14.3 -5 .4 5.58 49.3 - 6.0 d

R136a6 454 19 0.17 (03  V) (50)13.8 -5 .8 6.00 49.8 -5 .4

553 50 0.18 0 3  V 50 14.8 -4 .9 5.65 49.5 -5 .9 e

443 35 0.22 0 3  V 50 14.5 -5 .2 5.78 49.6 - 5 .7 d

517 52 0.27 0 3  V 50 14.8 -4 .9 5.64 49.5 - 5 .9 d

592 48 0.30 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.8 -4 .9 5.68 49.6 - 5 .8 d

608 36 0.37 0 3  If* 51 14.5 -5 .2 5.80 49.7 - 5 .7 d

537 31 0.39 (0 3  V) (50)14.4 -5 .3 5.81 49.7 - 5 .7

486 49 0.42 0 3  V 50 14.8 -4 .9 5.65 49.5 - 5 .9 d

618 46 0.42 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.7 -5 .0 5.70 49.6 - 5 .8 e

602 47 0.43 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.7 -4 .9 5.70 49.6 - 5 .8 d

551 55 0.44 0 3  V 50 14.9 -4 .8 5.63 49.5 - 5 .9 d

535 40 0.45 0 3  V 50 14.6 -5 .1 5.73 49.6 - 5 .8 d

354 42 0.4503  V + 0 3 -5 V  50 1 4 .6 -5 .1 5.72 49.6 -5 .8 d

508 39 0.4804 V ((f) )+ 0 6  44 14.6 -5 .1 5.58 49.4 - 6.0 d

R136b 637 9 0.52 W N9ha 30 13.3 - 6.6 5.71 49.2 - 4 .6 e

657 65 0.56 (05  V) (43)14.7 -4 .7 5.40 49.2 - 6 .3

666 45 0.60 0 3  V 50 14.7 -5 .2 5.78 49.6 - 5 .7 d

603 64 0.60 0 7  V(f) 40 15.1 -4 .8 5.34 49.0 - 6 .3 d

372 33 0.69 0 3  V 50 14.4 -5 .5 5.88 49.7 -5 .6 d

R136c 681 10 0.84 W N5h 40 13.5 -6 .4 5.95 49.8 -4 .4 e

351 79 0.84 (0 5  V) (43)15.3 -4 .5 5.33 49.1 -6 .4

continued on next page
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Star MH DAH r Spectral Teft V Mv logL logQo log M

pc Type kK mag mag l q ph s 1M®yr" i

695 57 0.94 03  III(f*) 51 14.9 -5 .0 5.72 49.6 -5 .8 d

740 59 1.07 03  III(f*) 51 14.9 -5 .0 5.72 49.6 -5 .8 d

744 68 1.13 0 3  V 50 15.2 -4 .7 5.56 49.5 - 6.0 d

320 38 1.2503 III(f* )+ 08  51 14.6 -5 .3 5.84 49.7 -5 .6 d

203 29 1.30 0 3  V 50 14.3 -5 .6 5.93 49.8 -5 .5 d

620 54 1.73 (05  V) (43)14.8 -5 .0 5.53 49.3 - 6.1

198 76 1.75 (05  V) (43)15.3 -4 .6 5.35 49.1 -6 .4

129 60 1.80 (05 V) 43 14.9 -4 .9 5.49 49.3 - 6.2

201 28 1.95 0 3  V 50 14.2 -5 .7 5.96 49.8 -5 .5 d

Mk42 374 2 1.98 0 3  If*/W N 45 12.8 -7 .0 6.39 50.1 -4 .3 c

168 67 1.98 0 5 —7 V 42 15.2 -4 .7 5.36 49.1 -6 .3 b

Mk35N 716 41 2.25 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.6 -5 .3 5.82 49.7 — 5.6 d

290 37 2.48 03  III(f*) 51 14.5 -5 .4 5.86 49.7 -5 .6 d

Mk34 880 8 2.62 WN5h 43 13.3 - 6.6 6.06 49.9 -4 .3 e

108 51 2.67 0 3  V 50 14.8 -5 .1 5.72 49.6 -5 .8 d

Mk33Sa 870 18 2.84 03  III(f*) 50 13.9 -6 .0 6.08 49.9 -5 .3 d

Mk37Wa 339 11 2.87 04If+ 46 13.5 -6 .4 6.15 49.9 -5 .1 d

R134 71 4 2.88 W N6 (h) 37 12.9 -7 .0 6.00 49.8 -4 .1 e

Mk33Sb 859 34 2.92 WC5 50 14.5 -5 .4 5.91 49.8 -4 .0 d

Mk37W b 283 44 2.95 0 3  If*/W N 45 14.7 -5 .2 5.66 49.5 -4 .9 d

Mk39 57 7 3.02 0 3  If*/W N 45 13.0 -6 .9 6.32 50.1 -4 .4 c

Mk37a 493 14 3.03 0 4  If+ 46 13.6 -6 .3 6.12 49.9 -5 .1 d

Mk35 742 12 3.08 0 3  If*/W N 45 13.5 -6 .3 6.10 49.9 -4 .6 c

Mk33Na 887 16 3.36 0 3  If* 51 13.8 -6 .1 6.17 50.0 -5 .1 d

Mk33Nb 900 32 3.38 06.5  V 41 14.4 -5 .5 5.64 49.4 -5 .9 d

continued  on n ext page
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Star MH DAH r Spectral Teft V My logL logQo logM

pc Type kK mag mag p h s  1M© y r“ l

66 72 3.52 (05  V) (43)15.2 -4 .6 5.37 49.2 —6.3

Mk35Sa 749 23 3.61 0 3  III(f*) 51 14.0 -5 .8 6.05 49.9 -5 .3 d

764 56 4.10 (05  V) (43)14.9 -5 .0 5.52 49.3 -6 .1

Mk36 17 4.11 0 3  V 50

°o1C
OrH 5.61 49.5 -6 .0 c

926 43 4.13 0 3  V 50 14.7 -5 .2 5.78 49.6 -5 .7 d

Mk30 728 15 4.18 0 3  If*/W N 45 13.6 -6 .3 6.09 49.9 -4 .6 c

815 25 4.20 0 3  V 50 14.1 -5 .8 6.00 49.8 -5 .4 d

53 63 4.23 0 3 - 6  V 43 15.0 -4 .9 5.46 49.2 -6 .2 c

Mk32 878 13 4.72 08111(f) 35 13.5 -6 .3 5.80 49.4 -5 .7 d

886 74 4.79 0 6  V 42 15.3 -4 .6 5.33 49.1 -6 .4 d

863 53 5.12 0 6  V 42 14.8 -5 .1 5.51 49.3 -6 .1 d

R142 1 5.19 BO.5-0.7 la 26 12.0 -7 .9 6.06 49.2 -5 .2 c

748 61 5.29 (05  V) (43)15.0 -4 .9 5.49 49.3 -6 .2

M kl4N 5.29 0 5  V((f)) 43 14.7 -5 .1 5.57 49.3 -6 .1 d

5.30 (05  V) (43)14.9 -4 .8 5.45 49.2 -6 .2

M kl5Sa 5.32 0 8  III 35 14.3 -5 .4 5.45 48.8 -6 .2 c

5.49 (05  V) (43)14.3 -5 .5 5.70 49.5 -5 .9

5.53 (05  V) (43)15.0 -4 .8 5.43 49.2 -6 .3

5.60 0 3 - 6  V 43 15.0 -4 .8 5.42 49.2 -6 .3 c

969 5.61 (05  V) (43)14.8 -4 .7 5.39 49.2 -6 .3

943 5.64 (05  V) (43)13.7 -5 .8 5.82 49.6 -5 .7

Mk38 5.68 OC9.7Ib 30 13.7 -6 .0 5.50 48.7 - 6.1 c

R141 959 5.73 BN 0.5Ia 25 12.6 -6 .9 5.63 48.7 -5 .9 c

5.74 (05  V) (43)15.1 -4 .7 5.41 49.2 -6 .3

872 5.75 (0 5  V) (43)14.8 -4 .6 5.37 49.2 -6 .3

continued on next page
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Star MH DAH r

pc

Spectral

Type

Teff V My  

kK mag mag

logL logQo 

L q p h s -1

logM

M 0 y r-1

22 5.78 (05 V) (43)14.0 -5 .9 5.87 49.6 -5 .6

M kl5a 984 5.79 0 7  V 40 14.5 -5 .0 5.44 49.1 - 6.2 c

985 5.82 (05 V) (43)14.7 -4 .8 5.45 49.2 - 6.2

M kl4S 999 5.87 03III(f*) 51 14.2 -5 .3 5.82 49.7 -5 .6 d

987 5.93 (05 V) (43)14.8 -4 .7 5.41 49.2 -6 .3

5.99 0 3  III(f*) 51 13.8 -6 .0 6.11 49.9 -5 .2 c

6.02 (05  V) (43)15.2 -4 .6 5.36 49.1 -6 .4

6.25 (05 V) (43)15.3 -4 .5 5.32 49.1 -6 .4

6.32 (05 V) (43)14.0 -5 .8 5.84 49.6 -5 .7

955 6.34 (05 V) (43)15.0 -4 .5 5.32 49.1 -6 .4

6.37 0 6  V: 42 14.3 -5 .5 5.69 49.4 -5 .8 c

Mk49 6.40 W N6 (h) 37 13.4 -6 .3 5.85 49.6 -4 .3 e

M kl2 6.50 BO la 26 12.6 -7 .2 5.79 48.9 -5 .7 c

6.51 (05 V) (43)14.3 -5 .5 5.71 49.5 -5 .9

6.69 (05 V) (43)15.1 -4 .7 5.38 49.2 -6 .3

6.87 (05 V) (43)15.1 -4 .7 5.38 49.2 -6 .3

Mk50 7.07 0N 91 32 13.6 -6 .2 5.64 48.9 -5 .9 c

965 7.20 07: V 40 14.7 -4 .6 5.26 48.7 -6 .4 b

Mk26 7.21 04111(f) 45 13.6 -6 .1 6.02 49.8 -5 .3 c

Mk24 963 7.51 0 3  V 50 14.1 -5 .4 5.86 49.7 -5 .6 c

M k27a 7.67 BO III 26 13.6 -6 .2 5.39 48.4 -6 .3 c

7.71 0 3 - 6  V 43 14.8 -5 .0 5.52 49.3 - 6.1 c

8.15 0 3 - 6  V 43 14.8 -5 .0 5.51 49.3 - 6.2 c

8.15 (05 V) (43)15.1 -4 .6 5.37 49.1 -6 .4

8.27 0 3 - 6  V 43 15.0 -4 .8 5.44 49.2 - 6.2 c

continued on next page
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Star M HD A H  r 

pc

Spectral

Type

Feff V Mv 

kK mag mag

logT logQo 

L q p h s -1

logM

Af@yr“ l

8.32 (05  V) (43)14.4 -5 .4 5.67 49.4 —5.9

8.49 0 7  Vz 40 14.9 -4 .8 5.37 49.0 -6 .3 c

R138 8.52 AO la 10 11.9 -7 .9 4.95 47.4 -6 .4 a

Mk54 8.76 BO.5-0.7 la 25 13.0 -6 .7 5.57 48.6 - 6.0 c

9.19 (05  V) (43)14.7 -5 .1 5.54 49.3 - 6.1

9.29 (05  V) (43)15.1 -4 .6 5.37 49.1 -6 .4

9.53 (05  V) (43)15.2 -4 .6 5.35 49.1 -6 .4

M k28a 9.72 0 4  V 44 14.4 -5 .4 5.70 49.5 -5 .9 a

9.73 (05  V) (43)14.6 -5 .2 5.58 49.3 - 6.0

References: (a) Melnick (1985); (b) Parker (1993); (c) W alborn & Blades (1997); (d) 

Massey & Hunter (1998); (e) this work

From the known stellar population in R136, we assume th a t stars lacking spectral 

classifications are 0 3  dwarfs within R136a, or 0 5  dwarfs otherwise. Luminosities of OB 

stars in the central cluster of R136 are determined following the technique described earlier. 

ZAMS masses for the known or suspected O dwarfs within 0.5 pc of R136al span a similar 

range to those in NGC3603, namely 49-93 M®.

Figure 3.9(a) compares the number of visually bright stars in NGC 3603 and 30 D oradus 

as a function of distance from their cores. Below r ~ 2 .5 pc, HD 97950 is more densely 

populated in massive stars than R136a. Beyond this radius, there are only a few (possible) 

members of NGC 3603, in contrast to  the enormous massive stellar population in the  R136 

cluster. Table 3.10 presents detailed information on the stellar content of each region for 

a variety of radii.

Figure 3.9(b) compares the integrated absolute V-band continuum m agnitude from the 

brightest members of each region. NGC 3603 shows a brighter visual concentration due 

to  its its greater number of massive stars, with the three WNL stars contributing 30% of
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the to ta l V-band continuum flux of the luminous stars in the inner r< 0 .5pc. In turn , the 

luminous 0  and W R stars contribute 80% of the integrated V-band continuum flux of the 

entire core ( M y = —9.7 mag from photom etry obtained through a 20" aperture according 

to  W alborn 1984). Identical quantities are obtained for R136a except tha t its integrated 

V-band continuum flux is M y = —9 .5mag (Walborn 1984, 3" aperture).

3.6 .2  C luster ages

Estim ates of cluster ages for NGC 3603 and 30 Doradus have generally relied on evolu

tionary model isochrone fits to observed colour-magnitude diagrams (e.g. Melnick et al. 

1989; De Marchi et al. 1993). Recent studies obtain ages of 3 ± lM y r for both NGC 3603 

and R136. Neither central cluster is certainly much older than this age from the observed 

absence of red supergiants -  formed after ~ 6  Myr (e.g. Brandi et al. 1996). More recently, 

Vacca et al. (1995) carried out a sophisticated UV spectral synthesis of the central region 

of 30 Doradus, favouring an instantaneous burst of massive stars around 3 Myr ago. Both 

techniques assume coeval formation. This is probably valid for both cores (HD 97950 and 

R136a), although there is clear evidence for a spread of ages in both clusters as a whole 

(Melnick et al. 1989; W alborn h  Blades 1997).

G reat im portance has been placed upon the presence of WNL stars. Current evolu

tionary models (e.g. M eynet et al. 1994) demand a lower age limit of 2.7-3.5M yr (at 

Z=0.02) for the  appearance of a WNL star with progenitor mass of 60-85 M q. Hofmann 

et al. (1995) argue for an age of 3.2 Myr for NGC 3603, with younger ages excluded on 

the basis th a t they would require extremely high initial masses (> 120M@) for the W R 

stars. However, (i) such high masses are supported here (Sect 3.5.2); (ii) the definition of 

WNL stars from evolutionary theory is not fully consistent with tha t from spectroscopic 

observations (see Crowther et al. 1995a). Evolutionary predictions impose a minimum 

surface abundance of H /H e<2.5  by number yet significantly lower helium enrichments for 

W R stars have now been derived in Car OBI, N G C 3603 and R136a. Are lower ages of 

the central clusters of NGC 3603 and R136 appropriate?
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Figure 3.9: (a): Cumulative distribution of bright s tars (M y  < —4.5 mag) around the cores 

of 30 Doradus (solid) and NGC 3603 (dotted) illustrating the com parable populations, 

except for the  massive R136 cluster surrounding R136a. The positions of the  programme 

WN stars are indicated; (b ) Cumulative absolute V-band m agnitudes of the  brightest stars 

in the two cores, dem onstrating the greater concentration in NGC 3603; (c )  Cumulative 

Lyman continuum  ionizing fluxes (Qo, in 1051 pho tons-1 ) for each cluster, showing similar 

values; (d ) Cum ulative kinetic energies (in 1039 e rg s -1 ) released into the  ISM for each 

cluster, showing the dom inant influence of the Wolf-Rayet stars, despite representing ~10%  

of the to ta l massive star population.
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de K oter et al. (1997) have suggested an upper age of ~2M yr for R136a from their 

analysis of R136a3. They obtained a solar H-surface abundance (implying <1.7 Myr) plus 

a severely decreased surface oxygen content (implying >2.2M yr), with an initial mass 

estim ate of 110M©. From Section 3.4, we obtain revised hydrogen and metal abundances 

in much better accord with evolutionary models a t a single age (Table 3.6).

However, it is not trivial to obtain ages of WN stars in this way, since present evolu

tionary models appear to  underestim ate observed surface elemental enrichments in young 

massive stars (e.g. Herrero et al. 1992). For example, the stellar luminosity, tem pera

ture and surface H-content of R136a3 are fairly well reproduced by an evolutionary track 

(Z=0.008) of initial mass 60M© at an age of ~3.8M yr. However, this corresponds with 

a post-red supergiant phase in its evolution, in contrast to  the early post-main sequence 

evolutionary stage suggested for our programme WN stars. We have therefore obtained 

alternative age estim ates by imposing a pre-RSG evolutionary stage in evolutionary mod

els plus surface H -content closest to those observed. From these constraints, ages slightly 

below 2 M yr are obtained for both cores, in good agreement with de Koter et al. (1997) 

for R136a. Massey h  Hunter (1998) obtained an age of < 1-2  Myr from the H-R diagram 

of the m ost luminous stars in the R136 cluster.

3 .6 .3  L y m a n  io n iz in g  f lu x es

We now evaluate to ta l Lyman continuum ionizing fluxes from the luminous OB and W R 

stars in NGC 3603 and R136, and make comparisons with the integrated nebular fluxes 

within each region. Following the tem perature calibration of Crowther (1997b), we have 

utilised the tabulated  Lyman ionizing fluxes of Schaerer & de Koter (1997) to determ ine 

Q o (reff, L)  based on a linear multiple regression analysis via:

Q o/lO 49 =  -5.368(±0.886) +  0.127(±0.026)(Tefr/fc/f)

+0.562(±0.034)L /(105L©) (3.2)

for early O stars (i.e. 35kK<Teff<51kK, and logL/L© >5.3) which provide the m ajority 

of the ionizing flux in these environments (Parker 1992), where Q o is given in pho tons- 1 .
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Using this relationship, the tabulated ionizing fluxes from Schaerer &; de Koter were repro

duced to better than 0.04dex. To test its validity, we checked the derived ionizing fluxes 

for individual 0 4  stars from Bohannan et al. (1990) which were also m atched to  within 

0.06 dex.

For OB stars with low tem peratures (Teff<35kK) and /o r luminosities ( lo g T /T 0 < 5 .3), 

a more general (though less accurate) fit to O and early B stars is:

log(Qo) =  +41.28(±0.35) +  0.031(±0.005)(Teff/fc/F)

±1.176(±0.082) log(L /L @). (3.3)

This reproduces tabulated ionizing fluxes from Schaerer & de Koter (1997), Bohannan et 

al. (1990) and Voels et al. (1989) to within ±0 .3  dex. The main advantage of this technique 

relative to, for example, adopting representative Lyman ionizing fluxes for a given spectral 

type is illustrated as follows. Schaerer h  de Koter (1997) provide a representative Lyman 

continuum ionizing flux of 7 x l0 49 p h s -1  for 0 3  V stars. This is a factor of two higher 

than our derived value for star # 5 5  in R136 (Hunter et al. 1995), yet is a  factor of two 

lower than we obtain for HD97950-A2.

Since we rely on a single O sta r Teff-spectral type calibration (Crowther 1997b), we 

have investigated the effect of a system atic error by ±3kK ; for each GHR the resulting to tal 

ionizing fluxes are 20% higher/lower. Massey Sz Hunter (1998) emphasised the lim itations 

of assuming a single valued tem perature for all 0 3  stars. More accurate results await 

quantitative analyses of individual stars.

Figure 3.9(c) presents the to tal Lyman ionizing flux from visually bright OB, 0 3  If*/W N 

and Wolf-Rayet stars as a function of radius from the centres of NGC 3603 and R136a. 

Q uantitative comparisons are given in Table 3.10. The massive stars in R136 provide 

almost as many Lyman continuum photons as those in HD 97950, despite being fewer in 

number. This is because of their earlier spectral type, and consequently higher ionizing 

flux per star. WNL stars contribute 17 per cent and 22 per cent of the ionizing photons 

to the inner 0.5 pc radius, for HD 97950 and R136a, respectively. Wolf-Rayet s ta rs  within
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10 pc of each core contribute « 1 4  per cent of the to tal ionizing photons.

For NGC 3603, Kennicutt (1984) used radio maps to  infer L (H a )~ 2 x l0 39e rg s_1 (scal

ing his m easurem ent to our revised distance), which requires an ionizing flux of > 1 .6 x l 051ph 

which is identical to th a t obtained for the brightest stars in the H I I  region (Figure 3.9(c)). 

Therefore the known stellar content of NGC 3603 provides sufficient Lyman ionizing pho

tons to account for the observed nebular flux, supporting the conclusions of DM W S3 who 

considered a radius of < 0.2  pc (after scaling to  our distance to  NGC 3603).

Our determ inations, based on reliable properties of the known stellar population of 

the central R136 cluster, also compare also favourably with previous work. Walborn

(1984) estim ated a Lyman ionizing flux of 2 .1 x l0 51Lyman p h s -1  for R136a (we find 

1 .3 x l0 51Lyman p h s-1 ), albeit based on an over-estimate of the massive s ta r  population 

(15 0 3  giants plus 15 WN3 stars). Parker (1992) estim ated a Lyman continuum flux of 

1 .6 x l0 51Lyman p h s -1  within ~ 1 0 p c  of R136afrom  ground-based images. This represents 

only 38% of the quantity derived here (Table 3.10), since he neglected the contribution 

of W R stars, and (sensibly) om itted R136a because of crowding. Using H S T PC images, 

M alum uth & Heap (1994) derived the to ta l Lyman ionizing flux from stars within 4pc 

of R 136al. We find good agreement between the to ta l ionizing flux from massive stars 

within this region (their Figure 16), although the exact radial profile is different, ow

ing to M alum uth & Heap (1994) basing their determ ination on exclusively pre-COSTAR 

photometry.

Mills, Turtle & W atkinson (1978) have inferred a Lyman ionizing flux of ~ 1 0 52p h s -1  

from radio observations for the entire 30 Doradus nebula, while Israel &; Koornneef (1979) 

have obtained a similar value for the inner 3 'x 3 '  (45x45 pc). Although this is more than 

twice as large as our estim ate for r < 1 0 pc, they consider a volume more than  ten times 

larger. E stim ates of ionizing fluxes have also been made from H a observations (Kennicutt 

& Hodge 1986) although this depends sensitively on the spatial distribution of the em itting

3DMWS assumed lower ionizing fluxes of 5 .5 x l0 49p h s-1 for each WNL star, based on the helium 

analysis results for HD 93162 from Crowther et al. (1995a)



gas and whether it is completely ionization-bounded (Vacca et al. 1995).

3 .6 .4  H e i  an d  H e l l  io n iz in g  f lu xes

For the determ ination of Q i and Q 2) we used the grid points provided by Schaerer & de 

Koter (1997) in their recent model study of 0  stars with the COSTAR code, and providing 

d a ta  points in the logTe/y-logq; plane (i= l,2 ), for two different metallicities (Z=0.02 and 

Z=0.004). We performed a polynomial fit (averaging over the two metallicities) to the 

data ,

log qi =  -1 1 4 9 .7 +  496.5 log Teff -  52.49 log Te2ff, (3.4)

and,

log q2 =  - 3 7 .2 +  12.5 log Teg(T  > 36k K) ,  (3.5)

followed by individual radius corrections to  get the total ionizing luminosity Q j= 47rR 2qz-. 

Estim ates of q2 would probably decrease if line blanketing due to heavy metals was in

cluded.

For the ionizing fluxes, we used the output from our models for individual Wolf-Rayet 

stars. Typically, the ionizing fluxes are within a factor three for the six WNL stars, 

showing no apparent trend between the two regions (see first column of Table 3.11 for 

typical fluxes). We also found th a t W R and 0  stars emit similar am ount of Hi and Hei 

continuum photons (see Table 1 ; note th a t the population of W R :0  in 30 Doradus is 

9:104 (including O f/W N  as non-WR stars) and 3:40 in NGC3603, when restricted to a 

lOpc radius). However, we find th a t virtually no Hell continuum photons are em itted 

by WNL stars, making the hottest 0  stars (03-4) the only contributors of radiation 

shortward of Hen 228A. Our findings for W R stars corroborate those of Schmutz et al 

(1992). They studied theoretical continuum fluxes emerging from an expanding helium 

atm osphere, with a non-LTE treatm ent of line transfer, but no line blanketing included. 

Their grid predicts a significant emission in the Hen continuum for stars with weak winds 

and /o r extremely high tem peratures (e.g WR46 (WN3) and W R 102 (W O)).
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Figure 3.10: Cum ulative ionizing fluxes Q0 (solid line), Qi (dashed line) and Q2 (dot

ted line), plotted against increasing distance from the core of NGC3603 (top) and R136 

(bottom ). Units are (log s-1 - 49) versus log(pc)

We present quantitative results in Table 3.11 for the two regions. The global properties 

derived show th a t 30 Doradus is 0.5 dex higher than NGC3603 in all three ionizing fluxes, 

due to its greater content in hotter stars, i.e 0 3  stars.

Hence, only the hottest O stars (T e/ j  ~  50kK) would contribute to  a nebular Hell 4686A 

seen in GHRs. A potential revision to this conclusion might be made, once line blanketing 

due to m etals is properly treated  in models for O stars. However, for W R stars, indications 

from line blanketed models (not in use here) seem to broadly corroborate the results by 

Schmutz e t al (1992).

3 .6 .5  K in e t i c  e n e r g ie s

W hat is the kinetic energy ( | M v ^ )  input from massive stellar winds to  the ISM in each 

GHR? W ind velocities of O stars located in NGC 3603 and R136 can readily be approxi

mated by using mean values a t each spectral type (Prinja et al. 1990) while we are able 

to provide estim ates of mass-loss rates for normal OB stars using the approxim ate wind
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Table 3.11: Cumulative ionizing fluxes from massive stars produced by the cores of 

N G C 3603 and 30 Doradus (rmaa7 =  10pc)), as obtained from stellar model results and/or 

calibrations given in units of log(photons-1 ). The second column displays the fluxes 

liberated by one of the WNL stars (HD97950-A1), using the suffixed mentioned in the 

introduction, the third and fourth the to ta l ionizing flux from the entire population and 

the percentaged contribution (linear scale) from the W R stars only, in NGC3603 and 30 

Doradus respectively

NGC 3603 30 Doradus

A l total (% from WR) total(%  from WR)

logQo 49.9 51.19(15%) 51.64(14%)

logQi 49.3 50.70(10%) 51.16(14%)

logQ2 35.9 49.80(0%) 50.31(0%)

m omentum  (M i^ R * ‘5) -  luminosity relationship identified by Puls et al. (1996). A linear 

fit to empirical d a ta  for luminous Galactic and LMC O stars (log L / L ^ > 5.3) from Puls 

et al. (their Table 8 ) reveals:

log M  =  1.48(±O.17)log(L/L0 )+ lo g (T effA A )

— log Vqq -  12.47(±1.04) (3.6)

where M  and are in units of M@yr-1  and km s-1 .

The reliability of this method was tested for the 0 4  stars studied by Bohannan et al.

(1990). P r in ja e t al. (1990) provide a mean 0 4  supergiant wind velocity of 2325km s- 1 , in 

good agreement with 2250 k m s -1  measured for £ Pup (0 4 I(n )f) by Puls et al. (1996). The 

above relation implies log (M /(M Q yr-1 ) ) = —5.46 using the tem perature and luminosity for 

£ Pup determined by Bohannan et al., 0 .15dex lower than assumed in their work. Similarly 

for 0 4  dwarfs, Prinja et al. obtain a mean wind velocity of 2950k m s-1 , while 2910km s -1 

is observed for HD49223 (04  V). Our fit implies log (M /(M @yr-1 )) =  -5 .8 6  using the
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param eters derived by Bohannan et al. which is 0.11 dex lower than  their determ ination. 

Overall, mass-loss rates of luminous O stars (between solar and LMC metallicities) should 

be reproduced to within ±0.3 dex using this technique. Since mass-loss rates are sensitive 

to  assumed luminosities, kinetic energies are also affected by the reliability of our O sta r 

tem perature calibration. A system atic error of ±3kK  indicates uncertainties of ±10%  in 

kinetic energies for each GHR.

As an aside, significantly higher mass-loss rates are obtained for the most massive O 

dwarfs following this technique, than is currently utilised in evolutionary models. For 

example, de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen & van der Hucht (1988) indicate an extremely tem per

ature sensitive mass-loss rate of 1 to 4 xlO - 6M 0 y r_1 during the first lM y r evolution of a 

85 M q (=  0 3  V) star at solar metallicity. In contrast, the wind momentum relationship 

implies a fairly constant mass-loss rate of 4 .5x lO - 6M 0 y r_1, resulting in a factor of two 

greater mass-loss over this period than is predicted by de Jager et al. (1988). Consequently, 

the factor of two enhancement in mass-loss relative to de Jager et al., which M eynet et 

al. (1994) arbitrarily assumed (to obtain an improved consistency with observations for 

massive stars), may actually have some factual basis in nature!

Given Teff, log (L / L @) and Vqq, we can now derive mass-loss rates and subsequently 

kinetic energies ( |M u ^ )  released into the ISM from each OB sta r wind. For WN and 

0 3  If*/W N stars the wind momentum relationship fails, so we have scaled mass-loss rates 

and tem peratures from the present results, or Mk 42 (de Koter et al. 1997). For Mk33Sb 

(WC5), we have scaled param eters from Brey 10 (Grafener et al. 1998), except th a t its 

mass-loss rate is assumed to  be 1 xlO 4 M 0 yr 1.

Figure 3.9(d) shows cumulative kinetic energies injected into the interstellar medium 

from the stellar winds of hot stars within NGC 3603 and the R136 cluster. Energies released 

by the two cores are comparable, with individual W R stars showing a large influence on the 

global energy budget. W ithin <0.5 pc, the three WNL stars release more kinetic energy 

into the ISM than the 20-30 luminous O stars as summarised in Table 3.10.

Little additional energy is produced by the outlying members of NGC 3603. Overall,
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the three Wolf-Rayet stars provide «65%  of the to ta l cluster kinetic energy. In contrast, 

the massive stellar population in the R136 cluster contribute a comparable energies to 

R136a, since three 0 3  If*/W N and three Wolf-Rayet stars are located between radii of 

2 .5-3.1pc (hence the large jum p in Figure 3.9[dj). Overall, Wolf-Rayet and 03 If* /W N  

stars provide almost 75% of the kinetic energy released within 10 pc of R136al (1 .6 x l0 39 

e rg s-1 )!

Our estim ate for the kinetic energy released within NGC 3603 is a factor of two greater 

than DMWS obtained, and therefore worsens the discrepancy between the predicted cavity 

size (radius ~30pc) produced by the massive stellar winds over ~2M yr, with th a t observed 

(~ lp c , Balick, Boeshaar &; Gull 1980; Clayton 1986) assuming simply wind-driven bubble 

theory. It is feasible th a t the young WNL stars are responsible for the observed bubble, 

with the outer OB bubble either sufficiently dissipated th a t it is no longer visible, or it 

is unobservable at visual wavelengths. Similar comments may be made for R136, around 

which a cavity with radius ~35" (9pc) is known to exist (e.g. Czyzak &; Aller 1977), 

although the presence of OB and W R stars around this region further complicates the 

dynamics of this central region. Note further th a t the ISM in the LMC shows a much 

higher large-scale motion than our Galaxy (Kumai, Basu & Fujimoto 1993), which may 

play an im portant role in both the nature of such bubbles, and the different formation 

rates of large stellar complexes between the two galaxies (Drissen et al. 1995). R136 is 

merely the youngest example of the numerous massive clusters in the LMC, while GHRs 

are extremely rare in our own Galaxy.

In summary, we have carried out detailed comparisons of the massive stellar content of 

two nearby GHRs, specifically Wolf-Rayet stars, resulting in extremely similar individual 

and integrated properties. Complementary UV and optical spectroscopy of these and other 

massive stars in NGC 3603 and R136a, plus other dense cores of GHRs are keenly sought, 

together with higher spatial resolution imaging. Such observations will: (i) yield improved 

stellar properties of the Wolf-Rayet members of HD 97950; (ii) provide information on the 

possible multiple nature of these objects with im portant consequences for masses and
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luminosities; (iii) allow more accurate global properties for these regions -  between 30-50 

per cent of the luminous stars within these clusters do not yet possess spectroscopy; (iv) 

provide detailed comparisons between GHRs in different metallicity environments. It is 

only through detailed investigations of the stellar content of nearby GHRs th a t we can 

expect to  make reliable inferences on the content of distant s ta rbu rst regions.
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Chapter 4

Study of the Galactic Centre He I 

em ission line stars

Paradoxically, we may know a lot more about some galaxies far away from us than  we 

do of our own, the Milky Way Galaxy (M W G). T h a t is certainly the case for the nearby 

Small and Large Magellanic Clouds, lying respectively 52 and 60 kpc away from the 

E arth , and observable as immense milky patches from the southern hemisphere on a clear 

night. These two galaxies are located in a line of sight perpendicular to  the plane of the 

MW G, and light em itted within them reaches us with little intervening extinction. This 

dem onstrates th a t with our current technology, it is not too difficult a task to  overcome 

the dilution of signals when the distance is of the order of tens of kpc, as long as extinc

tion occurring in the interstellar medium (ISM) remains low. Indeed, a  clear window in 

the optical region has led to spectroscopic classification of s tars in general, and allowed 

extensive model analysis.

The challenge we face with the Galactic Centre (GC) region arises from the impossibility 

of accessing this valuable optical information and having to  rely on spectroscopic da ta  

obtainable only long-ward of about 1.5//m. For example, the Cardelli et al. (1988) extinc

tion law predicts A k / A v = 0.105 to 0.12 for R values from 2.7 to  4.0 respectively, i.e a t 

a visual extinction of about 30, the GC objects can be observed a t a m oderate extinction
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in the K band of around 3. This problem is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

-8

-1 2

-2 0

- 2 4
3 . 7 3 . 8 4 . 23 . 9 4 . 0 4 . 34.  1

log(A)

Figure 4.1: Unreddened and de-reddened observed flux distribution of the AF GC star, 

together with the scaled model flux distribution (Section 4.2.2) and its reddened equivalent. 

Reddening param eters used a Cardelli et al. (1988) law with R=3.3 and E s -v ^ S .S . The 

wavelength is in Angstroms and flux in e rgs/s/cm 2/A  . Note th a t the difference in the log 

of the fluxes (reddened and de-reddened) is proportional to the difference in magnitudes. 

W hereas this m agnitude difference is about 3 in the K band, it reaches nearly 30 a t 5000A_!

For W R  analysis, the question is: can we, based solely on infrared data , manage to 

draw a clear understanding of their stellar properties. Authors such as Eenens et al.

(1991), Eenens & Williams (1992, 1994), Crowther & Smith (1996), Howarth & Schmutz

(1992) have shown th a t both a classification and a derivation of stellar properties were 

possible using near-infrared spectroscopic da ta  exclusively. T hat these studies compared 

well with w hat could be derived from the optical and UV regions gives one confidence 

on near-infrared studies, when it provides the only source of information, as in the GC 

region. In the infrared, however, stellar astrophysicists have to compete with the therm al 

emission (contribution to  radiation made by any cool m atter through the blackbody for

malism) which contam inates considerably the light we receive from ~2.5/im  longwards.
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The spectral region 1.6-3/Lim hence represents a valuable spectral opening for stellar ob

servations of the  GC. Such studies can be carried out from ground based locations, a t high 

altitude to  reduce the additional extinction from the ea rth ’s atm osphere (Hawaii, Chile), 

or from space: the ISO satellite has been recently used to  carry out similar work from 

space (Genzel et al. 1996), but the restricted collecting area of the on-board telescope and 

the large apertu re  (poor spatial resolution) of the spectrograph slit allowed only limited 

work.

In the past ten years, efforts have been focussed towards research on the GC. Infrared 

and radio observations defined clearer and clearer views of the  stellar population and 

interstellar properties of the centre of the M W G, by probing different physical phenomena: 

radio emission arises from accelerated electrons through synchrotron radiation (which led 

to the discovery of Sgr A*, a gigantic black hole believed to  be the central kernel of the  

M W G), whereas the  infrared is emitted by the dust and stellar atm ospheres.

To understand the elements th a t have contributed to improving our knowledge of the  

GC region, I now present its condensed chronological history. The original discovery of the 

Galactic centre source took place in 1968, when Becklin and Neugebauer identified both 

an extended and a point infrared source. Subsequently, these sources were resolved into 

a dense cluster of stars (Becklin & Neugebauer 1975, Allen, Hyland & Jones 1983) th a t 

revealed the existence of a “two stream population” (Lebovsky, Rieke & Tokunaga 1982, 

Neugebauer et al. 1976) : sources with or w ithout CO absorption a t 2.3/im, the typical 

spectroscopic signature of late type giants and supergiants. Geballe et al. (1987) found 

from Bra: scans of the GC inner region th a t this line appeared extended over few arc- 

seconds. They argued th a t this could not be due to some emission from inflow or outflow 

from a single com pact object (a massive black hole in the place of Sgr A*), bu t ra ther sug

gested the presence of several emitting cores, located around the region IRS 16 especially. 

The width of this line suggested th a t these stars possessed dense and rapidly expanding 

atmospheres. Up until few years ago, the situation appeared somewhat confused, as some 

point sources showed both a blue spectrum  and CO absorption spectroscopic features.
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Figure 4.2: Mid-IR view of the galactic cent re region (courtesy of Dr. Don t iger). This im

age was obtained as part of the UCLA GC survey, and reveals the three dense and massive 

clusters: the Arches (top centre), the Quintuplet (top left) and the GC proper (bottom). 

The total extent of the image is 1040” x 960”, equivalent to t he linear dimensions 40 pc 

x 37 pc. East is left and north is up
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Figure 4.3: HST/NICMOS observation of the Quintuplet region (Figer et al. 1999). The 

region probed extends over the range 130" x 110", equivalent to 5.0 pc x 4.2 pc. East is 

left and north is up
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Poor spatial resolution was probably the reason for th a t discrepancy since these peculiar 

sources were later resolved into several closely packed individual sources, showing either a 

hot or a cool spectrum  but not both (for example, Krabbe et al. 1991 found th a t the IRAS 

source # 9  showed this peculiar combination, and Tamblyn et al. 1996 solved the discrep

ancy by resolving two stars, now named IRS 9 and IRS9W ). Hence, the finding of more 

and more individual sources seems to be very intimately related to  the advent of spatially 

sensitive telescopes (witness this evolution by comparing the degenerate image of Allen et 

al. (1988) to the highly resolved ones of Eckart et al. (1993)). K rabbe et al. (1995) found 

in the inner parsec of the GC a great concentration of Hei emission line stars (hereafter 

Hei stars) around the source SgrA*. Similar stars were also found in the vicinity of the 

GC proper, in two close-by clusters: the Arches (Cotera et al. 1996, Serabyn et al. 1998) 

and in the Quintuplet (N agata et al. 1990, Figer et al. 1995), testifying th a t some star 

formation has occurred in the region recently and very intensively (see Figure 4.2-4.3). I 

present in Table 4.1 the census of Hei stars in these regions with comparisons with other 

massive clusters studied (Figer et al. 1995, C hapter 3). The presence of blue supergiants 

in these locations seemed to  corroborate this scenario.

Thus, technological improvements have allowed a great number of studies of Galactic 

Centre objects to be carried out, and now stellar properties of individual objects can be 

reliably tackled. The first innovative work on the luminous stars in the GC, i.e the stars 

th a t show a blue spectrum  and no CO absorption feature in their infrared spectrum , was 

undertaken by N ajarro et al. (1994, hereafter NAJ) on the object discovered by Forrest 

et al. (1987) and Allen et al. (1990) and named after these authors the AF star. NAJ, 

using solely K band spectroscopy, carried out a model atmosphere study of th a t s ta r and 

concluded th a t  it had reached a relatively advanced stage of evolution, possessing a. dense 

and fast wind typical of the MC Ofpe/W N9 stars. Spectroscopic comparison studies were 

also made to  draw a parallel between field Ofpe/W N9, WNL stars in the MWG and the 

Hei stars discovered in the GC (Tamblyn et al. 1996), which am ount to date to about 20 

objects in the GC proper.
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Table 4.1: Indicative comparison of published properties of massive stellar clusters. The 

properties of stellar objects in the GC clusters were not derived through the use of so

phisticated model atm ospheres and hence bear more uncertainty (and no great reliable 

comparing grounds) than for HD97950 and R136a

Cluster radius

(Pc)

age

(Myrs)

N WR log(L/L0 )

(cumulative)

log(Qo) Source

Centre 4.0 3-7 17 7.3 50.5 K rabbe et al. (1991)

Q uintuplet 1.0 3.5 11 7.3 50.2 Figer et al. (1995)

Arches 0.19 1-2 13 8.0 51.0 C otera et al. (1996)

HD97950 0.25 2.0 3 7.27 51.05 C hapter 3

R136a 0.5 2.0 3 7.25 51.1 C hapter 3

All these searches for stellar param eters of the objects observed in the GC aim a t 

determining the past history (far or recent) of the region. Im portant physical quantities 

th a t have to be understood are the energetics (luminosity and Lyman a  photons) in the 

inner few parsecs of the MW G. As Morris (1993) pointed out, it is not yet fully known 

whether the source of the luminosity in the GC inner part originates from accreting m atter 

onto a very massive black hole, which could mimic a s ta r surrounded by an optically thick 

atm osphere resembling th a t of a W R star (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), or if it is really the 

hot star com ponents of the GC stellar population th a t are responsible for the observed 

excitation. This raises the problem of unveiling the GC current properties and the elements 

th a t are their cause. Secondly, one aims a t understanding the sta r form ation processes in 

the very dynamically disturbed environment th a t the GC hosts. Strong m agnetic fields, 

higher tem peratu re  of molecular clouds, prevailing there, are thought to  raise the  critical 

mass for s ta r form ation, hence producing a biased Initial Mass Function (IMF) more prone 

to  forming high mass stars (see detailed discussion of these factors in Morris 1993, as well 

as Larson 1985). Larson suggested the existence of a bimodal s ta r form ation, with two



peaks of most likely masses, and a to tal mass th a t would be dom inated by rem nants. 

By studying the stellar population, one can test these theoretical predictions, and assess 

what role dynamical perturbations from nearby massive stars an d /o r super-novae play. 

The m ultitude of Hei s tars and M supergiants call for a recent s ta r formation event in 

the GC, not simply in its central core but also in the surrounding media. To constrain 

quantitatively the stellar input to the observed properties of the GC, one needs to provide 

reliable param eters for the  massive producers of Lyman a  photons and kinetic energy into 

the medium.

The previous work by NAJ opened the way in this direction, but their results are 

rather uncertain due to  their lack of sufficient line diagnostics for their model analysis. 

They based their analysis on K band spectroscopic observations which proved to lack a 

good tem perature line diagnostic. The presence of Hei in the spectrum  of a Of-W NL 

s ta r implies a tem perature in the range of 15 to 30 kK. Such uncertainty leads to huge 

differences on the derived surface chemistry and ionizing fluxes, enhanced by the difficult 

use of Hel2,0581^m. Solely, K band lines of Hi and Hei are insufficient to determine 

the stellar param eters of Hei stars so ubiquitously seen in the GC and recourse to a 

tem perature diagnostic line such as Hell3.09/mi is mandatory.

Hence, I took part in a  project to gather K and L band spectroscopy of GC Hei stars, 

to allow a reliable quantitative analysis of these objects. Observations were carried out 

a t UK Infrared Telescope in Hawaii (UKIRT), and covered three GC clusters: the GC 

proper, the Arches (N agata et al. 1990, C otera et al. 1999) and the Q uintuplet (Figer et 

al. 1995).

In the  following section, I present the observations obtained at UKIRT and the d a ta  

reduction procedure. I then present the model study of the three stars, AF, C o te ra #  11 

and qf#240  th a t show the Hell3.089^m as well as the K band Hei and Hi lines. I compare 

my results with those of NAJ, particularly fruitful since they make use of an identical 

model and hence reveal the sole recourse to different line diagnostics for stellar param eter 

determ ination. I improve on this result by modelling the AF star, the best observed
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GC object, with a line-blanketed and clumpy model and discuss the implications of such 

improvements. I finally discuss the deduced stellar properties and w hat they tell us on 

the past and present characteristics of the GC region.

I m ust stress th a t the following work provides a better understanding of the Hei stars 

than th a t from NAJ solely in the situation where the observed feature a t A3.09/im corre

sponds to H ell(7-6). In case this identification was spurious, the provided estim ates for 

effective tem peratures and ionizing fluxes of the programme stars would only be upper 

lim its , and the work of NAJ should be seen as more trustw orthy than the present one. 

It remains however crucial th a t a definite answer be given to the presence or absence of 

th a t line in the L band spectrum  of GC Hei stars, since as will be shown in the following 

sections, the derived stellar param eters of these objects are very reliant on the strength  of 

th a t feature.

4.1 Observations

The main purpose of the observing run was to collect L band observations so th a t a crucial 

tem perature  line diagnostic could be observed and help determining the stellar param eters 

of the GC Hei stars. Such observations had been attem pted only few times in the past but 

always revealed no significant, i.e observable, Heli3.089^m emission (Werner et al. 1990, 

1991). Their detection limit for finding out the presence of W R stars was W 3.089 .̂m < 50A 

, which is a lot more than  the strength of th a t line as seen in any WNL sta r (Dessart, priv. 

comm.). The conclusion is th a t there are no W NE stars in the GC proper but the presence 

of th a t line even as a weak emission has huge implication on the stellar param eters derived. 

So, I m ention in the present analysis only the stars th a t show Hell3.089/zm in emission, 

the o thers still lacking a tem perature diagnostic line (qf256, C # 1 0 ).

4 .1 .1  O b s e r v in g  p r o c e d u r e

High spatial resolution K and L band CGS4 observations of a selection of Hei stars in the 

GC were obtained during four half nights at UKIRT (21-24th of July 1998). CGS4 was
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used with a 401/mm grating (order 1) with the long cam era (1 pixel wide slit), covering 

the wavelength range 1.66-2.3/xm (K band setting) and 2.98-3.6^m  (L band setting). The 

resolution was rather poor: 210 km s_1in the K band and 240 km s_1in the L band. 

Observing tim es were estim ated beforehand using tabulated  sensitivities of the 256 X 256 

InSb detector array.

The weather during the run was 75% clear, but the seeing was never very good during 

the good spells (seeing of about 1” except the third night when it was slightly better 

than th a t) . The use of a narrow slit width (0.6” ) helped gathering light from a unique 

source at optim um  resolution (but made the telescope pointing a lot more cumbersome). 

A sample of s tars was gathered in three GC regions th a t host luminous stars as discovered 

by aforementioned authors: the GC proper, the Arches and the Q uintuplet. Am ongst 

the sampled stars, one s ta r in each cluster revealed the typical blue spectrum  of Hei 

stars in the I< band as well as the Pfe3.038^m  and Hell 3.089/Lim in the L band. These 

successful candidates are the AF star, C o te ra # l l  and qf#240. A selection of reference 

Galactic W NL field stars were also observed for comparison with the GC objects, using 

the same settings. These were W R 124 (WN8), W R105 (WN9), HD190429A (0 4 If+ ) and 

HD188001 (07 .5 Iaf), with their d a ta  collection done at the more propitious tim e, a t the 

beginning of the night, or any tim e the weather was too poor to  carry out the GC work.

The observing procedure was as follows: we would s ta r t the night doing the  flats, do 

an arc in the K band (arcs are taken with a  ThA r lamp), observed with this setting  a 

comparison sta r, then a standard  (for both the standard  and the comparison sta rs , the 

sky is taken somewhere along the slit) and finally a GC source (object plus dark  spot). 

Then, we would change to the L band setting, observe again the GC source (object plus 

dark spot), then the standard , an arc and a flat. We would move to  another GC source 

(object plus dark spot), observe in the L band (the same standard  sta r was used since 

the three regions observed in the GC are so close together, the same airm ass applies to  

all three). Change of setting followed and K band observations of the same GC source 

collected. In order to increase the efficiency of the observing run, the  position angle (PA)
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of the slit was adjusted, to allow more than one star to  be observed at a time. The same 

trick was also used when the pointed part of the sky was not crowded, allowing us to 

observe sky emission simultaneously (this was done for all the reference field stars). This 

ensures optim al sky subtraction, especially when the sky contribution to the observed flux 

varies with tim e and /o r when integration times are long.

The telescope needed a reference sta r from which to offset, for every GC observation. 

A bright and relatively isolated object would be chosen: IRS 7 in the GC proper (RA 17 42 

29.319, DEC: -28 59 12.66 (1950)), C o te ra #  F in the Arches (RA: 17 42 39.4, DEC: -28 

48 13 (1950)), and q f# 2 1 1  in the Quintuplet (RA: 17 43 5, DEC: -28 48 36 (1950)). The 

same dark  spot was used for all three regions (RA: 17 41 37, DEC: -28 53 00, Figer et al). 

This dark  patch of sky ensures th a t a good sky subtraction is done, but however requires 

the telescope to  move very far from the GC clusters, which became sometime problematic 

(the telescope interm ittently refused to go there, or got lost on the way back!). The 

crowding set a very big challenge for the telescope, which had great difficulty in focusing 

on the right objects (this applies especially for the GC proper, and to a much lesser extent 

to the Arches and the Quintuplet).

I show in Table 4.2 a sum m ary of the observing run and details of object characteristics. 

Observations a t UKIRT take the form at of quad, i.e a sequence of observations for a quad 

has the type: ob ject-sky-sky-object. Because the level of saturation of the detector varies 

with wavelength, we had make do with very short exposures in the L band repeated many 

times. The m ajor drawback of th a t constraint is the significant time spent reading out the 

detector (for example, we observed C # l l  252 x 2s in the L band, while the reading out 

time was more than I s ) . In practice, an L band object observation of 10 minutes requires 

typically one hour of real time observing when offset to a dark patch is mandatory.

The oversampling for all observed stars was 3x2, preventing disappointm ents with 

bad pixels (any da ta  point is observed with three neighbouring pixels, so th a t when da ta  

reduction interleaves the raw integrations, da ta  from a bad pixel can be replaced by its 

good neighbours). This is especially im portant when the spectral resolution is low, i.e
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Table 4.3: Observational details of standard  stars used to correct our spectroscopic da ta  

for atm ospheric extinction and detector intrinsic sensitivity. The tem perature corresponds 

to  th a t of a blackbody of the same IR shape as the standard star

S tar Sp M agnitudes Exp. Times in sec T in K

K L K L

BS 6522 F2v 5.35 5.32 24 60 6750

BS 7550 F4v 5.40 5.36 24 60 6390

BS 6595 F6v 3.67 4.87 18 30 6390

BS 7172 F8v 3.91 3.87 18 30 6200

when one pixel represents a relatively large wavelength range.

The standard  stars were chosen from Allen & Cragg (1983), indicated by the Telescope 

O perator (to optimize the telescope movements) or collected on the UKIRT Web Page, had 

to be near the GC region (observed under same airmass conditions), and of F or G dwarf 

type. I selected the following objects: BS6522 (F2v), BS7550 (F4v), BS6595 (F6v) and 

BS 7172 (F8v). For all sources, only one standard  sta r was used to correct for atm ospheric 

extinction, whereas it would have more appropirate to use more than  one for all sources 

th a t weak in the L band especially, i.e the GC programme stars. This bears a significant 

im portance on the reliability of line identifications in this spectral region, particularly for 

the feature observed a t 3.09/um. Now I present the detail of the d a ta  reduction procedure 

followed.

4 .1 .2  D a t a  r e d u c t io n  p r o c e d u r e

The da ta  reduction was done with the CGS4DR package (Daly &; Beard 1992). During 

the observing run, some basic steps are taken th a t sum the over-sampled raw integration, 

correct for flat fielding, subtract sky (this la tte r is done by using the 4 observations of a 

quad: ob ject-sky-sky-object to create (object - sky) - (sky - object)). One needs then
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only to ex tract the rows th a t contain the data . Optimal extraction was used when a non

crowded region of the sky bathed the object at stake (a tem plate aperture is built using a 

bright s tandard), or normal extraction by setting which rows have to be summed up. No 

tilt was apparent on the frames so I simply combined or subtracted them . De-rippling of 

the spectra followed, to get rid of this periodic feature and increase the apparent signal. We 

carried out the wavelength calibration using tem plate Argon lines. I then cross-correlated 

the spectra of target and standard and corrected any apparent shift. I finally flux calibrated 

the spectra using well chosen standard  stars (see Table 4.3), assuming a flux distribution 

for the standard  stars equivalent to th a t of a blackbody of same tem perature. However, 

I notice th a t my final flux distributions do not reflect the published photom etric values, 

probably due to  the bad positioning of the slit on the stars. This is nothing surprising 

considering the large density of stars in the GC region, so I simply scaled my d a ta  to the 

published K and L observed magnitudes without further ado.

4 .1 .3  S p e c t r a l  c h a r a c te r is t ic s :  l in e  id e n t i f ic a t io n s  an d  s p e c t r a l  t y p e s

The various emission lines observed in the K and L band observations are presented in 

Figure 4.4 and 4.5, including a selection of comparison stars (I added W R 123 for complete

ness, courtesy of P.A. Crowther). The sequence of spectra is shown in order of increasing 

Br7  strength , revealing the Of type stars a t the bottom  and the WNL stars upwards. 

W hereas the AF star has wind properties close to  those typical of WNL, C #  11 s ta r  and 

q f# 2 4 0  seem closer to Of stars, at least on spectral appearance. One can also notice th a t 

the Her2.0581/um is quite uncorrelated to Br7 . The lines present in the K band region are 

dominated by emission from Hei and Hi. Some of them  may be contam inated, bu t only 

marginally by carbon or nitrogen (as predicted by model calculations): C m /N lll 2.1032- 

2.1146-2.1149-2.1150yum and C m 2.1075-2.1217yum overlap with Hel2.112/um; Hei (7-4) 

with Br7  a t 2.16655yum; Hei (4-3) with P a  a t 1.8751 yum. This la tte r line is not of great 

reliability since it overlaps with a region of fierce extinction due to  the atm osphere.

None of the GC programme stars show Hell 2 .19yum, hence justifying the observation
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in the L band where a broad feature is observable a t 3.089/zm. The weakness of this 

feature and, in contrast, its very large FW HM  raised doubts about whether th a t observed 

line should be associated to Hen, or a spurious feature due to  a high noise level. A cross 

correlation between the profiles observed in this region for the GC programme stars and 

th a t of HD190429A (used as a  tem plate) gave no positive link. Experience rather tells 

us th a t previous observations of th a t line a t low resolution and low S/N  led to a broad 

and noisy feature th a t was later seen as a  narrower line of lesser height (Crowther, priv. 

communication; see also fig 4.6), applicable also to Hl3.038/im . In order to  test my line 

identifications, I shifted the observed Pfy so th a t it was centered on 3.2961 fim  using the 

param eters of a fitted Gaussian to th a t line. This introduced a shift of -250km /s for 

both the AF and C #  11 stars, and -lOOkm/s for q f #  240 (these radial velocity shifts will 

always be applied to the observed spectra in the model fitting section). The H ell3.089 pm  

becomes then centered on the observed feature for stars with high enough S/N : AF and 

C #  11, but for qf #  240 the line sits very much on the red side. For the latter, I will assume 

th a t the problem arises from a too low signal. Later on, it will be seen th a t it is possible 

to fit all lines in the K band properly but for the corresponding stellar param eters, L 

band hydrogen lines remain weaker than observed. This would suggest th a t with a  higher 

signal, the line intensity decreases and the width narrows. I will therefore assume th a t 

all lines are affected in the same way in the L band, and try  to  model lines differentially 

rather than absolutely.

I repeat again here what I said in the introduction, i.e th a t I assume th a t the feature 

observed a t 3.09^jm is Heii(7-6), and th a t in case this was erroneous, stellar quantities 

such as effective tem peratures and ionizing fluxes should be seen as upper limits.

It is interesting to  make simple comparisons based solely on line strengths between 

the comparison stars, whose spectral types are determined from optical criteria, and our 

GC programme stars. It is possible th a t some near-infrared criterion could be found 

th a t would enable us to discriminate between cool WN stars, similarly to w hat was done 

earlier by Eenens et al. (1991) and Eenens & Williams (1992) for WCL stars. Since
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spectral typing sorts out stars according to an ionization criterion, I chose Hell 3.089 yum 

and Hei 2 .112//m. I display the results of this comparison in Figure 4.7: what one sees is 

th a t a clear cut is observable between stars classified Of and WNL upon the strength of 

BrY: Of stars have weak winds with very little emission in B iy , whereas WNL stars show 

a significantly greater strength  in th a t line. Secondly, the perpendicular direction testifies 

for a lower tem perature as one moves upwards. Of stars showing the Hell 3.089 ^m  lie 

a t the very bottom , when the WNL stars are scattered all over. Surprisingly, W R105, a 

WN9 sta r, is bracketed between two WN8 stars, W R123 and W R124, showing th a t the 

optical classification of WNL stars (Smith et al. 1996) is degenerate here with the two 

classification lines I used. Similar findings would be obtained with any other Hei line in 

the K band, so th a t K and L band lines cannot lead to  a unique classification of WNL 

stars.

I can only conclude on these grounds th a t the GC programme stars show developed 

winds typical of WNL stars with a wind ionization overlapping th a t of W N8-9. We will
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wait until further model studies (Section 4.2.2) to evaluate these quantities.

4 .1 .4  R e d d e n in g  to w a r d s  t h e  G C  s o u r c e s

Determining accurately the reddening towards the GC Hei stars is a crucial m atter: we 

need to use the most physically warranted extinction law together with a sensible R value 

for the region in order to obtain reliable luminosities for the programme stars. This bears 

strongly on the mass loss rate  determ ination as well, through the transform ed radius 

relation of Schmutz et al. (1989).

One could expect a different behaviour of grains in their interaction with light due 

to  the unusual dynamics, the hotter tem perature of the medium and the great column 

density in the GC region. Do any of these peculiarities of the GC physical characteristics 

results in an unusual reddening law towards the GC stars?

There has been three techniques in the past used to determ ine the extinction law to

wards a sky region. First, studies of a great number of stars of known photometry, spectral 

type, and corresponding assumed intrinsic colors can be used. Alternatively, one can use 

Br7  and Bret line flux ratios within the nebular approxim ation, and a ttribu te  differences 

between case B recombination theory and observations to the effect of reddening (Case 

B recombination theory predicts B m /B r7 = 2 .9 , Wade et al. 1987). This technique, when 

applied to stellar winds, leads to  uncertainties due to optical depths effects (the optically 

thin assumption fails). It provides an extinction in the infrared region but rem ains very 

elusive about the actual extinction law. It is also possible to  choose a sample of blue 

sources and de-redden them until their flux distribution matches the Rayleigh-Jeans limit 

of a black-body. This however leads only to a upper limit to  the reddening since the 

observed spectrum  is seen as a composite of bound-free and free-free infrared excess and 

contam inating background stars th a t redden the blue spectra. From previous experience, 

using the model flux distributions as calculated by our model atm osphere code to  constrain 

the reddening has proved very reliable, hence this technique will be applied here.

Rieke et al. (1989) and Rieke & Lebowsky (1985) found from J, H, K, L, and M
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photom etry of few thousand stars in the GC region, th a t the GC extinction law was 

identical to  th a t of the solar neighbourhood. Hence, I use the Cardelli et al. (1988) 

extinction law to determ ine the reddening towards the GC sources. Note th a t this is 

preferred to  the Seaton extinction law (Seaton 1979 and its extension by Howarth 1983) 

since their law in the infrared is merely an extrapolation of their derived optical curve 

and therefore is not derived. I find th a t the smooth model predictions for the three

GC program me stars lead to a very fine fitting of the continuum (Figure 4.8). This

satisfactory result seems to confirm th a t the extinction law towards the GC region does 

not indeed present any peculiarities in the infrared compared to what we see in the Solar 

Neighbourhood. The derived values are E b ~ v — 9.0, 9.5 and 8.4 for C #  11, AF and qf240 

respectively with an R value of 3.1. I m ust stress th a t I assumed th a t the R value was 

not anomalous, and th a t indeed in th a t case, a value of E b ~ v  was obtainable th a t led

to a satisfactory agreement between the model de-redden fluxes. But this R value is not

derived by my m ethod, since this would require unavailable UV da ta  (only the flux short- 

ward of 3000A shows a sensitivity to  R) and so other sets of (R ,E b ~ v ) would work. For
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example, R = 3.3  and E # _ y = 8 .8  leads to  the same fitting quality as R=3.1 and E £_y = 9 .5 . 

The resulting difference in extinction in the V band is then 0.4, not significant enough to 

affect our model results. If we were to use the Seaton law, the best fit for the AF star 

is obtained for R=3.1 and E £ _ y = 8 .8 , leading to a difference in A y of 2 m agnitudes (!), 

justifying the appropriate use of the Cardelli law over Seaton’s (such a large difference 

would imply a luminosity a factor 6 in error). My derived reddening values compare well 

with other au tho rs’. Blum et al. (1996) find a mean A # of 3.3mag, though they note th a t 

stars may be seen through A k  > 6 mag. Also, Wade et al. (1987) determined Ak  — 3.0, 

adopted by NAJ, in accord with Rieke et al. (1989) who derived Ak  =  3.4.

For all the work presented here, I assume a distance to the  GC of 8 kpc (Reid 1993 and 

Reid 1988, determ ined using H2O masers from SgrB2(N)). Later on in the model analysis, 

I will use the  observed K m agnitude, the distance modulus to  the GC of 14.52 (consistent 

for a distance of 8 kpc) together with the relative extinction in the K band as calculated 

from Cardelli et al. (1988): A/vr= 0 .3 5 x E # -y .

4.2 Analysis of the programme stars

We are now ready to proceed onto a detailed modelling of these stars. This study will 

be split into several parts. F irst, I will discuss the various lines th a t have been used in 

previous model studies and will propose alternatives. Then, the sm ooth and un-blanketed 

model will tackle the fitting of the chosen diagnostic lines, debating on the effect of model 

param eters on line profiles. After a few comments on our determ ination, we will draw 

comparison with the unique previous model study of the AF s ta r by NAJ, and how far our 

new observations have taken us away from these authors. The inclusion of line-blanketing 

will then be addressed for the best observed GC star, before concluding on the stellar 

evolutionary s ta tu s  of the programme stars.
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4 .2 .1  D ia g n o s t i c  l in e s

Here, I discuss the possible choice of Hi, Hei and Hell lines available in the infrared Iv and 

L bands.

4.2 .1 .1  H ei 1.7000 f im

H e ll .700/xm corresponds to  a transition from level 4d3D to 3p3P. This line behaves in 

a similar m anner to  Hei2.112yum (4s3S to  3p3P), but has the considerable advantage of 

not being contam inated by any other contributors. Indeed, Hei 2.112/.jm overlaps with 

numerous transitions within highly excited levels of C m  and Nm so it is safer for us 

not to  use th a t  region as a  main constraint. On th a t ground, H e ll.700/zm is a very 

good choice, though one may feel th a t its being located a t much shorter wavelength, its 

strength  may be very dependent on the adopted reddening. This fear is justified but I 

believe th a t the extinction towards the GC programme stars determined in Section 4.1.4 

is very satisfactory and should therefore not lead to a significant uncertainty on future 

model results.

4 .2 .1 .2  H ei 2 .0581 /jm

NAJ had to  rely on Hei 2.0581 fim  (2pL P -2S 1 S) as a main diagnostic line, since their 

wavelength sample was limited in extent. They provide in their paper a detailed study of 

its form ation process, which is a tangle of different mechanisms. Helium atom s being in 

the s ta te  2p* P  have two possible channels: falling into 2s1 S and give rise to a 2.0581/zm 

photon, or into Is1 S and a 584 A photon. The spontaneous emission is one thousand times 

more likely for a  jum p into I s 1 S than 2s1 S, so only optical depth effects blocking the 584 A 

photons (creating some sort of resonance cavity) can counterbalance th a t propensity to 

forming a 584 A photon (if you can scatter the 584 A a thousand times then you will pick 

up a 2.0581 A photon as well). Each of these scenarios are modulated equally by processes 

th a t populate the upper level, i.e recombination followed by cascades or direct radiative 

recombination into 2p* P . NAJ developed a simple analytical treatm ent with the Sobolev
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approxim ation using the principle of escape probability (Castor 1970) and find the local 

em itted flux in the Hei 2.0581 /im proportional to:

N e N He+o%s 

1 +  1 0 3/? 2 P —l s / / ? 2P - 2S

where (3 corresponds to  the escape probability of the corresponding photon formed through 

the transition mentioned in the subscript. The number 103 is the ratio of spontaneous 

emission probabilities through the two channels. The observed flux depends therefore on 

the ionization sta te  of helium in the wind and the ratio of escape probabilities. An increase 

in luminosity or tem perature decreases the am ount of Hei (7534 decreases) and hence leads 

to a reduced emission. Similar reduction occurs if the tem perature or luminosity are low, 

allowing helium to become neutral in the wind. NAJ found th a t only a lim ited range 

of mass loss rates and luminosity led to a  significant emission in Hei 2.0581 /im . The 

problem is th a t the opacity of the A 584 line is a t best poorly known with th is schematic 

understanding. The effect of iron opacity may be great and reliance on atom ic quantities 

for th a t species is not complete yet. Also, Hei 2.0581 /im has been seen varying according 

to a mere change of velocity law (Dr Crowther could change the strength of th a t line by 

a factor 5 simply by going from a two exponent beta law to a  single one!). Since I have 

numerous lines to play with, I will not use the unreliable Hei 2.0581/im line.

4 .2 .1 .3  H ell 3 .0 9 /im

Model analyses require an ionization sequence for a species in order to  constrain the 

tem perature. For the GC objects, one could have recourse in the K band to  H ell 2.19 

/im; however, it corresponds to a transition between highly excited sta tes  (10 to  7), so 

th a t its strength becomes significant only when these states are well populated, which 

happens only for sufficiently hot stars (M also plays a role since it controls the rate  of 

recombination). Hence, it seems natural to use a line arising from levels closer to  the 

ground sta te . The use of Hell 3.09 /im (level 7 to  6) seems ideal and indeed, as I show
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Figure 4.9: Relative strength of Hell 3.09/im (solid line) and Heli2.19//m (dotted line) in 

velocity space for three comparison WN8-9 stars: WR124, WR105 and HD190429A

in Figure 4.9, the compared strength of the two lines is huge in the case of WN8-9 stars. 

Hell 3.09 ^m  constitutes therefore a more suitable candidate th a t will complement the use 

of Hei lines to  determine model param eters. I also wish to show some pre-empted results 

from the model analysis section, results which were obtained as part of an original grid 

of models, to  assess the sensitivity of K and L band lines to changes in param eters. The 

run along the tem perature axis proved yet again the pertinence of using Hen 3.09/im . 

One sees th a t the strength of th a t line goes between vanishing to  few hundred Angstroms 

in equivalent width over a range of only few thousand kelvins. I display this sensitive 

behaviour in Figure 4.10. Also shown is the varying population of the upper level giving 

rise to Hell 3.089^m . A significant difference is observed for th a t population in the line 

formation region, which accounts on its own for the variable strength induced.

4 .2 .1 .4  B r 7 /H e l (7 - 4 )

As the reader will have seen in Figure 4.4-4.7, Br7  is a line whose strength continuously 

grows from Of to WNL stars. It testifies the presence of hydrogen in the stellar wind, but 

more im portantly, its m odulation relates to a varying mass loss rate. Hence, it represents
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the same set of models, I plot the fractional population of the upper level giving rise 

to the Hen 3.09/im line versus the stellar radius (in units of R©). Also plotted is the 

corresponding line formation region (the quantity  £ as defined by Hillier 1987b, to  which 

the emitted flux is proportional; dotted line)
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a very good mass loss indicator and will be used for tha t purpose extensively. Although it 

is blended with a Hei line, it dominates the blend (to about 90%) so th a t the line observed 

can be associated with Br7  only. This line is strong in all programme stars and represents 

the best hydrogen line available to analyse. Its clean line profile makes it valuable as well 

for wind term inal velocity adjustm ent.

4.2 .1 .5  PO'/Her (4-3)

This partially resolved blend of helium and hydrogen is potentially very useful to  check 

on the consistency of the chosen H /H e ratio. The 1.8 /^m region undergoes however an 

extinction of about 95% due to the earth  atmosphere. The greater role th a t water plays 

in this extinction was enhanced by the high atmospheric water content during the run. 

So, I prefer not to rely on the Pee region directly and absolutely, but rather use it as a 

relative indicator of compatibility with stellar param eters determined in other ways. The 

same argum ent was used by NAJ who avoided using P a /H e l (4-3) primarily but checked 

th a t their fitting job was not inconsistent with this region.

4.2 .1 .6  C onclusion

From the above discussion, it em anates th a t I will choose the following lines as main 

constraints for the stellar parameters: H e l l .700/im, H eii3 .09/im  and Bv j .  These three 

lines are affected by changes in surface chemistry, tem perature and mass loss rate, so th a t 

self-consistent adjustm ents to inputs had to  be done at each new model. Together with 

reddenings determined with the theoretical flux distribution, the stellar luminosity will be 

set.

4 .2 .2  S m o o t h  m o d e l  s t u d y

The model used here is the smooth model of Hillier (1987,1989) which has been discussed 

in Chapter 1. I present all stellar param eters determined using this tool and compare my 

results for the program me stars with expectations from stellar evolutionary models. For
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all comparisons between our computed profiles and observations, I convolved them  with 

the instrum ental resolution as determined from un-blended arc lines (~  250 km s -1 for the 

L band and r\_/ 210km s Jfor the I< band).

4 .2 .2 .1  T e rm in a l v e lo c ity

Obviously, no UV observations of the GC stars could give the information on the wind 

term inal velocity. The low resolution and signal of our observations did not allow the 

use of P-Cygni profiles either, so I use instead our model to constraint Uqq . The velocity 

distribution throughout the wind is governed by a single exponent be ta  law of unity. I find 

the best fit to  line widths was obtained for term inal velocities of 500 km s_1for C #  11 and 

qf 240, and a slightly faster wind for the AF sta r of 700 km s-1 (uncertainty of ±  200km s_1). 

L band lines were of too low signal to constraint the wind term inal velocities of the  GC 

programme stars. A similar wind velocity was adopted by NAJ for the AF s ta r  using 

the same spectroscopic region and technique. The single exponent be ta  law is fast rising, 

inducing a great acceleration close to the sta r and reaching term inal velocity a t small radii 

(for the AF star, 90% of is reached a t ten stellar radii) corresponding to  the line 

formation region of typical Hei and Hi infrared lines. Hence, if the present velocity law 

is appropriate for these stars, constraining the terminal velocity with B r 7  particularly 

should be reliable.

4 .2 .2 .2  M ass  loss r a te ,  su rface  c h e m is try , t e m p e r a tu r e  a n d  lu m in o s ity

The great strength in having K and L band line diagnostics is the availability of a  very 

sensitive tem perature line in the L band which can constraint th a t quantity  with an 

accuracy of about 1 kK. For all models, I s ta rted  by setting myself in the right tem peratu re  

range, then went on to derive the mass loss rate  and surface chemistry. The ratio  of B r 7  

to Hei 1.70/im was used to adjust H /H e and the overall strength  of the lines for the 

mass loss rate  determ ination. Because the mass loss can affect the ionization balance 

considerably close to the stellar surface, it m odulates the strength  of the Hell line. The
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Table 4.4: Model results for the three programme GC stars. A distance of 8 kpc was 

assumed for the GC region. Derived quantities relying strongly on Hell A3.09/im are given 

as upper limits, in case this identification was erroneous

Kmag U K T log(L/L@) Qo Qi M ^ o o H /H e

kK l°g(ph/s) 1O-5M0 y r " 1 3 CO
1

b y #

q240 9.4 -8.1 <28.4 <6.42 <50.5 <48.4 7.1 ~500 4.0

c l 1 10.3 -7.4 <28.4 <6.11 <49.9 <47.8 5.5 ~500 3.5

AF 10.95 -6.9 <29.1 <5.70 <49.3 <47.4 7.0 ~700 3.5

final model is hence reached by making self-consistent changes at each step. I take care 

on respecting the observed K magnitudes with my model predictions together with the 

reddening determined in the observation section. Results are shown for the three GC 

program m e stars in Table 4.4.

I find th a t the three stars analysed show similar properties: their H /H e is in the range 

3-4 (±0.05; I also assumed a typical evolutionary enrichment for carbon and nitrogen which 

could not however be constrained: C /H e= 10-4 and N /H e=6.0 X 10~3 by number). Helium 

emission lines are therefore present not so much because of a large helium enrichment but 

rather due to  the high mass loss rates derived for these stars: I find values in the range 

5-7 X 10~5M@ yr- 1 (20% uncertainty). This mass loss corresponds to a m atter ejection 

per unit tim e in the form of a smooth density wind. There is no clear evidence from 

the spectroscopic da ta  th a t a significant clumping occurs in the wind: electron scattering 

wings seem to fit the line profiles properly. The tempera.ture as constrained with Hei and 

Hell lines is about 29 kK, where the uncertainty on th a t determination can be kept to 

very little: a t 25 kK, Hell 3.09/im emission is absent while very strong a t 32 kK with this 

un-blanketed model. Undoubtedly, the fitting quality of Hell 3.09/im is poor, nevertheless.
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due to  the extreme sensivity of th a t line (as I have shown in Figure 4.10), the mere presence 

of th a t line perm its an accurate determ ination (±1000K) of the surface tem perature of the 

star. The luminosity derived implies th a t these s ta rs  are extremely luminous, though one 

cannot be certain yet th a t the photom etry associated to  a given GC object corresponds to 

a single object: crowding is a great concern for observational astronom y in the GC region 

and we may have to await the use of Very Large Telescopes to  have a definite photom etric 

value for each star there. I present the model fits of these three stars in Figure 4.11, 

displaying the fits to the diagnostic lines as well as other available lines for consistency 

checking.

I must mention th a t for none of these stars does the model predict a  strong Hei 2.0581 fim  

(observed in qf240 and the AF s ta r), possibly due to  the fact th a t the tem perature  being 

so high, the amount of He+ in the wind is sufficiently large.

4 .2 .3  C o m p a r is o n s

4.2 .3 .1  C om parison  with  N A J

Even though this work shares some similarities with NAJ, it was capable of assessing a 

much more accurate surface tem perature for the GC program me stars, compared to  the 

the 15-30 000K range found by these authors for the  AF star. This range induced a great 

uncertainty on the derived surface chemistry since their hydrogen versus helium strength  

were completely dependent on how cool the sta r was (or how strong the Hei lines were). 

This subtle behaviour constrains the possible mass loss rate and luminosity and combined 

with the fitting requirements of Hei 2.112/^m, BrY and the K band flux, NAJ came to  the 

conclusion th a t the AF star, the first star analysed in the GC region was highly evolved 

(He/H > 0.5 by number), with a high mass loss rate  (M ~  6 to 10 x 10 -5 M ® yr-1 ). 

However, this result was only indicative, since it is based on the tricky line 2.0581 fim. which 

is very unreliable. Optical depth effects in the wind are numerous and the behaviour of 

photons determined through non-linear processes. The effect of m etals on the opacity of 

UV photons is huge and not yet properly quantified. Hence, the form ation processes of
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q f# 2 4 0  and C # l l .  The corresponding stellar param eters are shown in Table 4.4
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Table 4.5: Comparison between the stellar param eters of the AF star determ ined in this 

work and those of NAJ. See previous Table 4.4 for information on tabulated  quantities. 

NAJ uses an observed flux of 25mJy at 2.22/im, in accord with the K m agnitude of 10.95 

used in this work

Kmag T l°g (L /L @) Qo Qi M ^oo H /H e

kK l°g(ph/s) 10-5 M® y r " 1 km s-1 by #

This work 10.95 <29.1 <5.70 <49.3 <47.4 7.0 ~700 3.5

NAJ 11.05 20.2 5.38 <48.0 <38.0 6.0 ~700 1.0

the 584A transition  versus 2.0581//m only known approximately.

I find th a t  the helium enrichment in the case of the AF s ta r  is very different from 

NAJ (See the Table 4.5 for comparisons between this work and N A J’s param eters). They 

claim th a t H e/H  by number has a lower limit of 0.3. For a lesser helium abundance, 

the Br7  and Hei 2.0581/^m becomes impossible to fit (too weak). Their result is also 

corroborated by their fitting the Pc* blend with Hei. W hat this shows is th a t their lack of 

a real tem perature diagnostic line put them in a region of the param eter space of the AF 

star where only high helium contents could provide an agreement with observations. It is 

clear th a t their solution was not singly determined since I am able to fit the  lines in the K 

band just as well as they did, but also the relative strength  of the L band lines. I was not 

capable of fitting the L band lines absolutely, indeed my fits underestim ate their apparent 

strength, though I believe this is a consequence of the poor signal of our observations. Note 

th a t NAJ predictions, like mine, underestim ate Hi 3.038[im (Figure 4.12; Hell 3.089 /im 

in emission is inexistent for their low tem perature solution). So, it becomes evident th a t 

the AF sta r, together with C # l l  and qf240 can be modelled following my m ethod and 

th a t their enrichment in nuclear processed elements is a t a much earlier stage th an  NAJ 

revealed.

I note also th a t their extinction in the K band is 3.0, compared to  the present work’s
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value of 3.3. Their model flux was constrained by the observed flux of 25mJy a t 2.2//m, 

corresponding to a K band m agnitude of 11.05, very close to  the literature value of 10.95 

I use. However, this hardly modifies their luminosity and absolute K band m agnitude 

compared to  mine.

Since NAJ locate the AF star in a param eter space where tem perature is much lower 

than  30 kK, combined with a derived high mass loss rate, leads them  to a very different 

picture for the ionizing fluxes. W hereas the Lyman continuum photons are a t least ten 

times more numerous in our AF model, a difference of one billion is obtained for Hei. 

The use of a  proper tem perature diagnostic line appears therefore crucial for WNL stars if 

we want to be able to understand the ionizing properties they have on their surrounding 

medium.

4 .2 .3 .2  C om parison  w ith  line-blanketed m od el  for th e  A F  star

The work so far only tried to make a parallel with N A J’s work using the same tool (a 

smooth and un-blanketed model), merely using a new sample of diagnostic lines. Moreover, 

the supposedly higher metal content of the GC region suggests th a t the inclusion of line- 

blanketing could be of importance on the predicted ou tputs from the Hei stars. I intend 

in the next section to explore the effect of line-blanketing on the derived param eters, 

concentrating for this test on the AF star, the best observed GC s ta r during the UKIRT 

run.

As was found by Hillier &, Miller 1998, some wind forming lines are dependent on 

the ionizing flux originating at the surface of the star, and so a close look to  the  effect 

of including line-blanketing in the wind is w arranted. Also, knowing the ionizing fluxes 

of Wolf-Rayet stars is a crucial step forward in understanding their im pact on their sur

rounding media (see for example the stellar census of NGC5253 determined using stellar 

evolutionary synthesis models and up to  date flux distributions for W R stars in Crowther 

et al, 1999). For the modelling of the AF star, I used a metallicity twice solar, which 

is accounted for by doubling the solar abundance of iron in the wind. Detailed Felll-
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the rectified spectra of the AF sta r and the line- 

blanketed and clumpy model flux distribution. The right panel includes H eii3 .09^m  

predictions for two tem peratures: 30.3 and 33 kK, showing the sensitivity of th a t line in 

the same param eter space as with the smooth model

Feiv model atom s were included since they are the two dom inant ionization stages of 

iron in the 20 kK tem perature space. For the dominant wind species in mass fraction, 

I include 30 model levels for hydrogen, 69 for Hei (corresponding to n=20) and 30 for 

Hell (corresponding to  n=30). Detailed model atoms of nitrogen and carbon were also 

included but model ou tpu ts do not predict any non-negligible contribution to observed 

line strengths (see Table 2.3). The model analysis was initiated with a model ou tpu t from 

WR124 (W N8 h) with the following param eters: M =4.25x 10- 5M@ y r_1, L /L q =  3 .1x105, 

T*=33500K, Uqq =900km s -1 and H /H e=0.60 (by number).

I show in figure 4.13 the predicted strength  of lines lying in the K band and the L 

band. The agreement is really excellent in the K band, apart from Hei2.0581A th a t I was 

unable to  reproduce for any of the models run (see discussion in Section 4.2 .1.2). Clearly, 

this line is not well understood and the model used here has problem reproducing it, but 

th a t should not invalidate my study based on other more reliable lines. In the L band, 

one has still to deal with the very low signal, which again could be responsible to the
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underestim ated strength of Hl3.038//m. Heil3.09//m  was therefore fitted so th a t it would 

also underestim ate the observed strength of th a t line. The final model was reached in only- 

few runs, though the WNL models show a very poor convergence (typically 80 iterations 

when 30 are sufficient for WC models). I find the same param eter space as for the solution 

found with the smooth model. I was not capable of distinguishing any differences in line 

strength with the inclusion of line-blanketing, except a tiny increase in the  tem perature 

(from 29 kK to 31 kK) required to reproduce well Hell 3.09/um. Since the smooth model 

line profiles seemed to do a fine fitting (with our limited resolution), I did not include any 

clumping in the line-blanketed model treatm ent. So, with a filling factor of unity, I obtain 

a mass loss rate of 7 .0 x l0 - 5M© yr- 1 (±  20%), identical to  the sm ooth model prediction. 

The helium enrichment seems to fall in the range H /H e=2-3 ±0.05 by number as values 

within this bracket give a good fit to hydrogen and helium lines. This range is a  result of 

not knowing the tem perature with greater precision than  one 1 kK: the plot on the right 

of Figure 4.13 includes the predicted Hell3.09/zm with two different tem peratures: low 

estim ated strength for 30.3 kK and higher one for 33 kK. Clearly the  tem perature  is in 

between and leads to the narrow range of possible helium contents.

The luminosity was taken up with the inclusion of blanketing, by 15%. To com pensate 

for the blocked radiation a t short wavelengths, the model has to  have a higher luminosity 

corresponding to a higher tem perature (the radius here remains roughly constant). The 

blanketed version of the model benefits from a much more sophisticated trea tm ent of 

radiative transfer: whereas the un-blanketed model only includes the opacity of carbon and 

nitrogen, the line-blanketed one includes the opacity of all m etals and also trea ts  all line 

overlaps. The main iron ions th a t contribute in this tem perature range are Fem -iv. Their 

very complex level structure and uncertainty in atom ic quantities governing the various 

transitions operating between them  are however still a source of doubt on the absolute 

influence of line-blanketing on the emergent flux. The impossibility of checking in the UV 

the consistency of line-blanketing means however th a t such physics will have to  be tested on 

many UV observable stars before one can rely on the absolute implications of the newly
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modelled physical concept (the Far-U ltraviolet-Spectroscopic-Explorer (FUSE) should 

be of very great use for th a t purpose). One further remark can be made: in C hapter 6 , 

the study of W C stars in the LMC could make use of UV observations and lead to  a 

reliable determ ination of line-blanketing by a very satisfactory fitting of UV continuum 

and lines. The derived wind opacity a t the base of the wind offers a more reliable account 

of ionizing fluxes of Hi and Hel. I obtain however only subtle differences between the 

ionizing fluxes as predicted by the un-blanketed and line-blanketed models. Qo (number 

of photons em itted per second shortward of A =  911A ) is predicted fifty percent higher 

in the former. Similarly, Qi (same as Qo but for A =  504A ) is predicted a factor th irty  

higher in the un-blanketed model. I plot the two predicted model flux distributions at 

short wavelength in Figure 4.14, indicating the position of the three ionization edges. The 

effect of a variable metallicity could also be looked upon. Using solar and twice solar 

metallicities does not however affect greatly the predicted ionizing fluxes: Qo and Qi are 

completely unaffected by this change, while Q2 (same as Qo but for A =  228A ) is three 

orders of m agnitude higher a t higher metallicity, but remains vanishingly small.

4.2 .3 .3  C o m m en ts  and conclusion

I find th a t the three stars qf #  240 and C #  11 and AF show a wind chemistry dom inated by 

hydrogen. The model param eters derived, when applied to line predictions in the optical, 

lead to the dominance of Nm 4640 A over the absent Niv 4057 A , the weak Nv 4610 A and 

implies a spectral type of WN9 for the three stars (this is illustrated in Figure 4.15, where 

a comparison between the optical spectrum  of WR124, a  Galactic W N8 star, and the 

model flux prediction for the AF sta r is presented). This spectroscopic signature implying 

a WN9 spectral type for the AF sta r is also backed up by the surface mass flux rates of 

the programme stars, typical of WN8-9. I show in Figure 4.16 the similarity found for this 

quantity and the effective tem perature for the GC programme stars and the WN8-9 stars 

studied by Crowther Sz Smith (1997) in the LMC. The presence of hydrogen in the stellar 

envelopes would change it into a WN9h spectral type. This conclusion discards th a t of
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the flux distribution as predicted by the un-blanketed 

(dotted; T e/ /  =  29 000K) and line-blanketed models(solid; T ej j  =  31000K). Both models 

have been normalised at 2.2 /im to the same flux level. Hydrogen and helium edges are 

shown, coinciding with sudden changes in the opacity of the medium

NAJ, i.e th a t the AF star was a peculiar star: its stellar param eters are indeed consistent 

with well studied Galactic or LMC WN8-9 stars (see Table 4.6 for a comparison of stellar 

param eters between a sample of Galactic and LMC WN9 stars and the AF star).

The huge luminosity of these stars also imply th a t they are extremely massive. Stellar 

evolutionary models predict th a t for a metallicity twice solar and an enhanced mass loss 

rate during the post main sequence, H /H e~4.0  is reached after 2M yrs for a s ta r 1 million 

times more luminous than the sun and with an initial mass 8OM0 . This seems appropriate 

for q f# 2 4 0  and C #  11. The lower luminosity of the AF sta r is consistent with a  s ta r  less 

massive initially (~40M q) with an age of 4M yrs. Both mass loss rate derived and the 

spectral appearance of the K and L band imply a W R sta tus for these stars. Though 

much cooler, these stars share some properties with the W R stars in the core of R 136 

and HD 97950, being extremely luminous and hydrogen rich, situated at the early stage 

on the evolutionary track, as is displayed in Figure 4.17. These stellar ages also constrain 

the age of the respective clusters, especially due to  their extreme compactness, ensuring
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between the line-blanketed model rectified flux distribution for 

the AF sta r, and the observed and rectified optical spectrum  of WR124 (W N8 ). Nni 

appears strong, while Nv is absent and Niv non-existent, implying a WN9 spectral type 

for the AF star. This spectral type is based on an extrapolation to an unseen part of the 

spectrum of the AF sta r using stellar param eters constrained with K and L band lines

Table 4.6: Comparison between the stellar param eters of the AF sta r (assuming Hell 

A3.09/um is observed), and those of WR105 (Galactic WN9 star; Smith et al 1995) and 

Br64 (alias BE381, an LMC WN9 star, Crowther & Smith 1997)

Star T e //

kK

l°g(L /L 0 ) Qo

l°g(ph/s)

M

10_ 5M@ yr-1

^oo

km s -1

H /He

b y #

Source

AF 29.1 5.70 49.3 7.0 ~700 3.5 This work

WR105 26 5.76 49.26 6.5 700 1.0 Smith et al. 1995

Br64 27.5 5.54 49.1 2.2 375 2.0 Crowther & Smith 1997
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fluxes (in g /s /m 2) of a sample of WNL stars (from Crowther & Smith 1997) and the GC 

programme stars (assuming Hell A3.09//m is observed)

coeval s ta r form ation (burst). From these analyses, the Q uintuplet and the Arches clusters 

are very young (~  2M yrs), with an older age of ~  4Myrs for the GC proper. The recent 

discovery of the R136a and HD97950 WN stars brought to light the problem of classifying 

stars as W R upon spectroscopic inspection, even though the model analysis would imply a 

very high surface hydrogen content (Chapter 3). The same difficulty was encountered with 

the GC Hei stars, whose analysis was even more difficult due to  the restricted spectral 

information we receive from them . It is found th a t they are very hydrogen rich and were 

believed to be Ofpe/W N 9 slash stars, as those seen in the LMC. But their high mass loss 

rates discard this hypothesis and increases the number of now known W N stars with high 

surface hydrogen content. This certainly changes the way we think of the W R sta tus, i.e 

it does not require a very advanced stage for nuclear processing, as the most massive stars 

can enter through their prodigious mass loss rates the “spectroscopic” W R s ta tu s  a t a 

very early stage. In C hapter 3, I found th a t no m ajor difference separated the R136a and 

HD97950 W R  stars: in other words th a t the metallicity did not seem to play a great role 

in the early evolution of massive stars. As Larson (1985, 1986) suggested, the dynamics 

and metallicity of the GC region could lead to a bimodal IMF, a double peak IM F th a t 

would in particular allow greater mass stars to be formed. This could explain why we see
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so many Hei stars in the  GC region. The high metallicity would consequently allow stars 

to reach the W R sta tus a t an earlier stage of nuclear processing. It remains a stunning 

fact th a t the GC region contains about half of the known Galactic WN stars, in a sphere 

of 40 pc radius!

I have not talked about the other stars called Hei stars, on the grounds th a t I could 

not observe their Hell emission a t 3.09/um. The implication is th a t for all settings used, 

not a single s ta r of spectral type earlier than WN9 has been observed, though these 

stars show dense winds. Would it be a possibility th a t they are WN10 or W N 11 s ta rs -  

extremely cool W R and very hydrogen rich? Such a question cannot be tackled easily, 

as model analyses require a good set of diagnostic lines, particularly for the tem perature 

determ ination. W ith the use of a 10m telescope, observations ~ 1 .0/im may be possible to 

collect spectral information (we would have to fight with an increased extinction though, 

i.e A iMm ~  12 mag ) of Hen 10123A and Hei 10830A , though at low surface tem perature, 

it is difficult to  guess whether any Hell emission could be seen.

One of the trem endous im pacts th a t W R stars have on their surrounding environments 

is through the radiative energy liberated by the stellar wind. Though high mass loss rates 

“redden” considerably the extremely hot flux distribution at the surface of the stars, a 

great number of ionizing photons manage to  escape and carry out the ionizing of m atter 

further out. P a rt of the motive for this work was to see whether the Hei stars could explain 

the observed ionizing s ta te  of the m atter in the GC region. Lutz et al. (1996) for example 

deduce from ISO-SWS observations th a t the fine structure lines seen in the spectrum  (the 

slit was centered on Sgr A*, with an aperture 14” x 20”) suggest the presence of ionizing 

stars of 35000 K. Also, in order to  corroborate the observed radio flux of the inner central 

parsec (Ekers et al. 1983), one needs to  find, somehow, a t least 2.5 X 1050 s _1 Lyman 

photons. I find for the AF s ta r Q0=1.5 X 1049ph/s and accounting for the numerous Hei 

stars in the GC proper (17 Hei stars have been discovered in the GC proper, see Table 4.1) 

and also the fact th a t they are not so dissimilar from the AF star (see N ajarro et al. 1997), 

one can claim th a t the Lyman continuum required can be provided solely by the Hei stars
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w hithout recourse to any exotic alternative. This therefore seems to  firmly set the stellar 

origin of the ionization of the GC proper. No studies have been made th a t treated  in 

detail the  energetics of the Quintuplet and the Arches, but one could expect a similar 

conclusion. The GC region is therefore yet again a beautiful demonstration th a t WR. 

stars play a m ajor role in the energy balance of the medium in which they are embedded.

Also the far infrared luminosity of the GC proper of 107L@ (Becklin et al. 1982) could 

be initiated by these very numerous Hei stars, whose luminosity ranges from 5x 105 to 

1O6L0 . This is however a more difficult m atter to address, since most of the radiation 

em itted by W R stars occurs a t short wavelength, and only a tiny fraction will appear in 

the far infrared.
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Chapter 5

Quantitative analysis of Galactic 

WC stars and their wind neon 

abundance

For some years a conflict has existed between the observed elemental abundance of neon 

with th a t predicted by current evolutionary models: an analysis of the W C 8 + 0  binary 

7 2 Vel by Barlow, Roche & Aitken (1988, hereafter BRA88 ) revealed a neon enrichment 

by a factor of two, while a factor of 15 relative to cosmic values was expected.

At the s ta r t of interior He-burning -  identified with the onset of the W C phase -  the 

evolution models (eg. Maeder 1991) predict th a t there should be an increase in the overall 

neon abundance through two possible nuclear reaction chains:

14N (o, 7 )—>-18F (/?, v )—)-180  (a, 7 ) -* 22Ne (cr, n )—> 25Mg

4He (24He,7 ) -7 12C (4He,7 ) -7 160  (4He, 7 ) 20Ne

The first chain leads to the destruction of 14N, while the second belongs to  the sequence 

of reactions leading to the main o-rich  elements. The first reaction (which can also lead 

to comparable am ounts of 26Mg) is expected to dom inate in high metallicity environments
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(eg. the Galaxy), such th a t in the WC phase an enhancement of Ne by a factor of about 

100 is expected yielding a predicted Ne/He ratio of about 6 x 10-3  by number. For low 

metallicity environments (eg. the SMC) the WC phase is expected to be revealed a t a 

much more advanced stage of interior He-burning, where the second reaction dom inates 

the neon abundance production, yielding a predicted enhancement of 20Ne by a factor of 

about 1000, whilst 22Ne is processed to 25Mg in the first reaction.

Observationally, the presence of neon at the surface of W C stars can only be inferred 

from the analysis of fine structure infrared lines, namely [Nell] 12.81/im, [Ne ill] 15.55/im 

and [Nev] 14.32/zm, though individual isotopes cannot be separated. Prior to the launch 

of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), ground and space based observations of [Nell] 

12.81/im (Aitken, Roche & Allen, 1982) and [Ne ill] 15.55/mi (van der Hucht & Olnon, 

1985) were feasible only for /y2 Vel -  the brightest W R star in the sky. BRA88 analysed 

these fine structure  lines to reveal N e/H e= 1 .0 ± 0 .3 5 x l0 -3 , only a factor of two above 

the cosmic value. Recent ISO spectroscopy of j 2 Vel by van der Hucht et al. (1996) 

has confirmed this result yielding N e/H e= T .2± 0 .35x l0 -3 . This discrepancy between the 

evolutionary model preductions and the result for 7 2 Vel represents a m ajor puzzle in 

W R  research. Is 22Ne not yet formed in the nuclear reaction chain involving 14N or has 

the 22Ne already been processed to 25Mg ? Alternatively, is there something amiss with 

the nuclear reaction rates for these processes or something fundam entally wrong with the 

evolutionary models ? Could it be due to some peculiarities of the 7 2Vel binary system, 

or incorrect assum ptions for the stellar properties of the W C8 star?

In order to confront this puzzle a Guest Observer programme using the Short Wave

length Spectrom eter (SWS) aboard ISO has been initiated to study a sample of WC stars. 

This includes MR112 (WR146, W C 5 + 0 ), HD192013 (WR135, W C 8 ), HD 156385 (W R90, 

W C7), 7 2 Vel (WR11, W C 8+ 07.5), HD117297 (WR53, W C9), HD164270 (WR103, WC9) 

and HD165763 (W R 111 , WC5). The combination of ISO-SWS observations of this large 

sample of W C stars, plus recent progress in quantitative modelling of W R stars, should 

provide a definitive answer to this question.
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Recent space-based spectroscopy of W R 11 , obtained with the Infrared Space Observa

tory  (ISO), was presented by van der Hucht et al. (1996), who quoted excellent agreem ent 

of the hne-structure neon line fluxes with observations used by BRA8 8 . M orris et al. later 

re-estim ated N e/H e using contem porary information on the stellar distance (Schaerer et 

al. 1997) and mass-loss rate (Stevens et al. 1996) of W R 11 then implying a considerable 

neon enrichm ent. This illustrates the sensitivity to adopted stellar param eters of the  neon 

abundance determ ination and called for reliable quantitative analysis to  be carried out 

for a larger sample of stars. Consequently, a detailed quantitative study of W C sta rs  has 

been performed since reliable stellar param eters, especially the mass loss rate  (and filling 

factor), are so crucial for accurate neon abundance derivations.

The outline of the present work is as follows. New UV, optical and IR observations 

of the program m e stars are presented in Section 5.1, with basic properties discussed in 

Section 5.2. Expectations for carbon and helium enrichments are presented for a  small 

set of stars, using recombination theory in Section 5.3. The spectroscopic technique, 

introduced in C hapter 2 is applied to  the progamme stars in Section 5.4. Results are 

discussed in Section 5.5, with neon abundances derived in Section 5.6.

5.1 Observations

The program m e Galactic WC stars are listed in Table 5.1 where I give the various catalogue 

names and adopted spectral types, following Smith et al. (1990) and Crow ther et al. 

(1998). I will refer to the program me stars by their W R catalogue number (van der Hucht 

et al. 1981). W ind velocities are taken from Prinja et al. (1990), their Ublacki except for 

WR146 for which a term inal velocity was obtained in Willis et al. (1997) from ISO /SW S 

spectroscopy. In this section, I discuss the ground-based (AAT, INT, ESO) and space- 

based (ISO, IUE) observations, the journal of which is presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Program m e Galactic WC stars. Spectral types are obtained from Crowther et 

al. (1998), which follows Smith et al. (1990) except th a t revised W CE criteria, are adopted. 

Wind velocities are taken from (a) Prin ja et al. (1990) or (b) Willis et al. (1997). Not 

included in th is table are the stars th a t will not be studied due to  absent neon line emission 

in the ISO-SWS spectrum, namely WR103, WR53 and W R 111

W R HD Other ôo

km s -1

Ref. Spectral

Type

11 68273 7 2 Vel 1415 a W C 8+07.5III

90 156385 2045 a WC7

135 192103 V1042 Cyg 1405 a W C8

146 2700 b W C5+OB

5 .1 .1  U l t r a v i o l e t  s p e c tr o s c o p y

The UV da tase t was obtained solely from the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) 

archive. Available high dispersion (HIRES), large aperture, short-(SW P) and long-wavelength 

(LWP, LWR) observations of WR90 and WR135 were combined to provide high S/N  

datasets (St Louis 1990). Absolute flux calibration was achieved following the calibra

tion curve obtained by Howarth & Phillips (1986). Agreement between the final HIRES 

datasets and archival low resolution (LORES) observations was found to  be excellent.

Willis et al. (1986) have discussed the UV spectral morphology of W C stars, including 

WR90 and W R135. The principal spectral features for both stars are Si iv AA1393-1407, 

C iv  AA1548-51, H ell A1640, and C m  A2297. A forest of F ev-v i lines are present in both 

stars, with F e iv  also prominent in WR135.

W R146, being so reddened, does not have any IU E/H ST UV spectra. Athough W R 11 

was observed in the UV with IUE at different period phases, I did not use this information. 

For these two stars, the quantitative analysis will rely on other observational datasets (see 

Section 5.1.2-5.1.4).
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Table 5.2: Journal of optical and IR spectroscopic observations. All SWS observations 

were obtained with the AOT06 scan.

W R Epoch Telescope Wavelength Exposure

Inst. Range (/^m) Time (s)

11 17 May 1996 ISO-SW S 2.38-45.2 7,876

ESO O.5m-HEROS 0.38-0.68 20

N T T -SO FI 1.05-1.13 60

90 9 Mar 1998 AAT-RGO 0.50-1.03 5

16 Feb 1997 ISO-SW S 2.60-19.6 10,068

135 Sep 1991 INT-ID S 0.38-0.73 40

20 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 1.03-1.13 64

19-21 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 1.61-2.21 576

21 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 2.30-2.51 128

11 Nov 1996 ISO-SW S 2.38-45.2 6,538

146 21 Jul 1996 IN T-ID S 0.36-0.68 800

19 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 1.03-1.13 64

20 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 1.23-1.33 64

19-21 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 1.61-2.21 224

21 Aug 1994 UKIRT-CGS4 2.30-2.51 64

12 May 1996 ISO-SW S 2.60-19.6 16,922
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5.1.2 O ptical spectroscop y

Spectroscopic observations of WR146, WR90 and WR135 were obtained at the 2.5m Isaac 

Newton Telescope (INT) and 3.9m Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT). The INT dataset 

was obtained with the IDS, 500mm camera, and GEC CCD during 1991 September, 

while the  AAT dataset was obtained with the RGO spectrograph, 25cm camera, and a 

M IT /LL  CCD during 1998 March. Each dataset was obtained using CCDs and reduced in 

a standard  m anner using software available on STARLINK. Spectra were debiased, flat- 

fielded, optim ally extracted, wavelength calibrated, and flux calibrated in the case of the 

INT da tase t. Flux calibration was achieved for the AAT observations via scaling to the 

level of the  blue CTIO spectrophotom etry taken from Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1988).

Arc spectra provided a measure of the instrum ental resolution: 2-3A (INT) and 4A 

(AAT). Complete spectral coverage between 3800-7300A (INT) and 5000-10300A (AAT) 

was achieved with, respectively, six and one grating settings. The atmospheric absorption 

bands removed using suitable comparison stars.

In addition to  the new observations detailed above, I have made use of a de-convolved 

spectrum  of the W C8 component of 7 2 Vel, WR11, obtained with the ESO 50cm telescope 

plus Heidelberg Extended Range Spectrograph (HEROS) (De M arco &; Schmutz 1999).

Previous visual photom etry of WR146 has been limited to photographic plates (Red

dish 1968, van der Hucht et al. 1981). I have therefore deconvolved my spectrophotom etry 

using suitable filters to  obtain Johnson photom etry of V=12.80, B -V = 2 .46 . For compar

ison, photographic d a ta  from Reddish (1968) produced V=12.57, B —V=2.68, U —B=1.62 

while van der Hucht et al. (1981) estimated V=13.2. The optical spectrophotom etry 

convolved to  the narrow-band Smith (1968) photometric filters yields w=13.91, b — u=2.38 

and v — r= 1.64 . Optical spectroscopy of WR146 shows relatively strong, broad emission 

a t C m -iv  A4647-60 and C IVAA5801-12, plus numerous additional weak emission features.

In order to resolve the previous uncertainty relating to the WC spectral subtype of 

WR146, I have followed the quantitative classification scheme of Crowther et al. (1998) to 

obtain a WC5 classification. Eenens &; Williams (1994) remarked on the unusually broad



stellar lines in WR146 for a W C5 sta r from their near-IR  spectroscopy, which is supported 

here since I obtain FW HM (C iv A 5 8 0 4 )= 7 7 A  which is slightly beyond the normal range o f  

bOlt^A given by Smith et al. (1990) for WC5 stars.

The spectral morphologies of WR90 and WR135 (the deconvolved spectrum  of WR11 

is nearly identical to th a t of WR135) are quite different from W R146’s, due to  their 

combined lower wind term inal velocity and single s ta tu s  (for WR11, the companion does 

not affect the emergent spectrum  in such a way th a t  lines would appear smeared out). 

However, their line composition are relatively similar, dom inated by H el-li and C m -iv  

emission features, (the emission lines of WR90 are substantially broader than  in WR135 

and W R 11). C m  AA4747-51 and C iv  AA5801-12 are the two strongest features in W CE 

stars, with C m  AA5696 and C iv  AA5801-12 in W C 8 s tars . While no oxygen feature is 

observed in W R146, several O Ill-v features are present around AA2950-3150, and A5592 

with C n  present a t A4267 for WR135. Using the same classification scheme, W R90, 

WR135 and W R 11 have the spectral types WC7, W C 8 and W C 8 respectively.

5 .1 .3  N e a r - I R  s p e c t r o s c o p y

The principal near-IR dataset was obtained a t the 3.8m U.K. Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) 

with the cooled grating spectrograph CGS4, the 300mm camera, a 751/mm grating and 

a 62x58 InSb array in 1994 August. Observations of WR135 and WR146 were bias- 

corrected, flat-fielded, extracted and sky-subtracted using c g s 4 d r  (Daly & Beard 1992). 

Subsequent reductions and analysis were carried out using FIGARO (Meyerdierks 1993) and 

DIPSO (Howarth et al. 1995). In order to  remove atm ospheric features, the observations 

were divided by an appropriate standard  s ta r (whose spectral features were artificially 

removed) observed at around the same time and similar air mass. In regions of low 

atm ospheric transmission a t UKIRT the reliability of line shape and strength  m ust be 

treated with caution (e.g. P a ) . The near-IR morphology of WR135 and W R146 have 

been discussed previously by Eenens, Williams & W ade (1991).

I also utilise interm ediate dispersion CCD spectra of WR135 covering 0.97-1.03//m,
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published by Howarth & Schmutz (1992), and obtained at the INT with the Interm ediate 

Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS) and a GEC CCD in 1990 October. Although Howarth & 

Schmutz (1992) obtained observations of the Hei A10830+P7 line, I prefer to use my new, 

lower resolution UKIRT observations of this feature. (The sharp fall in efficiency of the 

GEC CCD longward of P 7  leads to  an ill-defined continuum.). I a ttem pt an approxim ate 

flux calibration for these data , by setting the local continuum via interpolation of the 

observed 0.7/im (INT) and 1.03jum (UKIRT) flux levels.

5 .1 .4  M id - I R  s p e c t r o s c o p y

New mid-IR da ta  of W R90 and WR146 were obtained as part of a Guest Observer pro

gramme, A JW W OLF (P.I. Willis), with the Short Wavelength Spectrograph (SWS; de 

Graauw et al. 1996) onboard the ESA Infrared Space Observatory (Kessler et al. 1996). 

Observations of HD 117297 (WR53), HD 164270 (WR103) and HD 165763 (W R 111) from 

the A JW W O LF program me were of insufficient quality to provide mid-IR line flux mea

surem ents, and so these were excluded from the present study. Consequently, 1 have 

included SWS observations of WR135 and W R 11 from the Guaranteed Time programme 

W RSTARS (P.I. van der Hucht). In all cases the SWS A O T6 observing mode was used 

to achieve full grating resolution, A/A A ~  1300 -  2500. The continuous wavelength

coverage was 2.60-19.6^m  for datasets from the AJW W OLF programme, and 2.38-45^m  

from W RSTARS’.

The ISO-SWS d a ta  was kindly processed for us by Dr. P. Morris, who, as part of 

the SWS instrum ent team , had an intim ate knowledge of the instrum ent and associated 

processing sofware. The raw da ta  were processed through the stages of signal conversion 

(bits to  fj,Y/ sec), glitch recognition, dark current subtraction, wavelength calibration, 

and correction for the relative spectral response function (RSRF) of each detector with 

standard  pipeline software. Some RSRF corrections were done with in-orbit rather than 

ground test measurem ents. No memory or hysteresis effects were apparent. Normally, 

the A O T 6 logic allows for short reference scans at selected wavelengths to aid in the
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absolute flux calibration of observations using only short intervals of grating positions. 

These reference d a ta  were avoided, however, since our grating coverage is continuous 

within each aperture and order used in the 2.58-19.5 fim range (cf. de Graauw et al. 

1996). Final photom etric calibration was thus performed as with AOT1 full grating scans, 

using the responsivities obtained from dedicated calibration observations of astronomical 

calibration sources (Schaeidt et al. 1996) and the internal photom etric checks to  correct 

for each de tec to r’s responsivity drift. Final spectra were created by coaddition of each 

detecto r’s ou tpu t using the median flux density in each resolution element as the reference 

level, removal of outlying da ta  points (> 3 cr), and rebinning to  slightly higher than  the 

instrum ental resolution. Each combination detector array, aperture, and order was treated  

separately. Photom etric uncertainties are estim ated to be ~5%  at 2.58 — 4.06 /im, 10-15% 

at 4.06 — 12.0/mi, and 15-25% a t 12.0 — 19.5 fim.

D ata  of detector “bands” 1 and 2 respectively cover wavelengths of 2.38-4.08 //m using 

12 In:Sb detectors and 4.00-12.05 fim with 12 Si:Ga detectors, employing entrance slits 

th a t give an effective aperture area of 14 X 20 arcsec on the sky. Band 3A to  3D d a ta  cover 

12.0-27.6^m  using 12 Si:As detectors, with sky coverage of 14 x 27 arcsec. finally, band 

3E and 4 d a ta  cover 27.5-45/im using 12 Ge:Be detectors, with sky coverage of 20x33  

arcsec.

The to ta l integration times were set to allow one complete scan over the wavelengths 

selected within each “AOT band” , defined by the permissible combinations of detector 

band, aperture, and spectral order (cf. de Graauw et al. 1996). The observation time 

includes dark current measurements, and a m onitor of photom etric drift for the detectors 

of bands 2-3. A drift measurement is not normally made for the relatively stable In:Sb 

detectors. The reduction of WR135 and W R 11 is discussed by van der Hucht et al. (1999).

The reduced SWS da ta  have been analysed at UCL using the local STARLINK facili

ties, in particular d i p s o  (Howarth et al. 1995). In Fig 5 .1 ,1 present the full SWS rectified 

spectrum  of W R 11 , including all line identifications. SWS spectra of all programme stars 

show similar lines, the varying wind term inal velocity being the main component in the
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distinct appearance of these spectra (due to low wind velocity and large brightness of 

W R 11 , its emergent spectrum  show well defined and unblended lines enabling easy line 

identifications to  be done).

Overall, the spectra of all WC programe stars are dominated by numerous, strong 

and relatively broad emission lines produced in the stellar wind. Broad depressions in the 

continuum energy distribution are observed, especially in WR146, produced by intervening 

interstellar bands. These are due to the presence of silicate and some hydrocarbons, either 

in the interstellar or circumstellar environment, and are particularly pronounced at 9.7^m 

and 12.1 fim. Lines observed in the ISO-SWS spectra due not change considerably over 

the different spectral types. Indeed, the ionization seems to be pretty  similar in the ISO 

range for WC5 to W C8 stars.

Of particular interest is the SWS spectral region spanning the fine structure transitions 

in [Nen], [Ne I I I ]  and [Nev]. It is evident in WR146, WR90 and WR135 th a t only [Nem] 

15.55/im is observed as a broad, stellar wind emission feature. In these stars, there is 

no evidence for a significant wind emission in either the [Neil] 12.81 um or [Nev] 14.32 

fim lines. This reflects the higher level of ionization in their outer wind, relative to the 

W C8 com ponent of j 2 Vel, which shows strong emission at both [Ne I I ]  and [Ne I I I ]  (van 

der Hucht et al. 1996). It is also apparent th a t there is no significant wind emission in 

either of the fine structure transitions of [Mgiv-v] 4.49, 5.61 fim, while [Caiv]3.20 jum, 

[Siv]10.51 f.im and [S I I I ]  18.75 fim profiles are observed only in WR11.

A part from y 2 Vel, neon line emissions reveal a very noisy structure and lie in a 

spectral region where the continuum is poorly defined, enhancing the uncertainty in the 

m easurem ents. For example, it is very likely th a t due to this poor quality, WR135 (which 

has a common spectral type with W R 11 and whose optical spectrum is nearly identical 

with W R l l ’s) shows a significant emission in [Nell] 12.81/im which cannot be deciphered 

here. I present these neon lines in Figure 5.2.

As discussed by BRA8 8 , though noisy, the flat-topped appearance of the neon lines 

seen in Figure 5.2 is expected for g round-state  fine-structure transitions, formed a t low
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Figure 5.1: Presentation of the rectified ISO-SWS spectrum  of W R 11 , the best observed

programme star in the sample, with the relevant line identifications
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Table 5.3: Sum m ary of reddenings and distances for programme stars, including com par

isons with reddenings from the literature (lit). Observed magnitudes correspond to  the 

systemic value for binary systems

W R V Ref. E b - v  (lit) R Ref. M wc± v ± V d Ref

mag mag mag kpc

90 7.45 a 0.38 (0.44) 3.1 e -4 .7 1.55 f

135 8.51 b 0.37 (0.35) 3.1 a -4 .3 2.09 g

146 13.91 j 2.87 (2.80) 2.9 c -5 .8 1.74

11 1.76 d 0.04 3.1 d -3 .6 7 0.258 i

a: Smith et al. (1990), b: Massey (1984), c: Willis et al. (1997), d: Van der Hucht et al. 

(1988), e: M orris et al. (1993) f: this work, g: Lundstrom & Stenholm (1984), h: 

Torres-Dodgen et al. (1991), i: Schaerer et al. (1997); j: this work

densities ( ~ 105 cm -3 ) in the outer stellar wind where the wind velocity has reached a 

constant value, voo • The measured FW HM  for the [Nelll]15.55/xm line of 5400 km s -1  in 

WR146 is used for term inal velocity determ ination, providing V oo^TO O km s- 1 . Eenens 

h  Williams (1994) obtained a similar value of voc,= 2 900k m s-1 from the observed H ei 

1.0830/um P-Cygni profile. For y 2 Vel, the FW HM  of [Neill] 15.55/im give a wind term inal 

value of 1400 km s- 1 , consistent with UV determ inations by Prin ja et al. (1990). For 

the other stars, the neon line profiles are of such poor quality th a t I prefer relying on UV 

measurements (see Table 5.1).

5.2 Interstellar reddening and distances

In this section, interstellar reddenings and distances to  the program me sta rs  are discussed. 

Pre-em pting results from Section 5.4, reddenings are directly obtained from comparing 

theoretical synthetic spectra with de-reddened observations. Distances either follow from 

cluster/association membership, or assumed absolute magnitudes. Table 5.3 provides
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a sum m ary of the derived reddenings and distances for the stars. A comparison with 

reddenings from the recent literature shows good agreement.

Regarding distance determ inations, WR11 has an accurate distance from h i p p a r c o s  

(Schaerer et al. 1997), and WR135 is a members of Cyg OB3. Further discussion is 

necessary for both W R90 and WR146.

5 .2 .1  W R 9 0

Since W R90 is not a member of an association or cluster, I estimated its distance from 

assuming an absolute visual magnitude obtained from other Galactic WC7 stars. Unfortu

nately, all five W C7 stars th a t are members of associations/clusters are members of binary 

systems (Lundstrom & Stenholm 1984). I restricted this set to those for which reliable 

reddenings were known (HD97152=W R42, HD152270=WR79 and HD192641=W R137) 

from Morris et al. (1993). An absolute visual magnitude of Mv =  -4 .7  mag(cr=0.8) was 

obtained for the WC7 components by comparing their emission line strengths with WR90 

(specifically C m -iv  A 4650, CivA5804). This estimate is in good agreement with Smith 

et al. (1990) who derived M v =  —4.8 mag. Pre-empting results from Section 5.4, I derive 

E b - v = 0.38 mag, so th a t the uncertainty in the calibration and reddening ( ± 0.02  mag) 

implies d=1.55 kpclg -3.

5 .2 .2  W R  146

Dougherty et al. (1996) have discovered th a t WR146 is a W C±OB spectroscopic binary 

from the presence of narrow absorption lines produced in the companion, together with 

a  non-thermal radio emission which was a ttribu ted  to collisions between the winds of the 

two components (Dougherty et al. 1996) Overall, WR146 has remained poorly studied due 

to  its high interstellar reddening (Eenens & Williams 1992), with a spectral classification 

of either WC4 (van der Hucht et al. 1981) or W C6 (Smith, Shara & Moffat 1990). Eenens, 

Williams & Wade (1991) have presented ground based near-IR spectroscopy of WR146 

which was subsequently analysed by Eenens & Williams (1992) to reveal the unusually
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low carbon abundance of C /H e=0.07 for a W CE sta r from recombination line analyses.

By assuming th a t MV(WR146) =  -3.7, the best fit to the observations was obtained for 

A M y  = -0.8 (the 0  star companion is brighter). However, this was rejected by Niemela 

et al. (1998) observations with W FPC 2 aboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) who 

measured the relative brightness of the WC and OB components of WR146, implying 

M y B - M y 0̂ =0.24. Meanwhile, radio observations from Dougherty et al. (1996) revealed 

separate two components, namely the therm al WC wind emission plus the non-therm al 

bow shock between the two winds. The combined HST and radio datasets indicate th a t 

the OB companion possesses a relatively powerful stellar wind, with a supergiant or giant 

luminosity class.

M embership of Cyg OB2 (Lundstrom & Stenholm 1984), at a distance of 1.7kpc 

(Torres-Dodgen et al. 1991) would be consistent with a late O giant companion (M y =  

—5.6 mag) for WR146, but would require th a t the W CE component have M v =  —5.8 mag, 

two m agnitudes in excess of ‘typical’ W CE stars (Smith et al. 1990). (If the companion 

were typical of a late O supergiant, WR146 would have to lie beyond Cyg OB2 .)

In the current analysis, I will assume Cyg OB2 membership for W R146, b u t also 

consider the effect of a substantially smaller distance. I derived E b - v =2.88 mag and 

R=2.9 using the optical-IR reddening law of Steenman & The (1989, 1991). This provided 

a superior comparison between theoretical predictions and de-reddened observations than 

either the Howarth (1983) or Cardelli e t al. (1989) laws.

5.3 Recombination theory

In this section, I present the elemental abundances of carbon and helium as determined 

by recombination theory. This technique was introduced by Hummer, Barlow & Storey 

(1982), applied to WR146 by Eenens & Williams (1992) and W R90 by Smith & Hummer 

(1988).
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5.3.1 Form alism

The formalism is as follows: for an ion ?, the dereddened flux at frequency v, \u (hereafter 

I), in a recombination line is given by

[  ninedV  (5-1)
JVi4 n D 2

where Q =  h v a reejcj , h is the Planck constant, v is the frequency of the line, a reejcj  is the 

recombination coefficient (coefficients are taken assuming case B recombination), D is the 

distance to  the object and n*- and ne are the local ionic and electron wind densities in the 

region concerned. When integrating over the emitting volume, one finds,

'  =  4Vd > ' ] (5'2)

Hence, the ratio of the emission measures of two different ionic species i and j  can thus be 

obtained in a straightforw ard manner

fo *] _  A' /  Q  i / r  o \

M  "  i j / Q j  1 ’ j

Here, one must be extremely cautious th a t the volumes of integration for each given 

species are similar, if not identical (calculating in this fashion the ratio [C4+]/[He+] would 

be meaningless since these two species show hardly any overlap in their em itting volumes, 

hence probing electron densities and stellar radii completely different). It is possible to 

solve th a t  problem by considering all observed ionized states of a species. Since we are 

mainly interested in deriving C /H e number ratios in this work, I need to consider the 

following equality,

C  [C4+] +  [C*+] +  [C2+]
H e  [ffe2+] +  [He+] k ' ’

including all species present in the WC5-8 winds; so by considering their various ionized 

states, we are confident th a t we include the to ta l emission from carbon and helium in the 

wind.

However, there are few restrictions to the proper applicability of the recombination 

theory method:
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This technique assumes diagnostic lines are formed purely by recombination and are 

optically thin. This will be reasonable if lines used in the derivation of C /H e are well 

chosen, i.e th a t indeed their main form ation process is recombination. The optically 

thin requirem ent will be satisfied for lines formed through transitions amongst highly 

excited states.

Individual lines are formed over differing regions of the atm osphere with He2+ 

found over a greater volume than C4+, with typical line form ation regions around 

N e= 1 0 n  cm - 3 , r e=20 000K and N e=10n '5 cm - 3 , Te=25 000K, respectively (condi

tions used for WR146 and WR90). O ther ions (He+ , C3+) are formed within signif

icantly greater volumes, at substantially lower densities and tem peratures. Since I 

will consider all observed ionized states of a  given species (Eq. 5.4), th is will not be 

problem atic here.

In later type W C stars, such as W C8 and WC9, it is not excluded th a t helium 

recombines to its neutral state , hence showing no more recombination processes. 

Because helium may be so overabundant compared to carbon in these stars (values 

of C /H e of about 0.1 seem appropriate), neglecting an unknown fraction of helium 

in the outer wind would lead to spurious values for the derived C /H e. Therefore, 

recombination theory is best applied to early type stars in which all wind m atter 

is ionized. This is the main drawback of applying recombination theory to  the 

determ ination of C /H e ratios in WC4 to WC9 stars, to  corroborate the idea th a t 

later types show lower C /H e than earlier ones. A consistent and global picture for a 

possible correlation between C /H e and W C subtype requires a more reliable m ethod.

Recombination coefficients of Hell were taken from Storey & Hummer (1995), while 

those for C iv  were obtained from Hummer et al. (1982) and Storey (priv. comm). 

Unfortunately, C iv  coefficients are only available for a limited number of N e and 

Te perm utations, the most appropriate to  WR146 and WR90 being AU=10n cm -3  

and Te=30 000K, also adopted for by Hummer et al. (1982), Smith & Hummer



(1988) and Eenens & Williams (1992). In Eq. 5.4, I included [C J and [C ]. 

These quantities will be very difficult to determine using reliable atomic data , as 

no recombination coefficients are available for C m  and Cll. One has then to rely 

on LTE values corrected by assuming a well guessed departure coefficient for the 

relevant upper level for the transition (this was done using departure coefficients as 

predicted by the model). This is a very hazardous task, since any line forms over 

a significant volume of the wind, where conditions may vary greatly and departure 

coefficients accordingly. The chosen average value may be significantly different from 

the physically relevant one.

5 .3 .2  C a lc u la t io n  for  W R 1 4 6

For W R146, the presence of a binary companion complicated the calculation further. Due 

to  the wavelength-dependence of its contribution to the to ta l flux observed, I have selected 

ratios of neighbouring carbon and helium lines to  obtain estim ates of the C4+ /H e2+ ratio. 

De-reddened line fluxes show reasonable agreement with results from Eenens & W illiams 

(1992) despite our adopted higher value of the reddening towards WR146. I obtain 

C4+/H e 2+=0.10-0.15 (see Table 5.4), in good agreement with Eenens k  Williams (1992) 

who obtained 0.16 using a different sample of near-IR lines. I favour C4+/H e2+=0.15 for 

WR146 since this was obtained from the most unblended lines, formed within comparable 

volumes. Eenens k  Williams (1992) attem pted to  correct for the presence of He+ and 

C3+ using recombination line analyses. Only one near-IR transition of C m  (at 2.117/im) 

is observed in my WR146 dataset, and heavily blended with Civ and Hei. The very fast 

wind of this s ta r makes it impossible to assess the strength  of each contributor. Because 

C4+ and He2+ coexist over similar wind regions, the assumption th a t C'/He =  C4+ /H e 2+ 

(one needs to  assume th a t C /H e is constant throughout the wind of course) should not 

be too bad, a t least better than relying on the contribution from He+ and C3+ using in

appropriate  atom ic assum ptions and uncertain observed fluxes. Therefore, I assume th a t 

C /H e= 0.15  is appropriate for WR146, a factor of two higher than estim ated by Eenens k
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Table 5.4: Sum m ary of near-IR recombination lines used in our C4+ /H e2+ determ ination 

for W R146. Here Q,=hvaeft, where a eff is the effective recombination coefficient for a 

particular ion, F (to t)  is the to ta l flux of a line and F (a tt)  is the flux contribution of 

each ion to  a  line blend. The la tte r is obtained by using F /Q  values from neighbouring 

unblended lines (indicated by square bracketts). Relative F /Q  values within blends provide 

estim ates of ionic abundance ratios

A(obs) Identification Q F (to t) F (a tt) F/Q C4+

( / m i ) Ion A (lab) (10“ 27) (10~14:W /m 2) (1012) He2+

1.736 Civ(9-8) 1.7395 110 17.5 1.59

1.869 Civ(12-10) 1.8651 25.8 47.1 4.1 [1.59] 0.15

Heii(6-5) 1.8637 28.2 43 10.79

H eii(8-6 ) 1.8743 8.61

He II (11-7) 1.8757 3.03

2.34 He 11(13-8) 2.347 1.4 1.2 0.76 5.42 0.14

C iv(17-13) 2.3178 5.85 0.44 [0.75]

2.425 Civ(10-9) 2.4278 57.5 5.42 0.75

C iv (1 3 -ll) 2.4261 15.4

3.145 Heil(14-9) 3.145 0.81 0.77 7.3

Heii(19-10) 3.151 0.249

3.273 C iv ( ll- lO ) 3.273 31.7 2.4 2.19 0.69 0.10

Heii(18-10) 3.296 0.292 0.21 [7.3]

3.86 Civ(15-13) 3.8668 6.05 0.38 0.63 0.10

4.397 H eli(18 -ll) 4.399 0.85 0.55 6.5
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Williams (1992). This remains substantially lower than carbon contents for other W CE 

stars as determined by Koesterke & Hamann (1995). To further refine the C /H e ratio 

in WR146 a sophisticated non-LTE analysis will be necessary, which will be discussed in 

Section 5.4. Now I tu rn  to  the recombination analysis a.pplied to WR90.

5 .3 .3  C a lc u la t io n  for  W R 9 0

Owing to  the later subtype of WR90 (WC7) compared to WR146 (WC5) and also the 

greater strength  of its Hel lines, one may expect a higher recombination rate to C2+ and 

neutral helium in the outer wind of WR90. Recombination lines of C m  and Hel must 

therefore be found and their strength measured in order to assess the fraction of the 

corresponding ions present in the stellar wind to ensure a proper C /H e derivation. In 

the SWS spectrum  of W R90, highly excited, optically thin recombination lines of H en 

and C iv  are present, as well as few of H el, but however, no reliable C hi lines (strong 

enough above the continuum and also numerous enough). I hence made use of two C m  

unblended lines found in the red part of the optical spectrum in order to constrain better 

the abundance due to C3+ in the wind. Overall, since I restrict myself to the choice 

of recombination lines of high levels, one is confronted with their often weak strength, 

increasing the uncertainty on the determ ination of the fraction of the emission due to the 

various components contributing to a given line. Also, the fact th a t lines are nearly all 

blended renders the m ethod a bit more awkward.

As indicated by Smith & Hummer (1988), this plays a crucial role particularly for CIII 

recombination lines for which no recombination coefficients are available; one is forced 

to  use coefficients determined under the conditions of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

(LTE) which show a very strong tem perature dependence. In the case of CIII, no re

combination coefficients are available so I used the assumption of Local Thermodynamic 

Equilibrium to determine Q values. The departure coefficients computed by the model 

were used: I selected those corresponding to the relevant line formation. I find that, for 

the transitions of CIII considered, C m 8500 A  and C m 9710A, whose upper levels in the
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Table 5.5: Same as in Table 5.4 for WR90. I(to t) is the to ta l dereddened flux calcu

lated with E b - v  =  0.38. Contribution from CIII is rather uncertain since based on LTE 

calculated recombination coefficient subsequently corrected for non-LTE effects

A observed Identification Q I (tot) I(a tt) I /Q C 4+ He2+

(//m) Ion Alab (10" 2T) (1 0~ 14W / m 2) (1012) He2+ He+

0.8505 CIII(3p-3s) 0.850 24530 23 1

0.9710 CIII(3d-3p) 0.971 37400 154 0.4

2.689 HeII(16-9) 2.699 0.564 0.16 2.8

2.93 CIV(20-15) 2.929 3.095 0.35 0.30 0.97 0.35

HeII(21-10) 2.946 0.185 0.05 [2 .8]

3.142 HeII(14-9) 3.145 0.81 0.23 2.2

HeII(19-10) 3.150 0.25

3.278 C IV (ll-lO ) 3.281 31.7 2.6 2.54 0.8 0.36

HeII(18-10) 3.295 0.292 0.06 [2 .2]

3.47 CIV(17-14) 3.468 4.607 0.4 0.28 [0.61] 0.17

HeII(17-10) 3.483 0.345 0.12 3.5

3.73 HeII(16-10) 3.738 0.409 0.35 0.14 [3.5] 1

HeI(8-5) 3.738 0.59 0.21 3.5

3.86 CIV(15-13) 3.867 6.06 0.37 0.61

4.04 HeII(10-8) 4.049 2.33 1.85 0.8 [3.5] 1.2

HeI(5-4) 4.048 3.6 1.05 2.9

4.31 CIV(12-11) 4.314 18.21 1.6 1.33 0.73

Hel(3p-3s) 4.295 0.92 0.27 [2.9]

4.76 HeII(8-7) 4.762 4.95 1.1 2.1

H eII(17-ll) 4.741 0.258
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model are respectively 9 and 11 , have b9= 10- 1-1 0 ~ 4 and b n = l - 1 0 -2-5. These are huge 

changes for which the average value might not turn  out to be very representative or even 

physically warranted; I choose bg^lO -2  and b n = 1 0 -1  and apply this to  the corresponding 

I/Q  of CIII lines.

Lines used with fluxes observed and derived abundances are presented in Table 5.5. 

The resulting C /H e number ratio which accounts for the presence of all observed ionized 

species from Carbon and Helium leads to C /H e=0.24. Smith & Hummer (1988) found 

an identical value, allowing departure coefficients of 10 on all Cm  recombination lines. 

Many approxim ations were necessary to arrive to the carbon to helium ratio with the 

recombination analysis, inherent to the method, but also due to the blending of nearly 

all lines and the poor atom ic da ta  available. Again, one will have to wait for the more 

sophisticated model analysis to settle with confidence the C /H e value (see Section 5.4).

5.4 Spectroscopic analysis of individual stars

In this section, I discuss the analysis of programme W C stars. Stellar param eters (71*, 

logL/Z/0 , M / y / J ,  C /H e, O /H e) were adjusted until the observed ionization balance, line 

strengths and absolute visual magnitude were reproduced. Because of the substantial 

effect th a t differing mass-loss rates, tem peratures and elemental abundances have on the 

emergent spectrum , this was an iterative process, in which initial model param eters were 

adopted from the literature if available (e.g. Koesterke & Hamann 1995; Morris et al. 

1993). Terminal wind velocities are tabulated in Table 5.1.

The wind ionization balance was ideally selected on the basis of isolated optical lines 

from adjacent ionization stages of carbon and /or helium. In practice this was difficult to 

achieve because of the severe blending in WC winds. The low wind velocity of WR135 and 

WR11 allowed H el A5876 and H ell A5412 to  be used as ionization balance constraints. In 

other cases, the wind ionization balance was selected on the basis of carbon diagnostics. 

Unfortunately, from all the possible WC diagnostics, the usual classification lines C m  

A5696/CIV A5804 were found to be extremely poor tracers of ionization balance (in the
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sense th a t these lines show a very sensitive behaviour to  stellar param eters other th a t 

tem perature  alone; see also Hillier & Miller 1999). Consequently alternative diagnostics 

were sought. For WR90, our prim ary diagnostics were C m  A8500/Civ A7736 since these 

suffered from negligible contam ination and were found to  be straightforw ard in their be

haviour. In the case of WR146 this spectral region was not available, and very few lines 

of low ionization were available. I selected H ell A5412/Hel A10830, and C m  A6740/Civ 

1.74/um as my prim ary ionization diagnostics.

My experience with a variety of stellar models led me to  select the strong ultraviolet P  

Cygni profiles of carbon (C III A1909, 2297) as the principal mass-loss diagnostics. A m ajor 

lim itation with C iv  A1550 was th a t different mass-loss rates also affect nearby Fe lines, 

which strongly m odulate the strength  of the emergent P Cygni profile. Since ultraviolet 

observations of WR146 are unavailable, I relied on H el A10830 as the principal mass-loss 

diagnostic in th a t case.

As in other recent spectroscopic studies of WC stars, H ell A5412/CIV A5471 were 

selected as the diagnostics for C /H e determ inations since the relative strength  of these 

features are insensitive to differences in tem perature or mass-loss rate. As discussed by 

Hillier & Miller (1998), this spectral region also contains a number of additional weak 

features, common to all stars. More problematic is th a t misleading C /H e ratios would 

be obtained if (i) a  limited number of C iv  atomic levels were included; (ii) homogeneous 

models were adopted in which electron scattering wings were incorrectly predicted.

Test calculations were also performed using recombination theory. Com parisons of 

C /H e with the present more sophisticated results for W CE stars was found to  be reasonable 

-  I obtain C /H e=0.08 by number for WR146 in this study, twice as much as th a t found 

in Section 5.3.2, but in good agreement with the value obtained by Eenens & Williams

(1992) based on IR recombination lines.

Oxygen abundances were more difficult to  constrain, as already discussed by Hillier & 

Miller (1999), with the principal diagnostic region spanning AA2900-3500. Since this spec

tral region was absent for WR146 and W R 11 , I adopted C /0 = 4  by number, as predicted
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between de-reddened (F'b - v =0.38 , R=3.1) spectrophotom etry of 

HD 156385 =  WR90 (W C7) obtained from IUE, CTIO, AAT and ISO (solid lines), and 

line-blanketed, clumped model predictions (dotted lines). Stellar param eters are M =  

2.5 X 10- 5M® y r_ 1(20% uncertainty), T* =  7 1 ± 5  k K ,  log L / L q  = 5.46, C/He=0.25=t0.05 

and 0 /H e= 0 .0 3 ± 0 .0 2  by number. Flux units are in ergs/cm 2/s /A
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by current stellar evolutionary models. Note th a t the neon abundance determ ination in 

Section 5.6 is relatively insensitive to the precise oxygen content. Regarding silicon and 

iron, I adopt solar abundances since all distances are <2 kpc.

The following provides a detailed discussion of results for individual stars.

5.4.1 H D  156385 ( W R 9 0 )

The principal datasets for WR90 comprised HIRES IUE ultraviolet spectroscopy and 

A A T/RG O  spectrograph optical observations. Secondary datasets were the blue CTIO 

spectroscopy from Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1988) and the 2.6-5/im ISO spectroscopy 

(longer wavelength da ta  were of insufficient S /N  to be used as stellar diagnostics). The 

combined, UV-optical-IR flux calibrated dataset for W R90 allowed a well constrained 

reddening of E b ~v =0.38 mag, in good accord with the determ ination by M orris et al.

(1993) (see Table 5.3). A distance of 1.55 kpc is implied from our assumed W C7 M v- 

calibration.

The presence of emission line features throughout the UV and optical spectrum  of 

WC stars indicates th a t comparison betweeen rectified observations and predictions are 

generally inadequate, as previously emphasised by Hillier & Miller (1998, 1999). Fig 5.3 

dem onstrates the excellent agreement between the synthetic flux distribution of the  model 

spectrum  (dotted lines) and observations (solid lines). The number of line features th a t 

are poorly reproduced is small, and includes C m  A5696 (too weak), A9710 (too strong), 

plus C iv  A1548-51, S iiv  A1393-1402 (both too weak because of Fe-absorption) and O v i 

AA3811-34 (too weak). The use of absolute fluxes appears to  give poor results in the line 

strengths around C III A2297 (the de-reddened and theoretical continuum do not exactly 

match in this region).

My analysis reveals stellar param eters for W R90 of T*= 71 ± 4  kK, log(L/L® )=5.46 

and M / v/7 = 7 .9 x 10“ 5 M ® yr_1. Adopting a volume filling factor of /= 0 .1  indicates log 

(M / (M ®  y r-1 )) =  -4 .6  and a wind performance number of ~ 8 . Use of C iv  A5471/Heii 

A5412 revealed C /H e=0.25±0.05 by number. An oxygen abundance of O /H e= 0.03  by
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Figure 1.4: Comparison between the de-reddened (E b_v= 0.37  and R=3.1) spectrophom- 

etry  of HD 192103 =  WR135 (W C8) obtained from IUE, INT, UKIRT and ISO (solid 

lines) w th line-blanketed, clumped model predictions (dotted lines). Stellar param eters 

are M = 1.25 X 10~5M@ yr_ 1(20% uncertainty), T* =  63 ±  5 k K ,  log L / L q  = 5.20, 

C /H e= h l3 ± 0 .0 3  and O /H e=0.03 by number. Flux units are in ergs/cm 2/ s /A
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num ber was obtained by matching 0  iv AA2916-26, AA3063-72, and A3560-63.

5.4.2 H D  192103 ( W R 135)

A large observational dataset was available for the WR135 analysis, particularly high 

quality UV (HIRES IUE), optical (IN T), near-IR (INT, UKIRT) and mid-IR (ISO) spec

trophotom etry. An interstellar reddening of £ ’b _ v =0.37 was obtained for W R135, in 

accord with Smith et al. (1990) (see Table 5.3), albeit 0.18 mag lower than  the more re

cent determ ination of Morris et al. (1993). M embership of Cyg OB3 implied an absolute 

visual m agnitude of M v =  —4.3 mag.

Dereddened spectroscopy of WR135 (solid lines) is compared to  my final synthetic 

model (dotted lines) in Figure 5.4. Agreement is excellent overall, even for the  forest of 

iron lines in the UV. The relatively low wind velocity of WR135 perm its a greater number 

of individual diagnostics to be selected, including H ell A4686, H el A5876, so th a t the 

derived properties can be treated with confidence. Indeed, C m  A5696 and C iv  A5804 

are fairly well matched in this case. The strong C m  spectral features a t A2297 and 

A9710 are predicted to  be 20-30% too  strong. O ther notable model deficiencies include 

underestim ating the strength  of C n  emission a t A4267, A9900, and O v i AA3811-34, with 

O in A3127 too strong. As with W R90, the use of absolute fluxes, appears to  give poor 

results in the line strengths around H ell A2530 since the de-reddened and theoretical 

continuum do not exactly match.

I obtain stellar param eters of T* =  63±5 k K ,  log(L/L® )=5.2 and M / \ / J = 3 . S x  10_ 5M® yr“ 

Adopting a volume filling factor of /= 0 .1  implies log M /(M ®  y r_1) =  —4.9 and a wind 

performance number of ~ 8 . Use of C iv  A5471/Heii A5412 revealed C /H e= 0 .13± 0 .03  by 

number. Once again, the oxygen abundance is poorly constrained, although O /H e= 0.03  

provides a reasonable match to O iv AA2916-26 and AA3063-72, with O m  A3127 too 

strong.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the de-reddened ( E b - v —2.88 mag, FU=2.9) spectrophom- 

etry  of W R146 (W C5+OB) obtained from INT, UKIRT and ISO (solid lines) with line- 

blanketed, clumped model predictions (dotted lines). The contribution of the late O com

panion is taken into consideration, using model calculations by Crowther & Bohannan 

(1997) -  its continuum distribution is indicated with dashed-lines. The stellar param eters 

for WR146 are T* =  57±5 kK, log(L /L@) =  5.84, Voo = 2700 km s ' 1, M =  5 x 10~ 5 

M ® yr_1(30% uncertainty), C /H e =  0.08±0.02 and O /H e =  0.02 (assumed). Flux units 

are in ergs/cm 2/ s /A
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5.4.3 W R 146

The principal observational datasets for WR146 comprise INT optical, UKIRT near-IR 

and ISO m id-IR samples (2.6-5/im again because of the low S/N  a t longer wavelengths). 

As discussed in Section 5.2.2, I prefer to  adopt membership to  Cyg 0B 2  for W R146 on 

the basis of HST and radio observations, rather than  assuming Mv =  -3.7 for the  WC5 

component. From the relative brightness of the WC5 and OB components measured by 

Niemela et al. (1998) I obtain a very high absolute visual m agnitude of M v =  —5.8 mag 

for the W C5 sta r, and M v — —5.6 for the OB companion.

I have included the spectral energy distribution of an 081 sta r in the  synthesis, using 

th a t for HD 151804 ( 0 8 If) derived by Crowther & Bohannan (1997). The IR free-free 

excess of this model is somewhat greater than  equivalent tem perature Kurucz (1991) 

models for which the lowest gravity available is log <7= 4 . Because of the contam ination 

from the late O supergiant, the line spectrum  of the W C component of WR146 is relatively 

weak, as shown in Figure 5.5. The flux level of the O companion, the contribution of which 

declines with increasing wavelength, is illustrated (dashed line) in Figure 5.5. Again, 

comparison between de-reddened observations and my synthetic spectrum  is excellent, 

with the notable exception of C IV A5804. The final stellar param eters for the  WC5 

star were, T* =  57 ±  5 k K ,  log L / L q  =  5.84, and M /\ /7 = 1 .4 x lO - 4M® yr- 1 . A filling 

factor of /= 0 .1  reproduced the wing of C iii- iv  A4650-Hell A4686, implying log M /(M ®  

y r-1 ) =  —4.3 and a wind performance num ber of ~10.

The high wind velocity of WR146 m eant th a t C iv  A5471/Heil A5412 were blended. 

Nevertheless, I was able to constrain the carbon content, deriving C /H e= 0.08±0.03  by 

number, a factor of two times lower than  th a t estim ated from recombination line analysis 

(see Section 5.3.2). Oxygen is extremely difficult to  measure in WR146 since the  usual 

near-UV diagnostics are unavailable, so th a t O /H e=0.02 is adopted.

Finally, should the absolute m agnitude of WR146 be more typical of other W C E stars, 

namely M v= —3.7 mag (Smith et al. 1990) w hat would be the effect on the derived stellar 

param eters? In this case, the reddening towards WR146 would imply a distance of 660 pc,
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such th a t the companion sta r would be extremely faint M v= —3.5 mag, typical of an early 

B dwarf (this poses a problem with Niemela et a l.’s observations). The stellar properties of 

WR146 would be unchanged, except th a t log L / L q  =  5.0, and M / \/J=3.3x IO~5M.q y r” 1.

5 .4 .4  72 V el

The observational dataset for /y 2 Vel included the deconvolved spectrum  used by De Marco 

et al. (1999) (obtained a t ESO, see Schmutz et al. 1997), providing information for 

the optical region. This deconvolved spectrum  corresponding to WR11 is obtained after 

derivation of the light ratio curve (W R to O component) as a function of wavelength, 

and then applied to  the composite spectrum  (see De Marco et al. 1999 for details). The 

10830A Hel line was also observed with NTT-SOFI, and using the relative contribution to 

the fluxes in the V band (De Marco et al. 1999), the emission in th a t line from the W R 

component only could be isolated. Hence, these two wavelength datasets were used to 

constrain param eters for WR11, without having to make any further assumptions about 

the 0  companion. Because I do not know w hat fraction of the flux in the ISO range comes 

from the O companion, I use a Kurucz distribution with a T* =  35000K and log g =  4.0 

to represent its em itted flux (De Marco and Schmutz 1999). Combined with the model 

flux prediction for W R 11 , and assuming fv { W R ) f f v { 0 )  =  0.26, it can be compared with 

the ISO-SWS dereddened spectrum  (Eb ~v — 0.04) (see Figure 5.6).

The similarity between the spectra of WR135 and W R 11 made the analysis of the 

latter very straightforw ard once the former was completed. De Marco & Schmutz (1999) 

remarked th a t indeed the optical range shared a common appearance for these two stars. 

S tarting  from the final model for WR135, I simply scale the emergent spectrum  to the 

absolute m agnitude quoted in De Marco et al. (1998) (Mv =  -3.67) to obtain the appro

priate stellar luminosity. The emergent spectrum  calculated for WR11 is compared to  the 

de-convolved spectrum  observed for j 2 Vel and corresponding to WR11 only (De Marco, 

priv. comm.).

The optimised fit is obtained for M =  6 .0 x l0 - 6M® yr- 1(20% uncertainty), T* =
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Figure 5.6: The three top panels show the deconvolved rectified spectrum  of 7 2 Vel 

(solid line) compared to the model predictions whose stellar param eters are given be

low for WR11 (dotted line). The bottom  panel is a comparison between de-reddened 

(£ 'b -v= 0 .04 , R=3.1) spectrophotom etry of y 2 Vel obtained from ISO-SWS (solid lines), 

and line-blanketed, clumped model predictions (dotted lines) for WR11 and Kurucz dis

tribution for the O companion with T ef  j  = 35000K and logg =  4.0 (the combined model 

spectra have been normalized with respect to  each other so th a t fy (W R )/fy (0 )  =  0.26). 

Stellar param eters for W R l 1 are M =  6.0 x10 - 6Mq y r_ 1(20% uncertainty), T* =  62±5kK , 

log L / L q  =  5.0, C /H e =  0.075T0.03 and O /H e =  0.01 by num ber. Flux units are in 

ergs/cm 2/ s /A
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62±4kK . To avoid line diagnostics th a t fall on the edge of the datasets available for 

WR11 (namely Hel A5875, Hen A5411 and C iv A5471) I used Hel A4471 and Hell A4860 

to  constrain the C /H e ratio, to obtain the value by number of 0.075±0.03. Using the 

same oxygen diagnostics as for WR135, I find O /H e of 0.01, fairly unconstrained, though 

definitely very small. The surface tem perature was constrained using C m  A6740 and Civ 

A4471, providing usually a good agreement with Hel 5875A and Hell 4541 A. The mass 

loss rate was determined by fitting Hel A10830, as well as Hel A5875 (Note th a t the scaling 

was adjusted a t all wavelength since the W R :0  light ratio varies with wavelength; see De 

M arco et al. 1999). I show in Figure 5.6 the quality of the fits obtained.

I must rem ark th a t this solution is not unique. Assuming th a t lines falling near the 

end of the datasets have a reliable strength, another solution is acceptable, th a t requires 

a higher C /H e and mass loss rate, with a similar surface tem perature. However, in th a t 

case, optical C m  lines are always severely underestim ated.

I haven’t talked much in this thesis about the ionization structure of W CE winds, and 

also their tem perature layout. W R winds are highly stratified, a fact th a t I will discuss 

extensively in Chapter 6 , a consequence of the high recombination rate in their winds. 

Also, the great metal content of W R winds leads to  a considerable cooling of their m atter. 

These two elements are illustrated in Figure 5.7 in the case of WR11, i.e using the stellar 

param eters found for the best model fits.

5.5 Summary of spectroscopic results

In this section I discuss the results of the previous section, and make comparisons with 

alternative studies.

5 .5 .1  S t e l l a r  p a r a m e t e r s  o f  W C  s ta r s

In Table 5.7, I provide a sum m ary of the derived properties of our programme W C stars, 

including W R 111 (WC5) from Hillier & Miller (1999) for comparison, obtained using 

identical techniques. Despite our sample spanning WC5 to W C8 , there is no obvious
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Figure 5.7: Presentation of the tem perature lay-out of the wind of W R11, enlighting the 

great cooling effect of W R winds in general. The two bottom  panels show the ionization 

stratification of carbon and helium (abundances are normalised to  unity)

trend between spectral type and stellar tem perature. Indeed, the WC5 com ponent of 

WR146 is found to  have the lowest stellar tem perature, although this is certainly a most 

unusual W CE star! The subtle behaviour of C III 5696Aand C iv 5808A from our modelling 

indicates th a t, unfortunately, I am unable to use these as probes of wind ionization for 

W C5-8 stars.

Similarly, although there is considerable spread in carbon abundances, W R146 exhibits 

the lowest carbon mass fraction, in contrast to  the predicted increase in C /H e ratio  at 

earlier spectral type. Koesterke & Hamann (1995) derived a broad range of C /H e ratios 

a t each spectral type for W C5-8 stars.

How do the present line blanketed, clumped results compare with previous studies? 

Unfortunately, WR135 is the sole programme sta r th a t has been the subject of quantitative 

studies in the past. Eenens & Williams (1992) derived elemental abundances from IR 

recombination lines, estimating C /H e=0.12 by number, in excellent agreement with our
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loss (Meynet et al. 1994)
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determ ination. Howarth &; Schmutz (1992) used a pure helium non-LTE model analysis to 

investigate WR135 based solely on l f im  spectroscopy. Since pure helium models are well 

known to be inadequate for W C analyses, Koesterke & Ham ann (1995) included WR135 

in their sample of W C stars considering both carbon and helium.

In Table 5 .8 ,1 compare results from the present analysis of WR135 with these previous 

studies, scaling their results to my absolute visual m agnitude. W ind velocities and M / y / J  

are in relatively good agreement (see Table), while the effect of including carbon and 

line-blanketing has a dram atic effect on the stellar tem peratures and luminosities, such 

th a t the luminosity derived here is a factor of two times higher than  Howarth & Schmutz 

(1992), who adopted a stellar tem perature of 35,000K.

Stellar param eters are in much better agreement with Koesterke & Ham ann (1995). 

They compared specific line strengths with model grids a t fixed C /H e ratio , and chose 

simple model atom s of H el-ll and C ll-iv . Although spectral comparisons between model 

predictions and observations were not presented by Koesterke & Ham ann (1995), the fit 

quality was judged to be poor, with large discrepancies for the C m  A5696 and A6740 

lines. Therefore, I have greater confidence in my results since detailed UV, optical and IR 

synthetic spectrophom etry compare favourably with observations.

From Table 5.8, blanketing and clumping conspire to produce a wind performance 

number, M uoo/(L /c), of 5 instead of 30! For the present sample, performance num bers 

are <10 for all cases (previous studies indicated values of up to  100, Howarth h  Schmutz 

1992; Koesterke & Hamann 1995).

5 .5 .2  E v o l u t i o n a r y  s t a t u s

The wide range in stellar luminosity of this sample of W C stars, L / L q —105 to  105,8, implies 

a considerable range in current stellar masses. Following the mass-luminosity relation for 

hydrogen-free W R stars of Schaerer h  M aeder (1992), present masses of 9M© (WR135 

and W R 11), 13M© (WR90) and 23M@ (WR146) are implied. In contrast, initial mass 

estim ates are much more dependent on specific evolutionary tracks.
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Table 5.6: Comparison between my derived stellar param eters for W C stars with evoluti- 

noary predictions from Meynet et al. (1994)

W R M

M q

r  T* log(L/L0 ) 

Myr kK 1t-t
•

©£

C /H e O /H e

90 71 5.5 2 .5 x l0 " 5 0.25 0.03

135 63 5.2 1.2x 10-5 0.13 0.03

146 57 5.8 4 .5 x l0 -5 0.08 0.02

11 62 5.0 6 .0 x l0 ~ 6 0.07 0.01

=40 M0 —

13 4.56 126 5.4 5 .5 x l0 -5 0.08 0.004

8 4.72 122 5.1 1 .8 x l0 ~ 5 0.25 0.04

— M init:=60 M0 —

23 3.57 136 5.8 24.6x 10-5 0.12 0.01

12 3.67 131 5.4 4.8x 10-5 0.25 0.04

=85 M0 —

15 3.10 128 5.5 9 .1 x l0 -5 0.07 0.004

8 3.30 120 5.0 1 .7 x l0 " 5 0.25 0.04
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All models predict stars to  pass through the W C phase after ages of between 2.7- 

4.5M yr. For initial 40 and 6OM0  models, stellar masses during the early W C phase are 

predicted to  be ~14M 0 and ~24M 0 , respectively. At higher initial mass, the situation 

is extremely model dependent. For example, an evolutionary model with initial mass 

120M© will produce a 6OM0  W C sta r using standard  de Jager et al. (1988) mass-loss 

rates, alternatively a 1OM0  WC star using (2 x) enhanced mass-loss for the post main- 

sequence and WNL phases (Schaller et al. 1992), and only a 4M 0  W C sta r for (2x) 

enhanced mass-loss during the entire stellar evolution (Meynet et al. 1994). Therefore, 

the present masses and ages of the programme W C stars are well constrained, but initial 

masses are not.

In order to  a ttem p t estim ates of initial masses, I compare my derived (C + 0 )/H e  ratios 

versus stellar luminosities with evolutionary predictions in Figure. 5.8. Predictions for 40- 

12OM0  initial models assume (2x) enhanced mass-loss relative to  de Jager et al. (1988) 

during the entire stellar evolution (Meynet et al. 1994). These models favour 6OM0 

for WR146 and WR90, 40M q  for WR11, and 40M 0 or 85M q  for W R135. Consequently, 

multiple initial mass estim ates can result for individual stars. Nevertheless, I favour 40M q  

for WR135 and W R ll  and 60M q  for WR146 and WR90.

Specific comparisons between the stellar properties of W R90, W R135 and WR146 and 

Meynet et al. (1994) evolutionary predictions are made in Table 5.6. Both the initial 

6OM0  and 85M q  models adopt mass-loss rates th a t exceed observations by large factors 

during early W C stages. This is because evolutionary models for hydrogen-free W R stars 

adopt mass-loss rates th a t are primarily a function of mass (Langer 1989) (and m etallicity). 

Clearly, fu ture  evolutionary models should take allowance for more appropriate W R mass- 

loss rates.

5 .5 .3  R a d i o  f lu x e s

I now com pare predicted radio fluxes from my spectroscopic mass-loss rates. Hillier & 

Miller (1999) provide a formulation based on the W right & Ba.rlow (1975) formulation,
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Table 5.7: Derived stellar properties for programme WC stars, including results obtained 

by Hillier & Miller (1999) for W R l 11

W R Spectral T* ^2/3 log (L /L0 ) ^oo log M M / V f

Type kK kK km s-1 M 0  y r" 1 1O- 5M 0  y r -1

11 W C 8+ 07 .5 III 62.0 28.0 5.0 1400 -5 .2 1.9

90 WC7 71 29 5.46 2045 -4 .6 7.9

111 WC5 91 5.33 2300 -4 .8 4.7

135 W C8 63 27 5.20 1400 -4 .9 3.8

146 W C 5 + 0 57 33 5.84 2700 -4 .3 14.2

W R C /H e

#

O /H e

#

log QHo 

s ' 1

log g He°

s -1

M„(WC)

mag

11 0.075 0.01 48.8 47.8 -3 .7

90 0.25 0.03 49.3 48.7 -4 .7

111 0.4 0.10 ? ? -4 .2

135 0.13 0.03 49.1 48.3 -4 .3

146 0.08 0.02 49.7 48.9 -5 .8

Table 5.8: Comparison between my derived stellar param eters for W R 135 with Howarth 

& Schmutz (1992, HS92) and Koesterke & Hamman (1995, KH95). I have adjusted their 

param eters to  my assumed visual absolute magnitude (M v = —4.3 mag)

Ref. Model l°g(L /L 0 ) T* ^oo M/V7  C /H e

kK km s_1

7©

HS92 He 4.9 (35) 1500 5 x l0 -5 -

KH95 H e+C 5.1 76 1300 6 x l 0 -5 0.14

This work H e+ C + O + F e 5.2 63 1400 4 x l0 " 5 0.13
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their Equation 9, allowing for the filling factor according to A bbott et al. (1981). The 

radio flux (in mJy) is given by :

S u = 2.32 x 104( ^ ) 4/ 3® 2/ 3 (5.5)
^oo fi f d 6

where our density distribution is adjusted through the param eter f, the filling factor. The 

resulting flux is in mJy, with all quantities in the same units as in W right & Barlow (1975).

In all cases, the dom inant ionization a t the outer boundary of my models (N e ~  108 

cm -3  corresponding to 200i?*) is He+ , C2+ and 0 2+. Since the radio em itting region 

lies a t lower densities, I also consider cases in which C + an d /o r 0 + are dom inant. W ind 

electron tem peratures are typically 8000K, except for WR146 for which the lower metal 

content implies 9000K (the outer and surface tem peratures become very uncorrelated in 

W CE stars, m etals playing a m ajor wind cooling effect).

I compare predicted radio fluxes with observed values taken from the literature in Ta

ble 5.9, in which a uniform U V /optical filling factor of /= 0 .1  has been adopted throughout 

(this is equivalent to saying th a t if I assume th a t f =  0.1 is genuine, then the spectroscopic 

mass loss rate  determined in Section 5.4 is also genuine; then, is there any required change 

in the outer wind filling factor to  obtain an agreement with radio flux m easurem ents?). 

Note th a t the quoted radio flux for WR146 refers solely to the W C component (Dougherty 

et al. 1996). I find th a t consistency is excellent for WR135 for doubly ionized carbon and 

oxygen, while singly ionized carbon and oxygen are preferred for WR90 and W R146. How

ever, C+ is not expected to be the dom inant ionization stage in the outer wind of these 

stars, so th a t  my predicted mass loss rates take too low values to  allow a m atch w ith the 

radio flux determ ination.

It is possible th a t the filling factor in the radio forming region is significantly different 

from th a t of the optical em itting region. Predicted radio fluxes of W R90, W R146 and 

W R 11 would be in excellent agreement with observations if radio filling factors were ~0.2, 

~0.35 and ~0.03 respectively. Hillier & Miller (1999) found similar discrepancies for their 

study of W R 111 . Note also th a t there is evidence th a t WR90 may not be single, since it 

is a non-therm al em itter (Leitherer et al. 1997; Chapm an et al. 1999).
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Table 5.9: Comparison between predicted and observed 6cm (4.9GHz) radio fluxes for the 

programme stars, assuming /= 0 .1  for both the UV /optical line forming region. The filling 

factor entry in the table corresponds to the adopted value in the radio, indicating also the 

change required for reconciliation with the observed flux at 4.9GHz

W R Ionization T■L e / s£cm (mJy)

sta te kK radio Pred. Obs.(Ref)

90 He+ C2+ 0 2+ 8 0.10 1.72 1.10 (b)

He+ C2+ 0 2+ 8 0.20 1.08

He+ C2+ 0 + 8 0.10 1.64

He+ C+ 0 + 8 0.10 1.10

135 He+ C 2+ 0 2+ 8 0.10 0.54 0.60 (a)

He+ C 2+ 0 + 8 0.10 0.51

He+ C+ 0 + 8 0.10 0.40

11 He+ C2+ 0 2+ 8 0.10 14.5 32.2 (a)

He+ C2+ 0 2+ 8 0.05 22.9

He+ C2+ 0 2+ 8 0.03 33.6

He+ C2+ 0 + 8 0.10 14.2

He+ C+ 0 + 8 0.10 12.0

146 He+ C 2+ 0 2+ 9 0.10 2.00 1.00 (c)

He+ C2+ 0 2+ 9 0.20 1.26

He+ C2+ 0 2+ 9 0.30 0.96

He+ C2+ 0 + 9 0.10 1.92

He+ C+ 0 + 9 0.10 1.62

a: Leitherer et al. (1997), b: A bbott et al. (1986), c: Dougherty et al. (1996)
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Table 5.10: Observed mid-IR fine structure line intensities (units of 10~ 12 erg cm -2  s -1 ), 

and adopted atom ic param eters, including statistical weights of the upper and lower levels, 

lou and u>i, transition probability, Au/, and collision strength Qu[ a t Te=8000K. Fluxes are 

obtained from ISO/SW S observations

Ion Transition A (jiim) A-ul Ref Qul{S0Q0K) Ref

[Caiv] 2po 2po 
1/2 3/2 3.20 2 4 5 .4 3 x l0 -1 a 0.97 e

[Siv] 2po 2po 
3/2 1/2 10.51 4 2 7 .7 0 x l0 " 3 a 8.47 b

[Nell] 2po 2po 
3/2 1/2 12.81 2 4 8 .5 9 x l0 -3 a 0.28 c

[Ne III] 3po_3po 15.55 3 5 5 .9 9 x l0 -3 a 0.76 d

Ion WR11 WR90 WR135 W R146

[Caiv] 17±2 - - -

[Siv] 15±2 - - -

[Nell] 17±2 - - -

[Ne in] 82±3 6.5±1 3.1±0.2 9.4±1

(a) Naqvi (1951); (b) Saraph & Tully (1994); (c) Saraph & Storey (1999); (d) Butler & 

Zeippen (1994) (e) Pelan &; Berrington (1995)

5.6 Neon abundance in WC stars

I am now in a position to determine neon abundances in the program me WC sta rs  based on 

ISO spectroscopy. In this section I first provide a revised form ulation for the determ ination 

of neon in a clumped medium, following BRA8 8 , and subsequently provide m easurem ents 

for each star.

5 .6 .1  I o n i c  a b u n d a n c e s  f r o m  f i n e - s t r u c t u r e  l in e s  in  a n  i n h o m o g e n e o u s  

w i n d

I have re-derived the numerial and analytical forms for the determ ination of ionic abun

dances in clumped winds from BRA88 . I consider a fine-structure line from ion i, with
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transition energy hvui. If D  is the distance to the star and I ui is the observed line flux, 

then
roo

4 n D 2I ui =  / nuA uihuui47rr2f d r  erg s -1  (5.6)
Jo

where Aui is the line transition probability and I have introduced the filling factor /  into 

their formulation. nu represents the density of ions in the upper level, and can be written 

as,

nu =  f uni cm -3  (5.7)

where n t- is the species ion density and f u is the fractional population in the upper level. 

Thus,

fulfiA _3 o\
n u = , 9 ■ cm ° (5.8)

where j i  is the fraction of all ions represented by ion species i

7 i = — (5-9)

and A  is the mass loss param eter,

A = — — ------  (5.10)
AnnrriHVoo

Combining equations 5 .6-5 .8 , the filling factor term  cancels out, leaving

Iul =  j f i A u i h v uiA j  f u ( r , f , T ) d r  erg cm _ 2s _1 (5.11)

I deviate from BRA88 by carrying out the integral in density, rather than radial space. 

Since r ( N e) is a bijection, I can modify this integral so th a t the dependency of f u on A 

and /  (and hence M)  is removed from the integral term. Assuming a constant ionization 

and filling factor, Equation 5.11 can then be modified to:

l * J u{rJ , T ) dr = ^ l ~ ^ T ) dN c (5.12)

So th a t the numerical com putation is straightforward, Equation 5.12 becomes:

[°° f « ( N c,T )  [°° f u (Ne, T)

Jo ~ w ~  ‘ = ( 0) Jo ~ V K ~  (S 3)
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The effect of this modification leads to a significant improvement over BRA 88 since the 

line form ation region is a very sensitive function of fu, who used an average value for 

each region A r (my integral term  benefits also from not depending on the mass loss 

rate). Consequently, BRA88 overestimated the integral term , producing a lower elemental 

abundance. Our final numerical expression for the ion number fraction 7 is (cgs units):

_ (^/iTOffUoc)1-5 /  v 7 \ 1,5 1 2£>2/„! . .

7i "  /n(10 ) / ° - 25 \  M /  F U { T )  V 7 ~ e A u , h v u l 1 ' 1

with

F u ( T )  =  j T  f u ^ p d l o g ( N e ) (5.15)

The fractional upper level populations fu were computed using the multi-level statistical 

equilibrium code EQUIB (Adams 1983), together with atom ic param eters as listed in 

Table 5.10, and for a set of tem peratures and densities relevant to  the s ta r  studied. One 

can describe the dependence of fu with density by considering a  two level atom , with 

upper and lower level u and i respectively. Upward and downward collisions (Q u and Cu/ 

respectively) control the population of each level, together with the downward radidative 

rate Aui according to the following relation:

TlineClu — Tlu7leCul d- 'R'U-A-ul (5.10)

or in other words

Hi   HeC[u ^
Tle HgCul T" -Ay,l

Thus, this ratio is proportional to ne for low electron densities and constant a t high electron 

densities. The behaviour of the integrand of Equation 5.15 peaks in the  region 105-10 6 

cm - 3 , ensuring convergence of the integral (see Figure 5.9).

Provided radio or recombination processes are used to  derive elemental abun

dances are only weakly dependent on the volume filling factor / ,  such th a t  7 ; oc / _0-25. 

Elemental abundances obtained with filling factors of /= 0 .1  or 1.0 therefore differ by a 

factor of 1 .8 .

In order to  allow for the possibility of a clumped medium, the analytical expression for 

the ion number fraction given by BRA88 (their equation A13) also needs to  be multiplied
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Figure 5.9: Presentation of the dependence of the upper level population of [Nell] involving 

light emission a t 12.81jum (upper panel; a weak smoothing done within DIPSO is used to 

eliminate slight discontinuities in d(fu)/d(log(N e))) together with the density dependence 

of the integrand entering Equation 5.15 (lower panel). The contribution to the integral is 

maximum for densities in the vicinity of a critical value nc rsj 105 6 cm 3

by a factor of \ f f .  I include determ inations of 7 ; using both the integral and analytical 

expressions in our subsequent calculations. I find th a t the analytic expression is reliable 

to  within ~ 20%.

5 .6 .2  N e o n  a b u n d a n c e s  for W C  s tars

I am now in a position to evaluate neon abundances in the programme WC stars, using 

Equation 5.14-5.15. As was shown in the introduction, ISO/SW S observations reveal the 

presence of [NeIII] 15.55/im emission for each of the programme stars, [Nell] 12.81^m 

being also observed in j 2 Vel. Emission line fluxes are listed in Table 5.10 together with 

atomic quantities used to derive ion fractions. Transition probabilities are taken from the 

NIST Atomic Spectra D atabase, while collision strengths are obtained from papers in the 

IRON Project series.

In the following comparison, I include abundances derived from mid-IR sulphur and 

calcium lines for W R 1 1 .
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Neon abundance determ inations are sensitive to the ionization balance in the line 

forming region for the fine-structure lines, and is comparable to  th a t of the radio forming 

continuum , iVe~ 10 5 cm -3 . Ne+ , with an ionization potential th a t is higher than  C + and 

0 + , is observed solely in the spectrum  of W R 11 (W C8 ). Therefore, I have allowed for the 

possibility th a t carbon and oxygen are singly ionized solely for W R135 (W C8 ) and W R 11 , 

with He+ and doubly ionized carbon and oxygen otherwise. Table 5.11 shows derived ion 

abundances of Ne2+ for each case, plus Ne+ for W R11. It is possible th a t neon exists 

in (unseen) higher ionization stages, specifically Ne3+. However, the ionization potential 

for Ne3+, 97eV, is significantly higher than C3+ (64eV) and 0 3+ (77eV) which are not 

expected to  be present in the outer winds of W C stars.

In order to  assess the expected reliability with my derived abundances, I have also cal

culated the sulphur and calcium abundances, since these are not enhanced by nucleosyn

thesis, and should correspond to the cosmic abundance. Solely WR11 is sufficiently bright 

to reveal fine-structure lines of sulphur, with [Siv] 10.5^m present, and [S III] 18.7yum ab

sent (BRA8 8 ), and calcium, with [Caiv] 3.2Cfium. Using line fluxes as shown in Table 5.10, 

the integral technique implies 7 g3+ = 4 .5 x 10-5  or S3+/H e =  5 .2 x l0 ~ 5 by num ber, and 

7c a3+ =  1 .4 x l0 -5  or Ca3+/H e =  1 .6 x l0 -5 . These are in good agreement (factor two 

a t worse) with the cosmic value of 7 .5 x l0 -5  (sulphur) and l.O xlO -5  (calcium) for the 

enriched environment of W R 11 . This dem onstrates th a t S3+ is the dominant  ionization 

stage of sulphur in its outer wind. Since S4+ has an ionization potential (73eV) th a t is 

lower than  Ne3+ (97eV), I can conclude th a t there is negligible Ne3+ (in this case a t least).

The N e/H e abundance ratios given in Table 5.11 from m easurem ent of fine-structure 

lines of neon from ISO/SW S observations reveal high neon abundances of N e/H e=0.003- 

0.004 (N e /C ~ 0 .02 ), significantly higher than cosmic abundances of Ne/He=0.0005 for the 

carbon rich winds of WC stars. However, w hat additional sources of uncertainty are there 

in my N e/H e determ inations, and why do my results for WR11 differ from BRA8 8 , who 

obtained Ne/He=0.001?

Even if I adopted ground-based and IRAS neon line fluxes from BRA8 8 , I would
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derive an elemental abundance four times higher than their estimates. The source of this 

discrepancy is solely due to  different distances to W R 11 , and the use of a non-clumped 

mass-loss rate  by BRA8 8 . My derived neon abundance is in good agreement with Morris et 

al. (1998) who also use ISO/SW S neon fluxes, the revised h i p p a r c o s  distance to W R 11 , 

and the X-ray mass-loss rate  of Stevens et al. (1996).

W hat role does distance play for the programme stars? Although the distance to 

WR135 and W R 11 are very reliable, th a t for WR90 and especially WR146 are highly 

uncertain (Sect 5.2). However, the formalism used for the neon abundance determ ination 

induces only a weak dependency to the stellar distance used; Indeed, the derived model 

mass loss rate  also scales with distance, so th a t the derived neon abundance is proportional 

to  d~0-25.

The other m ajor factor affecting neon abundances is clumping. My UV /optical analy

ses use filling factors of /= 0 .1 , yet I cannot observationally constrain the filling factor to 

better than  0.04< /  <0.25, indicating a further 20% uncertainty in Ne/He. Of greater im

portance, I assume identical filling factors for the optical line forming region (^ lO 11 cm -3 ) 

and the neon em itting region («105 cm-3 ). Neon abundances would be increased by 40% 

(90%) for W R90 (WR146), and decreased by 15% for W R 11 (with WR135 unchanged), 

assuming th a t (i) U V /optical mass-loss rates are fully consistent with radio fluxes (recall 

Section 5.5.3), and th a t (ii) volume filling factors in the neon em itting region are identical 

to  those in the radio region. For the extreme case where /= 0 .1  in the inner, high density 

wind and / = 1.0 in the outer, low density wind, the neon abundances would be a factor of 

three tim es higher than current estimates.

How do the present values compare with previously derived neon abundances, or the

oretical expectations?

5 .6 .3  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  a b u n d a n c e s  w i t h  t h e o r e t i c a l  p r e d i c t i o n s ?

Regarding stellar evolutionary theoretical expectations, the level of neon enrichment is 

expected to  be strongly correlated with the carbon content (Schaller et al. 1992; M eynet
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Table 5.11: W ind neon abundances derived for the program me stars, using the stellar 

param eters given in the previous table and making different assum ptions about the  ionizing 

state in the outer wind for the dom inant species. For each s ta r, the first entry refers to  

the 7 i derived from the integration method, with the second obtained from the analytical 

expression (see tex t).

W R Ionization Te Z TNe+ TNe2+ Ne/He

10~4 10“ 4 1 0 "4

11 He+ C2+ 0 2+ 1.08 1.11 4.66 8.0 34.3 45.9

9.0 40.7 53.9

11 He+ C2+ 0 + 1.07 1.10 4.66 8.1 34.5 46.2

9.0 40.9 54.1

11 He+ C+ 0 + 1.0 1.0 4.66 8.4 35.6 47.8

9.3 42.3 56.0

90 He+ c2+ 0 2+ 1.219 1.287 5.84 ... 24.5 31.4

29.1 37.2

135 He+ c2+ 0 2+ 1.138 1.189 5.21 32.6 37.8

38.7 44.9

135 He+ c2+ 0 + 1.112 1.156 5.21 32.9 38.2

39.1 45.3

135 He+ c+ 0 + 1.0 1.0 5.21 34.8 40.4

41.2 47.8

146 He+ c2+ 0 2+ 1.083 1.117 4.70 24.0 26.4

28.6 31.5
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between measured C /H e versus Ne/He ratios versus theoretical 

expectations from the solar metallicity evolutionary tracks of Schaller et al. (1992) and 

Meynet et al. (1994) for 60M@. Three tracks are shown: (i) normal mass-loss rates 

during the entire evolution of the star (dotted); (ii) enhanced (2 x) mass-loss during the 

post main-sequence phase (dashed); (iii) enhanced (2 x) mass-loss during the entire stellar 

evolution (solid)
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et al. 1994). In Figure 5.10 I compare derived Ne/He and N e/C  versus C /H e ratios with 

theoretical expectations from the Schaller et al. (1992) and M eynet et al. (1994) evolu

tionary models a t solar metallicity for an initial mass of 60M®. I find th a t observed neon 

abundances are a factor of two below expectations. Specifically, I derive N e/C = 0.02±0.01  

in all cases, while N e/C >0.03 is predicted during this phase of the W C evolution. E rror 

bars shown in the figure account for uncertainties in distance and (uniform) filling factors, 

but do not allow for the posibility of higher volume filling factors in the  neon forming re

gion (compared to th a t of the UV /optical) which could be responsible for this discrepancy. 

If fine-structure sulphur line fluxes were observed in my sample, N e/S  abundances ratios 

would represent a more reliable indicator, since these would be independent of ou ter wind 

filling factors.

5.7 Summary

I have performed quantitative analyses of a  small sample of W C5-8 stars, using models 

th a t account for line blanketing and clumping. Comparisons between synthetic spectra 

and de-reddened UV to mid-IR observations are excellent, with few modelling deficiencies 

identified. Derived stellar param eters support previous determ inations (e.g. Koesterke & 

Hamann 1995), except th a t the incorporation of blanketing yields higher stellar luminosi

ties, while clumping indicates lower wind performance numbers, supporting the conclusions 

of Hillier & Miller (1999) for WR111 (W C5). Future studies will derive properties of WC- 

type stars, a t both earlier (WO) and later (WC9) spectral type, and investigate whether 

predicted ionizing properties are consistent with nebular observations (e.g. Crowther et 

al. 1999).

ISO/SW S spectroscopy reveals the presence of neon fine structure  transitions, allow

ing abundance determ inations. Using a revised formulation of the BRA88 technique to  

account for wind clumping. The derived N e/H e ratio  in each of the W C sta r is found to 

be substantially greater than the cosmic abundance value expected for a metal rich envi

ronment ( ~ 5 x l0 -4 ) with typical values of N e/H e ~  [3-4] x 10-3 . However, the derived
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neon abundances are a factor of ~ 2  times lower than predictions of current theoretical 

models. Differences in volume filling factors between the (high density) U V /optical line 

form ation regions and (low density) mid-IR fine-structure forming regions represent the 

greatest source of uncertainty in current Ne/He abundance determ inations. Future large 

ground and space-based telescopes th a t are optimised for the IR, will allow neon and sul

phur line flux measurem ents and abundance determ inations for more distant Wolf-Rayet 

stars. Of particularly interest are abundances in carbon and oxygen-rich WO stars (see 

C hapter 6).
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C hapter 6

Quantitative analysis of LMC 

W C4 and WO stars

If physical processes governing star form ation, stellar evolution, etc..., are ubiquitous, the 

Initial Mass Function (IMF) observed in the  solar neighbourhood, galactic clusters and 

associations, must also lead to the formation of massive stars in other galaxies. Studies of 

the stellar content of other galaxies, i.e globular clusters, giant HII regions, OB associa

tions, together with comparison with counterparts in the Milky Way, will provide a global 

understanding of how stars form, the IMF, the key physical elements th a t influence their 

evolution and ultimately lead to progress in the understanding of the IMF local to  these 

environments.

The first efforts towards such a goal have been carried out in the Irregular galaxy, the 

Large Magellanic Cloud, as well as its companion, the Small Magellanic Cloud. A host 

of very luminous and bright stars were found, revealing a to ta l of 120 and 10 Wolf-Rayet 

stars in the LMC and SMC respectively (Azzopardi & Breysacher 1979, Breysacher et al. 

1999). The distribution of W R stars amongst WNs and W Cs was quite different for the 

two, as there are 5 times more WNs than W Cs in the LMC, and even more W Ns in the 

SMC (7 W Ns and 1 WO; eg Azzopardi et al. 1988). However, while the distribution of 

WN stars amongst its various subtypes is flat (from WN4 to WN9; eg Smith et al. 1996),
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WC sta rs  concentrate in the earlier subtypes. Metallicity was thought to be responsible 

for such a trend in W R distributions since the Magellanic clouds have a lower metal 

content than  the Galaxy. Indeed, progress on the theoretical side led to the creation of 

sophisticated evolutionary models which include detailed physical phenomena (such as 

mass loss, convection, semi—convection, overshooting, turbulent diffusion), and explained 

the observed predominance of WN stars in low Z environment, as a consequence of the 

mass loss rate  dependence on the square root of Z (Kudritzki et al. 1986), which allows 

only the most massive stars to  evolve all the way to WC type. In order for a massive 

star to  access the WCL phase, it must reveal its bare and evolved core at a relatively 

early stage (i.e with a surface enrichment corresponding to C /H e < 0.1 by number), and 

this is achieved only in high Z environments, where the higher mass loss helps ridding 

the s ta r  of its outer layers. Lower mass W R stars are found only in binaries, because 

mass exchange allows them  to expell their outer layers which their otherwise low mass 

loss ra te  would not perm it. This is why in metal poor environments, WRs are found 

mostly to  belong to binary systems (as seen in the SMC). The WN class reveals however 

a similar distribution in the MCs and the Galaxy: through the use of sophisticated model 

atm osphere calculations, Crowther et al. (1995a; see further in Crowther et al. 1995b, 

Crowther & Smith 1997, Schmutz et al. 1989, Koesterke et al. 1991, Hamann et al. 1994) 

showed th a t  metallicity did not lead to a distinct pattern between galactic and MCs WN 

stars, indeed they seemed to  encompass the same range in excitation, surface composition, 

wind performance within any given WN subtype (Crowther & Smith 1997), in contrast 

with evolutionary predictions. WCs are equally distributed amongst spectral subtypes in 

the Galaxy, yet only early subtypes are seen in the MCs, preventing any comparison and 

further understanding of the WCL stars in our Galaxy.

The original schematic Conti (1976) scenario for the evolution of W R stars follows

0  => RSG, LBV, Of => WN => WC =>- Supernovae

The second stage constitutes alternative channels, depending on the initial stellar mass and 

environmental metallicity. This was refined for WN stars by Crowther <V Smith (1997)’s
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recent study, so th a t two paths were believed to be followed, regardless of metallicity:

O => Of => W NLha =» W N 6 -7  => W NE => W C => Super-novae

for the very massive objects (Min;t>60 M0 ), Here, W NLha also includes recently discov

ered and analysed W R stars in Giant HII regions (30 Doradus in the LMC and NGC3603 

in the Galaxy), of W N 5-6  subtype, th a t reveal the presence of hydrogen (C hapter 3)). 

For lower mass stars (60 M@>M zn̂ > 40  M0 ), the evolution goes through an LBV phase, 

required stage to  shed m aterial and access the W R status:

O => LBV W N 9-11  =* WN8 =* W NE =4> W C =4> Super-novae

However, while a better knowledge of WN stars, widely represented in the M Cs, was 

constructed, the heavily biased distribution of W C stars towards early subtypes made it 

completely impossible to define a clear picture of the W C evolutionary status.

Hence, w hat the LMC W C census shows us is a wealth of early types th a t  will not 

help us understand the overall WC sta tu s by mere comparison, bu t could however shed a 

lot of information on the nature of W C spectral subtype, stellar evolution and W C wind 

properties. Grafener et al. (1998, hereafter GRAF) carried out a  quantitative analysis of 

LMC WC4 single stars in order to unveil their properties, and it is now very im portan t 

th a t studies of these stars with different and more sophisticated models be done. In 

the following sections, I will re—analyse these stars using the Hillier & Miller (1998) code 

together with high quality spectroscopic d a ta  in the optical obtained a t the 2.3m telescope 

a t Siding Springs.

This chapter will be divided into several parts. F irst, I will present the observations 

used, covering a large spectral range from the UV to the near—infrared. Then, I will 

determine basic observational param eters, focusing on spectral type, line characteristics, 

reddenings and wind term inal velocities. The th ird  section will present the quantita tive  

analysis, emphasising the technique used and the results obtained. The last section will 

draw comparisons with the work of GRAF, stellar evolutionary expectations and, finally, 

stellar param eters of other W C stars previously analysed in C hapter 5.
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b .l Observations

High quality optical spectroscopic observations of LMC WC4 (single and binaries) and 

WO sta rs  were obtained during four nights of observations (24—27th December 1997) at 

the 2.3m telescope at Siding Springs (Australia). The primary purpose was to gather flux 

calibrated d a ta  of the single WC4 stars and of the WO star Br93, to complement existing 

HST—FOS data . In the next two subsections I discuss these two datasets. Sum mary of 

the d a ta  used in the present study is displayed in Table 6.1.

6 .1 .1  P r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  o p t ic a l  d a ta s e t

The weather during the observing run was 90% clear. On one occasion, the high humidity 

content in the atm osphere required shutting the telescope down for few hours. We obtained 

wide slit spectra  for absolute flux calibration, and narrow slit da ta  for maximum resolution, 

which would subsequently be scaled to  the correct flux. The use of the double beam 

spectrograph (DBS) allows light to be separated into two beams, which go through a red 

and a blue spectrograph. By shifting the central wavelength of the dichroic splitter (we 

used two different central wavelength), we were capable of getting an extended coverage 

of the optical region, from 3 2 5 0 A  to llOOOA , excluding the 6 1 0 0 —6 4 0 0 A  section.

As shown in Table 6.1, for each of the two settings, both high and low resolution 

observations were collected by adjusting the slit width to be 2” or 6” . During low seeing 

periods, this width had to be increased to  10” to ensure th a t all light from the sta r falling 

into our line of sight was taken in. A 2K CCD was used with two types of gratings: 300 

lines/m m  (blue) and 316 lines/m m  (red) for setting one, and 600 lines/m m  (blue) and 316 

lines/m m  (red) for setting two. The wavelength cover of each arm was adjusted through 

changes to the grating angle and tested with a CuAr lamp exposure. The observing 

procedure was as usual. CuAr arc frames for the chosen setting of the night would be taken 

and the grating angle adjusted as required, followed by bias and flat field exposures. Flux 

standards (fi Col and HD60753) as well as atmospheric standards (B dwarfs: HR2221, 

HR4074, HR4942) were frequently observed, particularly im portant at Siding Springs
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due to  the low altitude and very changing sky (objects were selected according to their 

proximity to  the LMC).

The d a ta  reduction was carried out with the IRAF package. A mean of all bias 

frames was created and used to bias correct each night d a ta  set. D ata  trimming and 

flat fielding followed. Extraction of the spectra was done interactively to optimize the 

summing of rows and ensure th a t any slant in the d a ta  across the dispersion axis was well 

accounted for. The positioning of the background region was also checked interactively. 

W avelength calibration was then done using CuAr lamp exposures. Subsequent da ta  

reduction was carried out within the FIGARO package All d a ta  sets of a given resolution 

were scrunch—ed in a linear scale to  the same binning. This made the da ta  suitable 

for atm ospheric correction: theoretical continuum fluxes (featureless) of the atmospheric 

standard  was compared to  a fitted polynomial to the observation. The resulting curve, 

scaled to  account for differing air-m asses was then applied to the data. The two regions 

affected significantly by the atm osphere are 8000—8300A and 9300—9500A , but these do 

not overlap with any useful line diagnostics entering the quantitative analysis. Finally, 

tabulated theoretical flux distributions of the flux standards were used to flux calibrate 

the spectra of our program me stars. The narrow slit spectra were scaled to the wide 

slit ones, and agreement both between red and blue parts as well as H ST/FO S da ta  was 

reached within 15%. The resulting spectra cover a very extended spectral range, have 

a S/N  of 90 and 30 in blue and red parts respectively. Further than l.O^m, the signal 

drops considerably so th a t only an indicative glimpse a t Hel 10830A can be perm itted. 

The resolution for the d a ta  is 6A for A< 8600A and 12A beyond.

Since the spectra of all WC4 stars are so similar, I only show in Figure 6.1 the fluxed 

observations of Br74 (WC4) and the WO sta r Br93, providing line identifications for 

the most prominent lines. Since most lines are heavily blended, I include only the main 

contributors as predicted by the model calculations. Also, in the UV, I did not include 

iron: in equivalent width, their contribution never exceeds few Angstroms, but being 

so numerous, they appear as bands (Fev dominates in the range 1200—1500A and Feiv
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Table 6.2: Narrow band bv  photom etry (Smith 1968b, values from Torres-Dodgen & 

Massey 1988) for the LMC WC4 and WO programme stars, and reddening values are 

presented. Our optical spectroscopic da ta  was scaled so th a t it coincided with th a t  of 

Torres and Massey (adjustm ent of ~15%  in flux). Reddenings are calculated in the  next 

section using model flux distributions, and include the contribution from the LMC only. 

The same Galactic contribution (Eb ~v  — 0.03 and R =  3.1) is taken for all program m e 

stars. Assuming a distance modulus to the LMC of 18.55, the last column gives the 

predicted absolute v magnitudes for the LMC WC4 and WO stars

Star Alias Telescope Sp. coverage V b — v R E B - V M*

HD32125 Br07 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

15.02 0.10 2.9 0.07 -3 .8

HD32257 Br08 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

14.89 0.13 2.9 0.13 -4 .2

HD32402 BrlO 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

13.89 -0 .0 6 3.0 0.07 -5 .0

HD37026 Br43 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

14.04 -0 .0 3 3.1 0.08 -4 .9

HD37680 Br50 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

14.03 -0 .0 1 3.1 0.13 -5 .1

HD269888 Br74 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

15.41 0.19 2.9 0.34 -4 .3

Sand 2 Br93 2.3m MSSSO 

H S T -F O S

3250-11000

1100-3300

16.10 0.08 3.0 0.12 -3 .0
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between 1500A and 1900A ). Also, lines may look displaced in the UV compared to the 

identification position, but this is only a result of the many absorptions and emissions 

from these iron lines. From Figure 6.1, one can see the very broad emission lines present 

in the  spectra of these stars (FW HM s go from 2000 km s_1for the high ionization species, 

Ovi 5290A for example, to about 6000 km s_1for Civ and Hen lines). The 5411-547lA  

region is completely smeared out in the WO spectrum , due to the blending of the two 

components. Also, the well known fact th a t W R winds are stratified could be used to 

constrain the velocity structure  of the wind, especially by using the oxygen lines. Ovi 

A5290 appears narrower than Ov A5590 , which indicates th a t it forms in a slower region 

of the wind. Ov A3144 in Br93 is much broader than in Br74: this implies th a t 0 4+ 

occupies regions of the wind much further from the stellar surface in Br93 than in WC4 

stars.

6.2 Basic observational parameters

6.2.1 R eddenings

In this section, I make use of p re-em p ted  results from Section 6.3. Indeed, I constrain 

the reddenings of the program me stars with recourse to the model flux distributions tha t 

best fit the de-reddened observed flux distributions for each star. In all cases, the total 

reddening value accounts for a foreground, i.e galactic, contribution of E ^ -v = 0 .0 3  with 

R =  3.1. I find cumulative (LMC plus Galactic contributions) extinction values (Av) 

ranging from 0.24 (Br7) to 1.24 (Br74) with the extinction law of Seaton (1979). W ith 

a normalisation at i>, better fits are obtained with slightly modulated R values (R ranges 

from 2.9 to  3.1), particularly for the simultaneous reproduction of the em itted flux be

tween 3000A and 4000A , and in the UV. For the forthcoming quantitative analysis, these 

reddenings value must be extremely accurate since the fitting quality we aim at is of 20% 

on diagnostics lines: an uncertainty of 0.02 on Eb ~ v could significantly affect the strength 

of modelled UV lines. Changes in mass loss rate  or surface tem perature affect the flux
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distribution through the free—free emission or the bolometric correction respectively, and 

therefore require an iterative determ ination of the reddening. Although the distance to 

the LMC is quite large (51.2 kpc, Panagia et al. 1991), these very low reddenings allow 

high quality observations of the UV flux for the programme stars, very often impeded in 

their Galactic counterparts. Reddening values are displayed in (Table 6.2), together with 

bv photom etry of Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1988) used to  scale our observations to the 

correct flux level. Uncertainties on these values are ±0.01 a t most. The de—reddened ob

servations are in excellent agreement with the model predictions, from 1100A to 10 000A , 

ensuring a proper determ ination of the model stellar luminosities (see Figures 6.6 to 6.11 

and Figure 6.14).

6 .2 .2  S p e c tr a l  t y p e s  a n d  c h a r a c te r is t ic s

The classification scheme of Crowther et al. (1998) was used to determine the spectral 

types of the LMC program me stars. Reddenings were taken from the previous section and 

applied to  the spectra in order to get the l \  values for the selected lines. Beside being useful 

for the present work, this also bears some significance in the alleged universal strength 

of the C iv A5808 line flux for the WC4 stars in the LMC (Smith et al. 1990). These 

observations confirm the WC4 spectral type for the single stars observed and presented 

in Table 6.3 and the W 03  sta tus to Br93. I also find th a t the de—reddened fluxes in the 

Civ A5808 line are relatively similar am ongst WC4 candidates: assuming th a t all these 

stars lie a t the  same distance from us, an average of their luminosity in this line gives 

1120 L© (<7 =  350; 938 L@ (a—360), if we include binaries). Normalised to 1 kpc, we find 

log(l5808) = ~ 7-5 (±0.15; intensity given in e rg s/s /cm 2), in fine agreement with the value 

published by Smith et al. (1990) of -7 .6  (±0.15; same unit).

A great concern about the sta tus of the WO stars with respect to the WC4 and 

W CE relates to  their evolution. One aims a t answering the following questions: is the 

tem perature sequence found to link the W CE to WO subtypes (Crowther et al. 1998) a 

reflection of a genuine stellar tem perature difference? Are WO stars very evolved stars
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showing great enhancements in carbon and oxygen, as identified by evolutionary models, 

or is the spectral appearance a tem perature effect? The energy output a t the stellar 

surface comes from core nuclear reactions so one would have to explain why WO stars 

have more excited winds compared to WC4 if they are at the same evolutionary step. I 

have shown in the introduction tha t the ratio Hen A5411/Civ A5471 can be used to assess 

the extent of carbon enrichment, since as computed by the present model atmosphere 

codes, it follows a monotonic variation insensitive to tem perature, mass loss rate, i.e the 

two lines are affected in a similar way so th a t the ratio only accounts for the abundance 

change. Indeed, model annalysis shows th a t the peak intensity ratio of Hell A5411 to Civ 

A5471 is correlated monotonicaly to varying C /H e only (Figure 6.2; the param eter space 

studied corresponds to WC4-8 and WO stars, and compiles values obtained during the 

work done for C hapter 5-6 ). The correlation is strong for stars of WC5-8 spectral types 

whose corresponding derived C /H e is between 0.05 and 0.35, while the correlation flattens 

for highly enriched stars, and becomes also less reliable. This is due to several reasons: 

First, the W C4 and WO stars possess very fast winds, making the two lines concerned 

strongly blended. Secondly, the oxygen abundance is strongly enhanced in these models, 

affecting the quantity C /H e. Figure 6.2 should not be used as a calibration providing C /H e 

but rather as a  rough indication of the chemical enrichment of the W CE star concerned 

(WC9 stars have not been included in this study).

M easurements for all the LMC programme stars and available Galactic W CE stars, 

shown in Figure 6.3, follow this model pattern . One sees th a t LMC and Galactic W C stars 

span a similar range for the possible values of A5411/A5471 ratio. In fact, if one assumes 

th a t W C4 LMC stars share similar stellar param eters, this span must correspond to a 

range of possible carbon enhancements, at least as great as th a t observed in all possible 

spectral types of Galactic WCs. The W 03 star Br93, placed for plotting purposes as a 

WC3 sta r, has one of the lowest values seen for all stars.

Before closing on these m atters on spectral characteristics, I considered the use of C hi 

9710A together with a C iv line to see if a tem perature sequence was observable for W C
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Figure 6.4: Plot of the ratio of C m  9710A versus Civ 5808A for undifferenciated LMC and 

Galactic W C stars, showing the uniform evolution of th a t ratio across the carbon ionization 

space of W C stars. W O stars are plotted here for a WC3 subtype, not a genuine one but 

simply indicative of the higher apparent ionization in their spectra

stars. We know th a t the WC classification relies on weak lines such as Cm  5696A and 

Ov 5590A (early observations of M33 WC stars did not allow unequivocal spectral type 

determ ination of W CE stars), whereas in the red part of the optical range, the C m  9710A 

offers great advantages. It is not observed a t all in WO stars while it is very strong in WC9 

stars; in between, it shows a smooth evolution in strength. Since very few observations 

of th a t line have been done in the past (the main drawback for its use as a classification 

criterion), I included in this analysis only the stars obtained during our observing run 

which provided spectroscopic information up to 10 000A (Figure 6.4). One sees th a t it is 

possible to  classify W C and WO stars with the sole use of two carbon lines, assuming th a t 

what we observe here for the candidate stars would hold for a larger sample. This would 

be particularly useful if one aimed a t determining unequivocal WC spectral types from 

narrow filter observations, whose use is ubiquitous in the hunt for extragalactic W R stars 

(see Royer et al. 1998).
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Figure 6.5: P lot of the programme stars Civ A1548.2, rectified and in velocity space.

M easurem ent of stellar wind term inal velocities were made from the positioning of Vblack,

averaging over the values found for Civ 1548.2A and Siiv 1393.75A

6 .2 .3  T e r m in a l  v e lo c i ty

Terminal velocities were measured using the HST UV da ta  available for all program m e 

stars. Corrections for the receeding velocity of the LMC and any additional shift due to  

poor wavelength calibration were accounted for by recentering the shifted Civ 1548.2A 

interstellar absorption line (it is astonishing to see the presence of C3+ in the interstellar 

medium, ionised by cosmic rays; the low density of this medium makes it very poorly 

collisional, so th a t species can exist in such high excited sta tes for very long tim es). Cor

rections were of -1 8 0  km s_1for all WC4 stars (—230 km s_1for Br7) and —380 km s_1for 

Br93 (in the following sections, spectra will be shifted according to  these corrections). I 

show the spectra where I isolated Civ 1548.2A in Figure 6.5, rectified for convenience. 

The term inal velocity is determined by measuring Vblack (Vblack corresponds to the bluest 

point in the saturated  trough of a resonance line, whereas v edge corresponds to  the con

nection point between the trough and the adjacent blue continuum; Vbiack gives a  good 

account of while vedge can be identified with the maximum velocity m aterial). For
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those measurements carrying a large uncertainty, the Civ Vbiack values were averaged with 

those obtained from the Siiv A1393.75, another resonance line. Determination from Siiv 

1393.75A and Civ 1548.2 A are comparable, and lead to  an uncertainty of ±150 km s-1 . 

The term inal velocity required by the model calculations to provide a good fit to line 

profiles will be in excellent agreement with these measurements. C m  2297A , used by 

GRAF for v ^  determ ination, was not included here as it is not a resonance line and does 

not provide a ’’black trough” . It is interesting to note th a t the trough of th a t line shows 

quite a variable pattern  from sta r to star: though present and weak in most of them , it 

does not appear at all in the spectra of Br7, an indication of low photon scattering along 

the line of sight.

Table 6.4: Wind term inal velocities as measured from the average position of vblack in Siiv 

1393.75A and Civ A1548.2 lines. UV da ta  used here and in GRAF come from H S T -F O S , 

whereas Kingsburgh et al. used UV lines as observed with IUE. The last column gives 

values use by GRAF for the WC4 stars and Kingsburgh et al. (1995) for Br93

Star ^black (km s 1) S8 s 1)

Siiv 1393.75A Civ 1548.2A this work Other

Br07 2200 2400 2300 2300

Br08 2400 2400 2400 2300

BrlO 2800 2700 2750 2800

Br43 2700 2700 2700 2600

Br50 2900 2900 2900 2800

Br74 2500 2700 2600 2300

Br93 4000 4000 4000

Tabulated values of wind terminal velocities are shown Table 6.4. I also include for 

comparison the results of GRAF based solely on the C m  A2297 line. W ithin the 150 

km s-1 uncertainty, the results are consistent (their determ ination for Br7, whose C m
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2297A  doesn’t show a trough, must come from their model analysis). For Br93, the result 

agrees with th a t of Kingsburgh et a l.’s (1995) for Civ 1548.2A . They used two lines 

from their UV da ta  (IUE): Civ 1548.2A and Ov 137lA which showed a difference of 1400 

km s_1(uoo measured with carbon line is greater). In a W O star, due to  the  very high 

tem perature of the wind and the highly stratified nature of ionization for oxygen, this 

species doesn’t probe the entire wind and so can only poorly provide its term inal velocity. 

One has to choose instead a line th a t forms throughout the wind. Hence, the  result with 

carbon here is of much greater physical relevance.

6.3 Quantitative analysis

The quantitative analysis of the LMC W C4 and WO stars was carried out using the 

code described in the model section in Chapter 2. Two different versions were used: for 

WC4 stars, I employed the one utilised for other W CE stars (with additional one with 

more oxygen levels for the final model). However, for Br93, the im portance of the oxygen 

lines for the stellar param eter determ inations required th a t more levels of th a t species 

be included. Also, the poor convergence was tentatively eased by adding more depths 

points, in order for the model to  manage better with change in level populations near the 

ionization fronts (details of model atom s are presented in C hapter 2). Modelling WC4 and 

WO stars constitutes a completely different challenge and are therefore treated  separately 

in the following two sections. The WC4 models had a running tim e still reasonable whereas 

some of the WO models became prohibitively long to  converge, especially a t high surface 

tem peratures.

6 .3 .1  T h e  s te l la r  p a r a m e te r s  o f  L M C  W C 4  s in g le  s ta r s

The single WC4 stars, as GRAF wrote, show similar optical and UV lines whose strengths 

agree from star to  s ta r to  within a factor two. As we will see in the later sections, 

great subtlety prevails so th a t this similarity manages to  hide a distinctive set of stellar 

parameters for each candidate, forcing us to pay attention if we want to  reach the desired
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precision of understanding. Because all these stars are WC4s, any slight difference between 

them could lead us to  a better understanding of their nature. Not only does the WC4 

subclass look degenerate, but its representative spectrum  is also quite similar for example 

to the WC5 sta r HD 165763. WC4 stars possess a  wealth of C m  (A 1900, A2297, A6740, 

A8500 and A9710) and Civ lines th a t help constraining the tem perature in the absence of 

Hel lines (see Figure 6.1). An alternative in this case is to use the oxygen lines. However, I 

find it impossible to get a good agreement over the three observed ionized types of oxygen 

lines. In particular, in order to get consistency with the carbon lines, one has to choose 

Oiv and Ov as diagnostics and discard the Ovi lines (A3818 for example; indeed, Om  is 

often overestim ated by such models). In fact, overall consistency can only be reached by 

means of compromises: most C m  and Ovi lines cannot be fitted simultaneously. I decided 

to rely on the C m  8500A and Civ 7723—36A blend to  determine the tem perature, since 

with experience, I have noticed th a t these two lines are well behaved and display a smooth 

and monotonic change through the tem perature space. The C /H e abundance ratio was 

constrained as usual with the use of Hell 541lA  and Civ 547lA  . This always led to a 

consistent comparison between the Civ and Hen lines in the spectral range available (for 

example Hen 6560A and Civ 7723—36A /C iv  7063A , Hell 2733A and Civ 2698A , Hen 

4542A and Civ 4440A ). The mass loss rate was adjusted by fitting first Cm  2297A plus 

the strength  of all lines within a factor two, once the tem perature had been determined. 

For the velocity law, I started  by using that of Hiller & Miller (1998), i.e a two exponent 

/3 law. Observed term inal velocities were taken from the UV measurements discussed in 

Section 6.2.3, and for the interm ediate velocity, three quarter of th a t value. However, 

this did not allow me to  reproduce the width of the lines seen in the spectra of stars 

with the higher term inal velocities. So, for BrlO, Br50 and Br43, I had to use a single 

exponent (3 law. There may be a problem in making such a choice, since the faster 

accelerating wind at the  stellar surface “thins” the medium, i.e reduces its opacity. This 

helps high ionized species to  exist over larger volumes and produce emission lines with 

greater strength, though having the opposite effect on low ionized species th a t form in
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the outer wind. Note th a t in an accelerating wind, the wind stratification can be used 

as a tool to  determine the velocity structure, using the line w idths of strong lines which 

form in a limited volume (the same tool is being used to determ ine the clumping factors 

at different radii, using the line profile variability of lines forming in different regions of a 

stellar wind). Oxygen is an ideal candidate for this purpose, particularly in Br93, while 

in WC4 stars, these lines are too weak to be useful. The use of a different velocity law 

hence may be responsible for the derived higher mass loss rates of BrlO, Br43 and Br50.

Is there a distinct evolutionary sta tus am ongst all these single W C4 stars? W hat 

param eters dictate  the observed WC4 classification? W hy is this spectral type so widely 

represented in the LMC, compared to  the Galaxy? W hat are their ionizing properties? In 

order to answer these questions, I needed to  determine three stellar quantities: C /H e, M 

and T. W ith my bv photometry, I would then be capable of deriving their luminosity and 

compare it with the evolutionary predictions.

A first look at the strength of the 5411—7lA  blend shows a bimodal distribution in the 

enrichment of our WC4 sample: a higher abundance ratio C /H e centered on C /H e ~  0.3 

(Br8, Br43 and Br74),and a lower abundance of C /H e ~  0.1 (BrlO and Br50), while Br7 

would stand in between. Another interesting feature is the strengths of optical C m  lines, 

i.e 6740A and 9710A . Their strength is similar (to within 20%) in all LMC W C4 stars 

except for Br7 where it is a factor two lower. Since we expect a  differing C /H e ratios, 

there must be a spread in tem perature or in mass loss rate am ongst these stars. Because 

WC4 stars differ from W C5-7 stars by their absent C m  5696A and significantly present 

Ov 5595A , I will try  to reproduce these lines in the model study, and try  to  find the 

primary reason for this behaviour.

Though some final adjustm ents for each s ta r had to be brought in after the preliminary 

modelling, it is clear from the spectral appearance th a t I can group the stars by C /H e 

ratios and Voo : Br7 stands on its own and so is treated  individually; Br8 and Br74 are 

dealt with together while BrlO, Br43 and Br50 form a separate group.

•  Br7
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Br7 is the star th a t is best reproduced by the model (see Figure 6.6). F irst, I derive 

C /H e =  0.18=1=0.04. Voo — 2300 km s-1 provides a good fit to the 5411—7lA  blend, 

while a surface tem perature of 88±5 kK fits well Civ and Cm  lines. I repeat th a t I 

use carbon lines to  constrain this quantity, and cannot exclude differing values with 

the use of oxygen lines. However, I do not find th a t oxygen lines are very dependent 

on stellar param eters, being all so weak or blended with other species. But, since I 

have confidence on the determined C /H e, and th a t all blends can only a t worse be 

composite of helium, carbon and oxygen, I could then determine the O /H e. Best lines 

for th a t are Oiv 3063A , Ov 3144A , Ovi 5290A and Ov 5595A . The la tter two are 

especially sensitive to  the abundance of oxygen, whereas the first two show a complex 

behaviour. One of the problems is the presence of an anomalously strong Oil I line 

a t 3127A : not only is it strong, but being a low ionization species, it forms very far 

out, hence is very broad and contam inates greatly the neighbouring Ov. This is not 

the only problem we have with Om : its transition at 396lA is hugely overestimated. 

O m  5268A is however well fitted, not impeding the use of Ovi 5290A . I get O /H e 

=  0.04=1=0.02. The mass loss rate was determined self—consistently since it affects all 

lines: an enhanced mass loss rate  causes the transitions from low ionization species 

to  strengthen and has the opposite effect on highly ionized species. A filling factor 

of 10% (10% of the wind volume is occupied by m atter, the rest is void) was used for 

all stars, except for Br50, though a value between 5 and 25% would also be fine for 

line profile fitting. But there is no doubt th a t the wind density structure  is clumped: 

comparing the line profiles predicted by the smooth model of GRAF for BrlO with 

the observed ones (particularly the strong lines), one sees th a t electron-scattering 

wings are hugely overestimated.

W ith the scaled model th a t respects the absolute v magnitude (Mv =  -3 .8 )  as 

determined from observational considerations (Section 6.2.1), I obtain M =  1.1 x 

10 “ 5 M@yr_1(20% uncertainty; f =  0.1) and a luminosity of 250 000 L@. In gen

eral, uncertainties concerning derived luminosities come from uncertainties in stellar
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tem peratures, stellar radius, reddenning law and extinction used, photom etry and 

distance, so th a t error bars are great on th a t quantity, typically a factor two higher 

or lower than  the proposed value. However, for the LMC stars, th is uncertainty is 

minimised by the very accurate distance and very low extinction in th a t  line of sight. 

Therefore, in this special instance, the luminosity should be accurate down to 50%. 

The wind performance for this s ta r is rj =  5.0. The reader will see th a t  similar wind 

efficiencies are found for all LMC WC4 stars (the scatter covers the range 4.5 to 

13.5), a combined effect of having clumped winds and line—blanketing included in 

the luminosity calculation (see Figure 6.5).

• Br8 and Br74

Br8 and Br74 have a similar C /H e ratio, so these two stars were modelled together. 

My analysis is unable to reproduce C hi 6740A , which is observed as a strong line. 

The approach was similar to th a t used previously and led to the following param 

eters: C /H e =  0.3±0.04 for both. O /H e =  0.12±0.03 for Br74 and 0.085±0.03 for 

Br8. Br74 was found hotter than  Br8 by 6 kK, with T* =  96±5 kK. C m  2296A 

is well fitted in either with a mass loss ra te  of 1.45 x lO -5 M © yr-1 for Br8 and 1.8 

x lO -5 M ©yr_1for Br74 (20% uncertainty). In the same sequence, their luminosity 

is 350000 and 450 000 L©.

• BrlO, Br43 and Br50

These three stars have stunningly fast winds, with Uqq of the order of ~3000 km s- 1 ! I 

find th a t it was impossible to model the widths of the lines with the slow accelerating 

two exponent /3 law, so I used a single exponent one. The improvement was great, 

especially on the 5411—71 bump which is nearly unresolved, and the extent of C m  

2296A , as well as the width of all other lines. They are poorly chemically enriched 

in carbon and oxygen, and as a consequence, the great strength  of the lines can only 

be recovered by setting a high mass loss rate. Besides, BrlO is the only s ta r in my 

sample th a t has been analysed by GRAF and whose fitted model is displayed; hence,
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we can assess the fit quality as well as the stellar param eter differences.

For BrlO and Br50, I find C /H e =  0.11±0.03 and O /H e =  0 .015-0.02±0.01. For 

BrlO, the surface tem perature is 75 kK, and 77 kK for Br50 though the slight overes

tim ate of C m  8500A in the la tte r suggests th a t the tem perature should be marginally 

higher. For Br43, C /H e and O /H e are 0.28±0.04 and 0.08±0.02, respectively and 

the tem perature is 84 kK. As for previous models, the filling factors were 10%, except 

for Br50 for which I increased it to  20%, in an a ttem pt to  reproduce the 5411—7lA  

region properly. Indeed, the merging of the blue wing of C lv547lA  and the red wing 

of Hell 541lA  leads to  a narrow emission (see Figure 6.9-6.11; it cannot be of stellar 

origin due to its width), which I thought would result from the significant presence 

of an electron scattering wing in the helium line. Though this change in clumping 

factor has not improved the profile of the bump, it is quite likely th a t it needs being 

enhanced further to lead to a  satisfactory fit. I find for BrlO and Br43 a mass loss 

rate of 3.8 XlO-5 M0 y r-1 and 3.2 x lO -5 M0 y r-1 respectively (20% uncertainty); 

for Br50, with a filling factor of 20%, the mass loss rate  is M =  6.0 XlO-5 M0 y r- 1 . 

Br43 has a luminosity of 700 000 L0 ; both BrlO and Br50 have the same luminosity, 

a value of 630 000 L0 (these are considerable values which suggest th a t these stars 

have very high masses still, although Br43 is much more evolved than  BrlO and 

Br50; see Section 6.4.2 for further discussion).

•  Model problems

For all stars, C m  A6740 and A9710 remain underestim ated, while in the case of 

Br7, this underestim ate is small, due to  its peculiarly weak nature. I must stress 

th a t Br7 is the only star in my sample th a t shows a weak C m  6740A , and th a t I 

have been unable to produce any great strength in th a t line. W hat is particularly 

frustrating here is th a t for all stars I use the same line diagnostics and for all stars 

do I get extremely satisfactory fits, though never of th a t line except in Br7 (I do not 

mention C m  9710A which I do not use as a line diagnostics, and is not predicted
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present in these models; stars studied in C hapter 5 such as W R90 and W R135 show 

a good fit to  th a t line). In the model analysis, the velocity structure  is poorly 

constrained, contrary to Br93 where oxygen lines provide a good confidence on the 

wind acceleration a t different radii (because of the stratification). The choice of 

wind term inal velocity (and through the same process of the velocity law) comes as 

a crucial element th a t affects the efficiency of recombination in the W R wind. C m  

6740A and 9710A vary greatly in strength  from weak to  strong (corresponding to  

the range of strengths seen in LMC WC4 stars) as one goes from 3000 km s -1 to 

2000 km s_1 (calculation done with a model for Br50). Due to  the limited tim e in 

hand to carry out the analysis of these WC4 stars, I could not investigate further 

into th a t m atter but future work could possibly solve the discrepancy by changes 

in the velocity laws. In fact, if the velocity law could be derived independently, it 

would lift the present shadow on our results, too sensitive to  th a t param eter.

Further, a problem is the underestim ation of the observed Ovi A3818 streng th , while 

O m  lines are overestimated by the model. The surface tem peratu re  as determ ined 

from carbon lines is therefore not totally consistent with th a t  which would be ob

tained with oxygen. Still, oxygen lines in WC4 stars are in most cases weak, or 

showing complex formation patterns, making the carbon alternative a be tte r choice.

For all stars, line-blanketing was included in the model analysis, so th a t a  determ i

nation of the iron abundance could be assessed. W R stars are of very great im portance 

for this purpose, being the only stars hot enough to reveal the presence of th a t species in 

their spectra (including O and AB supergiants, Haser et al. 1998). Iron is not processed 

during normal stellar evolution, thus a  determ ination of the iron abundance in W R  winds 

can provide a value for the initial metallicity of the medium where the massive s ta r  was 

born (the iron abundance of the medium will not change during the  few million years of a 

massive s ta r  evolution). Moreover, LMC W R stars as a whole are ideally suited for such 

studies due to the low reddening in the line of sight, leaving UV photons unaffected. For 

all model runs in this work, the metallicity was scaled to O.4Z0 (the limited time in hands
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prevented me from running a set of model covering a wide range of iron abundances, hence 

I cannot reject other values for th a t quantity). This gave a very satisfactory result for all 

stars, as can be witnessed by inspection of the UV region in Figures 6.6— 6.11. The effect 

of line—blanketing on the derived luminosities becomes evident when one compares with 

un—blanketed model predictions. I cannot make such a comparison with any of my model 

ou tputs since I always included line—blanketing, bu t the work of G R A F will be useful in 

this assessment (see Section 6.4.1).

All model results for the LMC WC4 stars are presented in Table 6.5, including ionizing 

fluxes discussed extensively in Section 6.4.1 and Section 6.4.3.

6.3 .2  T he W 0 3  star Br93: a tem p eratu re  effect or an evo lu tion ary  dif

ference

Only few years ago, it would have been impossible to hope for a  detailed analysis of a 

WO star. Their high carbon and oxygen contents require th a t very comprehensive atomic 

models be included in the model atmosphere, giving the model calculation a size th a t 

com puters could ju st not handle. Though it is still very time consuming, the analysis of 

WO stars can now be tackled.

As one can see from its spectrum  (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.14), Br93 does not have a 

single significant emission in Hel and only one line of Cm  (2296A ). One m ust therefore 

make use of oxygen lines to constrain the surface tem perature. This is far from a  sinecure. 

Highly ionised species of oxygen (v —vi) give rise to emission lines whose strength  are 

very dependent on the T —M param eters. A higher tem perature favours their presence; 

however, a higher mass loss rate  increases the rate of recombination, hence reducing the 

volume occupied by these species. Hence, one cannot quite determ ine the tem perature  

alone, but rather a set of T —M solutions. This is complicated further by the unknown 

velocity law, which together with the mass loss rate  dictates the density and hence the 

opacity of medium. The presence of strong Ovi A3818 and the absence or weakness of 

C m  and Hel would suggest a high tem perature (~  150000K). The presence of lines from
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Oiv, Ov and O vi additionally implies a strong stratification of the wind. The strength of 

the observed lines is proportional to the size of the emitting volume. 0 3+ and C3+, which 

give rise to  lines of O m  and C m , have similar ionization potentials and dom inate from 

r =  20R* to  1000R*, hence occupying most of the wind volume. It is therefore crucial 

to determ ine the physical properties of the WO wind near the stellar surface if we are to 

constrain the observed lines of Ov and Ovi. In fact, Oiv and Civ lines can be reproduced 

relatively easily, but high ionization stages of oxygen show an extreme sensitivity to the 

stellar param eters th a t affect the opacity (i.e changes in surface tem perature, wind velocity 

at a given point, mass loss rate , C —O —He abundances).

Due to  their complex line formation mechanisms and the vast range of physical pro

cesses th a t affect them , WO stars constitute in fact potentially the most interesting W R 

stars to  model: one feels th a t all param eters could be constrained unequivocally. However, 

the task is very time consuming since all parameters are coupled. The analysis was carried 

out in a very different way from those presented in Chapter 5 or Section 6.3.1. The first 

step was the same as before: the reproduction of the 5411—7 lA  region. This placed the 

C /H e around 0.6—0.7. The fitting of lines widths required a wind terminal velocity iden

tical to th a t  determined from measurements of v b la c k  °n Civ 1548.2A , i.e 4000 km s- 1 . 

W ith a two exponent (3 law and v ext 3300 km s-1 , I was strongly overestimating the widths 

of Ov and O vi lines (a single exponent (3 law for tha t stars would lead to overestimated 

width of emission lines; only a two component law can allow me to control the line profiles 

appropriately). For W CE stars, this discrepancy can be solved simply by reducing the 

inner velocity. Also, the w idths of Ov and Ovi lines can be reduced by shifting their 

em itting volume to lower distances above the stellar surface. This can be achieved by 

lowering the surface tem perature or increasing the mass loss rate. So in fact, I constrained 

three param eters at a time: m odulate the inner velocity to control the line width, change 

the surface tem perature so th a t Ov 5590A and Ovi 5290A are well fitted in their relative 

strength to  each other, and tweak the mass loss rate so th a t the strength of all lines is 

reproduced to  a first approxim ation. One major problem is th a t the tem perature imposed
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by the fitting of Ov 5590A and Ovi 5290A can only reproduce the observed strength of 

Ovi 3818A for very low values of the mass loss rates (this is not a new discrepancy: not 

a single model fitting well the lines of W CE spectra is capable of predicting the observed 

strength of that line; however, this line is such a fixture of WO stars that it needs here to  

be understood!).

To picture the great sensitivity of W O model predictions on stellar param eters, I 

calculated two models, in which solely v ext and surface tem perature were varied. The 

common stellar param eters to  both are: log(L/L@) =  5.17, C /H e =  0.65, O /H e =  0.35, M 

=  9.6 x 10~6 M© y r-1 , v ^  =  4000 km s_1. Model A had a surface tem perature of 149 000K 

and an v ext =  3300 km s-1 . Model B had 134000K and v ext =  2800 km s- 1 . I show the 

regions were the predicted spectra differed m ost vividly in Figure 6.12, superimposed on 

the de—reddened spectrum  of Br93. M any lines are affected by this small change, in 

particular C m  2296A , all oxygen lines, the widths of Ov and Ovi. The line blend of Om  

and Ov a t 3130A becomes strongly overestim ated in the model B, whereas no O m  3127A  

is observed for Br93. One can however act on the Om  strength  simply by decreasing 

the mass loss rate to m aintain 0 3+ as the dom inant oxygen ionization stage in the outer 

wind. I also include a plot of the ionization stratification of helium, carbon and oxygen, 

together with the velocity distribution in the wind in Figure 6.13: the hotter model shows 

no recombination to 0 2+ or C2+ whereas the cooler one predicts it, as demanded by the 

Br93 spectrum .

Also, since our determ ination of stellar param eters depends heavily on the proper 

fitting of oxygen lines, we must make sure th a t the derived stellar param eters will not 

change if we include a larger model atom . Increasing the number of energy levels of 

oxygen (the model atom s for helium and carbon are already large), especially for Ov and 

Ovi has a huge effect in the param eter space of WO stars. Particularly affected are the 

Ov lines, which significantly increase in strength. The im portant abundance diagnostic 

line Ov 3144A rises from the dead to dignified presence, as desired by observations. This 

shows th a t one cannot expect constraining the intrinsic param eters of oxygen rich stars
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strengths of C m  2296A , Ovi 3818A , the oxygen region around 3000A and in particular 

the Om  3127A , Ov 3144A and Civ 5808A and witness also the effect on line widths of 

highly ionized species
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both curves). The x axis corresponds to log(r/R*)
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Table 6.6: Details of the atomic levels included in the two models whose outputs are 

described in Figure 6.15. Model levels are split into full levels (Np) and super levels (N5 ) 

and the corresponding principal quantum  number of the upper atomic level included in 

each model is shown in the last column

Ov Ovi

Np Ns n(max) Np n 5 n(max)

Model A 78 41 5 55 49 2 0

Model B 60 34 4 31 25 8

w ithout a strong effort on the atomic side. I show in Figure 6.15 the effect on the emergent 

spectrum  of such a change in atomic models. Further study revealed th a t O m  and Oiv 

were recombining very efficiently when the velocity law was changed: so I also ended 

allowing a more detailed treatm ent of their corresponding atomic models. The version 

of the model for the analysis of Br93 therefore required a very large atomic model to be 

included, making the analysis less flexible and prone to numerous tests.

I present a model th a t fits reasonably well the dereddened observations of Br93 in 

Figure 6.14. The carbon content is well constrained, and gives C /H e =  0.65 (±0.05). For 

oxygen, I find O /H e =  0.30 (±0.1) but with less confidence: oxygen lines are sensitive 

to  all stellar param eters, with the exception of Ovi A5290 and Ov A5595 which show 

a pronounced sensitivity to the oxygen abundance and very little to changes in opacity 

(velocity law or mass loss rates). However, for the mass loss rate and tem perature deter

m ination, the solution presented here is not a unique solution. My analysis assumed th a t 

this s ta r was greatly enriched in carbon and oxygen (compared to LMC WC4 stars), so 

th a t I s ta rted  my analysis with a  hot star (T* =  150 000K), low mass loss rate  (M =  8.0 

XlO-6  M © yr-1 ) and C /H e =  0.5. As I have wrote earlier on, I first had to realise tha t 

my model param eters were far too dependent on the model atom, requiring many changes 

to  the atom ic model used in the analysis. Then, I faced a fierce difficulty in reproducing
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between the observed and model flux distributions for Br93. 

Galactic reddening was 0.03 (R—3.1) and for the LMC as indicated in the  figure. Stel

lar param eters were L/L@= 5.17, M =  9.6 XlO-6 M g y r-1 (50% uncertainty). C /H e =  

0.654=0.1, O /H e =  0.30±0.1, T* =  130±30kK, v<*> =  4000 km s " 1, M v =  -3.0
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the width of line profiles of different ionization stages of oxygen species. And this is a 

huge problem for WO stars: there exists more than one solution to the modelling analysis. 

I could find a solution a t low tem peratures and low optical depth in the wind (a single 

exponent /3 law), but also with a much higher tem perature and a higher optical depth in 

the wind. Because the modelling technique is very time consuming and the convergence 

of models very slow, I could not explore fully these two param eter spaces. In fact I pro

vide a solution for the second case, though I believe th a t a better fitting quality would 

be reached a t the low tem perature end. This arises from the observed deficiencies of the 

present fitting. First, C m  A2296 is overestimated; in fact it is so for all model runs with a 

low interm ediate velocity, irrespective of the surface tem perature (a variation from 120 000 

to  160000K hardly changes the strength  of th a t line, whereas it goes between zero to  a 

great strength  solely by reducing the intermediate velocity from 75% to half Voo). The 

second discrepancy is the impossibility of fitting well Ovi A3818: this line behaves very 

much like the latter, not being bothered by changes in surface tem peratures but solely by 

the wind opacity. Again the use of a two exponent (3 law is the source of the problem. 

These two deficiencies are backed up by the model predicting strong Om  lines: I tried 

to  increase the tem perature to resolve th a t non-observed feature, and again found th a t 

these lines did not show any sensitivity to th a t param eter. The initial models with a high 

interm ediate velocity did not predict them (they did not predict a single low ionization 

stage of any species!), and they appeared as very strong lines when th a t param eter was 

reduced. This also resolved the discrepant predicted strength of the 4650A carbon and 

helium blend, as well as Civ A5808, which were underestim ated by a factor 10 with the 

low inner velocity.

The lines th a t provide confidence on some stellar param eters are Hell A5411, Civ 

A5471, O vi A5290, Ov A5595, O iv A3400, C hi A2297 (overestimated by a factor two), 

Civ A1548 (this line is u tterly  insensitive to any changes made in the param eter space 

studied here). The only reliable quantities derived in this study are the surface chemical 

enrichments and the luminosity. Due to  the degeneracy of the bolometric correction of
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very hot stars, the for all my model runs gave good agreement (±0.1) with Mv =  —3.0, 

implying a luminosity of 15OOOOL0 . However, the mass loss rate, the velocity law and 

the surface tem perature are only indicative and similar quality fits obtained with very 

different values for these param eters cannot be rejected a t present (T* could be between 

100 000 and 160 000K, M between 5.0 and 10.0 x lO -6 M0 y r_1and the velocity law ju st 

about anything within reason!)

(L)•HM-l■H4->U
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Pi
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2
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4
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50 00  54 00  5800
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Figure 6.15: Plot emphasising the oxygen line strength  dependence for two different sets 

of models with identical param eters: L /L 0 =15OOOO, T*=150 000K, Vqq =4100km s- 1 , 

M = 9.0 x 10“ 6 M0 yr_1, C /H e=0.6  and O /H e=0.15. Atomic levels (treatm ent with 

super—levels is included for high levels) for all species are identical except for O v and 

Ovi. See Table 6.6 for details on level differences. One sees th a t the inclusion of higher 

levels in the model atom  (Model A, solid line) leads to the increased strength  of oxygen 

lines compared to the less detailed one (Model B, dotted line)
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b .4  t J o m p a r is o n s  a n d  c o m m e n t s

6 .4 .1  C o m p a r iso n  w ith  t h e  p r e v io u s  s tu d y  o f  G R A F

All program m e WC4 stars presented here have been analysed in GRAF; stellar param eters 

for Br93 are discussed in Grafener (1998). I use the same HST—FOS da ta  in the wavelength 

range 1130—3250A , while their optical da ta  comes from Torres-Dodgen & Massey (1987), 

apart from BrlO which was obtained at ESO. In all cases, their analysis technique does 

not benefit from lines/continuum  in the red optical part of the spectrum . F irst, because 

of a restricted baseline, their reddening determ ination suffers from a larger uncertainty 

enhanced by the fact th a t they compare de—reddened observations with a model flux 

continuum (excluding lines), therefore discarding the effect of absorption and emission 

from iron lines in the UV (which strongly affects the flux level there). The use of a 

synthetic spectrum  is therefore more appropriate for flux comparisons in the UV. The 

excellent agreement between de—reddened observations and the present work’s model flux 

distributions or programme stars makes these results more trustworthy. Secondly, they 

lack the precious tem perature line diagnostics of carbon at 7730A and 8500A .

Though LMC stars do not suffer from great extinction, the uncertainties in reddening 

could lead to  a substantial difference in derived luminosities, bearing some importance 

on the stellar evolutionary sta tus of these stars. A proper assessment of the effect of 

line—blanketing must be based on an identical use of reddenings and photometry. There

fore, in order to  make a proper comparison with the analyses of GRAF, I used the absolute 

v m agnitudes to  which each of their models was scaled. From a glance at Table 6.5 and 

Table 6.7, one can see th a t  the absolute visual magnitude used in the two works1 dif

fer considerably, apart from Br7: 0.3—0.5mag differences for Br8—10—50—74 and 0.7 for 

Br43! If we take for example BrlO: (v — D M ) = —4.6 (D M  is the distance modulus, 

equal to  th a t  used in G R A F), is identical to the M^ of GRAF, but excludes the extinction 

of Ay =  0.5. It gets worse for Br43, where (v -  D M )  =  —4.55, while they use Mw =  —4.2,

^ R A F  used the V  magnitude, which is less bright than v by only 0.1 mag
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when the extinction is 0.4. This suggests th a t their derived luminosities are unreliable. 

This result makes the present work even more worthwhile. To make the comparisons of 

our results useful, I have scaled all my models so th a t they would corroborate the  M y 

they used (a comparison between mass loss rates or ionizing fluxes requires th a t identical 

scaling).

An additional and im portant difference between our models comes from the fact th a t 

I use a synthetic ou tput spectrum  from the model, including lines and continuum contri

butions at any given wavelength. The effect of emission and absorption lines in the UV 

affects considerably the level of the continuum in this region, making the determ ination of 

reddening with un—blanketed continuum model distributions unreliable. Also, the com

parison between my model flux prediction and de—reddened observations only requires 

th a t I scale my model to these de—reddened observations. There is no need to  rectify 

spectra, a difficult task for WC stars since the presence of lines is so ubiquitous. From 

G R A F’s display of BrlO rectified observations and model predictions, it can be seen th a t 

the quality of the fits are very dependent on where the continuum is set. The problem 

in fitting C m  6740A is also apparent in their paper, though not as bad, bu t complicated 

by the fact th a t this line falls very near the end of their optical da tase t (hence difficult to 

rectify and of poor reliability).

Moving onto the discussion of the stellar param eters determined in these two studies, 

it appears th a t they have very little in common: my surface tem peratures fall on average 

15 000K below theirs, consistent with their derived mass loss rates being system atically a 

factor two times greater (I refer here to values of M /y /J ) .  This can be viewed simply by 

acknowledging the fact the the ionization balance in the WC4 winds is very sensitive to 

the wind density, a higher one requiring more high energy photons to recover the apparent 

ionization. My lower tem peratures were somehow a consequence of my a ttem p t a t fitting 

C m  A6740 and A9710, which, nonetheless, all my models under-predicted. The paucity of 

C m  lines and the absence of Hel lines in the optical spectra of these stars, does not justify 

their neglect. The largest discrepancies (once rid of the scaling problem) are in the derived
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chemical enrichment. The fitting quality of Hell A5411 and Civ A5471 does not seem to 

be the prim ary concern of GRAF, overestimating carbon with respect to helium (as seen 

in the case of BrlO), which can also be witnessed with other recombination lines of Hen 

with respect to  Civ (Heii(10-4)4338A versus C lv(6d-5p)4440A  , H eii(8-4)4859A  versus 

C iv(6s—5p)5017A for example). These abundance sensitive lines have to be fitted to much 

better than  a factor two since other strong lines will have more complex line form ation 

processes and often not such a sensitivity on abundance alone. W hereas they find th a t all 

LMC single WC4 stars show enhanced carbon and oxygen abundances, I find instead th a t 

they reveal a  range of values: (3q (fio) is 0.4—0.5 (0.1—0.3) according to them when I find 

a larger range of 0 .24 -0 .4  (0.04-0.2). The differing param eters are a bit m ind-blow ing: 

how can it be th a t models predict such different stars using such similar spectra, including 

common UV datasets?

•  From the fitting quality of the BrlO observations and other WC4 (GRAF; see also 

Grafener 1998), it seems th a t the carbon content determined by these authors is 

not reliable since they do not pay close attention to the subtle sensitivity of weak 

recombination lines of carbon and helium. I have mentioned above the case of carbon 

lines, but it is the same for oxygen lines in the 3000A region. In all spectra, O iv 

307lA is underestim ated compared to Ov 3144A , when Ovi 5290A and O v 5590A 

are all right. Hence, the required quality of the fits to line diagnostics could be the 

origin of the discrepancy in derived surface composition.

•  The atom ic d a ta  used by the model, have been enhanced, with the inclusion of 

individualised high levels. Their using fewer levels could contribute slightly to the 

differences in results, although their model atom  is not so very different from ours. 

The treatm ent of blanketing should not substantially affect lines in the optical very 

much, and should not be a source of divergence between our derived M and surface 

composition. For the analysis presented here, three types of models were used to 

make sure th a t stellar param eters were not model atom dependent.
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I present a comparison between our two sets of results (mine have been scaled to  theirs) 

in Table 6.7. This table also presents a comparison between the ionizing fluxes determined 

in the two analyses. Line—blanketing is included solely in the present work and so it is 

interesting to assess the effect it has on derived stellar luminosities. For all stars, the  values 

found in this work are higher by a factor two compared to GRAF, a ttribu tab le  primarily 

to  the effect of line—blanketing (my slightly lower derived surface tem perature does not 

manage to counteract it; it is also difficult to assess quantitatively the effect of differing 

mass loss rates and surface chemistry). Previous modelling experience has shown th a t  an 

increase of 20 to 50% occurred when going from an un—blanketed to a  line—blanketed 

model atmosphere model, so it is not surprising to  see higher prediction for luminosities 

in my study. Unlike the Galactic Centre stars (Chapter 4), the present study did not 

allow the two treatm ents with a unique model and the comparison of predictions of two 

different complex models is hence not so reliable or enlightening. I show in Figure 6.16 

the difference between the two model flux distributions, the un—blanketed one of GRAF 

and the line—blanketed one for BrlO. The surface tem perature as derived in th is work 

is 17 000K cooler, making the bolometric corrections very different. Though the ionizing 

fluxes from Table 6.7 indicate similar values, Figure 6.16 seems to  show the opposite trend 

(Qo is greater for the line—blanketed model, contrary to w hat we see in Figure 6.16, or 

maybe the flux emitted in the lines compensates for the dip a t 300A ). It is in any 

case very difficult to compare such flux distributions, one including the lines and the  other 

solely the continuum. As can be seen in the figure, the normalization in the v band leads to  

a signifcant shift in flux a t short wavelength, a result of using a distinct set of param eters.

The comparison between these two studies is not particularly enlightening on the  way 

model assumptions influence stellar param eters (line—blanketing, clumping...), bu t rather 

th a t different methods of analysis can have profound consequences on the derived prop

erties cf a star. My study, relying on more sensible absolute m agnitudes and reddenings 

should lead to more reliable stellar param eters, since it corroborates photom etric con

strains. It is because of the huge differences discovered in this sections th a t the present
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study is im portant, affecting considerably the conclusions of GRAF. The new idea of see

ing these LMC WC4 stars as not very chemically evolved calls for a new understanding of 

the “spectroscopic” W C4 stars.
u
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between the model energy distributions for brlO, one kindly given 

by GRAF and the other from the model output of BrlO presented here. Wavelengths are 

in Angstrom s, and energies in e rg s/s/cm 2. Details of stellar param eters for BrlO are given 

in Table 6.7

6 .4 .2  C o m p a r iso n  w ith  s te lla r  e v o lu t io n

Smith & Maeder (1991, hereafter SM) adopted the hypothesis th a t the difference be

tween the W C subtypes was primarily governed by a variable surface abundance ratio, 

(C + 0 )/H e , with an extension to O /C  for WO stars. They studied a sample of Galactic 

W C stars, from WC9 to W C4 and found th a t within the uncertainties, recombination the

ory predicted this chemical enrichment increase with earlier subtype. Their study however 

shows some weaknesses: recombination theory applied to W C 8-9  stars is highly unreli

able, since recombination coefficients for C m  and Cll are inexistent (see Section 5.3) and 

also because it is not known how much neutral helium occupies the outer wind. Combined 

together, their finding th a t WCL stars are poorly enriched does not seem so definite. For
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earlier subtypes, good atom ic d a ta  and highly ionized winds allow a good determination of 

abundances, so their trend for W C 4 -7  should be corroborated by detailed model analyses. 

However, their sample is very limited: it includes for example only one WC4 star. Their 

assum ption th a t WC4 stars are considerably enriched in carbon and oxygen requires th a t 

all of them  are; there cannot be one exception to the rule, w ithout a rethinking of the 

W C4 nature.

Alternatives to th a t point of view have been presented: Crowther et al. (1998) al

ready suggested th a t WO stars could possibly be only an extension of WC stars to higher 

tem peratures, so not invoking any different pattern  in surface abundances. Also, a mere 

reduction in surface mass flux could reshape a WC4 model flux distribution into a WO 

(Crowther, 1999).

SM drew a monotonic increase of chemical enrichment in carbon and oxygen as WC 

reach earlier subtypes. The study presented here of course concludes th a t such is not 

the case. The evolution of WC4 stars is far from advanced, displaying (C + 0 )/H e  ratios 

between 0.2 and 0.42, well below the required range as proposed by SM of 0.7—1.0. This 

implies th a t we cannot understand these stars on these grounds and th a t WC4 stars, at 

least in low metallicity environments, do not appear greatly chemically enriched. This 

poses a problem to stellar evolution as the lower metallicity suggested th a t WC stars in 

such a medium would be entering the WC phase at a much later stage of stellar evolution. 

W hat we are seeing is a degenerate W C subtype th a t encompasses very different stages 

of WC evolution, rejecting the early WC subtype on some other physical mechanism. 

One rem ark must also be made here: on purely statistical grounds, it would be unlikely 

th a t stars being born all over the LMC could lead a t the same time to  these observed 

WC4 stars, their predicted lifetime in this subtype being so short (From Meynet et al. 

1994, a 85M q star on the main sequence will spent after 3.4Myrs only GOOOOyrs in what 

they define as a WC4 type, assuming an enhanced mass loss rate  in the entire post main 

sequence phase). In fact, seeing one would be already quite remarkable.

In Figure 6.17, I present the chemical enrichment in carbon and oxygen (with respect
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to  helium) versus luminosity of LMC WC4 and W O stars. All W C4 stars lie a t  very 

low enrichments, typical of W C6—8 as identified by SM, and Br93 is found a t a high 

(C + 0 )/H e  (of 1.0) and a low luminosity (of ISOOOOLq). It is possible to  find an evolu

tionary track th a t crosses the position of all the LMC W C4 stars. B ut does this mean th a t 

the evolutionary sta tus of these stars corroborates the stellar param eters found for them . 

Agreement will be respected if w hat stellar evolution and quantita tive  analysis lead to  the 

same understanding of what a W C4 is. The stellar evolutionary definition of the W C4 type 

is in fact arbitrary: stellar evolution requires th a t W C stars evolve to  higher enrichments 

and a desire to  see some objects constituting the observed stellar census identified with 

these led to  the belief th a t stars classified WC4 in the LMC were these enriched objects. 

This is backward reasoning: low metallicity environments make stellar models enter the 

W C phase at a much later phase due to the mass loss rate correlation with metallicity. 

Since the LMC is metal poor and W C4 stars so present there, they m ust be identified with 

these enriched stars.

A reconciliation can however be made with stellar evolution: “spectroscopic ” W C4 

stars are not the most enriched W C stars. They owe their properties to  some different 

mechanisms (see Section 6.4.3). “Evolutionary” W C4 stars could be grouped together 

with WO stars as the enriched objects desired by stellar evolution.

The derived luminosities for BrlO and Br50 are very large (630 000L@), but th is falls 

very well together with the fact th a t they are poorly evolved, having had hence very 

little time to shed their outer layers and reduce their mass significantly. This is a  m ajor 

contradiction with the expected effect of a lower metallicity, suggesting th a t it does not 

play a role here. Could it be th a t metallicity acts dom inantly for lower mass s ta r, where 

the mass loss rate is low due to  the weaker radiation field, and th a t in very massive stars, 

the huge radiation field supersedes the effect of metallicity (the mass loss rate  dependence 

on metallicity is the same for all stars, and may be a two regime dependence should 

be included for low and high mass stars, or else a weaker correlation between M and 

metallicity). The most luminous s ta r in our sample, Br43 with 700000L®, is also one of
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the most evolved here, implying th a t this star must have been extremely massive, at least 

the most massive of all LMC WC4 stars.

Present masses can be calculated for the LMC WC4 and WO stars, and compared 

with initial masses as given by coincidence with the relevant evolutionary track. Accord

ing to  Schaerer & Maeder (1992), the luminosities of the programme stars (Table 6.5) 

imply present day masses from 12M® (Br7) to 21M® (BrlO and Br50) and 23M® (Br43). 

Com paring with the evolutionary tracks shown in Figure 6.17, BrlO and Br50 would have 

been extremely massive initially (100M®), and still quite so, consistent with their being 

poorly chemically evolved. Br7 shows also some possible agreement with being of an ini

tial mass around 60M®. However, a discrepancy arises with most evolved stars in our 

sample of WC4s: Br8, Br43 and Br74. These stars fall near the evolutionary track of a 

85M®, but significantly below it, in a region where stellar evolution does not predict any 

lower (60M®) or higher (120M®) mass sta r to go through, except maybe a 40M®: then, 

the present day masses for these stars seem a bit too close to th a t initial value to make 

it plausible (15M® for Br8, 17M® for Br74 and 23M® for Br43), although not impossi

ble. It seems also contradictory to be able to find very luminous WC stars with so little 

carbon enrichment: high mass stars are supposed to evolve even more quickly than  lower 

ones. S tars for which these tracks can be comprehended suggest evolutionary times of few 

million years (3.8 Myrs for Br7, 3 Myrs for BrlO and Br50). For Br93, the initial mass 

predicted would be 120M®, and a present day one of 9M®. However, tracks with initial 

masses between 60M® and 120M® finish in the same region in Figure 6.17, though more 

massive stars will have reached the end point much faster. S tarting from a 120M®, Br93 

would have reached its current s ta te  after 3.03Myrs (considering C /H e of 0.65). Well, it 

is amazing to  think th a t stellar evolution predicts only a time delay of 40 000 yrs or so for 

BrlO and Br50 to  become Br93. A problem arises however: C /H e of 0.65 requires from 

M eynet et al. (1994) a  O /H e of 1.3, a factor 3 - 4  higher than  the present predictions! 

For other WC stars with C /H e below 0.4, the value O /C  is around one quarter. Stellar 

evolution predicts for a  120M® a value of O /C  ranging from 1.5 to 5, clearly incompatible
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with results for Br93.

Finally, it is worth adding one comment: I have used the evolutionary tracks of Meynet 

et al. (1994) for all stellar evolutionary model predictions, th a t assume an enhanced mass 

loss rate in the  entire post—main sequence phase, though stellar wind models now predict 

much lower values with inclusion of clumping. This may then sound erroneous, but normal 

mass loss ra te  assumed, the evolutionary tracks look strongly inappropriate. The recent 

consideration of rotation and its similar effect to  enhanced mass loss on massive star 

evolution would be a fine substitute. This will however enter another free param eter in 

the modelling of W R stars...

6 .4 .3  C o m p a r iso n  b e tw e e n  L M C  W C 4  an d  G a la c t ic  W C E  s ta r s

In this section, I use the stellar param eters determined for W CE stars in C hapter 5 to 

make a comparison with new results for the LMC WC4 stars. The aim is to  point out 

which physical characteristics allow a given W C subtype, since we have seen th a t stellar 

evolution does not occupy strong hold on the spectroscopic classification of W C stars.

Of relevance to  stellar evolution, the luminosities derived for all studied Galactic WC 

and LMC W C4 stars show a clear dichotomy. As seen in Figure 6.17, LMC W C4 stars have 

system atically higher luminosities by a factor two (in a linear scale) than  their galactic 

counterparts, for the same range of chemical enrichment in carbon. The range of values 

found for W C stellar luminosities is consistent with the trend found by Koesterke &; 

Hamann (1995), even with the restricted sample of stars I use: Galactic W C stars have 

derived luminosities in the range 104,7-1 0 5'5. These values are significantly lower than  for 

the LMC W C4 stars for which I find the range 105-4-1 0 5'85.

I present a selection of plots comparing stellar param eters with W C subtypes, such 

as surface mass flux, surface tem perature, wind efficiencies and term inal velocities in 

Figure 6.18. Studies being currently undertaken a t UCL and also published by Howarth 

& Schmutz (1992) showed an increase in surface mass flux towards earlier subtypes, which 

is confirmed here for the Galactic WC stars (including WC5 to  WC9 types). If WC4 stars
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(given WC subtypes are referred to by their number). The top plot shows the surface 

tem perature (in kK) as a function of subtype
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were a continuation of W C5—7 stars, then one would expect to find a further increase for 

these; however, the trend is fractured and WC4 stars show surface mass flux typical of 

Galactic W C7 stars. M etallicity could be responsible for this lower stellar mass loss rate. 

But then, th is dependence should also lead to a longer required time for an LMC massive 

sta r to reach the WC phase and showing therefore higher surface chemical enrichments 

once there; the metallicity seems to be involved but not enough to play an im portant role 

on the entering evolutionary stage of WC type. The wind efficiencies for all WC stars in 

Figure 6.18 show no clear trend: their values fall between 4 and 14. However, as pointed 

out in the past by many authors (Eenens h  Williams (1994), Prinja et al. (1990)), W C 4-5  

stars lie a t much higher term inal velocities than W C7—8 stars. Finally, the top plot shows 

the evolution of surface tem perature for WC stars. W hereas WCL stars are relatively cool 

(70 000K) and T* increases with earlier subtypes, a range of values is found for LMC WC4 

stars, encompassing those derived for Galactic WC stars. This rejects the idea th a t the 

W C classification scheme can be identified as a tem perature sequence.

Hence, the  WC4 subtype seems to be the combined effect of wind physical properties: 

it corresponds to stars with a relatively high surface tem perature (70000-100000K ), a 

low surface mass flux and very high wind terminal velocities.

For example, the similarity between Br7 and WR135 is quite interesting: the former is 

a WC4, the la tte r a WC8 star. Although showing very different ionization in their spectra, 

these two s ta rs  have similar surface mass flux, and wind efficiencies, Br7 is 20 000K hotter 

and possesses a  much faster wind. In this case, these two differences conspire to changing 

the wind ionization balance. Similarly, WR111 and Br8 (WC5 and WC4 respectively) 

share a great many common properties: The same surface tem perature and wind term inal 

velocity, similar chemical enrichments, however, WR111 has a surface mass flux twice as 

high as B r8’s. Again, this is enough a change in wind opacity to explain the presence of 

stronger C m  lines in the WR111 spectrum.

Crowther (1999) suggested th a t one could move from a WCL to a W CE star solely 

by changing the mass loss rate, emphasizing the point th a t for WC stars, the winds
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are so dense th a t they acquire a very im portant influence on the emergent spectrum . 

Alternatively, the wind term inal velocity plays a similar and determ inant role in the opacity 

of the medium. Both elements control the rate  of recombination in the W R wind and 

therefore both  of them  affect greatly the lines used in the W C classification.

To picture the effect of a varying term inal velocity on the emergent spectrum , I show 

the variation seen in a selection of lines in Figure 6.19. The model param eters are identical 

apart from a change in velocity. Steps in Voo were taken every 500 km s_1, from 3000 

km s_1to 1000km s_1, but in the figure, I only show the model predictions for three cases: 

Voo of 3000, 2000 and 1000 km s_1with the same single exponent (3 one law. O ther stellar 

param eters were kept identical (log(L/L@) =  5.17, M =  9.2 x lO -6  M ® yr_1, f =  0.1, 

C /H e=  0.10, O /H e =  0.015, T* =  77300 K). We can note various elements here: most 

lines are affected by this change, though most of them  also conserve the flux em itted within 

them . This means th a t the opacity varies, shifting the em itting volume to  regions where 

the wind velocity is lower or greater (Hell 541lA  , C iv 547lA  for example). Some lines see 

their flux strongly increase as Voo goes down, such as O m  and C m . Particularly interesting 

here is the rising of C m  5696A at low , even though it is used as a  tem perature based 

classification criterion. Classification schemes are often based on a series of ionized lines 

from different degree, as is done for main sequence stars (from O to M stars) and for 

evolved stars like WNs, and it does produce some sensible trend. Stars interm ediate 

between two sta tes require an additional criterion, for example the strength  of Hell 4686A 

to discrim inate between Of and WNL stars. However, we can see here, having in mind 

the results from the neon section, th a t in the case of WC stars, we are facing several 

problems: the winds being so dense, their stratification becomes less correlated to  surface 

tem perature, and seems to  be more sensitive to  the wind opacity, affected through changes 

in term inal velocity, velocity law or mass loss rates. One m ajor collapse is the breaking of 

our understanding of W C stars as an evolutionary pattern  with subtype, which sounded 

a good alternative to a tem perature sequence. We could come up with an aphorism quite 

appropriate for W C stars: ” tell me your wind properties and I will tell you which WC
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sta r you are” .

I show the shift (or the lack of shift) of the emitting volumes for two C m  lines in 

Figure 6.20. We can see th a t at a lower wind terminal velocity, the em itting volume of 

C m  5696A moves outwards, to  regions of the wind where the optical thickness is lower, 

inducing an increase in the observed strength of th a t line, as seen in Figure 6.19. From 

there, a  slight increase in mass loss rate  would make of this W C5—6 star a WC7 or WC8 

star. Similarly, for WO stars, the classification criterion is mostly reliant on a strong Ovi 

A3818 line, which simply by an increase in opacity a t the base of the wind, can be removed 

from the emergent spectrum , hence setting the tem perature param eter as a second order 

influence in this case.

Hence, w hat I have shown here is th a t WC4 stars are stars with high surface tem 

perature, low surface mass flux and high wind term inal velocity. These three factors 

together are responsible for the degenerate spectrum  we see. The LMC does not contain 

any W C 5—9 stars, and we have seen th a t the range of tem peratures of Galactic WC stars 

of W C 5—8 types overlap with those of LMC WC4 stars. One could conclude th a t surface 

tem perature  plays a secondary role for WCs, and th a t the WC4 subtype so ubiquitous in 

the LMC arises from a metallicity effect, providing W C stars with low surface mass flux 

and high wind term inal velocities, a combination only seen in the LMC WC4 stars! Evo

lution of W C stars in the LMC would imply th a t they enter it in the W CE subtype,and 

th a t depending on how low surface mass flux is, this will be WC6, WC5 or WC4. From 

the wide variety of C /H e for LMC WC4 stars, it is clearly possible to see one star evolving 

from low to high C /H e while remaining a WC4, until its value becomes th a t for a W O.

6.5 Conclusions

W hat I deduce from my study brings a new light onto stellar evolution. The single 

W C4 stars do not show any enhancements in carbon or oxygen th a t would place them 

in a situation where they could be understood as the very end point of massive sta r 

evolution, i.e th a t stage th a t precedes the WO and the SN explosion. They show carbon
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enhancements from 0.1—0.3 (C /H e by number), hence overlapping th a t seen for the other 

Galactic W CE stars analysed in the C hapter 5. Their tem perature also overlaps with 

these la tte r stars, so th a t the W C4 spectral type does not arise from a particularly higher 

tem perature, but merely an apparent higher ionization as seen spectroscopically. This is 

the prim ary consequence of a lower wind opacity (due to high wind term inal velocities and 

low surface mass fluxes) which allows highly ionized species to  exist over significant wind 

volumes. W hat I infer from the comparison between LMC and Galactic W C stars is th a t 

metallicity could be the only param eter th a t governs their respective spectral typing. In 

the Galaxy, the higher metallicity content allows stars, for a given range of tem perature, 

to possess wind properties favoring a given ionization domination in the spectrum . In the 

LMC, for the same tem perature range, W C stars have “degenerate” spectral type, in the 

sense th a t is is determined uniquely by their similar wind properties.

Thus, W C4 stars as understood by qualitative (Sp) and quantitative (model) analyses 

do not share any of the properties assigned by evolutionary models. One m ust however be 

cautious here. As shown in Figure 6.3, a Galactic sample of all WC spectral types seems 

to follow a trend of higher carbon enrichment towards earlier subtypes, though exceptions 

to th a t rule exist (W R146). In the LMC, the metallicity supersedes this pa ttern , so th a t 

no m atter the evolutionary stage of a WC star, its spectrum  will look like a WC4. One 

predicted phenomenon by evolutionary models, though for different reasons, is however 

confirmed. T h a t in low metallicity environments, much less W C variety should be ob

served. T h a t is not because WC4 stars enter this type when they reach very advanced 

stage of stellar evolution, but merely th a t their consequent wind properties only allow 

them to have th a t spectral type. In any case, w hat we define as a W C4 and distinguish 

it from later W CE is the presence of Ov 5595A and Ovi 3818A (whose modelled strength 

can for both be propped up by lowering the mass loss rate  or wind term inal velocity), and 

absence of C m  5696A . Hence, ju st by changing the wind opacity, one can make a W C4 or 

a WC8, w ithout changing either the C /H e or the tem perature. In other words, this kills 

both the way we understand spectral typing and stellar evolution for W CE stars.
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W hat I propose is th a t W CE spectral typing is conditioned merely by wind properties, 

and th a t stars with considerable enhancements of carbon and oxygen, as predicted by 

evolutionary models, have not yet been observed (this does not apply to the WO star). 

This finding corroborates the fact th a t the later stages of massive star evolution become 

increasingly short, and so th a t earlier subtypes should be far less seen than others.

Considering the WO sta r Br93, I do find th a t it shows considerable enhancement in 

carbon and oxygen compared to W C4 stars and any W CE star studied in the present 

thesis. In fact, an agreement would be possible with stellar evolutionary models if they 

predicted a scaled down enrichment for the late stages of massive star evolution. WC4 

stars as understood by evolutionary expectations would correspond to what we, spectro

scopic analysts, call W O stars. The remaining discrepancy would be th a t we do not see 

massive stars in low metallicity environments entering the WC phase at a more advanced 

stage in nuclear evolution, which seems to contradict the acting lower metallicity in our 

understanding of their spectral type. Another th a t would need to be addressed is the O /C  

during the W C phase: for low values of C /H e, the increase is so sudden th a t O /C  cannot 

be known reliably, but for high values of C /H e, our derived O /C  is lower than stellar 

evolutionary predictions by a factor 4.
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Chapter 7

Study of M33 W olf-Rayet stars

The present thesis has shown th a t massive stars which are born in different environments 

show distinct intrinsic properties, generally attribu tab le  to  differences in metallicity. Pre

viously, the effect of metallicity had been unveiled through the biased stellar census con

structed  for the Local Group (hereafter LG) galaxies with a variable m etal content. Of 

particular relevance were the following ratios: W R /R SG  (RSG stands for Red Super

giants), W R /O  (O comprises main sequence massive stars), BSG /RSG  (BSG is the blue 

equivalent of RSG), W C /W N  and finally W CE/W CL. All these ratios are expected to 

depend primarily on metallicity (Smith 1988 , Massey & Johnson (1998) (hereafter M J). 

They have been calculated for a range of environments (OB associations and field stars 

in the MW G, the MCs, M33, M31, NGC6822, IC1613). If one assumes th a t the  IMF 

shows a universal slope (for this sample), then metallicity is the only mechanism th a t can 

compensate the otherwise low mass loss ra te  of low initial mass objects (or luminosity). 

Higher metallicities will help to remove outer H-layers from the star, leading to WN and 

WC sta tu s for sufficiently high initial mass stars. Lower m etal content may mean th a t 

lower mass stars can only access the RSG phase.

In the 1980s, a selection of five LG galaxies, M 33, M 31, NGC6822, IC 1613 and more 

recently IC 10, became the focus of much attention, in surveys for emission line objects. 

Two different techniques were used to carry out the discrimination between “flat” and
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emission lined continuum spectra, optimized for the search of W R stars. These use narrow 

band imagery with an interference filter centered at 4670A on the strongest W R feature 

in the optical, overlapping CIII(4650A)-CIV(4659A) in WC, NIII(4640A) in WN, and 

HeII(4686A) in both WN and W C stars. This is then compared to an off filter th a t 

probes the nearby line free continuum, or with a broad band filter centered on the same 

wavelength. Emission line objects are spotted by their being brighter on the narrow band 

filter. The first method suffers the frequent detection of stars with extremely red spectra, 

and hence requires follow-up spectroscopy for definite W R detection.

M33 was the first of the LG galaxies beyond the MCs to  be searched for W R stars 

(Wray & Corso 1972, Conti &; Massey 1981). It revealed few candidates, usually lying in 

the bright crowded fields of G iant H II regions (NGC588, 592, 595 and 604). The derived 

stupendous luminosity of these stars clearly suggested th a t they were in fact composite 

objects, as was first believed for the kernel of 30 Doradus, R 136a, as well as for NGC 3603, 

i.e HD 97950, in the MW G (the spatial resolution required to discriminate between the 

different components is only achieved by the Hubble Space Telescope, and such super- 

luminous stars were only resolved into individual stars subsequently to its use (Campbell 

et al. 1992, Drissen et al. 1995)). Also, early surveys were sufficiently sensitive to detect 

only the strongest lined stars, i.e those WN stars in Giant Hli regions and early WC 

stars. As tim e proceded, the sensitivity and spatial resolution of intrum ents became more 

appropriate for such studies and the W R census in these LG galaxies more complete. An 

indicative W R subtype was assigned to all objects, indicating a decreasing trend in the 

W C /W N  ratio  with increasing galactocentric radius, suggesting a dependence of this ratio  

on either metallicity or a  biased IMF. A similar pattern  occurred for M 31 and NGC 6822 

surveys, which were first searched for W R stars by Moffat & Shara (1983). Moffat & 

Shara (1987) discovered a more complete census which revealed a lot more candidates in 

M31 while none were found in NGC6822. The original trend found was corroborated, i.e 

th a t M31 is significantly less active in s ta r formation than the MWG, th a t W R presence 

is most likely in a ring lying about lOkpc away from the center of the galaxy, and th a t
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W R stars of earlier subtypes are found further out. Interestingly enough, this matches 

the previous findings for M 33, although clearly M 31 does not benefit from being the most 

massive LG galaxy to have a large sta r formation rate  (maybe due to it being of Sb type, 

a galaxy with ill defined arms). A concom itant survey by Massey et al. (1986) focused on 

the massive sta r content of M 31 OB associations, discovering a large number of W Rs and 

a trend in the W C /W N  ratio similar to  th a t of the Solar Neighbourhood.
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Figure 7.1: Correlation between the W C /W N  ratio and the environmental metallicity. 

The only exception to the clear trend is ICIO, a galaxy undergoing a starburst

Spectroscopic da ta  of observed candidates were obtained to  confirm the W R sta tu s and 

sometimes obtain subtypes within the WN and W C classes for all regions studied, allowing 

studies of the main emission lines to  be carried out. M easurements of the EW  (probe of 

the wind density) and FW HM  (probe of the wind expansion velocity) of Hell 4686A 

for WN stars and CIII-CIV 4650A-HeII 4686A for WC stars showed a correlation with 

galactocentric distance (equivalent to  a metallicity dependence). Observationaly, the loci 

of all measurem ents in the FW HM -EW  for the stars studied covers a region shaped like 

a hockey stick, as first put by Massey et al. (1987). One observes th a t broader lined 

stars have stronger lines as well, increasing from late to early subtypes both in WN and 

W C stars. Stars th a t fail folowing this ’’law” were associated with binaries (as identified
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Table 7.1: W C /W N  number ratio for a selection of LG galaxies. D ata are from Massey 

& A rm androff (1995), except for M33 (MJ98). References to the galactic metallicities are 

given in the last column

Galaxy W R W C/W N 12 +  log(0 /H ) Ref

ICIO 15 2.0 8.2 Lequeux et al. 1979

M W G (d<3kpc) 64 0.9 8.7 Shaver et al. 1983

LMC 108 0.2 8.4 Russell & D opita 1990

SMC 8 0.1 8.1 Russell & D opita 1990

IC1613 1 (1 WO) 7.85 Talent 1980

NGC6822 4 0.0 8.3 Pagel et al. 1980

M33 (p <0.1) 30 0.8 8.9 Vilchez et al. 1988

M33 (0.1< p <0.4) 48 0.6 8.6 Vilchez et al. 1988

M33 (p >0.4) 19 0.3 8.4 Vilchez et al. 1988

M31 27 0.8 9.0 Balir & Kirshner 1985
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in the SMC), since the EW measurement is then affected by the continuum  contribution 

from the companion. However, no dichotomy is found amongst LG galaxies, suggesting 

th a t W R wind properties are similar in these diverse environments. These surveys also 

reveal th a t the MWG is the only galaxy of the LG th a t possesses WCL stars, rejecting 

the metallicity as the culprit, since its core has a lower Z than  M 31’s (there cannot be a 

selection effect since WN stars with weaker lines than WCL have been detected).

I summ arise the most im portant correlations and also the present census of W R stars in 

the studied LG galaxies in Figure 7.1 whose da ta  content is also presented with references 

in Table 7.1. A part from ICIO, which is undergoing a starburst, all LG samples show a 

higher W C /W N  ratio for higher metal contents. The stellar census can give a global view of 

stellar evolution over a large number of stars, but are the param eters influencing the global 

census also observable in the intrinsic properties of these extragalactic W R stars. Although 

a lot of work has been done on these qualitative studies, large quantitative studies have 

never been carried out on extragalactic W C stars. The stellar census seems to  be affected 

by metallicity, but how do the intrinsic stellar properties vary within a particular subtype. 

For this type of work, M33 seems to  be the ideal candidate: it is relatively close (840 Kpc, 

M adore &; Feedm anl991), face on, with only m oderate extinction. It also possesses a  large 

abundance gradient, which runs from 2Z q in the core (typical of the MW G GC region!) 

to OAZq in the outer regions (typical of the LMC!), allowing a thorough analysis of the 

effect of m etals on wind properties and massive stellar evolution.

The advent of high-technology equipment allows now the observations of these stars 

with multi-fibres apparati. Especially, AUTOFIB2 mounted on the W H T 4m telescope is 

ideal an intrum ent for such a work on M33. To further study these galaxies, we received a 

3-night allocation on W HT +  AUTOFIB2 to gather optical spectroscopic d a ta  of a large 

sample of W R stars in M 33 and M 31. The aim was to conduct a detailed quantitative 

analysis of all objects observed, possible with a signal to  noise ratio  of about 40. Stars 

were selected from the Massey catalogue of extragalactic W Rs (MJ98): only the brighter 

were chosen to  ensure feasibility, and so th a t the complete sample would contrain objects
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at different galactocentric distances, to probe the potential effect of metallicity on their 

evolution. However, due to high dust atmospheric content, M31 observations could not 

be carried out, and in the remainder of this chapter, I will focus on M33 objects.

The technical feasibility of our time allocated project turned out to be poor. The signal 

we obtained from these stars was rather low (S/N ~20), due to the poor fibre throughputs. 

Also, in order to  ensure a  proper sky subtraction, each field had to be corrected by a 

mean sky which took the equivalent of three object exposures. Thus, a lot of time was 

spent looking a t the background sky, not the programme stars. Although no quantitative 

analysis of these stars could be done, this data  represents the best observations of about 

70 W R sta rs  in M 33 yet obtained.

I will present in the  next sections the instrum ent we used for the observations, as 

well as the d a ta  reduction steps followed. I will discuss the resulting spectral information, 

affecting spectral types and correlations between wind velocity and density for theses stars.

7.1 Observations and data reduction procedure

7 .1 .1  O b s e r v a t io n s

Three allocated nights on the 4.2m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) a t the observatorio 

del Roque de los Muchachos on La Palma allowed observations of M33 W R stars to be 

carried out using the multi fibre instrum ent AUTOFIB2. High efficiency fibres, positioned 

on the extended focal plane of the telescope, were used to gather optical spectroscopic 

information from many stars simultaneously. The only constraints on the stellar sample 

were to respect a minimum separation of 20” between fibres and the limited extent of the 

region covered (40’). The positioning accuracy of the fibres is 0.4” , which together with 

the excellent coordinates from MJ98, led to a very high success in object d a ta  acquisition. 

The light going through the fibres reaches the spectrograph box, where they are aligned 

ju st a t its entry  point. Dispersion perpendicular to the axis of the slit follows, allowing the 

light to  fall on the detector in a series of rows (the basic recorded information takes the
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form of an echelle spectrograph, except th a t here each row corresponds to a different star 

bu t probes the  same wavelength range). A 600B grating was used together with a TEK  

CCD to obtain a spectral coverage from 3700-6300A with 3.2A per pixel (corresponding 

to  a resolution of 10 A). Also, two different configurations were created, allowing da ta  

collection from about 70 W R stars (only 47 spectra were usable). A preference was given to 

W C stars, because of our low spectral resolution, and th a t the discovery of W C properties 

was of greater priority than W N ’s. Fibre configurations included the positions for guide 

sta rs  (chosen from M33 scans with V m agnitude brighter than 16) and sky locations within 

the observed field (at proximity to the object fibre locations). The efficiency of each fibre 

was determined after observation of a sky patch devoted of any large em itting object. By 

comparing the ou tpu t from the fibres through the observation of a similar em itting area 

of the sky, a throughput factor was associated to each and every fibre. After reflection, 

I believe th a t  the sky observation was not so necessary since no flux calibrated d a ta  was 

needed. M any hours were spent observing the sky for the sole purpose of being sure 

th a t the sky fibres would apply the appropriate correction to the object fibres for sky 

contam ination.

Several series of 40 minutes exposures were taken, using one of the  two M33 config

urations, alternating with sky observations. At the end of the run, for each sta r (except 

for very few th a t overlapped between the two configurations), I had a set of 6 X 40 min 

exposures. This translated into a S/N  of about 20, but somewhat below expectations and 

requirem ents for a proper quantitative spectroscopic analysis.

7 .1 .2  D a t a  r e d u c t io n  p r o c e d u r e

The da ta  consisted of about 70 rows of da ta  aligned on the CCD. Some corresponded to 

objects, others to  sky regions. A bout 10 fibres were used for guiding. The information 

about the fibre s ta tus (O BJEC T or SKY, coordinate, configuration, exposure time...) 

for each of them was recorded in the header of the file containing the pixel counts. A 

huge problem faced during the first night of our observing run, was the lack of running
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Figure 7.2: Plot of the two best quality spectra out of our sample of M33 W R stars, 

presented rectified , of UIT343 (WN6-7) (upper panel), and MCA1 (WC4). I show the 

lines identified, both of nebular and stellar origin
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software on AUTOFIB, preventing any header information to  be recorded, (instead, I 

had to recourse to headers obtained during the second night of observations). Using 

the raw d a ta  in the FITS form at, I used the W YFFOS package, which runs the RGO 

package within IRAF (J.R . Lewis, Sept 1996). The package is an updated version of the 

D O -F IB E R S ’ which runs also on IRAF. For each configuration, bias, flat and arc frames 

were obtained. After compressing the huge headers, bias and flat corrections were done 

within IRAF interactively, to check the consistency of the fits to the bias and flat signal 

levels. A perture were then set, as well as background regions for subsequent scattered 

light correction. Observations of sky patches were then used to  determine the th roughput 

of each and every fibre. Optimal extraction followed, with allowance for the slant in d a ta  

positioning along the dispersion axis. Comparison with extracted observations of CuAr 

arc lamps calibrated our object observations in wavelength. Practically, this is done by 

carrying out the wavelength observation of one row on the arc frame, and letting W YFFOS 

applying it to other rows (usually, a slight shift of a fraction of a pixel was applied). Finally, 

the sky fibres were used to sky sub trac t the object rows. The whole process, once set up to  

work (which took about a week), would take for one object fram e about one hour, which 

is very good considering the massive am ount of work done.

I show in Figure 7.2 the spectra of a WN and a W C star obtained during the observing 

run (spectra can be provided upon request, but due to their low quality, are not shown 

here). Far from being representative, they are the two best observations gathered, sadly 

not much better than observations carried out ten years ago by Schild et al. (1990).

7.2 Spectral characteristics

7 .2 .1  W R  s u b ty p e s

The spectroscopic observations of W R stars in M33 obtained during our observing run 

contain valuable information. A lot of the spectral types known to date  are very uncertain 

due to the poor signal received from the objects. The classification criteria, either those
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of Crowther et al. (1998) or Smith et al. (1990) rely on lines th a t are often very weak 

in WC stars, making the discrimination amongst early types difficult to assess. For WN 

stars, it is a bit more clear since the set of N i i i - i v - v  lines combined to helium lead to  non- 

equivocal strength (Smith et al. 1996). However, here, I had difficulty using Hel 5875A 

since both nebular and wind feature blend together and making the wind line strength  

hard to  measure. Since Hel 5875A is used as a primary diagnostics for WN classification by 

Smith, I relied instead on the exclusive nitrogen classification of Hiltner & Schild (1968) 

to determine spectral types of WN programme stars. Table 7.2 provides a list of the 

programme stars, their galactocentric radius, normalised to the Holmberg radius of 25’, 

which corresponds to a distance in the plane from the nucleus of 6.13kpc, their spectral 

type as given in MJ98 (see references there for the origin of their spectral typing), and 

finally in the final column, the spectral type imposed by the present observations and the 

classification scheme of Hiltner &; Schild (1968), Smith et al. (1990) and Crowther et al. 

(1998).

Table 7.2: Wolf-Rayet Stars in M33

S tara 2000 Spectral Type

RA Dec P C T Type Ref.1' This work

MCA1 01 32 37.59 +30 40 04.2 1.11 WC (1) WC4

M CI 01 32 40.73 +30 24 54.5 1.01 20.9:: WNE (5) WN4-5

MC5 01 32 56.80 +30 27 24.8 0.79 21.5:: WN (1) WNL

MC6 01 32 57.87 +30 35 49.9 0.74 19.5 WC4-5 (2),(8) W C4

MC11 01 33 03.68 +30 23 26.4 0.80 19.4: WC (1) WN3-4

MC13 01 33 05.64 +30 28 57.5 0.67 20.6 W NE (5) W NE

MC16 01 33 08.52 +30 28 05.5 0.65 20.5 W NE (5) W NE

MC18 01 33 12.91 +30 44 59.1 0.69 21.8: WN (1) WN

MC19 01 33 14.99 +30 39 07.0 0.52 19.9: W CE (1) WC5

continued. on next page
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Table 7.2: Wolf-Rayet Stars in M33

S ta ra 2000

P C T

Spectral Type

RA Dec Type Ref.6 This work

MC20 01 33 15.28 +30 45 03.3 0.66 17.8: W N 3-W N /C E (4),(8) W N /C E

MC23 01 33 15.78 +30 56 44.9 1.08 16.7 W N 4.5+neb (4) W N5

MC22 01 33 16.14 +30 47 52.1 0.74 21.7:: W C (1) WC4

MC24 01 33 18.45 +30 26 58.1 0.60 19.1: WC4-5 (2) WC5

AM I 01 33 26.64 +30 40 40.5 0.38 21.8 WC5-6 (5) WC6

AM2 01 33 32.61 +30 41 27.4 0.30 19.0 WNL (5) WN8

AM5 01 33 33.28 +30 41 29.8 0.30 19.7 W C (5) WC6

MC35 01 33 38.16 +30 31 12.6 0.36 21.0 W C (10) WC6

AM9 01 33 40.05 +30 42 38.8 0.24 20.0 WC4-5 (5) W C5

MC42 01 33 40.16 +30 31 34.5 0.34 19.7 WC4-5 (5) WC4-5

MC40 01 33 40.18 +30 35 51.8 0.19 19.1 W C (10) WC5

AM13 01 33 41.81 +30 41 55.0 0.19 20.6 WC6-7 (5) WC6-7

M J-C4 01 33 43.19 +30 39 00.5 0.10 18.6 W C (9) WC5

ob66-25 01 33 44.65 +30 44 36.8 0.26 18.4 WN8 (6),(9) WN8

MC47 01 33 46.54 +30 37 00.3 0.12 20.9 W C (10) WC5

MC48 01 33 46.77 +30 33 34.4 0.27 20.1 W N /C E (2),(8) W N /C

MC49 01 33 47.14 +30 37 02.5 0.12 21.0 W C (10) WC5-6

MC53 01 33 50.18 +30 41 35.1 0.08 19.1: WC4-5 (2),(8) WC4-5

MC54 01 33 51.27 +30 38 11.7 0.08 18.5 W CE (9),(10) WC7

MC55 01 33 51.82 +30 33 28.3 0.30 21.1 W C (5) WC6-7

MC56 01 33 51.99 +30 40 23.5 0.03 21.4 W C (10) W CE

MC50 01 33 52.69 +30 39 07.3 0.06 21.4 W NE (9) W NE

MC59 01 33 53.21 +30 44 13.6 0.19 20.4 W C (1) WC5

continued on next page
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Table 7.2: Wolf-Rayet Stars in M33

Stara 2000

P C T

Spectral Type

RA Dec Type Ref.6 This work

AM16 01 33 56.21 +30 32 41.5 0.37 21.3 WC (5) WC5

AM17 01 33 56.36 +30 34 55.5 0.27 20.9 WC (5) WC5-6

MJ-X19 01 34 01.29 +30 40 04.3 0.16 17.9 WCL (9) WC6-7

MJ-X9 01 34 01.74 +30 36 19.8 0.27 19.0 WNL? (9) W CE

UIT303 01 34 06.78 +30 47 27.1 0.34 17.1 W N7+neb (4) W N6-7+neb

MC68 01 34 09.09 +30 39 06.8 0.30 WC (5) W CE

MC70 01 34 16.28 +30 36 46.8 0.46 19.1: WC (5) WC5

UIT343 01 34 16.35 +30 37 12.5 0.45 18.3 WN7 (4) WN6-7

MC71 01 34 17.12 +30 32 51.7 0.60 19.7: WC4-5 (2) WC4-5

MC74 01 34 32.43 +30 46 58.8 0.59 15.8: WC (1) WC5

MCA16 01 34 40.39 +30 43 21.8 0.71 19.2 WN (1) WN4-5

MC77 01 34 44.59 +30 44 45.0 0.76 WC (1) WC5

MC78 01 34 58.90 +30 41 29.1 1.01 21.3 WC4 (2) WC4

MC79 01 35 05.38 +30 41 14.9 1.11 19.1 WC4-5 (2) WC4-5

MJ-X24 01 34 01.91 +30 38 19.0 0.21 17.5 Cand WN (9) WN8-9

Notes:

a: S tar identifications are A M =A rm androff k  Massey 1985; MC=Massey&; Conti 1983; 

M CA=M assey, Conti, k  Arm androff 1987; ”ob”=M assey et al. 1995a; UIT=M assey et 

al. 1996

6: Spectral type references 1-MCA87; 2—Willis et al. 1992; 3-Sm ith et al. 1995; 4-M assey 

et al. 1996; 5-AM 91; 6-M assey et al. 1995a; 7-Conti k  Massey 1981; 8—Schild et al. 

1990; 9-M J98; 10-Massey k  Conti 1983
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For all bu t 14 stars, these observations allow greater reliability for the W R spectral 

typing. For 13 stars, I was unable to  improve on previous authors, and in two cases, my 

findings seem to contradict Massey et a l’s spectral type: MC11 goes from WC to WN3-4 

and M.J-X9 from a possible WNL becomes a W CE. Note th a t AUTOFIB allocates stars 

to each fibre in an autom ated m anner so th a t no finding chart can corroborate the result 

of each pointed fibre. However, observations were reproducible from one night to  the next, 

with identical or new configurations.

The improvement on spectral typing for the programme stars, managing to discrimi

nate between stars within the W CE status, can show more relevant trends since no WC8-9 

stars has ever been seen there. Table 7.3 shows th a t for a distribution heavily biased to

wards earlier subtypes, regions of high metallicity contain no W C4 or WC5 stars, which 

a t p > 0.4 are the only W C stars present. I confirm th a t none of the observed stars are 

of WO type, a reliable result since the wavelength setting covered the Ovi 3818A region, 

a definite signature of a WO sta tus (Smith & Maeder 1991 allegedly assessed WO sta tus 

to some of WC4 M33 stars, but they lacked the crucial Ovi 3818A region). The LMC 

and the outer region of M33 seem to show the same populations of WC stars, though no 

WO sta r has yet been discovered in M33 (in previous studies or in this one). One WC7 

star has been found in our sample, and it lies in the central part of M33 (MJ98) did not 

find a single WC star with a spectral type later than WC6-7, and the present WC7 sta r 

was assigned a W CE sta tus in their survey (MC54)). It would be extremely interesting 

to lead a quantitative analysis of the outer WC4-5 stars in M33 and compare with stellar 

param eters determined in C hapter 6 for the LMC WC4 stars: do they also show a range 

of surface chemical enrichments, and a tendency to possess very high stellar luminosities?

Also of great interest would be to  study the W R stars th a t occupy the central region of 

M33: its metallicity is similar to  th a t of the M W G GC, though th a t region is so obscured 

th a t very little information can be gathered compared to w hat could be studied in the inner 

part of M33: its low reddening towards our line of sight would allow to study population III 

massive stars, something th a t has never been done quantitatively. The wind properties of
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Table 7.3: W C subtype distribution: average over all galactocentric radii (p), then as a 

function of p (< 0.1, > 0.1 and < 0.4, and > 0.4), WC stars for which uncertainty between 

two subtypes occured where taken as the average of the two (WC4-5 becomes WC4.5 for 

example). W CE are entered in the column of WC5 since they do not show any significant 

C m  5696A nor Ov 5590A, th a t is the subtype they are most likely to be confused with. 

Metallicities for different M33 regions are from Vilchez et al. (1988)

Region 12 +  log(0 /H ) WC subtype

4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7

Global 4 4 15 2 3 3 1

P < o .i 8.9 0 0 2 0 0 0 1

0.1< p< 0.4 8.6 0 1 7 2 3 3 0

P > 0.4 8.4 4 3 6 0 0 0 0

WC stars as revealed by the UV spectrum  could also be studied differentially, for objects 

lying over a range of galactocentric radii. In fact, M33, due to its low reddening, would 

allow us to understand the overall MWG stellar population.

7 .2 .1 .1  In te r e s t in g  o b je c ts

•  MC20: This star shows a spectrum best classified as a W N /C E  star. It reveals the 

presence of strong Hen 4686 (the presence of a  Cm  or Civ line in the blend does not 

seem likely, since the line is really centered on 4686A) and Hell 5411 A, with a strong 

Civ 5808A. Nitrogen lines do not appear present but tha t could just be a problem 

due to  the poor signal quality. This star could not be simply a WCE star, as it does 

not show any emission in Ov 5590A, or C m  5696A or even Ovi 3818A. The complete 

absence of Civ 547 lA  suggests th a t this s ta r does not contain any significant carbon 

a t its surface, compatible with its being an interm ediate star betwen WN and WC
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between two W N /C E  optical spectra: the solid line corresponds 

to  the AUTOFIB2 observations of MC20, and the dotted line to  th a t of Br29 (AAT) 

(courtesy of Crowther)
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between the 5400A regions for the best observations of M33 WC 

stars, revealing the insufficient signal quality for proper quantitative analysis. Spectral 

regions contam inated by nebular emission have been snipped
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spectral type (I do not address the possible binary sta tus of this star since I cannot 

observe any absorption line in the spectrum of MC20). The most striking feature not 

yet mentioned is its great wind velocity, compared to  other known W N /C E  stars. 

The two Hell lines, and especially Civ 5808A appear much wider than in Br29, the 

broadest line LMC W N /C E  star known (a comparison between the two spectra is 

shown in Figure 7.3). The FW HM  of Civ 5808A gives a value of 4000 km s- 1 , a 

width seen only in the fastest expanding W CE stars! Our observations, although of 

be tte r quality than th a t of Schild et al. (1990) (our observations confirm theirs, only 

the signal is of be tter quality, so th a t one has confidence th a t the sky subtraction 

was satisfactory), are still inferior in quality to  the requirements of quantitative 

analysis, but future observations could be the source interesting comparisons with 

studies of W N /C E  properties of Galactic and LMC objects (see Conti &; Massey 

1989, Crowther et al. 1995).

•  In our sample of stars, only four (MC79, MC6, MCA1, MC22) spectra show sufficient 

quality to  reveal emission in Hcii541lA and Civ 5471 A, plus Ovi 5290A and Ov 

5590A. I show in Figure 7.4 the region of Heii-ClV useful for C /H e determ inations, 

revealing the difficulty with even the best observations to determine any reliable 

surface enrichment for the M33 WC stars.

7.2.2 W in d  properties

The implications of the cumulative findings of W R stars in extragalactic environments has 

led to the  following conclusions: for all Local Group galaxies except IClO, the quantity 

W C /W N  is an increasing function of metallicity. The higher the metallicity, the lower 

the required initial mass for the star to become a WC star instead of halting its evolution 

a t the W N phase (see Figure 7.1). Also, it was found th a t the measured wind velocity 

(from the FW HM  of 4650 blend) was correlated to the wind density (as measured from 

the equivalent width of the same line). Moreover, stars of a given subtype tend to have 

denser and faster winds when they lie in a metal rich region. This trend is for example seen
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when one compares W R stars in the MWG and the LMC, is also reproduced according to 

MJ98 when applied to  the inner and outer parts of M33. I used the ELF fitting routine 

within DIPSO to measure the 4650 blend characteristics. The result is plotted both for 

WC and WN stars in Figure 7.5, and displayed in Table 7.4 and in Table 7.5. W hereas a 

clear trend is observable for WN stars, none can be noticed for the WCs. This is a very 

conclusive point since the sample of WC stars I observed comprises 75% (31 out of 43) of 

M J98’s sample.
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Figure 7.5: Plot of the correlation between the FW HM  (A) of the 4650 blend with its 

equivalent width for the M33 W C stars (upper panel) and WN stars (lower panel). A 

distinction is made between the inner and outer regions, choosing the divide a t a galacto

centric distance p of 0.6 (normalized to a Holmberg radius of 6.13kpc). Hence, this splits 

regions of differing metallicity. MC20 is included in both panels, showing the fastest wind 

of all W N stars, but a typical one for WCs. In the upper panel, I have also included the 

delimited regions where M J98’s points fall, for inner W Cs (dashed-dotted line) and outer 

WCs (dotted line)
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Table 7.4: M easurements of the Hell A4686 line FWHM and 

equivalent width in A for the WN programme stars

S tara Hen A4686 

FW HM  (A ) W A (A )

MCA16 29.5 43.9

MC13 32.9 391.0

MC23 34.3 16.5

M C ll 32.0 28.2

MC5 25.8 26.0

MC16 20.5 79.7

MC18 31.0 304.7

MC13 30.4 391.0

MC20 70.8 154.0

MJ-X24 15.0 7.5

MC50 33.7 18.3

UIT303 19.6 7.7

OB66-25 17.0 3.6

AM2 25.1 80.3

UIT343 24.3 56.3
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Table 7.5: M easurements of the H ell-Cm -ClvA 4650 and Civ 

A5808 lines FW HM  and equivalent width (W A) in A for the 

W C programme stars

S tara Hell-ClII--CivA4650 Civ A5808

FW HM  (A ) W A (A ) FW HM  (A ) W a ( A )

MC78 76 98.7 80.0 209.0

MC71 56.9 35.7 51.0 20.8

MC20 70.8 154.0 100.5 196.2

MC6 83.5 78.6 91.1 369.5

M CI 37.4 816.8 79.7 169.0

MC24 55.7 172.0 36.4 235.0

MC22 68.3 68.5 66.5 122.0

MCA1 74.8 232.4 72.2 483.0

MC79 71.4 633.0 69.0 1379.0

MC77 51.8 585.0 42.0 728.0

MC49 54.0 60.2 48.6 25.1

MC35 49.2 121.0 37.9 70.1

AM16 61.3 201.0 48.5 102.0

MC48 60.0 54.9 73.0 41.2

AM17 59.5 99.0 57.4 54.4

AM9 59.6 122.8 53.9 72.7

MC40 74.2 37.0 57.1 27.5

AM 13 43.8 118.0 38.6 40.8

MC42 71.3 210.0 72.3 113.8

MC47 52.5 80.6 44.7 51.2

MC55 43.9 80.3 43.0 52.1

continued on next page
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Stara Heii-Cm --CivA4650 Civ A5808

FW HM  (A ) W A (A ) FW HM  (A ) W A (A )

MC59 84.9 219.8 50.9 162.6

AM5 61.1 114.6 53.6 70.7

MC19 63.5 101.7 62.6 71.6

MJ-X9 85.0 65.9 66.4 66.1

MJ-X19 55.4 30.4 50.3 17.8

MC74 84.6 47.1 82.7 48.3

MC56 65.5 27.5 62.2 24.1

MC70 67.0 320.2 37.8 208.8

MC68 84.9 133.0 44.3 38.4

The da ta  presented here is of better quality than ever obtained before, which could 

suggest th a t the relation found for WC stars by MJ98 could simply be erroneous (one 

down point for my dataset is the possible inproper sky subtraction, influencing the EW  

determ iantion through an incorrect continuum flux level).

7.3 Conclusions and future work

I have shown presented spectroscopy of a large sample of M33 W R stars, obtained with 

AUTOFIB2 on WHT (Canaries). Though of insuficient quality to enable a detailed quan

titative  analysis, this work has provided a more reliable determination of spectral subtypes 

for a m ajority of candidates. Hence, I can conclude th a t no WO star is present in the set 

of stars chosen for observation here. Neither can we see any later WC subtype than W C7, 

a  feature already noted by previous authors. WC4-5 stars are present, but dom inate in 

the  outer parts of M33, in regions where the metallicity is similar to th a t of the LMC. It is 

therefore very interesting to note th a t the W C census is comparable in these environm ents. 

The alledged dependence of wind velocity with wind density is partially observed for our 

sample of WN stars, but no trend is found for WC stars. They encompass similar wind
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densities, bu t with an uncorrelated wind velocity.

Future work could follow different routes:

• A similar survey using large 8m telescopes would provide high quality optical spec

troscopic d a ta  to perm it a quantitative analysis of these stars. A selection of objects 

at different galactocentric radii would be a good alternative to  the  observation of the 

entire W R  population, as differential properties of W C stars could be drawn. Addi

tional studies in the UV would provide a determ ination of the heavy metal content 

of M33, and an insight on the wind properties of M33 objects.

•  Although p a rt of the original proposal, IC10 was not observed during our observ

ing run a t W HT. This galaxy, undergoing a very high sta r form ation rate, contains 

about tw enty W R stars (W C /W N ~2), but being significantly reddened, the m agni

tudes of the W R stars was ju st too low for the capabilities of W HT-AU TOFIB2. It 

would however be extremely interesting to  study these stars in such a low metallicity 

environments.
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Summary and Future Work

So, we have now reached the final part of this thesis, where I am going to  present a 

sum m ary of the main results derived. W ith the advent of larger telescopes and better 

quality observations, some of the subjects treated  here would gain in reliability and /o r 

precision.

•  In C hapter 3, I presented a quantitative analyses of Wolf-Rayet stars in the cores of 

two giant H II regions -  HD 97950 in NGC3603 and R136a in 30 Doradus -  based 

on archive H S T  spectroscopy. I confirmed previous W N 6h+abs classifications for 

components A l, B and C in HD 97950, while classifications for R 136al-3  were revised 

from 0 3  If*/W N6 to WN5h. From detailed non-LTE analyses, I found all Wolf-Rayet 

stars exhibit products of CNO-processed m aterial at their surface since they are rich 

in both helium (H /H e^3 -6 , by number) and nitrogen (N/HewO.002-0.006). Their 

luminosities, log (L /L® )=6.0-6.3, are amongst the highest known for Wolf-Rayet 

stars. Consequently they are very massive stars (Mjnit>100M®) a t a  relatively young 

age (~ 2M yr), reminiscent of the late WN stars in the Carina Nebula.

I obtained a revised distance modulus of 15.03 mag (=10.1 kpc) to  NGC3603 based 

on available photometry, an updated M y-calibration for early O stars and a red

dening of F b _ v =1.23 mag towards its core. From a census of the massive stellar 

content of the two central clusters I concluded th a t their global properties are com

parable. I evaluated the contribution made by Wolf-Rayet stars to  the to ta l Lyman 

continuum ionizing flux and kinetic energy released into the ISM. I discussed how 

simple calibrations can be used to  estim ate stellar luminosities, ionizing fluxes and
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mass-loss rates of luminous OB stars. Wolf-Rayet stars provide ~20 per cent of the 

to ta l ionizing flux (~ 1 .3 x l0 51 Ly photons-1 ) within 0 .5pc of their cores, and ~60 

per cent of the to ta l kinetic energy injected into the ISM (5 -6 xlO 38 erg s-1 ), despite 

representing only 10 per cent of the massive stellar population. For the larger R136 

cluster in 30 Doradus (r< 10pc), 117 massive stars provide a to ta l ionizing flux of 

4 x l0 51 Ly pho tons-1 and release a to ta l kinetic energy of 1 .6 x l0 39 e rg s-1 into the 

ISM, the latter being dominated by nine W R (43 per cent) and six 03 If* /W N  (29 

per cent) stars.

• In Chapter 4, I presented an original study of a sample of Galactic Centre (GC) Hel 

emission line stars, using both K and L band spectroscopy obtained with U K IR T- 

CGS4. The technique resembled th a t of N ajarro et al (1994), but gained from the 

use of the very tem perature sensitive line of Hell at 3.09^m, allowing for the first 

tim e a reliable determ ination of stellar param eters for three objects belonging to the 

GC itself, the Arches and the Quintuplet. I found th a t the AF star, qf#240 and 

C l l  (see the nomenclature in C hapter 4), the only objects for which we observe Hen 

A3.09, have param eters similar to previously studied WN9 stars in the Galaxy and 

the LMC. Although they possess similar effective tem peratures (~30 000K), their 

stellar luminosity ranges from a typical WN9 value for the AF sta r to much higher 

ones for C # l l  and qf#240 placing these as the most luminous stars of th a t spectral 

type and reminiscent of the W R objects studied in Chapter 3. Their mass loss 

rates and wind term inal velocities are compatible with those of Galactic WN9 stars, 

though higher than  for their LMC counterparts. Finally, their surface composition 

implies a high hydrogen content, suggesting ages of 2 Myrs for qf#240 and C # l l ,  

and 4 Myrs for the AF star.

Having more reliable surface tem peratures allowed a better determination of ionizing 

fluxes. I derived for the AF sta r a number of Lyman (or Hel) continuum photons a. 

factor ten (or 109) higher than N ajarro et al (1994), revealing the im portance of using 

a proper tem perature diagnostic line for the analysis of WNL stars. This is especially
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crucial if one aims a t understanding the energetics of the medium surrounding these 

massive stars. The derived ionizing fluxes for teh AF star, and the similarity am ongst 

all GC Hel s tars suggest a stellar origin to  the energetics of the inner parsecs of our 

Galaxy.

•  In C hapter 5, I performed quantitative analysis of four Galactic W C stars, based 

on UV, optical and IR spectroscopy, for the purpose of deriving reliable neon abun

dances via Infra-red Space Observatory (ISO) datasets. Spectroscopic analysis of 

the program m e stars -  HD 156385 (WR90, W C7), HD 192103 (WR135, W C8), 7 2 

Vel (WR11, W C 8+07.5) and WR146 (W C5+OB) -  is performed using the non- 

LTE atm ospheric code of Hillier & Miller (1998), allowing for line blanketing and 

clumping.

Stellar properties and interstellar reddenings were simultaneously obtained by com

paring de-reddened datasets with synthetic spectroscopy. Stellar tem peratures and 

luminosities lie in the range T*=57-71kK and log ( L / L q )= 5.2-5.8, with abundance 

ratios of 0 .08<C /H e<0.25 by number, with no trend towards higher tem peratu re  

or carbon abundance at earlier spectral type. Assuming volume filling factors of 

~  10%, I obtain wind performance numbers of 5-9, significantly lower than  previous 

estim ates for W C stars.

In all cases, ISO-SWS datasets reveal the fine structure  [Ne III] 15.5//m line, with 

[Neil] 12.81^m absent except in y 2 Vel. Neon abundances were obtained using a 

m ethod updated from Barlow et al. (1988) to account for clumped winds, implying 

2 x l0 -3 < Ne/H e < 5 x 10- 3 , by number. Neon abundances are typically a  factor 

of two lower than  predicted by evolutionary models for W C stars. The sulphur 

abundance of y 2 Vel is in good agreement with the cosmic abundance of 8 x l0 -5 (by 

number) for its H-deficient environm ent. An imprecise mass-loss rate  and distance 

were responsible for the original greater discrepancy identified by Barlow et al. for 

7 2 Vel.
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•  In C hapter 6, I present a quantitative spectroscopic analysis of LMC WC4 single 

sta rs , plus Br93 (W 03), using HST-FOS coupled with MSSSO optical observations. 

I derived a range of surface carbon enrichment (C /H e ~  0.1-0.3) for the W C4 stars, 

overlapping th a t seen for WC5-8 stars studied in the Galaxy (Chapter 5). This is a 

crucial result th a t implies th a t the WC4 status, believed to represent the end point 

of W C evolution before the WO stage, does not correspond to greatly chemically 

evolved stars. I find th a t the principal param eter th a t controls the W CE spectral 

type  is the wind opacity, itself controlled primarily by the wind terminal velocity and 

the  surface mass flux. The former is greater for the LMC WC4 and WO stars than 

any but the fastest expanding winds of Galactic W C stars, while their surface mass 

flux is systematically low compared to  Galactic WC5-6 stars and only comparable 

to  those of Galactic WC8s. The WC4 status hence results from the coincidence of 

high surface tem peratures (~90 000K) and low wind opacity.

I also found tha t the stellar luminosities of LMC WC4 stars are systematically higher 

th an  Galactic W CE stars, possibly resulting from the lower metallicity requiring a 

higher initial mass to enter the WC phase. This finding also falls well into the dis

covery th a t these stars are poorly enriched in carbon compared to what evolutionary 

models indicate. I derive imprecise param eters for Br93, because of the difficulty 

of finding a unique solution. Its tem perature cannot be determined to better than 

the  bracketed range of 100 000-160000K, though high tem perature solutions require 

much higher mass loss rates. The uncertainty in the velocity law is also large, since 

m any different sets of (T -M -u (r)) can fit the line profiles and the wind ionization 

balance. However, I did find with great confidence th a t Br93 is greatly chemically 

enriched ((C + O )/H e~1 .0), and of much lower luminosity than any other LMC WC4 

s ta rs  (L/L@~ 150 000). This indicates th a t Br93 could correspond to the W C4-W O  

sequence expected from stellar evolution.

Com pared to  the previous study of Grafener et al. (1998), these results differ greatly. 

All carbon and oxygen abundances derived in their work are much greater, due to
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too simplistic atomic models (fewer atomic levels require a higher abundance of the 

corresponding species), and imprecise fits to recombination lines of Civ and Hell.

•  In C hapter 7, I presented W H T-A U TO FIB observations of a large sample of M33 

W R  stars. These spectroscopic observations are the best ever obtained for these 

objects, allowing a reliable spectral type determ ination. I confirmed th a t no WO star 

is present in the sample studied. I also find th a t WC4 stars seem to  shy away from 

high metallicity environments, solely observed in the outer regions of M33 (whose 

metallicity is similar to th a t of the LMC). Though this proposal aimed initially a t 

determ ining stellar param eters of all W C stars in M33, the too low signal did not 

allow any quantitative analysis to be carried out.

Hence, this thesis has allowed me to  study W R stars in a wide variety of environments. 

Because of the limited capabilities of telescopes used in some of these studies, new and 

extended analyses would benefit from advances on the technological side of astrophysics.

Telescopes with a larger collecting area, optimised for spatial resolution, which together 

with their higher sensitivity, could allow a detailed quantitative analysis of W R stars in 

the three dense clusters identified in the GC region. Already, HST/NICM OS observations 

(Figer et al. 1999) of massive stellar clusters in the GC region has provided a clearer view 

of the stellar census down to main sequence solar mass stars, allowing studies of the IMF 

and to ta l masses for each cluster. It is certain th a t in the next ten years, our knowledge of 

the GC stars, how their physics differs from those of the SN, their history will dram atically 

improve.

Secondly, the study of Galactic W C stars for their wind neon abundance determ ina

tion showed a definite enrichment compared to cosmic value, but however yielded lower 

values than  expected by evolutionary models and no clear trend with carbon enrichment. 

Obviously, this image would gain from using a larger sample of stars, even extending it to 

include the LMC WC4 and W O stars. This study showed the im portance of reliable mass 

loss rates for the neon determ ination, and as was pointed out in C hapter 5, the value of
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the wind filling factor as a function of distance above the stellar photosphere would be of 

great use. It is in fact the physics of wind inhomogeneities th a t needs to be better com

prehended, and observational ways of constraining the resultant wind density structure be 

found.

Understanding the W C status has since long involved the necessity a t studying WC 

stars in all sorts of metallicity environments. This so far has been only possible in the 

LMC, and extending to  LG galaxies the quantitative analysis of these objects is becoming 

param ount but also possible. My a ttem pt at doing so for the M33 WC stars was not 

completely successful, but should be re-attem pted as soon as telescopes perm it a proper 

d a ta  acquisition (S/N ~  40 in the optical). M33 is an ideal candidate for th a t purpose, 

since its inner regions bathe in a medium whose metallicity is similar to th a t of the GC, 

and its outer regions have the metallicity of the LMC. Its overall low reddening would 

allow UV as well as optical studies, unveiling any differential properties of massive stars 

as a function of galactocentric radius.

Beyond M33, the next most interesting object for massive star studies is IC10, a galaxy 

undergoing a starburst, and possessing a very low metallicity. Its peculiar W C /W N  num

ber ratio is far above the value expected from the correlation of W C /W N  with metallicity 

found for the other LG galaxies, suggesting a yet unknown param eter in massive sta r 

evolution.
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